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Foreword 

This monograph is one of a series developed through the joint efforts 
of the American Nuclear Society and the Division of Technical Informa
tion of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. The purpose of the under
taking is to cover very specific areas of nuclear science and technology 
and thus help to advance the peaceful applications of nuclear energy. 

While the monographs are primarily directed toward the opera
tional scientist or engineer concerned with the applications of nuclear 
energy, they should also be helpful to students of science and engineer
ing who otherwise might have little opportunity to study information 
within the special area of each monograph. 

In looking forward to many dramatic accomplishments in peaceful 
uses of nuclear energy, the American Nuclear Society is pleased to co
operate with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission in developing this 
series of monographs to help reach these achievements. 

John Graham 
Monograph Editor 
American Nuclear Society 
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Preface 

Interest in direct conversion of nuclear energy into other useful forms 
dates back almost to the discovery of radioactivity itself. In fact, in 
1900, Madame and Pierre Curie reported the detection of a voltage 
associated with radium decay, and, in 1913, H. G. J. Moseley reported 
the operation of a high-voltage nuclear battery using radium. 

The advent of the nuclear reactor and the "atomic age" brought an 
increased interest in the development of simpler, more esthetically 
pleasing, and more reliable conversion processes than represented by 
conventional turbo-machinery. 

The possibility of an improved conversion efficiency also offered 
attractive rewards such as the extension of fuel reserves, the reduc
tion of costs, and the reduction of thermal pollution. Simultaneously, 
the growth of new and varied power requirements due to our expanding 
"energy based" society and space exploration created a demand for 
new approaches to energy conversion. 

However, a bulk of the research and development effort in direct 
energy conversion in the past decade has been concerned with ap
proaches such as thermoelectricity, thermionics, and magnetohydro-
dynamics, all of which involve heat cycles. This monograph, on the 
other hand, is devoted to methods for converting nuclear radiation di
rectly without resorting to a heat cycle. These concepts follow from 
the early discoveries by the Curies and by Moseley and generally in
volve the direct collection of the primary charged particles released in 
a nuclear reaction or by decay, or, alternately, they involve the sepa
ration and collection of ion pairs produced as the primary radiation 
interacts with surrounding matter. The utilization of such methods is 
in its infancy. Unfortunately, they have been relegated to a position of 
curiosity and are generally given only passing thought for instrumenta
tion or low-power "batteries." I contend, however, that they offer some 
truly unique characteristics that should be exploited. Hopefully, this 
monograph will make some contribution in this direction since it rep
resents a first attempt to bring a number of such concepts together in 
a unified treatment. 
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Several points about the presentation should be noted: 
1. Concepts are discussed without stressing the distinction be

tween devices for instrumentation and power sources with the hope that 
a cross fertilization of ideas may serve to strengthen both areas. It is 
not uncommon for useful high-power conversion devices to grow out of 
a beginning in instrumentation. The evolution of high-powered therm
ionic diodes from electron tube concepts is a well-known example. 

2. Although the input energy is restricted to nuclear radia
tions, the form of the output energy is not restricted. By default, 
this monograph includes only the concepts that lead to electrical 
output. However, I contemplate a second book in which the conversion 
process is generalized to include other final energy forms, e.g., 
coherent laser radiation, chemicals, etc. 

3. No specific attempt is made to "sell" the concepts on the basis 
of efficiency, power-to-weight ratio, etc. Where information of this 
type is presented, it is done with the realization that more studies, 
particularly experimental tests, are required before the situation can 
be evaluated. 

The first six chapters s t ress fundamentals rather than detailed 
designs or applications, which are left for Chap. 7. Advances in the 
state of the art are most likely to come through an expanded under
standing of fundamentals, and they should be of a more lasting value. 
In fact, it is my fond hope that the applied information presented in 
Chap. 7 will be quickly outmoded. 

Another motivation is that these fundamentals generally have 
wider application than in cell design alone, and this may provide an 
important link with other technical areas; e.g., charged-particle t rans
port such as treated here may be of interest to workers in space 
shielding, chemonuclear processing, microdosimetry, etc. 

Chapter 2 treats the basic energy conversion, i.e., the conversion 
of particle kinetic energy to potential energy. This may appear almost 
elementary since it is governed by simple conservation laws. Still it 
often holds surprises for persons who have not received a prior intro
duction to the balances involved. Chapter 2 also introduces the concept 
of an "ideal cell," which neglects energy losses in the fuel layer, sec
ondary electrons, leakage currents, etc. Since a heat cycle is not in
volved, the ideal cell, rather than the Carnot cycle, defines the maxi
mum obtainable efficiency. This is most significant. One always wants 
to know if the ultimate efficiency is worth the effort — if not, there is 
no reason to continue the study or, in the present case, the monograph! 
Furthermore, the ideal cell provides a "yardstick" for evaluation of 
actual cell performance. 
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The following chapters successively attack the phenomena that 
cause deviations from ideal performance. 

Chapters 3 and 4 treat charged-particle transport theory. The 
numerous charged particles involved, ranging from electrons to 
fission fragments, present a real problem. Their passage through 
matter differs considerably in detail; consequently it might appear that 
each should be treated separately, thus preventing a generalized cell 
analysis. This dilemma is circumvented by developing a simplified 
energy — charge loss model in Chap. 3 that can be adapted with reason
able accuracy to any one of the particles through two adjustable pa
rameters. This model is then used in Chap. 4 to incorporate transport 
effects in cell analysis. 

Chapter 5 presents a fundamental description of secondary elec
tron production. A special treatment based on parts of the transport 
theory of Chaps. 3 and 4 is developed. The emphasis placed on this 
problem stems from the fact that secondaries play a unique dual role. 
In many cells, they are a leakage current, which must be stopped; on 
the other hand, cells can be designed to collect secondary electrons, 
and, in this case, they serve as the primary charge carrier . 

Chapter 6 discusses leakage currents and associated problems 
ranging up to and including voltage breakdown. From a design point of 
view, this material may be of the most immediate importance. Most 
practical cells are leakage-current limited, and their success relies 
on appropriate design measures to combat leakages. Unfortunately 
these areas are poorly understood. For example, a comprehensive 
theory of voltage breakdown in vacuum has only recently been devel
oped, which, in itself, still leaves some unanswered questions; how
ever, in the present case, yet another question arises: "Does the in
tense radiation field encountered in cell operation affect breakdown?" 
The other phenomena discussed — radiation-induced conductivity, 
space-charge storage, and sputtering — involve equally sticky questions. 

Chapter 7 discusses designs and applications to date. Ideally, the 
theory developed in the earlier chapters would be compared with ex
perimental data, but, unfortunately, few clean, well-controlled experi
ments that could be used to test theoretical models have been carried 
out. 

Finally, a short listing of questions is included in Appendix G. 
Although this monograph is not primarily intended as a text, the 
inclusion of questions may prove useful if parts of the book are used 
in class situations. Also, since answers are given to some questions, 
this appendix may be used by persons attempting intensive self study. 

An extensive, although not exhaustive, listing of references is 
included. An attempt has been made to make key developments reason-
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ably self-sufficient. However, if appropriate review articles are avail
able, the reader is referred to them. Unfortunately some important 
works appear solely in limited-distribution laboratory reports. An 
arbitrary choice was made to include such references since this may 
facilitate direct communication with the workers or organizations in
volved if the need arises, but a reasonably detailed presentation of 
pertinent material is generally included in these cases. 

Finally, a warning should be voiced. At this early stage of de
velopment, it is difficult to present the precise, elegant derivations 
that would be possible in dealing with a subject having a long history 
of intensive research. Thus, simplified theories designed to s t ress 
concepts and interrelations are used extensively. This is not bad as 
such; however, there is always the danger of a limited range of valid
ity, which is no doubt true in some of the present treatment, especially 
where experimental data are scarce. Consequently the reader is 
cautioned to keep an open and inquiring mind. 
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Introduction 

1-1 BACKGROUND 

The growing number of nuclear reactors and the resulting increase 
in availability of radioisotopes have stimulated interest in methods of 
extracting energy from these sources and converting it to the form re
quired in a particular application. For many purposes electricity is the 
most convenient form for energy transmission so the problem of con
verting nuclear energy to electricity is fundamental. 

Ironically, the primary particles released in nuclear fission (fission 
fragments) are charged, and so are such common radioisotopic decay 
products as alpha and beta particles. As a result, one must begin in all 
these cases with moving charged part icles—i.e. , an electric current. 
Gamma photons are a major exception to this argument; however, they 
primarily interact with matter by energy transfer to electrons, so 
once again an electric current is produced. 

This argument may sound good at first, but it is open to several 
questions: " Will the direction of motion of the charged particles be 
such that a net migration of charge will occur?" (Otherwise this can
not really be called an electrical current.) And, "If there is a net 
migration, is there some way to collect the charge?" The answer is 
yes to both of these questions, and this monograph is, in fact, directed 
at expanding on this point. (The author plans to publish a second book 
that will discuss what can be done if one decides not to collect the 
primary charged particles directly but wants instead to make use of 
the ionization and excitation created by them. However, to provide 
further perspective, a brief discussion of this approach is included 
in the present chapter.) 

These concepts can perhaps be best understood by Considering 
some possible energy conversion cycles that start with fission or 
radioisotope sources. The possible application to a controlled thermo
nuclear reactor is also discussed in later sections. 

1-2 NUCLEAR RADIATION ENERGY CONVERSION CYCLES 

The general problem is demonstrated by Fig. 1.1. The initial 
energy released in fission or radioisotope decay resides largely in 
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2 DIRECT CONVERSION OF NUCLEAR RADIATION ENERGY 

the kinetic energy of a charged particle (Stage 1). Energy conversion 
cycles based on the principle of collecting these particles and hence 
converting their kinetic energy to potential energy are called "Direct-
Collection Cycles." 

Stoge 
Nuclear Radiations 

—•Charged Porticle 
Kinetic Energy 

Stage 2 

I 

Direct Collection 

Ionization, Excitation, 
and Dissociation 
Energy 

Interoction-Energy 

Cycles 

Stage 3 Heat Heat Cycles 

Fig. 1.1—Various stages of nuclear radiation energy conversion. 

II direct collection is not used, the charged particle will interact 
with matter such that its kinetic energy is converted to ionization, 
excitation, and dissociation (Stage 2). Cycles designed to operate on 
one or more of these energy forms are termed "Interaction-Energy 
Cycles." 

Unless one of these cycles is used to interrupt the energy flow, the 
natural final form is heat (Stage 3). Most of the better known conver
sion cycles start at this point and involve heat cycles. 

It is evident that direct collection represents the most direct cycle 
in the sense of involving the fewest steps. Interaction-Energy Cycles 
are intermediate in directness, while heat cycles are least direct. 
(The reader should be cautioned not to confuse directness with ef
ficiency. As is shown later, the most direct cycle may not necessarily 
be the most efficient.) 

The heat cycle is also distinguished from the other two cycles from 
a thermodynamic point of view. The second law restr icts the maximum 
conversion efficiency of a heat cycle operating between temperatures 
Tĵ  and T^ (absolute temperatures) to the Carnot efficiency rjc given as 

Vc 
_ T H - T C _ J 

(1.1) 

Since cycles based on direct collection or interaction energy do not 
involve the conversion of heat energy, they are not restricted by this 
law. This does not imply, however, that their efficiencies will automa-
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tically be larger than the Carnot efficiency since there are other limit
ing factors One objective of this monograph is to point out and study 
these factors. 

1-3 DIRECT-COLLECTION 

AND INTERACTION-ENERGY CONCEPTS 

Direct-Collection and Interaction-Energy Cycles have received 
little attention to date, so it is important at this point to introduce 
some of the underlying concepts 

1-3.1 Direct Collection 

An example of one type of direct-collection device is shown in 
Fig. 1.2, and it will serve to illustrate the concept. 

Emitter 
Electrode 

Support 
Plate 

Ctiarged 
Porficles 
Stopped in 
the Support 
Plate, 
Witti Incorrect 
Initial Angle 
or i-Velocity 
Component 

Higt) Resistance 
Electrical Insulator 

^Collector 
/ Electrode 

(Higti Potential, t V) 

-Ctiarged Particles to 
ftie Collector 

Load Resistor 

Fig. 1 2—An example of one type of Direct-Collection Cell. 

This device, which we will term a "ceil, " can be visualized simply 
as a self-charging capacitor. The two electrodes are electrically 
insulated, and a vacuum is used between them to allow the flow of the 
high-energy charged particles from the fuel layer to the collector. 
The fuel layer must be quite thin so that particles born in it have a 
chance to escape; thus the support plate is required for mechanical 
strength. Unfortunately, those particles emitted in the direction of the 
support plate are stopped in it due to their short range. 

A load resistor is inserted between the two electrodes so that as 
charged particles reach the collector a potential builds up on it. When 
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this happens subsequent particles leaving the emitter must overcome 
this potential barr ier in order to reach the collector. The basic energy 
conversion step in the cell occurs when the kinetic energy of the par
ticle is converted to potential energy via the potential barr ier . A cur
rent is thus forced through the load resistor. 

(a) Voltage and Efficiency Considerations 

Direct-Collection Cells are typically high-voltage, low-current 
devices. This is a direct consequence of the nature of the charged par
ticles involved: fission fragments have energies of the order of 80 MeV 
and carry a charge of -i-20e. Thus, if all their kinetic energy were 
converted to potential energy, roughly (80 x 10*)/20 or 4 x 10^ V would 
be obtained. Equivalent voltages and other data are summarized in 
Table 1.1 for typical charged particle sources of interest here. Except 
for some beta emitters and ions from a fusion reactor, the voltages are 
of the order 10^ V; thus, if a significant portion of the kinetic energy is 
to be converted, a potential barr ier of this order of magnitude is 
required. 

In fact, if the particles all had the same initial energy and pos
sessed a direction of motion perpendicular to the collector, the opti
mum barrier potential would be exactly equal to the voltage equivalent 
of the kinetic energy. Then, if possible radiation losses during de
celeration are neglected, every particle would have just sufficient 
kinetic energy to overcome the barr ier and would give complete con
version; i.e., 100% conversion of kinetic energy to potential energy 
would be achieved. 

Unfortunately, most charged particle sources of interest involve 
distributions in both energy and angle of emission. If a simple collector 
is used, the optimum barr ier potential inevitably involves a compromise. 
If the potential is too low, the conversion from kinetic to potential 
energy is inefficient. Yet higher potentials automatically prevent a 
fraction of the particles from reaching the collector, because they 
either originate with a low energy or their initial direction is "wrong," 
causing too small a velocity component perpendicular to the barrier . 
While a barr ier height can be selected to optimize the conversion ef
ficiency, this involves a compromise between these factors so that the 
efficiency must fall below 100%. 

The optimum potential is roughly equal to the voltage equivalent of 
the average particle energy for distributed energies, or, in the im
portant case of a monoenergetic source with an isotropic angular dis
tribution, the optimum is approximately equal to half the voltage 
equivalent to the particle's initial energy. While the precise value 
depends on a number of factors including the type of source, the fuel 



Table 1.1—TYPICAL CHARGED PARTICLES 

Par t i c l e 

F i s s ion f ragment 
Li th ium-7 
Alpha 

Beta o r e lec t ron 

Deuter ium, 
t r i t ium, 
he l ium-3 

Source 

n (235u) f.f.* 
n ("B) L i t 
210po 
n (»OB)at 
3H 
i " C e 
85Kr 
90sr/90Y 
Y (Compton interaction) 
Working ions, 

fusion r e a c t o r 

Avg. Energy, 
(To) (MeV) 

»80 
0.84 
5.3t 
1.5 

o.ooet 
0.06 
0.5 
0.22 (0.90)§ 
O r d e r of 1 
0.01 to 0.15 

Half-life 

138 days 

12 y e a r s 
285 days 

10 y e a r s 
28 y e a r s (64 hr) 

Avg. Charge, q (Units 
of Electron Charge e) 

+20 
+3 
+2 

- 1 

+1 to +3 

Approximate 
V = T / q 

m a x •'•max ^ (MV) 

-1-4 
+0.3 
+2 to +3 
+0.75 
-0 .02 
- 0 . 2 
- 1 . 3 
-2 .2 
Orde r of - 1 
+0.003 to 0.5 

•Two fragments having a distribution of energies around 97 MeV and 65 MeV are emitted. 
tThis reaction yields both 'Li and an alpha particle. 
JAlpha emission is approximately monoenergetic, whereas /3 emission involves a continuous spectrum, 

the latter case V^ax is based on the maximum value of Tj assuming that (T) » 0.4Tj„3x-
§ Values in parentheses are for '"Y. 

In 
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layer thickness, and the cell geometry, clearly cells designed for 
optimum energy conversion efficiency must operate in the kilovolt to 
megavolt range. 

The conversion efficiency, kinetic to potential energy, depends 
strongly on cell geometry, chargedparticleenergy-charge losses during 
transport, and leakage currents, and these factors are discussed in 
detail in later chapters. It should suffice here to note that efficiencies 
for ideal cells (neglecting all transport and leakage current losses) 
range from about 7% for isotropic emitter parallel plate cells to 
100% for a point-emitter spherical-collector cell. Actual devices will 
no doubt fall somewhere in between these extremes. However, at the 
present stage of development, it is difficult to assess accurately the 
importance of losses, so the efficiency range achievable in practice 
remains uncertain. 

Finally, it should be stressed that efficient power production is not 
always the major objective. Some applications (e.g., in instrumentation) 
require only a current source. In such cases, high voltages are not 
necessary or even desirable, and the cell is essentially operated in a 
shorted condition. 

(b) Current and Power Density Estimates 

Currents obtainable from Direct-Collection Cells vary consider
ably depending on the cell design and also on the amount and type of 
radiation source (fuel) used. To illustrate some typical values and to 
pinpoint some of the key design parameters involved, simplified cal
culations of currents and power densities are carried out in Appendix A 
for three different cases: a fission or nuclear reactor source; a beta 
emitter ('°Sr); and an alpha emitter (^'"Po). The results are sum
marized in Table 1.2; however, it should be stressed that they are quite 
approximate and only intended to indicate the orders of magnitude 
involved. 

Table 1.2 — SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED 
CURRENT AND POWER DENSITIES 

Source Voltage (V) /iA/cm^ W e / c m ' 

F i s s ion 2 x 10^ 0.8 0.5 
90SJ. /90Y 1.1 X 106 0.06 2.3 X 10-2 

2"Po 2.5 X 10^ 0.03 2.5 x IQ-^ 

As expected, the current densities are quite low, falling in the 
range of microamperes per square centimeter. However, because of the 
high voltages involved, the power densities turn out to be quite r e 
spectable, demonstrating that a high-powered cell is practical from the 
point of view of size (weight, cost, and other factors must also be con-
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sidered, but as shown in Chap. 7, these too may be favorable for 
certain applications). 

The fact that such high voltages are necessary for high power 
densities represents a serious complication. As will be shown re 
peatedly in these discussions, the development of the technology neces
sary to maintain the required voltages is a key problem. Many of the 
cells built to date, particularly the so-called "nuclear batteries," have, 
for one reason or another, operated at a voltage too low to offer good 
efficiencies or power densities. This has helped propagate the miscon
ception that Direct-Collection Cells are necessarily low power devices. 

1-3.2 Interaction-Energy Cells 

Interaction-Energy Cells (I-E Cells) are defined here as any 
device that directly converts the ionization and/or excitation produced 
by the interaction of nuclear radiation(s) with matter into a new energy 
form. In sharp contrast to Direct-Collection Cells which are limited in 
output to electrical energy, I-E Cells are capable of producing a variety 
of output energy forms. The mainpossibilities are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. 

IONIZATION-ELECTRIC-»-Electrical 
CELL Energy 

•^Chemical Processing—••Chemical 
(Chemonuclear Reoctor) Energy 

Coherent 
•• Laser »"Radlation 

Energy 

X-ray, UV, 
•-•Optical, ond IR 

Radiation 

Fig. 1.3—Relation of Interaction-Energy Cells. 

If the ion-electron pair created in the process of ionization can be 
separated, an electrical output is possible, and such devices are 
termed Ionization-Electric Cells. 

The ionization and excitation energy can also be utilized in other 
ways. Since various chemical reactions proceed via either ionized or 
free radicals, chemical processing is another important possibility. 
If the radiation source is a nuclear reactor, the "cell" is commonly 
termed a "chemonuclear unit". Although this represents an exceedingly 
important area, it is not included in this monograph since adequate 
coverage has been provided in other books and review articles (e.g., 
see Refs. 1-6). 

WVW-
Charged 

Particle 
Interaction 

IONIZATION 

EXCITATION 
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Finally, radiation of a wavelength different from the input can be 
obtained. The decay of excited states and recombination of ionized 
species may lead to the emission of radiation ranging from x-ray to 
infrared wavelengths, and these radiations represent a potentially useful 
energy form. The nuclear radiation pumped laser (to be discussed in 
some detail in the author's second book) is a specific example of a 
device designed to capitalize on this route. Conventional laser sys
tems use flash lamps, high voltage supplies, or radio-frequency 
oscillators to supply or pump energy into the system. The use of nu
clear radiation pumping appears feasible, but this approach is still 
in an early research stage. 

At this point, we select the Ionization-Electric Cell from these 
various possibilities for a more detailed study. As pointed out earlier, 
from a mechanistic point of view, it is the next logical step for elec
trical output after Direct-Collection Cells. Thus, an understanding 
of it may provide more perspective relative to direct collection, which 
is of principle concern in this monograph. 

(a) The Ionization-Electric Cell Concept 

As illustrated in Fig. 1.4(a), the cell consists simply of two elec
trodes separated by a gas, solid, or liquid. Ion pairs, created in the 
inter-electrode region by radiation, are separated by a potential dif
ference AV illustrated in Fig. 1.4(b). (The shape of the potential curve 
will depend upon the cell design and operating conditions; the curve 
shown is only for illustrative purposes.) The separated charges result 
in a net current flow in the external circuit and the load resistor. 

The description up to this point may sound much like a conventional 
ionization chamber used for radiation detection. The distinction, how
ever, comes from the way in which AV is created. The ionization 
chamber uses a battery for a bias voltage. The chamber then acts as 
a radiation dependent impedance in the circuit so that the battery sup
plies a net energy input. On the other hand, if AV is created by some 
"inherent" or internal mechanism, it is possible to obtain a net energy 
output, and this is the key to the Ionization-Electric Cell. 

One way of accomplishing this is to construct the electrodes from 
materials having different work functions, in which case A0 of Fig. 
1.4(b) represents the work function difference. An electron reaching 
the electrode at "d" falls through a potential corresponding to that 
electrode's work function. Then, in passing through the external 
circuit, it may suffer a voltage drop across the load and still enter the 
other electrode at a potential equal to its Fermi level (hatched levels 
in the figure). Provided 

I > ^ (1.2) 
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Fig. 1.4 — Schematic illustration of the lomzation-Electric Cell, (a) The loniza-
tion-Electric Cell concept, (b) An illustrative potential diagram, (c) Electron-ion 
recombination at the electrode surface. The normal surface barrier is modified 
by the approach of the ion, and electron (1) tunnels directly to the ground state 
of the ion. Excess energy is given to electron (2), which, depending on the en
ergy, may escape the surface. This is called direct Auger neutralization.' 
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the electron can then recombine with an ion with ionization potential I 
that has been forced to the electrode by the internal potential difference. 
This requirement arises because the ion must "draw" the electron 
across the work function barr ier as illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 1.4(c). 

The internal potential difference as shown in Fig. 1.4(b) is given by 

AV = A<̂  - V L . (1.3) 

This relation is consistent with one's intuition, e.g., the maximum 
current should occur when AV is maximum. This corresponds to a short 
circuit (VL = 0), in which case AV goes to A(p. On the other hand, the 
current for an open circuit is zero. This indicates a null driving force 
(AV = 0), in which case the open circuit voltage is simply A(^. 

The work function difference technique has been used with gaseous 
interelectrode material. Another method, which is restricted to solid 
state devices, is to use a p-n semiconductor junction to create a voltage 
gradient. Finally, in gaseous devices a temperature difference between 
the electrodes has been found to create a voltage difference. 

(b) Ionization-Electric Cell Efficiency Considerations 

As stressed earlier, neither Direct-Collection nor lonization-
Electric Cells involve a heat cycle, and hence, neither is limited to 
Carnot efficiencies. However, there is a fundamental difference be
tween the two cells. 

It is shown in Chap. 2 that it may be possible to minimize losses 
in Direct-Collection Cells and approach 100% efficiency simply by 
judicious selection of cell geometry and construction. In contrast, the 
Ionization-Electric Cell faces a fundamental obstacle to approaching 
this goal. Since it operates by separation of ion pairs, the energy 
associated with excitation is lost. Thus its efficiency is limited by the 
condition 

V^——=— (1.4) 
' I + I* W ^ ' 

where I is the first ionization potential for gases or the valence to 
conduction band energy gap for solids, and I* represents the energy 
going into excitation in the general sense, i.e., including excess kinetic 
energy given to the ion and electron and energies larger than I as 
sociated with ionization via ejection of inner shell electrons. (In cases 
where ionization is produced via excitation as an intermediate step, 
e.g.. Penning mixtures^, I* is to be interpreted as the part of the excita
tion energy not passed on to ionization. Hence, (I + I*) represents the 
total energy lost per ion pair created, denoted by W.) 
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This limitation reflects the proliferation of energy forms with 
passage through the various stages illustrated in Fig. 1.1. It is, in fact, 
this randomization of energy forms that, from a mechanistic point of 
view, leads to the Carnot efficiency limitation in the third or heat 
cycle stage. 

The limitation imposed by Eq. (1.4) depends strongly on the ma
terial involved. For example, W ~ 20 to 40 eV/ion pair for gases for a 
remarkable range of energies and types of radiation^ Thus, for helium 
(I ~ 24.6 eV), the limiting efficiency is roughly 85%; for cesium vapor 
(I ~ 3.9 eV), it is roughly 13%; etc. On the other hand, W values for 
solids are generally an order of magnitude lower than for gases, but 
the energy gap is correspondingly lower so the division of energy is 
not necessarily improved. For example, silicon with a gap of ~1.1 eV 
has W ss 3.5 eV/pair, which gives a maximum efficiency of;« 31%. 

While the limiting efficiency only depends on I and W, many addi
tional parameters determine the actual efficiency of a specific design. 
These include the fraction of the incoming radiation absorbed in the 
inter-electrode medium, possible recombination and other losses of the 
ion pairs prior to collection, and the magnitude of A0 and its effective
ness for charge separation. 

(c) Current and Power Densities 

The cell design, particularly the selection of the inter-electrode 
medium and the radiation source, can lead to wide variations in output 
currents and power densities. For comparison purposes, we will again 
consider the reactor fission-fragment source used in the earlier 
Fission-Electric Cell example. However, we will now assume that the 
ionization-electric concept is used to obtain electrical output. 

First, we must decide whether to use a solid, liquid, or gaseous 
device. The solid, because of its density, has the advantage of strongly 
absorbing radiation, leading to compact, high-power density devices. 
However, radiation damage may be limiting. Liquids and gases may, 
with proper selection, be used to avoid this problem. Little is known 
about liquid-state cells, so quite arbitrarily helium at 1 atm pressure 
is used in the following example. 

A cross section of a typical cell array in the reactor is shown in 
Fig. 1.5. The design is similar to the Fission-Electric Cell (Fig. 1.2), 
but the space between electrodes is now filled with helium. 

As before a thickness roughly equal to the fragment range in ura
nium (10 fi) is used in order to maximize the emergent fragment cur
rent. However, the plate spacing d should be selected so that the 
fragments lose most or all of their energy via ionization and excitation 
of helium. Thus, a spacing equal to the fragment range in the gas is 
selected — roughly 11 cm for helium at 1 atm. 
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Electrode No. I 

Fig. 1.5 — C r o s s sect ion of s eve ra l ce l l s in the r e a c t o r loniza t ion-Elec t r ic Cell 
example . 

Table 1.3 — SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE 
lONIZATION-ELECTRIC CELL OF FIG. 1.5* 

Neutron Flux 
[n/(cm2 sec)] 

1 0 " 
10»< 
10^ 

Recombination 
Included 

No 
Yes 
Yes 

Frac t ion of 
Ion P a i r s 
Collected 

1.0 
1.4 X 10-s 

0.4 

Curren t Densi ty! 
(A/cm2) 

0.35 
5.0 X 10-« 
1.4 X 1 0 - " 

Power Density 
(We/cm') 

2.7 X 10-2 
3.9 X 1 0 - ' 
1.1 X 1 0 - " 

*For a 11-cm spacing with helium at 1 a tm. 
tA 1-V work function difference was assumed in all ca lcula t ions . Ohmar t 

has built a cell with a work function difference of ~0.Q V, while the design by 
Thomas a s sumed 1.67 V but used stacked ce l l s to obtain 73.5-V output (p. 250, 
Ref. 24). 

The cell currents and power densities are estimated in Appendix 
A-2, and the results are summarized in Table 1.3. 

If no recombination of the ion pairs were to occur, it is seen that 
quite reasonable current and power densities would be obtained; how
ever, recombination cannot be ignored, and this causes a serious re 
duction in the output densities. Larger work function differences or the 
use of a filling gas with a lower recombination coefficient would help, 
but large gains in these directions do not seem feasible with present 
technology. As indicated by the calculation for a neutron flux of 10 ,̂ a 
reduction in the ion pair production source (hence the ion and electron 
densities) will reduce the losses due to recombination. While this leads 
to an improved efficiency, it results in even lower current and power 
densities. Unless future developments get around this problem, this 
would seem to restrict the lonization-Electric Cell to low power ap
plications, e.g., instrumentation, battery supplies, etc. In fact, because 
of their simplicity, reliability, and low cost, such cells are already 
marketed commercially as detectors in radiation level and thickness 
gauges^. 
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1-3.3 Barrier Analogies 

An analogy may give some further pe rspec t ive to the concepts 
d i scussed thus far, which have s t r e s s e d that d i rec t radiat ion energy 
convers ion basical ly involves the conversion of charged par t i c le kinetic 
energy into potential energy. Intuitively, th is i s done by erec t ing a 
potential b a r r i e r in the path of the pa r t i c l e . Ironically, the problem is 
complicated in the case of nuclear radia t ions because the kinetic energy 
p e r pa r t i c l e i s charac te r i s t i ca l ly so l a rge . A single b a r r i e r mus t then, 
by definition, be l a rge , leading to the high vol tages requ i red in Di rec t -
Collection Cycles . As i l lus t ra ted by the dam analogy in Fig. 1.6, an 
a l te rna te approach i s a s e r i e s of s m a l l e r b a r r i e r s , but this a lso 
p r e s e n t s p rob l ems . 

Fig. 1.6(a)—A single-stage hydroelectric dam. (Analogous to single-collector 
Direct-Collection Cells. As illustrated, unless all clouds have sufficient 
height — particles have sufficient energy — they will not be able to overcome 
the barrier.) 

Fig. 1.6(b)—A multistage unit. (Analogous to Multiple-Collector Cells or loniza-
tion-Excitation Cycles. Here the variable barrier height compensates for varia
tions in cloud altitude—particle energy.) 
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At the risk of carrying the analogy too far, this can be used to il
lustrate some of the points made in the preceding analyses. Certainly 
the single stage approach is the most direct, and it is the simplest to 
optimize. One simply selects the dam height to maximize the potential 
head, to minimize overflow losses, and to offer minimum interference 
for the return of water to the reservoir via the clouds. However, two 
key questions must be raised: Can such a high dam be built without 
danger of collapse (voltage breakdown)? Will the clouds be distributed 
in elevation such that the dam prevents passage of the lower ones 
(corresponding to variations in particle energies and angles) ? If either 
is a problem, it may be necessary to resort to a series of barr iers or 
a multistage approach. 

The use of multiplate collectors with varying potentials, discussed 
in Sec. 1-3.4(b), represents such an alternative for Direct-Collection 
Cells, but unfortunately such arrangements have received little atten
tion to date. (The DVE Cell, discussed later in Chap. 2, represents 
another somewhat more subtle variation that, in effect, has an infinite 
number of stages i) 

Interaction-Energy Cells also represent a multistage approach 
where the ionization and/or excitation potentials provide the individual 
stages. The difficulty with this approach is that the cells conceived to 
date have involved outer-shell electrons so the potential barr iers are 
inherently small (relative to nuclear radiation energies) and there is 
little freedom to select optimum sizes and combinations of heights. 
Thus, to obtain a reasonable choice of barr iers , there is a strong 
motivation to develop a cycle based on ionization-excitation of inner-
shell electron levels or possibly nuclear levels, but methods to do this 
have not been devised. 

In theory a multistage unit might be as efficient as one with a 
single stage; however, this is not easy because of the many practical 
problems involved. In the dam analogy, one must worry about where 
the clouds release their rain, the individual efficiences of each turbo
generator, etc. There are simply more ways that losses can enter, 
and in practice, they probably would. In addition. Fig. 1.6(b) probably 
should include a side-stream to permit water from upper stages to 
bypass the lower ones completely. This would be analogous to the 
inability of the lonization-Electric Cell to utilize excitation energies. 

1-3.4 Relation to Other Conversion Methods 

Having gained some understanding of Direct-Collection and Inter
action-Energy Cycles, we are in a position to question how they relate 
to other conversion methods, and this is illustrated schematically in 
Fig. 1.7, which is an expansion of the earlier stage diagram (Fig. 1.1). 
As shown, the path involving heat production can be split into two main 
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Fig. 1.7 — Relation of var ious Energy-Convers ion Cycles . 

routes: One goes through a conventional turbogenerator cycle such as 
has been used on all existing central nuclear-electric power stations to 
date. The second route, involving thermionic, thermoelectric, MHD, or 
fuel cell units, is of particular interest because these four, plus photo
voltaic methods, are the major concepts commonly included in "Direct 
Energy Conversion" (e.g., Refs. 10 and 11). Since the same term has 
been applied to the subject matter discussed here, some confusion is 
likely. Strictly speaking, Fig. 1.7 illustrates that thermionics, etc., 
when used with a nuclear source, are not "direct" in terms of the 
number of conversion steps involved. However, the term "Direct Energy 
Conversion" has come to mean, by virtue of common usage, methods 
that " . . . convert energy to electricity using fewer intermediate steps" 
than the turbogenerator system (Ref. 10, p. 1). 

While the present comments may be critical of the nomenclature 
or jargon, they are not meant to infer that direct collection, because 
it is single step and hence "direct," is the "best" method for nuclear 
energy conversion. The question of "best" is much more complex. In 
fact, there is not even a unique answer since "best" can only be 
interpreted in terms of a specific application. 

(a) Combination Cycles 

It should be feasible to combine either a Direct-Collection or an 
Interaction-Energy Cell with a heat cycle. In fact, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.8, there are several possible ways of coupling the two through 
the "waste heat" from the radiation cells. The concept of combining 
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Fig. 1.8 — Possible topping cycles involving Radiation Cells. Cycle efficiencies 
are indicated as Viy where the subscripts refer to the temperature difference 
involved, i.e., (Tj-Tj). (rjo is independent of temperature.) The temperature and 
waste heat energy values, QHj s Q(i - 77;̂ ), are Indicated at various points. The 
electrical output for a given cycle will be the difference between the entering 
and exit energy values, e.g., for the radiation cell, this is: [Q-(QHo)] = 770Q. 

various cycles is not new, but it has received renewed interest in recent 
years with the advent of high temperature concepts such as MHD and 
thermionics. They make it possible to consider using higher tempera
tures which, depending on the source, may be available but are not 
utilized in conventional steam or gas turbines because of metallurgical 
considerations. For example, stea'' turbines are generally limited to 
temperatures less than f%i600°C, while gas turbines are restricted'^ to 
700-900°C. 

A unit making use of the upper or "top" temperature range is 
commonly called a "topper," and the process is called "topping"'^ 
This IS illustrated in Fig. 1.8 by the path leading directly from the 
source to the high temperature-direct conversion cycle on the left, 
thence to the turbogenerator. The temperature leaving the topper 
(T2 in Fig. 1.8) is generally taken to be the same as the inlet tempera
ture to the turbogenerator if it were used separately (note the direct 
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path in Fig. 1.8 from the source to the turbogenerator). Since the 
temperature range employed by the turbogenerator is unaffected, its 
efficiency is unchanged. 

Since, as shown in Fig. 1.8, combined cycles involving radiation 
pass energy from the source through the cells first,* they too can be 
viewed as "toppers." However, there is one important difference-
Because these cells do not involve a thermodynamic cycle, they can 
essentially reject heat at the highest temperature permitted by the 
source itself (labeled Tj). As a consequence, they could even serve as 
a topper for a high temperature thermionic or MHD cycle (see the 
dashed line in Fig. 1.8). Further, it would be possible to combine all 
three cycles if the thermionic or MHD unit in turn served as a topper 
for the turbogenerator. 

Some numerical examples of the effect of topping are worked out 
in Appendix A-3, where it is shown that even a low efficiency topper may 
be attractive; e.g., use of a nuclear cell with 10% efficiency with a 
35% efficient turbogenerator results in a fractional increase in the 
overall efficiency of 19% (giving an overall efficiency of 42%). For a 
fixed output power, this corresponds to a reduction in the energy input 
requirement of ~16% and a decrease in the waste heat rejected of ~24%. 
This has direct meaning in terms of reduced fuel costs, heat dump 
requirements, and thermal pollution. (Thermal pollution, concerned with 
possible damage that thermal discharge from power plants may inflict 
on the natural environment, has received considerable attention recently, 
e.g , see Ref. 13.) 

While these results are impressive, consideration must be given to 
the added cost and complexity associated with adding the topper. How
ever, it should be stressed that cost is not always the most significant 
basis for a decision for or against topping. Like it or not, society may 
be forced to pay more to reduce thermal pollution. In space applica
tions the entire system, including the added topping unit, must often 
compete with alternatives on the basis of power to weight ratio criteria. 
Other special requirements may favor one approach over another, and 
the radiation cell topping concept would be ideal where simultaneous 
requirements for both high- and low-voltage currents exist. Likewise, 
ionization —excitation cells producing chemicals or coherent radiation 
might have unique advantages in situations requiring these outputs along 
with electrical energy. A dual chemical-processing, steam unit is 
another combination that has received some consideration'^*'^ 

•This is valid for situations like the Fission-EIectric Reactor where the 
source energy initially resides in the kinetic energy of the charged particles 
used m the Direct-Collection Cell. However, in some instances (e.g., conver
sion of gamma radiation energy entering a reactor shield via a Gamma-EIectric 
Cell as discussed later in Chap. 7), the cell operates on energy that has 
by-passed the heat cycle. It then acts as an auxiliary converter rather than a 
topper, and the analysis must be modified accordingly. 
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(b) Combination and Multiplate Cells 

Aside from integrating nuclear cells with heat cycles, a variety of 
ways of combining various cells themselves can be envisioned. Coupled 
cells using different sources, or Direct-Collection and Interaction-
Energy combinations, are termed combination cells. 

Multiplate (emitter and/or collector) arrangements are often in
volved in combination cells, although they may just as frequently be 
used in single cell construction. It is impossible to consider all of the 
possibilities here, but a few examples are illustrated in Fig. 1.9. 
They should be considered in view of four key reasons for designing in 
this direction, namely to: 

•permit operation on two or more different types of radiation 
emitted from a given source. 

•obtain a maximum emitter —collector surface area in the mini
mum volume. 

• achieve lower potential differences between successive plates. 
•compensate for differences in particle ranges and energies. 

The design illustrated in Fig. 1.9(a) uses alternate alpha and beta 
emitters so that each plate serves a dual role as both emitter and 
collector. This might also be possible in a cell using only one type of 
emitter. However, different load resistors or fuel layer thicknesses 
would be required from plate to plate. Otherwise the particle emission 
and arrival rates would just balance for any given plate, making it 
impossible to build up a net charge or potential. 

In the cell of Fig. 1.9(b), a collimated gamma radiation beam 
interacts with the electrodes to produce high energy Compton elec
trons. (Electrode materials are typically selected with low atomic 
number so that, with gammas in the low MeV range, Compton produc
tion is favored; however, the photoelectric effect and pair-production 
can give a significant contribution in some cases.) The preferential 
forward direction of motion of these electrons gives rise to an electri
cal current, and this is an example of a multiplate, vacuum type 
Gamma-Electric Cell (solid dielectric insulators can also be used 
as described in Chaps. 2 and 7). 

Gamma radiation, being more penetrating than Compton electrons, 
is partially transmitted through the emitter —collector plates while the 
electrons are stopped. Since the gamma intensity is attenuated some
what by each plate, the number of electrons emitted also progressively 
decreases. As a result more electrons arrive at a given plate than 
leave, so provided correct load resistors are selected, a potential will 
build up. 

Also note that each electron "sees" only the potential barr ier 
represented by the voltage difference between two plates. Thus, by 
this cascade effect, barring voltage breakdown, the total voltage dif-
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ference (first emitter to gamma absorber) could greatly exceed the 
voltage equivalent of the gamma photons or the Compton electrons. 
(As will be seen later, the same effect is an inherent characteristic of 
even a 2-electrode solid dielectric Gamma-Electric Cell.) 

The next illustration. Fig. 1.9(c), uses a number of thin collectors. 
Depending on their energy and direction, the charged particles may pass 
through several collectors before stopping. In fact, some of those unable 
to overcome the potential and reach a given collector, say the third one, 
may be stopped in one of the intervening collectors, e.g., the second 
one, instead of returning to the emitter. While such a design would 
offer a choice of voltages, represented by R^, RL2, etc., in the figure, 
it has some disadvantages. The emitter area is preserved; hence, the 
currents are of the same magnitude as for the equivalent 2-plate design. 
Also, its efficiency would no doubt be impaired because a fraction of the 
particles pass through one or more plates and suffer energy losses in 
doing so. 

An interesting variation has been considered to collect charged 
particles emerging from a mirror-type thermonuclear fusion device'^. 
The collector plates are replaced by a series of vapor filled cells. 
High-energy particles escaping from the fusion device undergo charge 
exchange collisions in the vapor, and the resulting low-energy charged 
particles are swept out of the vapor by transverse fields created by 
appropriate electrodes. This approach avoids some of the problems 
inherent in the use of a solid collector plate, but detailed studies of 
efficiencies, other leakage effects, etc., have not been published to date. 
The use of a series of collectors, progressively increasing in potential, 
is particularly important in connection with a device such as a ther
monuclear reactor where the charged particles have a wide spread of 
energies. Lower-energy particles are collected by the first collectors 
whereas higher-energy particles pass through to the high potential 
collectors. This offers the possibility of quite high conversion ef
ficiencies in comparison to a single collector cell operating at a unique 
potential which is "off-optimum" for lower- or higher-energy particles. 

The basic principle of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.9(d) 
where a magnetic field is used to energy-analyze a multienergy beam. 
The resulting beams are collected by plates having voltages, i.e., load 
resistances, "mated" to the various beam energies. This is equivalent, 
in concept, to the cell of Fig. 1.9(c), but the losses inherent in the 
transmission of particles through collection plates are now avoided. 
Neglecting leakage currents and resistive losses in the magnet (these 
are truly extraneous losses since, by definition, no work is expended 
in the defection of the particles by the magnetic field) a lOCft efficiency 
can be approached in the limit of many plates. 

The final example. Fig. 1.9(e), a slight modification of Fig. 1.9(a), 
uses two plates alternately coated with positive and negative particle 
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emitters. Such an arrangement would potentially give larger currents 
without increasing the plate area; however, the use of two or more 
sources introduces an added complexity from a practical point of view. 

Other aspects, e.g., the effect of secondary electron emission, 
should be considered in evaluating any of these designs. These problems, 
as well as a consideration of other possible designs, will be deferred 
until later. 

Ultimately the choice between simple cells versus combination 
and/or multiplate cells is reduced to weighing the benefits of the latter 
against the increased complexity and cost of construction. 

1-4 NUCLEAR RADIATION INDUCED IONIZATION 
AS A "CATALYST" IN OTHER CONVERSION DEVICES 

The basic objective of the lonization-Electric Cell is the conver
sion of nuclear radiation energy via a cycle involving induced ioniza
tion. However, another important way that radiation induced ionization 
might be used is to "aid" or increase the efficiency of the heat con
version process in thermal cycles. In this role it acts as a "catalyst. " 
Its presence improves the process, but the conversion of the heat 
energy, not radiation energy, is the basic objective. Two important 
examples, space charge neutralization in thermionics and induced 
conductivity in MHD, are illustrated by the dotted lines in Fig. 1.7. 
Both will be discussed in more detail in the author's second book, but 
a brief description is instructive here. 

Space charge neutralization is a key problem in successful opera
tion of thermionic diodes. (For a general description of thermionic 
diode theory and operation, see Refs. 10 and 11). As the current is in
creased, electrons leaving the emitter "see" a dense cloud of electrons 
ahead in the gap. Unless corrective measures are taken, this "space 
charge" barr ier seriously reduces the current and hence the efficiency 
of the diode. 

Early designs used a close spacing which reduced space charge by 
simply limiting the gap volume available to electrons, but the spac-
ings required (of the order of 0.001 cm) caused extreme mechanical 
problems. Another early approach used crossed electric-magnetic 
field techniques. Unfortunately, electron leakage currents are serious, 
and the device is considerably more complicated than the simple diode. 

Introduction of ions into the inter-electrode gap represents the 
most common current approach. Two basic considerations are involved: 
first, sufficient ions must be produced; and second, the energy required 
for ion production should be minimized since it is not recovered. 

Cesium has been used extensively as a fill gas because of its low 
ionization potential. However, ionization by contacting it with the hot 
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emitter surface has encountered difficulties because of the high tem
peratures required, and the alternate approach of using higher cesium 
pressures to achieve volume ionization through electron collisions also 
has some disadvantages. The increased resistance to electron flow 
across the gap and the associated energy losses and decrease in cur
rent reduce the operating efficiency, but this approach is presently 
accepted as the "standard" method. 

Auxiliary electrode methods, photoionization, and nuclear radiation 
induced ionization have been considered, but they have not yet received 
sufficient study to permit a final evaluation. 

In theory at least, the nuclear radiation route is ideally suited to a 
converter employing a reactor or radioisotope power source. First, a 
nuclear power source has associated with it "excess "nuclear radiations 
that, having failed to produce heat in the diode emitter, are lost from 
the thermionic cycle. If these radiations could be used to produce the 
required ions, the energy going into the ion production would in a 
sense be "free." Second, the high energy of the nuclear radiation makes 
it feasible to exploit fill gases other than cesium since the ionization 
potential is no longer a critical parameter. For example, Jablonski 
et a l . " have considered the use of various noble gases, and they point 
out that these gases: are less corrosive than cesium; have electron — 
neutral atom cross sections 100 to 10^ times smaller than for cesium, 
thus reducing the plasma resistance and associated losses; and permit 
lower operating temperatures compared to devices using surface 
ionization. 

However, these gains are not obtained without some penalties, and 
it is still not clear that sufficient ionization can be obtained. This ap
pears to be virtually impossible using gamma radiation; hence, for a 
reactor source, the obvious route is via fission fragments. This brings 
us back to the problem of getting fragments out of the fuel layer, and it 
brings in additional questions, too; e.g., will the diode performance be 
harmed as the plasma is slowly contaminated by fission products 
(fragments) ? 

The use of nuclear radiation to enhance electrical conductivity in 
MHD presents a similar situation. (References such as 10-12 review 
the basic concepts of MHD.) The power produced by a gas cycle MHD 
unit is proportional to the electrical conductivity of the gas, which is 
in turn a function of the ionization density. The normal method for ob
taining the required ionization is by using high temperatures and by 
simultaneously seeding the gas, i.e., by adding small quantities of an 
alkali metal with a low ionization potential. However, the temperatures 
required are generally quite high, and one must contend with the cor
rosive seed material. Thus, alternate non-thermal ionization techniques 
have received some attention, and this is of particular importance if 
an MHD unit is to be used with a nuclear reactor source. The reactor. 
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in comparison with a flame source, presents a major difficulty because 
heat must be generated in solid fuel elements and transferred to the 
gas. This seriously limits temperatures and makes thermal ionization 
marginal even with seeding. 

In fact, a recent study at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory' ' con
cluded that the "extensive (developmental) programs required do not 
appear justified since . . . no significant gains in power economy can be 
predicted that will allow the nuclear-MHD plant to compete with con
ventional nuclear power plants." It should be stressed that these 
remarks refer strictly to thermal ionization techniques. The authors 
gave only a "cursory" consideration to non-thermal processes because 
the methods have not yet been demonstrated experimentally, and the 
temperature range expected (<3400°R) is within the obtainable range 
of gas turbine development, which would be a formidable competitor. 

Despite these problems, the bleak outlook for thermal ionization 
would seem to force attention to turn eventually to non-thermal meth
ods. Of the various possibilities, the arguments for considering nuclear 
radiation ionization closely parallel those used in the case of ther
mionics. The radiation energy is "free," and the working gas can be 
selected without regard to ionization potential. However, there is an 
important additional consideration in MHD. The MHD channel itself 
probably cannot be placed in the reactor core because of the resulting 
complications for both the core and magnet design. One solution is to 
irradiate the entrance nozzle, and the problem then boils down to ob
taining sufficient ionization density as the gas flows into and down the 
channel. Some preliminary studies indicate that a high speed helium-3 
gas flow might work (e.g., Ref. 19). An alternate approach that has 
some merit is to select a gas, such as nitrogen, having a long lifetime 
(metastable) excited state which, upon excitation in the entrance, can 
then decay and produce ionization in the channel itself^". 

No doubt there are other concepts where the "catalytic" effect of 
radiation induced ionization might be advantageous; for example, 
electrogasdynamics^'. A source of ions alone is needed, but a sweeping 
field technique to remove electrons preferentially from the radiation 
region might be one possible attack. 

1-5 STATUS OF CELL DEVELOPMENT 

A detailed discussion of Direct-Collection Cell development is 
presented in Chap. 7. At this point, we would simply like to gain a 
general "feeling" for the state of the art. This discussion is best divided 
into three parts following the three main areas of cell applications: 
instrumentation; low output power supplies; and high output power 
supplies. 



Table 1.4 — CELLS AVAILABLE COMMERCIALLY 

Common or Trade Name 
of Cell 

Type of Cell 
(Insulator) 

Typical Radiation 
Involved 

Output 
Power Uses 

Unique 
Characteristics 

Monograph Section 
or References 

I. Instrumentation 
a. Semirad detector (Sec

ondary Electron Mixed 
Radiation Dosimeter) 

b. Compton diode 

c. "Self-powered" 
neutron detectors 

d. Semiconductor 
neutron detectors 

e. Ohmart measuring 
cell 

f. Alphatron 

II. Low-Output Power Source 
a. Nuclear batteries 

D-C* 
(vacuum) 

D - C 
(vacuum or 
dielectric) 

D - C 
(dielectric) 

I-EJ 
(semiconductor) 

I-E 
(dielectric 
spacer, gas 
filled) 

I-E 

D - C 
(vacuum or 
dielectric) 

Secondary electrons 
(recoil protons) 
produced by ex
ternal gamma ra
diation (fast 
neutrons) 

Compton electrons 
produced by ex
ternal gamma 
radiation 

Beta particles pro
duced by external 
neutron flux 

All types of external 
radiation 

External gamma or 
beta radiation 

Internal alpha source 

Internal radioisotope 
source, mainly;3 
emitters 

t 

t 

t 

1 

t 

t 

<l-mW 

Radiation monitors, 
particularly for 
in-core measure
ments, pulsed re
actors, and nuclear 
explosions 

Same as for Semirad 

Same as for Semirad 

Radiation detection. 
spectroscopy 

Detector element 
in density, and 
liquid-level 
gauges 

Vacuum pressure 
gauge (2:10~< 
Torr) 

Timing circuit; in
strumentation. 
electric detonator, 
or watch and clock 
power 

Small, rugged; linear in very 
high intensity fields, fast 
time response; fairly in
sensitive to temperatures. 
etc., gamma compensation pos 
sible 

Same as for Semirad 

Same as for Semirad 

Small size, high energy 
resolution 

Simple, rugged, dependable 

No filament to burn out or 
sag, can be exposed to 
atmosphere, linear re
sponse; long life 

Simple, rugged, long life. 
insensitive to temperature, 
pressure, gravity, constant 
current up to relatively 
high voltages 

Sec. 

-
Sec. 

Sec. 

Ref. 

Ref. 

Ref. 

Sec. 

7 - 6 

7 - 5 

7-4.2 

22 

9 

23 

7-4.2 

*D-C = Direct-Collection. 
tEssentially a short circuit, also may be biased with an external power supply or battery. 
}I-E = Ionization-Electric. 
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As indicated in Table 1.4, most of the cells commercially available 
fall under the heading of nuclear radiation detection instrumentation. 
The Semirad detector, Compton diode, and "self-powered" neutron 
detector have gained a unique place for measurements involving high 
radiation intensities, e.g., in pulsed reactors, nuclear explosions, etc. 
As a result, considerable research has been devoted to their develop
ment, and they show considerable sophistication in such matters of 
importance to detection as linearity, insensitivity to the radiation en
ergy spectrum, and time response. These cells are based on direct 
collection, but the lonization-Electric Cell concept has also been used 
as illustrated by the semiconductor detector and Ohmart Cell. Because 
of their high-energy resolution, semiconductor detectors have assumed 
a prime role in nuclear radiation spectroscopy, and they have perhaps 
received more research and development effort than any other detector 
listed here^^ 

The traditional ionization chamber might be included as an ex
ample of the lonization-Electric Cell, but in a strict sense, this is not 
correct since an external bias supplies the sole driving force for col
lection. (An external bias may be used in the other cells to enhance 
collection, but other "driving forces" are also present—i.e. , the par
ticle kinetic energy in direct-collection concepts and an internal 
electric field in the semiconductor junction. In brief, the key question 
is: will the cell operate at all without a bias? The latter examples 
would; the ionization chamber will not.) The Ohmart Cell is a "cousin" 
of the ionization chamber, but it uses a work function difference concept 
as described earlier. In contrast to the other detectors, relatively 
little research outside of the effort by the Ohmart Corporation^ has 
been devoted to this cell. 

The alphatron, a vacuum pressure gauge, demonstrates another 
instrumentation application. However, its cost is relatively high and 
care is required for the safe use of the radioisotope, and these items 
have prevented a wide usage of this gauge^^. Like the ion chamber, it 
generally uses an external bias; however, because of its unique built-in 
source, it has been included in Table 1.4. 

While the basic concepts may be similar, the transition from 
instrumentation to a power source is not an easy one. For example, 
consider the time period involved during which thermoelectric gen
erators evolved from thermocouple concepts, or thermionic generators 
evolved from electron tube concepts. It is also interesting that two in
gredients were required for the transition: the development of new ma
terials and a new mental attitude by the designer. 

In the case of nuclear cells, it would appear that this transition has 
slowly but surely begun. In the low power range (<1 mW) the so-called 
"nuclear battery" has an established place for special purpose require
ments. In fact, the number of nuclear batteries in operation greatly 
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exceeds the number of well publicized SNAP generators'^. This has 
been attributed to the low unit cost of the batteries, and it is certainly 
not surprising when one reflects on the number of ordinary chemical 
batteries that have been built relative to, say, coal fired electric 
generating stations. However, the low unit cost combined with fairly 
loose efficiency and power density requirements for nuclear batteries 
have had one serious consequence: Relatively little effort has been 
put into basic research. It is easy enough to build a device that meets 
these requirements, and as a result, the design techniques have re 
mained more as an art than a science. 

This brings us to high output power sources. As indicated in the 
preceding sections, there is no fundamental reason to restrict nuclear 
cells, particularly of the Direct-Collection type, to low power levels. 
This point has also been noted by Corliss and Harvey'*, and their ex
planation throws considerable light on the situation. They observe: 

The most compelling reason for the very unequal division of devel
opment effort (between nuclear cells and heat cycles) seems to be in 
the powerful momentum built up by the heat engines during the Project 
Feedback studies, the prototype Mound Laboratory experiments, and 
the early SNAP work. If the first definitive requirement for radio
isotopic power had been in the 1-watt range rather than at the 500-watt 
level, it is quite possible that nuclear batteries might have been de
veloped with the same urgency and intensity that was lavished on 
heat engines. In the early 1950's, it was very difficult to see how nu
clear batteries, then mainly laboratory curiosities producing micro
watts or less, could be magnified to 500 watts, a power multiplication 
of 10 .̂ It was far easier to conceive of scaling highly developed turbo-
machinery downwards in power. In this way, but perhaps not with the 
logic stated so explicitly, the main radioisotopic power efforts were 
committed to the heat-engine approach. 

Some results from efforts to develop high-power cells are listed 
in Table 1.5 (pp. 28-29). 

Most experiment studies have concentrated on open circuit voltage 
build-up tests. The one exception, Linder and Christian's Beta Cell, 
was operated with a load at 365 kV. Its efficiency of 20% is the highest 
measured efficiency reported to date. However, the output power was 
only about 30 mW, and at the time of their study there was no motiva
tion to go to higher powers. 

Recent experiments involving Fission, Alpha, and Gamma Cells 
have all demonstrated voltages in the 20- to 50-kV range, but this is 
still an order of magnitude lower than that assumed in most design 
studies. Various leakage currents prevented larger voltages in the 
Alpha and Gamma Cells, whereas equipment limitations stopped the 
tests of the Fission-Electric Cell. In each of these cases, it appears 
feasible to obtain higher voltages, but some design modifications and 
improved techniques are undoubtedly necessary to achieve the design 
values. 
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Several design studies for space propulsion applications are noted 
in Table 1.5. The high voltages deliveredby Direct-Collection Cells are 
ideally suited for the accelerating potential in an electric-ion propul
sion system. The nuclear cell approach should be favorable, provided 
the operating conditions assumed (i.e., voltages and currents) can be 
achieved in practice, and numerous other applications will no doubt 
develop once cell performance is proved. 

The design proposed for coupling to a mirror-type thermonuclear 
reactor stands out as involving a high-power output while offering an 
extremely high efficiency. The latter is possible because the cell can 
be located external to the reactor, yet it appears to be possible to 
obtain a well-collimated incident beam of charged particles. In con
trast, the other cells in Table 1.5 involve a fairly wide distribution of 
particle directions. 

In conclusion, it would appear that studies of high-power cells are 
in their infancy, and it is simply too early to evaluate their ultimate 
potential or feasibility. While the attainment of high voltages is certainly 
a key problem involved in the development of high-power cells, there 
are numerous others, some of which are indicated in Table 1.6. 

When heavy charged particles break through or enter the surface 
of a solid, many secondary electrons are emitted. The total charge 
associated with them may, in fact, be larger than that of the primary 
particle, and, if the latter is a positive particle, the secondary elec
trons may introduce an unwanted leakage current. Attempts to suppress 
or control secondaries using grids and magnetic means have met with 
only partial success to date. 

The fuel layer itself is often so thin that its manufacture requires 
special techniques. Durability is, of course, important, and in addition, 
it would be desirable to be able to refuel without disassembling the 
cell. Electroplating techniques may be a possible solution in some cases. 

Even if the cell operates, it may not be desirable to use the high-
voltage dc output directly. Suitable step-down or dc to ac transformers 
which mate with the typically high impedance characteristic of the 
cells require special techniques. It might be noted, however, that a 
high-voltage dc output may be more convenient than initially expected. 
There has, in fact, been a trend in this direction in the electrical 
power field, e.g., L. Lessing in "DC Power's Big Comeback"'^ de
scribes the development of high-voltage (^750 kV) dc transmission 
lines for the low-cost bulk movement of power. He goes on to point out 
that "the rediscovery of dc in high-voltage power transmission raises 
several arresting possibilities" such as economic transmission from 
remote sites by underground or underwater transmission. 

Little actual experience has been obtained with high-power cells, 
and perhaps because of this many of the design studies reported to 
date have suffered from obviously minimal engineering design. For 
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Table 1.5 — SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF RECENT CELL STUDIES 

Type Cell Source 
Maximum Voltage 
(Cause of Limit) Current 

Comments About Investigator(s) Monograph 
Power Efficiency and Year Section 

Fiss ion-Electr ic 
Experimental 

Conceptual 
design 

Thermonuclear-
Electric 
Conceptual 

design 

Alpha-Electric 
Experimental 

235U layer 
in core 

Gas cooled 
reactor for 
space p ro 
pulsion 

Mirror- type 
controlled 
thermonuc
lear reactor 

5 Ci 2"Po 

20 kV (maxi
mum magnetic 
field current) 

1 MY with 25 A 
1-cm gaps 

100 to 500 kV 
(corresponds 
to maximum 
ion energy) 

«50 kV (micro-
discharging) 

«2 kA 

• Open circui t 

25 MWe, 3 - 6 
kg/kWe less 
shields; or 
0.2 W/cm' 

=500 MWe 

• Open circuit -

Krieve, 1966 

5-10% Mokski, 1967 

90-95% Post, 1969 

Plummer et al. 
1967 

7-2 

7-2 

7-7 

7-3 



Beta -E lec tnc 
Experimental 

Conceptual 
design 

Gamma-Electr ic 
Experimental 

Ionization- Electric 
Experimental 

Conceptual 
design 

250 raCi 
90Sr 

i44ce / l "Pr 
for e lec
trostatic 
propulsion 

Reactor 
radiation 

Gamma radiation. 
from 11 ^iCi 
""Ag with 4.8 
atm argon 

44 mCi tr i t ium 
with 2 atm 
argon 

365 kV (in
ternal break
down) 

700 kV 

«20 kV open 
circuit 
(leakage 
currents) 

0.86 V (work 
function 
difference) 

1.67 V/cell , 
44 cel ls in 
se r i e s giving 
73.5 V open 
circuit 

«10-9 A 
short 
c i rcui t 

0.14 A 

10-6 A per 
(cm2 R)/h 
short circuit 

0.9 X 1 0 - " with 
R L = IO<I n 

0.8 X 10-» A 
(short 
circuit) 

3 X 10-* We 

100 kW , 0.35 
kg/kWe with 
5 mg/cm^ 
collector, or 
6 X 10-5 w / c m ' 

7.3 X 1 0 - " w 
«6 X 10-15 
W/cm' 

10-8 We, 
« io-" i W/ 
c m ' 

20% 

27% 

0.02% 

0.6% 

Linder and Christian, 7-4.2 
1952 

Mickelsen and Low, 7-4.1 
1963 

Sampson, 1967 7-5 

Ohmart, 1951 

Thomas, 1953 

to 
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Table 1.6 —SOME PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
HIGH-POWERED CELLS 

1. Voltage build-up, including the elimination or minimization of 
(a) vacuum voltage-breakdown and/or micro-discharging 
(b) radiation induced conductivity in insulators 
(c) radiation damage to insulators 
(d) surface and other leakage currents 
(e) sputtering at either or both electrodes 

2. Secondary electron control, requiring 
(a) improved grid and/or magnetic suppression techniques 
(b) minimization of electron reflection 
(c) reduction of secondary electron leakage currents from outer surfaces 

3. Source preparation such as the 
(a) preparation of durable thin fuel layers 
(b) development of refueling methods 
(c) minimization of sputtering of fuel onto other surfaces 

4. Utilization of the characteristic high-voltage, low-current, dc output, involv
ing the development of efficient 
(a) step-down transformers 
(b) dc to ac conversion techniques 

5. Improved designs to provide 
(a) adequate heat removal 
(b) lightweight shielding for special applications 
(c) rugged mechanical design in a geometry offering high conversion effi

ciency 

example, several studies have simply ignored the need to remove 
waste heat or to provide radiation shielding despite the fact that these 
features would require drastic design changes. 

These and associated problems are discussed further in later 
chapters. It is clear, however, that an intensive effort will be required 
before reasonably suitable solutions are found, and in the process, new 
problems may develop. Still, it should be stressed that there is every 
reason to believe solutions can be found. There are really only two 
questions: "How soon?" And, "What will the limiting problem(s) be?" 
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Basic Concepts in Direct Collection 

We have seen that all direct-collection concepts convert kinetic energy 
into potential energy using the motion of a charged particle in an elec
tric field. The charged particle may originate from fission, fusion, 
radioactive decay, or the interaction of nuclear radiation with matter. 
A complete analysis of a given concept includes charged particle trans
port effects and leakage currents, which will be discussed in later 
chapters. At present, however, we will study an idealized cell where 
such effects are neglected. This provides a simple introduction to the 
basic concept and also establishes the maximum obtainable output 
current and efficiency for a given geometry. As such, it presents a 
convenient "yardstick" or reference for evaluating the performance of 
actual cells. 

2-1 CHARGED PARTICLE MOTION IN ELECTRIC FIELDS 

The theory of charged particle motion in electric fields has been 
extensively developed in connection with electron tubes, accelerators, 
etc'-^. These applications often require a precise knowledge of the elec
tron trajectory in three dimensional space, and the details of the cal
culation can be quite complex. Fortunately, the present applications are 
not so much concerned with a precise calculation of the trajectory as 
with the question: "Does the particle reach the collector?" Thus, we 
require only a few select calculational techniques. For convenience, 
these relations are derived in Appendix B. Since high-velocity electrons 
may be encountered in the important case of Beta Cells, relativistic 
corrections are retained. 

2-2 ANALYSIS OF IDEALIZED CELLS 

Direct-Collection Cells fall into two broad categories: plate and 
volume emitters. There are two basic types of Plate-Emitter Cells. One 
uses a coating of radioactive or fissioning material deposited on a sup
port plate. In the other, charged particles (e.g., Compton electrons) are 
emitted due to the interaction of radiation in the plate, possibly due to 
an external radiation source. Typically a vacuum is maintained between 

32 
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the emitter and collector plates so that electrical insulation is provided 
with a minimum of interference with passage of the charged particles. 
A solid or liquid dielectric may be used in some instances where trans
port losses are not important and it is desirable to reduce costs and 
provide a more rugged construction 

There are also two basic types of Volume-Emitter Cells. In one, 
the emitting material is in a gaseous form or it is dispersed throughout 
a solid or fluid. This medium is then surrounded by a thin solid electri
cal insulator (e.g., a glass container) with an external collector elec
trode. Another type of volume emitter is simply composed of a solid 
dielectric material placed between two conducting plates. CoUimated 
radiation impingent upon this cell drives electrons out of the dielectric 
and into one of the conducting plates. 

In the present chapter "ideal-cell" versions of both types of cells 
are considered with the ideal cell defined by the following assumptions 

(1) Energy-charge losses during transport of the charged particles 
are neglected Such losses will occur as the particles emerge from the 
fuel layer in the Plate-Emitter Cell or when they pass through the 
emitter medium and solid dielectric in the Volume-Emitter Cell. 

(2) All leakage current'^ are neglected Leakage currents will occur 
in high-voltage devices such as these cells due to a variety of mecha
nisms. In addition to normal ohmic and surface leakage currents, ra 
diation induced conductivity in the electrical insulators, secondary 
electron emission, and sputtering of surfaces may be important. Also, 
the maximum voltage in a practical device is often limited by voltage 
breakdown which may be viewed as a catastrophic leakage current' 
Possible backscattering and transmission of the charged particles 
through the collector plate are also viewed as leakage currents and 
they, along with the aforementioned currents, will be neglected. 

(3) Space charge effects are neglected The current densities in
volved are typically small enough that particle trajectories can be cal
culated to good accuracy without including forces due to space charge 
build-up between the electrodes or self-magnetic fields caused by the 
beam This approximation will also be carried over to more detailed 
calculations in Chap. 4. (The Thermonuclear-Electric Cell, described 
later in Sec 7-7, represents an important case where space charge 
effects must be considered.) 

(4) Radiation losses are neglected Possible radiation emissions 
due to deceleration or other interactions of the charged particles may 
be important in some special cells, but may be neglected in most cases. 

(5) A unique charged carrier is assumed Cells using fission or 
beta sources will involve a distribution of particle energies, etc. How
ever, in the ideal cell all particles are assigned a single kinetic energy 
TQ, a mass m^, and a unique charge +qo (or -qo)- This assignment basi-
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cally permits the selection of a unique operating voltage such that the 
efficiency and currents calculated are maximum values. 

(6) Isotopic and fission sources are assigned an isotropic angular 
distribution {j-ab system) for particle emission. Recoil sources, suchas 
electrons from Compton scattering, are assigned an approximate aver
age forward emission distribution. An accurate angular distribution for 
emission must be used to represent the source, even in the ideal cell. 
The reason is simple. If all particles were emitted straight forward 
in the direction of the collector, the calculation would be trival under 
assumptions 1 to 5. For non-relativistic particles, the maximum con
version efficiency (kinetic to potential energy) would simply be 100%! 
Other distributions will give lower efficiencies, so the ideal-cell cal
culation in effect gives the reduction in efficiency due to the detailed 
angular distribution and geometry of the source. 

The ideal-cell analysis presented here has been strongly influenced 
by the early studies of the Fission-Electric Cell by Safonov^, Schock*, 
Heindl^ and Miley"; the Beta Cell study by Cohen'; the Alpha Cell stud
ies by Plummer et al.*°; and the Gamma-Electric Cell studies by Gross 
and Murphy"''^ and Sampson and Miley' ' '" . However, in contrast to 
these studies which focused on specific devices, the present discussion 
is an attempt to achieve a more general point of view. 

In the following sections we first consider the three classical con
figurations—plane, cylindrical, and spherical geometries—for "plate" 
cells. Following this, the volume emitter is discussed. 

2-3 IDEALIZED PARALLEL-PLATE CELLS 

The two basic types of parallel-plate cells are illustrated in Figs. 
2.1(a) and (b). Both are reduced to the idealized geometry of Fig. 2.1(c) 
by assuming that all particles originate on the surface of the emitter 
plate. This is equivalent to neglecting energy losses during escape of 
the particles from the emitter. It also implies that the emitter is thin 
relative to the electrode spacing or that it is a sufficiently good elec
trical conductor so that particles do not experience a significant change 
in potential until they leave the emitter surface. 

The plates are taken to be essentially infinite in length and width 
so the complication of end effects can be ignored. We begin by analyz
ing steady state operation with the collector at a potential V" relative 
to the emitter. This suggests positively charged particles, but appli
cation of the equations to negative particles only involves a sign change. 
The actual value of V"*" will depend on the load resistance used in the 
electrical circuit connecting the electrodes. 
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Fig. 2.1—The parallel-plate cell, (a) Isotropic emission due to a fission or r a 
dioisotope fuel layer (b) Forward emission of particles ejected by the interaction 
of a collimated radiation beam in the emitter plate, (c) Geometry for the idealized 
cell. Here, SQ particles/(cm^ sec) are emitted from the surface with charge q, 
mass m, and kinetic energy TQ. 

Consider a particle originating at the emitter surface with velocity 
VQ which reaches the collector with a residual velocity Vf. Conservation 
of energy, Eq. (B. 10),* requires that 

qV+=[m(vo)-m(Vf)Jc2 (2.1) 

where m(Vj) is the relativistic mass corresponding to speed Vj and c is 
the speed of light (j = 0 or f) 

•Equation numbers that include alphabetic characters refer to the appro
priate appendix, in this case Eq. (B.IO) of Appendix B. 
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Since there is no force in the z direction, this component of linear 
momentum is conserved, and from Eq. (B.14): 

VQ m(vo) sin Sg = Vj m(vf) sin 9{ (2.2) 

where, as shown in Fig. 2.1(c), 9; is the angle with the x-axis upon 
collection. 

2-3.1 The Collection Cone 

The particle will be collected if 

0 (2.3) 

The limit of 9f = 7r/2 corresponds to the case where the particle ap
proaches the collector tangentially, and we will define the correspond
ing initial angle as 9J. If the initial angle exceeds 0$^ the particle will 
not have a large enough initial x-component of velocity to reach the 
collector, and it will "fall back" to the emitter. Thus particles with 
initial angles in the range 

0 -9o 9f (2.4) 

are collected, and this defines the "collection cone" of Fig. 2.1(c). 
Since 6J corresponds to a 9{ of n/2, we use this in Eq. (2.2) and 

solve for the speed at that angle 

Vn sin^ e„* 
1 - (vo/c)^ cos' ej 

'i 
(2.5) 

where we have used Eq. (B.7) for m(v). 
Substitution of vf into Eq. (2.1) gives 

qV+=m(vo) c= b-VRW cos'' ej 

which, upon solving for cos 9*, yields 

6 f = cos"^ -/A 

where 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

A = 
x(R,/3) (2.8a) 
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with 

^ = S I 1 (2.8b) 

and 

x(R,/3) = | : : j (2.8c) 

where 

R = 2 | 1 + H 1 £ ! ) . (2.8d) 

As discussed in Appendix B-1.2, TQ is the particle's initial kinetic 
energy, defined as 

To= [m(vo) c^-moc^] (2.8e) 

where the other symbols have been defined previously. 

2-3.2 Relativistic Corrections 

With Eq. (2.7), the collection zone is completely defined, and we 
are in a position to evaluate the number of particles reaching the col
lector for a particular voltage and angular distribution of emission. 
However, before doing this, we will digress for a moment to consider 
the physical significance of A and the associated parameters defined 
in Eq. (2.8). 

This is perhaps best done indirectly by noting that in the non-
relativistic limit (VQ/C « 1) the quantity R approaches infinity so that, 
by Eq. (2.8c), x ^ 1 . 0 . Then according to Eq. (2.8a), A and j3 are iden
tical. Now, the meaning of j3 is more obvious. It is a "reduced voltage" 
defined as the ratio of the operating voltage V+ to To/q, the latter rep
resenting the voltage equivalent to complete conversion of the kinetic 
energy To into potential. Thus Tg/q is the maximum obtainable voltage, 
so /3 gives the ratio of the operating to the maximum voltage. By 
analogy then, we see that A must represent a generalized reduced 
voltage including relativistic effects. The factor x in Eq. (2.8a) cor
rects for energy associated with the relativistic mass increase that 
is lost, i.e., unconverted to potential, if the particle reaches the col
lector with a significant velocity. Since the remaining velocity depends 
on the collector voltage /3, x turns out to be a function of {i. 

It is interesting to note that, if /3 = 1, x ^ 1 regardless of R. This 
is explained by noting that /3 = 1 represents a maximum or open cir-
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cuit voltage; in which case, 6J = 0, and the only particles collected are 
those which are emitted normal to the surface having kinetic energy 
exactly equal to zero at the collector surface. Thus, any energy ini
tially tied up in an increased mass has been fully converted to t rans-
lational energy and thence to potential energy. At any other voltage 
some of the particles corresponding to SQ < &* 'wiH be left with a finite 
velocity at the collector and hence will carry some unavailable energy. 

Some feeling for the importance of the relativistic correction can 
be gained from Fig. 2.2, where X is plotted as a function of the reduced 

Fig. 2.2—The relativistic correction factor. 

voltage |3 for various values of R. Values of R are given in Table 2.1 
for typical sources of interest here. Note that R is bounded such that 

4c2 
2 £ R < ^ (««) (2.9) 

Vo 

where the lower limit is the extreme relativistic case while «> corre
sponds to non-relativistic particles. It is seen from Table 2.1 and 
Fig. 2.2 that for all practical purposes x ^ 1 ior the various sources 
except for certain beta emitters like °^Kr and '"Sr and gamma induced 
Compton currents. Since Beta and Gamma Cells are quite common and 
important, we will retain the relativistic correction in the remaining 
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Table 2.1 — TYPICAL VALUES OF R 

Par t i c l e 

Betas 

Alpha 

'L i 
Proton 

F iss ion 
fragment 

Mass 
(amu) 

0.55 X 10~3 

4.003 

7.018 
1.007 

»96 (light) 
»140 (heavy) 

Source 

^H 
' " C e 
85Kr 
90SI./90Y 

Compton 
210po 

Fusion (D-
n{i'>B)a 
nCiBlLi 
» ! MeV 

neutron 
recoi l 

Fusion (D-
n(235u)ff 

T) 

'He) 

Average 
Energy 
(MeV) 

0.006 
0.06 
0.5 
1.1 
Order of 1 
5.3 
3.5 
1.5 
0.84 
Order of 1 

14.7 
98 
67 

R 

1.7 X 102 
19 
4 
2.9 
3 
1.4 X 10' 
2.2 X 10^ 
5.0 X 10' 
1.8 X 10^ 
1.9 X 10' 

1.4 X 10^ 
1.8 X 10 ' 
3.9 X 10' 

sections of this chapter and results will be presented with R as a 
parameter. 

2-3.3 Current—Voltage Characteristics 

The current density J (A/cm^) of the collector is found by integra
tion over the solid angle subtended by the collection cone, i.e., 

J(A) = Soq / / • P(eo) sin 6^ dO^ = SOQ f\ P(MO) d^o (2.10) 

where SQ is the particle emission rate per square centimeter of emitter 
surface, q is their charge in coulombs, P(9(,)is the angular distribution 
of emission, and (HQ is defined as cosine SQ- We have required that P(MO) 
be normalized such that 

/_-'/P(MO) dMo = 1.0. (2.11) 

As discussed earlier, fission and isotopic sources can be assigned 
an isotropic angular distribution so that 

P(MO) = 72 (isotropic). (2.12a) 

In addition, to illustrate the case where a recoil source (e.g., Compton 
scattering) is used, we will also consider 

P(MO) = 5(MO -iJ) {lJ-> 0) (forward) (2.12b) 
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where fl is defined as the cosine of the average scattering angle, {9Q), 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1(b).* While somewhat crude, the use of an aver
age angle will give some feeling for the forward emission case with
out the lengthy algebra required for more exact distribution. This 
model may also be used to represent the important case of a Thermo
nuclear-Electric Cell (Sec. 7.7). Magnetic fields are employed in this 
cell to obtain a well-coUimated ion beam that approaches the ideal of 
fl=1.0. 

Some typical values of p are given in Table 2.2 for the important 
case of Compton scattering, and as expected, the distribution is 

Table 2.2 —AVERAGE ANGLE AND ENERGIES 
FOR COMPTON ELECTRONS 

Gamma 
Energy 
(MeV) 

Average Compton Electron P r o p e r t i e s 

MeV n 

1.25 
6.13 

10.0 

0.59 
3.92 
6.80 

0.85 
0.96 
0.98 

strongly peaked forward. The same concept can be applied to proton 
scattering by fast neutrons, high-energy electrons (6-rays) ejected by 
fast ions, etc. Returning to Eq. (2.10), we can now carry out the 
integration 

n 
J (A) 

Soq 

( 1 - / A ) 

1 - h(VA - ix) 

(isotropic) 

(forward) 

(2.13a) 

(2.13b) 

*The symbol 6(x) will be used throughout the text to r e p r e s e n t the Dirac 
Delta function. It i s defined to have the p rope r t i e s 

l imn/ 
[x< - ( e / 2 ) ] 

6(x) = limWe [ - (e /2) < x < (e/2)] 
^^° ID [X < (e/2)]. 

It i s normal ized such that 

/ " 6(x) d x = 1.0. 

An immedia te consequence of these p rope r t i e s i s that 

C f( l )5( l -y)d^ = f(y)-
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where h(x) i s a step function such that 

h(x) = 
0 

(x>0) 
(x 5=0) 

(2.14) 

and A was defined e a r l i e r in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). As expected, J is a 
maximum when A = 0, corresponding to a shor t c i rcui t . 

In the case of i so t ropic emiss ion, the sho r t - c i r cu i t value is half 
of the total cu r r en t from the source (Soq) because half of the pa r t i c l e s 
a r e d i rec ted into the emi t t e r support and lost . With forward emiss ion, 
t h i s does not happen, so al l p a r t i c l e s a r e collected under no load 
conditions. 

For voltage calculat ions, it i s convenient to use the sho r t - c i r cu i t 
cu r r en t to define a fractional cu r r en t Jp (A) given by 

J F ( A ) 
J(A) 
J(0) 

(2.15) 

A plot of the fractional cu r ren t i s shown in Fig. 2.3 as a function 
of the reduced voltage/3 for va r ious va lues of the re la t iv i s t ic p a r a m e t e r 
R. [Equation (2.8) was used to wri te A a s a function of (3 and R for this 

Forward Emission 
( ^ 5 0 . 9 ) 

R --Z-

0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 

Reduced Vol tage, /3 

10 

Fig. 2.3 — Fractional current vs the reduced voltage for an ideal planar cell. 
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plot.] Forward emission is illustrated using jl = 0.9, which, as seen in 
Table 2.2, is typical of Compton scattering. 

With a voltage present, some of the particles are unable to over
come the potential barr ier so Jp is reduced—gradually in the iso
tropic case and in a step-like fashion in the idealized forward emission 
case. 

According to Eq. (2.13b), the fractional voltage/S^, corresponding 
to this step or maximum voltage for forward scattering occurs when 
VA = fi. Use of Eq. (2.8) then gives 

= — V^ 
4(R - 1)TL-

R' 
(2.16) 

10 50 100 

Relativistic Parameter, R 

Fig. 2.4 — Maximum or cut-off voltage vs R for forward emission. 

For convenience this is plotted in Fig. 2.4 for select values of fi. Note 
the limiting values are: 

/3,n=-
(R = CO, non-relativistic) 

i 1 - / l ~p} (R = Z, relativistic limit). 

(2.16a) 

(2.16b) 
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The physical interpretation of this result is quite simple. As /3 in
creases, the collection cone, according to Eq. (2.7), continually de
creases until it is smaller than the cone defined by U, after which 
nothing more can be collected. The intersection of the two cones 
defines /3„. 

The discontinuity obviously occurs because we have assumed an 
idealized delta function angular distribution. While this will not occur 
in practice, it is not a bad approximation for strongly peaked distribu
tions such as Compton scattering. The actual distribution will simply 
cause a "rounding " of the step function. 

As in Fig. 2.3, we will continue in future plots to illustrate for
ward emission for the arbitrary values of M = 0.9 and R = 2, 5, and <». 
The results can, however, be easily adjusted for other parameters 
using Fig. 2.4. 

Another feature of the current-voltage curves of Fig. 2.3 de
serving comment is that, for a fixed value of /3, larger currents 
occur as R increases toward infinity—the non-relativistic case. 
Care must be exercised in the interpretation of this observation since, 
for a given type of particle, TQ decreases as R increases. Then, since 
the reduced voltage 8 is normalized to (TQ/Q), the requirement that it 
remain constant implies that the operating voltage V"*" must increase 
with decreasing R. This in effect forces the more relativistic particles 
to face a larger barrier and reduces the current below the R = "̂  line. 

This point is vividly illustrated by the alternate presentation of 
the isotropic emission case shown in Fig. 2.5. Here JF is plotted 

0/a = q V+/m„c2 

Fig. 2.5—Alternate plot of the current-voltage characteristic. 
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against qVVnioC^ instead of (3. This represents a simple transforma
tion since 

qV+ ^ l 
m(|C a 

(2.17) 

where 

_ moC^_J<» (non-relativistic case) o i7 1 
To \0 (relativistic limit). ( • ^) 

The relativistic correction factor of Eq. (2.8c) may now be written 
in terms of (3/a and 1/a: 

X = 
2 + 1/a 

2(1 + 1 /a) - (3 /a 
(2.18) 

As one would expect, this figure shows for a given voltage V"*" that 
the current increases with decreasing a, i.e., with increasing initial 
particle energy. 

Note that here, due to the different initial energies, the various 
curves end at different maximum voltages, whereas the previous "fi-
plot" normalized all the curves to the same end point. This affords a 
convenience in presentation so jS-plots are generally preferred. How
ever, they can be misleading unless the preceding point of interpreta
tion is kept in mind. 

2-3.4 Cell Efficiency 

The idealized cell efficiency 77* is defined as 

^ (power output) 
' r (power input associated with charged particles) 

_J(V+) V+A,_ JQ) ^ A, _I(^))3 . 
SOTOAE Soq AE Ŝ -q • ^ ' ' 

The collector and emitter areas, Â , and AE, respectively, are included 
because of the normalization of J and SQ to a unit area. Of course, in 
the parallel-plate case the area ratio is unity. Otherwise, it is con
venient to introduce the total current I and the total source-emission 
rate ST. 

Note that the power input is defined as that associated with the 
initial energy of the charged particles and not the total energy input to 
the cell. The difference is most easily illustrated in the case of a cell 
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operating on Compton electrons. Only a fraction of the total energy in
put represented by the energy carried by the gamma beam will be 
transferred to Compton electrons. Many gammas may pass through 
the emitter plate without scattering, and others may undergo unwanted 
reactions such as pair production and photoelectric emission. Thus, 
the overall efficiency ??* is related to the cell efficiency by the relation 

V*r=V,r'^*c (2.20) 

where rŷ r represents the fraction of the total input energy that is t rans
ferred to the current carrying charged particles. While Vcv is typically 
small for a gamma source, it may approach unity for isotope and fis
sion sources. 

Although the overall efficiency is of ultimate importance, at this 
point we are mainly interested in the cell efficiency since it is a direct 
measure of the conversion of kinetic to potential energy. In fact, note 
that for a plate-type cell (as opposed to the DVE cell discussed later) 
an alternate definition of ??* is 

(particles per sec (change in potential 
reaching the collector) energy per particle) /„ „,\ 

r ? * = — ; . (Z.Zl) 
= (particles per sec (initial kinetic 

emitted by the source) energy per particle) 

If we use the current relations given in Eqs. (2.13a and b), Eq. 
(2.19) or (2.21) becomes 

1 * = < 

f ( l - / A ) (isotropic) (2.22a) 

) 3 [ l - h ( / A - p ) (forward). (2.22b) 

These results are plotted in Fig. 2.6. In either case, it is seen 
that the maximum obtainable efficiency decreases with decreasing R, 
i.e., more relativistic particles. This is because some of the energy 
associated with the relativistic-mass increase is always unavailable 
for conversion. 

An equation for the point of maximum efficiency for isotropic 
emission can be found by setting d?7 J/d/3 = 0. This gives 

3 R 4 1 ,„ 9 
/ 3 ? - ^ ^ + T ( R + T R ^ - 1 ) ^ F 

+ ^^^ . ^^ = 0 (isotropic) (2.23a) 
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0 4 0.6 

Fig. 2.6 — Efficiency vs reduced voltage for an ideal planar cell. 

where ^p is the fractional voltage corresponding to the maximum 
efficiency for a given value of R. 

In forward emission, the maximum efficiency occurs at the cut-off 
voltage, so the corresponding equation is 

)3p2 - R)3p + (R - 1)/? = 0 (forward). (2.23b) 

In the non-relativistic limit (R — «>), the solution is found to be 

f4/9 (isotropic) (2.24a) 

.P-' (forward) (2.24b) 
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corresponding to maximum efficiencies of 7.42% and ti^, respectively, 
in agreement with Fig. 2.6. 

2-3.5 Electrode Heating 

Any kinetic energy that is not converted to potential energy will 
ultimately be converted to heat. As discussed in Chap. 1, this heat may 
be of value in topping cycles. If not, it simply represents an energy 
loss, but in any case, provisions may be needed to insure proper heat 
removal so that the electrode structure is not harmed. 

The division of the heat energy deposition rate between the emitter 
and collector will vary, depending upon the operating voltage. The 
energy deposited in the emitter per square centimeter per second, 
labeled EE, is given by the rate of energy released by the source less 
that carried away to the collector; i.e., 

EE(A) = S O T O - J ( A ) ^ . (2.25) 

Use of the earlier current relations gives 

E (A) ^ (1 + ^ ) (isotopic) (2.26a) 

SoTo ~ th( /A - M) (forward). (2.26b) 

This result is shown in Fig. 2.7(a). Naturally as the voltage increases 
more particles "fall back" to the emitter causing increased heating in 
it. Note that even in the short-circuited condition (A = 0), half of the 
particles in the isotropic case end up in the emitter; hence this scale 
begins at 0.5. For the simplified forward distribution, all particles 
escape from the emitter until a critical voltage is reached, which 
forces them all to fall back to the emitter. 

The energy deposition rate per square centimeter in the collector 
is simply the excess kinetic energy carried by the particles reaching 
the collector; consequently, 

E,(A) = i i ^ [T„ - qV+] (2.27) 

and substitution for J (A) gives 

I (1 - i3)(l - AAA) (isotropic) (2.28a) 
E C ( A ) 

SnTn 

2 

(1 - /3) [1 - h(/A - JJ)] (forward). (2.28b) 
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As shown in Fig. 2.7(b), collector heating decreases with increasing 
voltage. At higher voltages fewer particles reach the collector, and 
those that do have less excess energy (the latter point explains the 
linear decrease in the heating curve for forward emission although the 
current remains constant below the maximum or "cut-off" voltage). 

It will be noted that in the range of operation of i3 « 0.4 to 1.0, 
corresponding to the maximum efficiency, the heating of the emitter 
dominates. As a result, the ability to cool this electrode may be a 
critical factor in cells designed for high power. 

2-3.6 Energy-Angle Distribution at the Collector 

The detailed energy-angle distribution of particles striking the 
collector may be important in some designs. For example, in space 
applications it may be important to minimize the weight of the collec
tor. A particle striking the surface at an oblique angle will not require 
as thick a collector as one entering perpendicularly. If weight is criti
cal, it may be desirable to select a thickness that will stop only those 
particles entering at angles larger than some select value, say 30° 
from the perpendicular. (A detailed design for an electrostatic propul
sion unit that permitted some transmission is discussed in Sec. 7-4.1. 
This involved a spherical design in which the collector represented a 
significant portion of the cell weight.) 

Another reason for interest in the energy-angle distribution is 
that, as shown later in Chap. 5, this is an important factor in the deter
mination of the secondary electron yield at the collector. 

In the present case, the energy of a particle reaching the collector 
is easily found from conservation of energy as given in Eq. (2.1). The 
angular distribution, however, requires more algebra. 

First, Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are combined to give a relation between 
the initial and final direction cosines m and Mf, respectively, with A, 
defined in Eq. (2.8), as a parameter. The result is 

^ f = l - f ! ^ ) - (2.29) 

The final and initial angle distributions are related by the normal 
method of change of variable in density functions, i.e.. 

P(Mf) = P(Mo)|J^ (2.30) 

where P(MJ) d^j is the probability that a particle will have a direction 
cosine lying in d/ij at |U.j. Evaluation of the derivative using Eq. (2.29) 
gives: 
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p ^ ^ ^ ^ ( l ^ _ A ) M ^ P K L . (2.31) 

Vf + A (1 - fip 

After renormalization such that the integral of P(fif) over the collec
tion cone {^f> 0) is unity for any voltage A, the two cases of interest 
here result in distributions of the form: 

P(Mf)=i 

P + , ^ ^ ^ S , (isotropic) (2.32a) 

- # ^{iM-y—,—=- (forward). (2.32b) 

The isotropic case is shown in Fig. 2.8, where P(|Uf) is plotted as 
a function of jij for select A. 

For a short circuit (A = 0), there is no potential present to distort 
the initial distribution so P(Mf) also turns out to be isotropic, i.e., 
P(fif) = 1/2. However, as A increases (increasing voltage), the distri
bution becomes more and more peaked in the forward direction. 

In the simple forward emission model there is a one-to-one 
relation between fit and p, and this is shown graphically in Fig. 2.9. 
Note that iJ-t = U for a short circuit (A = 0) while the intercept for)if= 0 
corresponds to the maximum voltage point observed in earlier plots. 

2-3.7 Voltage Build-up Times and Periodic Discharge 
Operation 

The calculations thus far have assumed steady state operation. 
Voltage build-up characteristics are of interest in connection with 
start-up and also for special applications like timing circuits. 

The cell may be viewed as a parallel plate capacitor with capaci
tance C defined as 

d V^ 
C = € „ 9 S = ^ (2.33) 

where Q+ is the total charge on the collector plate, Ac is its area, d is 
the plate spacing, and CQ is the dielectric constant for vacuum. 

We visualize that an open circuit condition is used during the 
voltage build-up. At some point, the cell is discharged by suddenly 
switching the load into the circuit. Since leakage currents are neglected 
in the ideal cell, the entire cell current contributes to the voltage 
build-up, i.e.. 
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2 0 

Fig. 2.8—Angular distribution of particles reaching the collector. (For iso
tropic emission.) 

dQ+ 
dt 

AcJ(/3). (2.34) 

Combining Eqs. (2.33) and (2.34) and integrating from time t = 0 to 
tg corresponding to a reduced voltage fi gives 

t 6 _ f d/3' 
to i JF(/3') 

(2.35) 
'•0 Jo "^FV 

where to is a characteristic time constant defined as 
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emission.) 

t „ = C 
To/q' 
1(0) 

= CRc (2.36) 

and 1(0) IS the short-circuit current or Ac J(0). Here the quantity 
(To/q)/l(0) , the maximum voltage divided by the short circuit cur
rent, represents a resistance which we define as the "cell impedance" 
Re, so to can be identified as a conventional RC time constant. (The 
significance of the cell impedance is discussed further in Chap. 6.) 

The integration indicated in Eq. (2.35) may now be carried out 
with the earlier results for the fractional current JF(/3). The result for 
the isotropic emission case is found to be 

-^ = - — - In fi - VR - 1 arc sin • 
LQ R — 2 

(2.37) 

where 
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' ' R - 1 
1 - R ^ R - 2 / 3 + ( R 

^-^^^ - - - ^ (2.38a) 
n = -̂ ;̂;̂  

( I - / 3 ) ( R - 2 ^ - ( R - 2 ) V ^ ^ 

r = |-v//3(R-/3). (2.38b) 

Considerable simplification occurs for the limiting values of R; namely. 

^=< 
'2 In [(1-%A^) ' - / p ] (R = =o) (2.39a) 

+ /m^^\ arc sin V/3(2-0) (R = 2) (2.39b) 
1 - 0 

A plot of tg/to is shown in Fig. 2.10. The forward emission case is 
also shown, and being somewhat simpler it perhaps provides added 
insight. In this case, integration of Eq. (2.35) gives 

, , . (/?</? J (2.40a) 

to (^ > /3J (2.40b) 

where fi^, defined in Eq. (2.16), is the maximum voltage achievable in 
steady state operation. The linear dependence of tg on /3 occurs for 
P < Pjn because the charging current is independent of /3. However, 
there is a discontinuity at the maximum voltage where tg approaches «>. 

The curves for isotropic emission are also nearly linear at very 
low voltages (/3< 0.2), but since the charging current is reduced as /3 
increases, tg increases dramatically at higher /3. An infinite time is 
required to reach j3 = 1.0 since the current goes to zero at this limit. 

These results can also be used to calculate the cell efficiency, e j , 
for periodic discharge operation. Since cell currents are typically 
small, we will assume that the discharge time can be neglected rela
tive to the charging time. Then e* is defined in a manner similar to 
the steady state efficiency (Sec. 2-3.4), namely: 

g* ^ (energy stored in time tg) ^ EM .^ 
= (particle kinetic energy SoTote^ 

released in time te) 

where, by analogy with a capacitor, the stored energy is given as 
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Es(0)=|c(vY = | ^ 0 l 

Combining these equations, we find 

ta/to 
.* - J(0)PV2qSo 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

which IS plotted in Fig. 2.11 using tft/to from the prev ious r e s u l t s . 
It i s seen that the efficiency for per iodic operat ion is always l e s s 

than that for steady state operat ion shown in Fig. 2.6. Since the voltage 

. j a 

? 40 
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0 8 
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Fig. 2.10 — Open-circuit charging time for an ideal planar cell. 
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Fig. 2.11—Cell efficiency for an ideal planar cell charged periodically to the 
reduced voltage /3. 

varies from zero to its value j3 at discharge, much of the time it is 
"off-optimum." For example, we saw earlier that the voltage build-up 
is linear with time in the forward emission case. Thus the average 
voltage for charging from 0 to /3 is simply /3/2, Since the current is 
constant, the efficiency will be just half of that corresponding to 
steady state operation at |3 and indeed this is seen to be the case. For 
isotropic emission the time spent at higher voltages dominates so that 
the difference between steady state and periodic operation is much less; 
e-g-, [eJkax «̂  6.3% vs [r^tU^ ^ 7.4% for R = =o. 

2-4 IDEALIZED SPHERICAL ELECTRODE CELLS 

The geometry described here consists of concentric emitter and 
collector electrodes as shown in Fig. 2.12. The analysis is somewhat 
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Particle Trojectory-

Fig. 2.12—Geometry of the idealized spherical cell. 

more complicated than for parallel plate, so we shall consider current-
voltage and efficiency calculations in some detail. 

Again we will restrict our attention to isotropic emission, i.e., we 
will assume that the emitter has a thin coating of radioactive or fis
sioning material. Once the isotropic case is solved, the extension to 
forward emission is quite straightforward; however, this is left to the 
reader. For one reason, the spherical geometry does not readily lend 
itself to forward scattering. An internal source-scatterer might ap
proach forward emission; however, the important case of an external 
source illustrated earlier in Fig. 2.1 will, in general, not work be
cause the beam will always hit some parts of the electrode "off-
normal. " 

As before, we assume that any particle hitting the support plate -
emitter is absorbed. This ignores the possibility of reflection or 
transmission of particles entering almost tangentially to the emitter 
surface. However, such events should not be frequent enough to cause 
a serious error. We must remember though that the assumption of 
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complete absorption fails for small inner radii, i.e., as r^ — 0. (In 
practice, this may not be a problem since structure requirements will 
generally require larger values of this radius.) 

2-4.1 Current —Voltage Characteristics 

Consider a particle born with velocity Vo as shown in Fig. 2.12. 
The electric field created in the cell represents a central force, so 
that, as discussed in Appendix B-1.2, the particle trajectory will be in 
a single plane. 

Conversion of energy again requires that 

qV+=[m(vo)-m(vf)]c2 (2.44) 

where Vf is the final velocity at the collector, i.e., at r = r2. 
For spherical geometry, conservation of angular momentum is 

used in place of linear momentum. Using Eq. (B.20), we can write 

rjVo m(vo) sin Bo = r2Vf m(Vf) sin 9f. (2.45) 

Following the procedure used for the parallel plate case, we search 
for the maximum initial angle ej that the particle can have and still 
be collected. This occurs when the angle at the collector 6f is just 
equal to Tr/2 or, alternately, when 6Q itself reaches IT/2. (This limit, 
which we will designate as a "surface limit," comes from our assump
tion that all particles striking the emitter are absorbed.) It Of is set 
equal to Tr/2, Eq. (2.45) gives 

6^ = sin-i 
r j Vf m(vf) 

ri Vo m(vo) 

which must be solved simultaneously with Eq. (2.44). The result is 

(2.46) 

) J = max. 
sin ' 1 (surface limit) (2.47a) 

sin-' ( ^ ^ / ^ ^ ] (potential limit). (2.47b) 

The characteristic parameter A which originally occurred in the 
parallel plate analysis [Eq. (2.8)] again appears here. 

In this case it is convenient to deal with the total current rather 
than the current density. If S-p is the total emission rate (particles per 
second) from the source, integration over the collection cone shown 
in Fig. 2.12 gives the total current 1(A) in amperes as 
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1(A) 

(STq/2) 

d (A < A, 

1 
- ^ 

( 1 - A ) (A 

where 

A M = l - ( ^ 
1^2 

(2.48a) 

(2.48b) 

(2.49) 

The dividing value of A, labeled AM, corresponds to the point where the 
two limits on 9^ given in Eqs. (2.47a and b) are equal. 

A plot of this voltage-current characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.13 
for selected values of the radius ratio r j / r j , and the two extreme 

Fig. 2.13 — Current-voltage characteristics for an ideal spherical cell. (Iso
tropic emission, rj = inner and r2 = outer radius.) 

values of R—-namely, R = «> (non-relativistic) and R = 2 (relativistic 
limit). As before, Eqs. (2.8a to d) have been used to convert from A to 
a j3-plot. 

The fractional current is defined as before, i.e.. 

I F ( ^ ) = m 
1(0) 

(2.50) 
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Note that the short-circuit value in the present case is STq/2, which is 
exactly half of the source emission current. As stressed earlier, the 
reason is that a perfectly absorbing source sphere is assumed so half 
of the particles are lost to it upon birth. 

The curves in Fig. 2.13 generally display a region of constant 
current followed by a rapid decrease above some critical voltage. The 
constant region can be explained by noting that even if a particle 
leaves the source at 60 = V2, it will, unlike the parallel plate case, 
have a non-zero component of momentum directed toward the collec
tor. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.14, where the initial 

Effect of Increasing r„ 

Fig. 2.14 — Momentum components in spherical cells. 

velocity vector is extended and divided into parallel and perpendicular 
components. As a result, the voltage must build up to a finite value 
before it can nullify the perpendicular momentum component. It is also 
seen that as r2 increases, the perpendicular component is increased 
at the expense of the parallel component. Then a larger voltage is 
required before the current begins to decrease. 

In the limit as r2 — «, all particles will be collected up to the limit
ing voltage, j3 = 1.0. As would be expected, this characteristic of spher
ical geometry is shown in the next section to lead to a corresponding 
gain in efficiency as compared to the parallel plate case. 

It will be noted that the spherical results fall between two ex
tremes. If absorption in the source sphere is ignored, in the limit as 
r i /r2 -* 0, the results are identical to the parallel plate forward emis
sion case where fl = 1.0. At the other extreme, as ri/r2 -* 1.0, the r e -
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suits reduce to the parallel plate calculations for isotropic emission. 
Thus in a sense, spherical geometry can be viewed as partly com
pensating for isotropic emission so that even using radioisotopic fuel, 
etc., one can begin to approach the ideal of forward emission. 

2-4.2 Efficiency 

The current from the previous section can be used to calculate the 
cell efficiency, T;*, following the definition given in Eq. (2.19). The 
result is shown in Fig. 2.15. 

The linear increase in efficiency which occurs at lower voltages 
corresponds to the constant current region. Thus the maximum effi
ciency occurs for the limiting case of r2 ~* °°, i.e., ri /r2 = 0. Again, 
because half of the particles are absorbed in the source sphere, the 
maximum is 50%. However, it is obvious that, if the source is t rans
parent (perhaps due to a small rj relative to the particle range), the 
efficiency can approach 100%! This is, in effect, equivalent to the case 
of forward emission with JI= 1.0 discussed earlier. 

This result is most encouraging since it seems to point the way to 
a practical method of obtaining high efficiencies with isotropic emission. 
However, a number of problems are inherent. First, there are mechan
ical problems associated with supporting the source sphere. (They are 
not insurmountable, however, and such designs are discussed in Chap. 
7.) Second, the requirement of small ri/r2 leads to either a low power 
output or alternately a low power density. The power restriction oc
curs if small r i /r2 is obtained by making rj -^ 0 since the source vol
ume is then reduced. Ifthe alternate route of making r2 large is adopted, 
the total volume will be large, forcing small power densities. Also, as 
r2 is increased, the weight associated with the collector increases as 
(r2)^ if its thickness is held constant. This may be a serious problem 
if the unit weight is critical as is commonly true in space applications. 
Thus, some engineering compromise must be made between efficiency, 
weight, and power requirements. 

2-4.3 Other Characteristics 

Because the spherical cell is an important, highly efficient geom
etry, the following additional characteristics are included as Figs. 2.16 
to 2.18: 

(1) collector and emitter heating curves. 
(2) charging time curves. 
(3) cell efficiency plots for periodic operation. 

Again, results are shown for the two limiting cases of R = 2 and <» for 
various radii ratio. 
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Fig. 2.15 — Cell efficiency vs reduced voltage for an ideal spherical cell. (As
sumes isotropic emission and an absorbing source sphere.) 
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Fig. 2.16 — Electrode heating curves, ideal spherical cells. (For isotropic 
emission; absorbing source sphere.) 
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Fig. 2.17 — Open-circuit voltage build-up curves, ideal spherical cells. 
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Fig. 2.18 — Periodic charging efficiency for an ideal spherical cell. 

The figures are reasonably self-explanatory. As expected, the 
limiting envelopes for ri/r2 = 0 are consistent with the results for a 
parallel plate cell with forward scattering with ]! = 1.0. Thus the 
charging time is a linear function of voltage, and the periodic charging 
efficiency is also linear and reaches a maximum value of 25%, which, 
for reasons noted earlier, is half of the steady state value. The limit
ing curves for r^/rj = 1.0 again agree with the parallel plate isotropic-
emission case. 

2-5 IDEALIZED CYLINDRICAL CELLS 

A concentric cylindrical geometry such as illustrated in Fig. 2.19 
is considered next. Infinite length cylinders are assumed so that end 
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effects can be neglected. This should be a good approximation for the 
typical case of a large length to diameter ratio. 

As with spherical cells, only isotropic emission is considered 
here, and it is envisioned that the outer surface of the inner cylinder is 
coated with a radioisotope or fissioning material while the outer cylin
der serves as the collector. Again, the source cylinder is assumed 
to be a perfect absorber of the charged particles. 

Fig. 2.19 — Concentric cylinder geometry. 

The analysis is quite similar to that for the parallel plate and 
spherical cases; however, there are several important differences. 
For this reason the current—voltage characteristic is derived in some 
detail, but other calculations are not included. 

2-5.1 Current —Voltage Characteristics 

Again, we consider the conservation equations for a charged par
ticle leaving the emitter with an initial velocity VQ and arriving at the 
collector with a velocity of Vf (Fig. 2.19). Corresponding subscripts are 
applied to the angles involved. The angle ip is measured relative to a 
plane perpendicular to the z-axis, and 0 is measured in this plane as 
shown. Then the conservation laws, as derived in Appendix B-1.2, are: 
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'Energy 

qV+=[m(vo)-m(vf)]c2 

•Linear momentum in the z direction 

Vo m(vo) sin î o = Vf m(Vf) sin Jp^ 

•Angular m,omentum 

rjVo m(vo) cos ip^ sin 0o = rzVf m(Vf) cos p^ sin <̂ f. 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

Recall that the earlier analysis required only two equations 
whereas three are now necessary. This adds some complexity. 

To find the condition where the particle just reaches the collector, 
we again set 4>i equal to 7r/2 and solve these equations for the maximum 
value of i/ip in terms of the initial conditions and the radius ratio ri/r2. 
This gives 

n cos 

•(0=' sin (̂ 0 

(2.54) 

where A, defined in Eq. (2.8), again enters this limit. 
Since, in this case there is no longer rotational symmetry about 

f, the collection volume is distorted from the conical shape visualized 
in the parallel plate and spherical cases. Still, we can visualize placing 
a sphere of unit radius around the particle q in Fig, 2.19, and we cal
culate the collection current by finding the fraction of the sphere's 
surface which falls within allowed values of % and (̂ Q. The current per 
unit length I; (A) due to a source strength of S, particles/(sec cm-
length) is then 

I , ( A ) = ^ I d 0 o / 
1̂  Jo •/o 

cos ipo di/ip (2.55) 

where isotropic emission is explicitly assumed. As before, the asterisk 
denotes maximum values of the angles, and the fact has been used that 
the total collection area is four times that contained in a quadrant cut 
out by planes perpendicular and parallel to z, which contain rj (Fig. 
2.19). 

The angle ip^ is similar to that of the plane electrode case in that it 
will always be limited by the operating voltage rather than by a require
ment that the emitted particles have directions which allow escape from 
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the fuel layer. (We again refer to these two possibilities as "potential 
limited" and "surface limited," respectively.) This is because the 
velocity component in the direction of the force vanishes when PQ = 77/2, 
so the value predicted by Eq. (2.54) will automatically be less than 
7T/2. 

In contrast, the angle 0o is similar to the angle in spherical ge
ometry in that it may be either potential or surface limited. The former 
limit is found from Eq. (2.54) by setting cos 4>f)= 1, while the surface 
limit is again Tr/2. 

These limits are more conveniently expressed in terms of a 
dividing voltage, in which case 

<^r 
V2 i^^^u) (2.56a) 

sin-M I? v T ^ I (A > A J (2.56b) 

where 

A M = 1 - ri>^ (2.57) 

Current-voltage curves based on Eq. (2.55) and these limits are 
presented in Fig. 2.20. The first integration over >PQ was carried out 
analytically, but the remaining integration was done numerically. The 
fractional current shown is again normalized by the short-circuit 
value, and for convenience A has been converted to a /3-plot. 

As might have been anticipated, these curves in general fall be
tween the parallel plate and spherical cases for an isotropic source. 
The limit ri /r2 =1.0 corresponds to the parallel plate case. Then, as 
r i /r2 is decreased, the current always falls off more rapidly than the 
corresponding spherical curves with the same ri/r2. Further, in the 
limit where ri/r2 = 0, the current is no longer a constant as it was in 
the spherical case. This is because the initial energy of the particles 
associated with the axial or z-component of momentum is not useful 
in overcoming the potential barrier . 

Analytic expressions may be obtained for three limiting cases. 
First, under short-circuit conditions, i.e., as A -^ 0, both 0J and 0J 
are 77/2. Then integration of Eq. (2.55) gives 

I,(0) = - S , q (A = 0). (2.58) 
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"0 0 2 0 4 06 0 8 10 

Fig. 2.20 — Current—voltage characteristics for an ideal cylindrical cell. 
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The factor of 1/2 is due to the perfectly absorbing source rod assumed 
here. As with the sphere, a thin rod might permit partial transmission, 
in which case the current could be potentially doubled. 

In the limit as ri/r2 ^ 0 , <f)$ = 77/2 [Eq. (2.56a)] is valid over the 
entire range of A from 0 to 1.0. Using this limit and the appropriate 
form of )p$ from Eq. (2.54) gives 

i % I = / r T r K f l l = o y (2.59) 
S,q/2 \r2 / 

In the opposite extreme where ri/r2 - ^ 1 , Eq. (2.56b) is valid for 
all A, and direct integration leads to the parallel plate result, Eq. 
(2.13a). 

2-5.2 Efficiency 

Cell efficiencies, based on the definition of Eq. (2.19) and using 
the current from Eq. (2.55), are shown in Fig. 2.21. As anticipated, 
these results are again intermediate between those for the plane and 
sphere. The maximum efficiency of 19.2% occurs at ^ = 0.67 for ri/r2 = 
0 in the non-relativistic limit. A convenient analytic expression for 
this result follows directly from Eq. (2.59), in which case 

r;* = | / r ^ . (2.60) 

The voltage corresponding to the maximum point is then easily found 
by equating the derivative dr;*/d/3 to zero and solving for j3. 

As before, the efficiency can potentially be doubled if absorption in 
the source rod is eliminated. However, as in the spherical case, 
attempts to increase the efficiency through this approach or through 
the use of a small ri/r2 ratio must result in a compromise between 
the efficiency and the power level-power density. 

While the ultimate efficiency of the cylindrical cell is generally 
less than that for a spherical cell, it occurs at a somewhat lower 
voltage. Since voltage breakdown places a serious limitation on the 
maximum practical voltage, this combined with its convenient geom
etry (from a mechanical point of view) may make the cylindrical cell 
quite attractive. In fact, the two limiting curves in Fig. 2.21 show that 
in the range of /3 from 0 to about 0.3 the cylindrical and spherical ef
ficiencies are comparable while a significant gain is achieved relative 
to the parallel plate case. 
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Fig. 2.21 — Cell efficiency for an ideal cylindrical cell. (For isotropic emission 
and an absorbing source cylinder.) 
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2-6 IDEAL VOLUME-EMITTER CELLS 

Two basic types of Volume-Emitter Cells are illustrated in Fig. 
2.22a and b. Figure 2.22a shows a spherical collector lined with a 
dielectric and filled with a conducting medium that serves as the 
emitter (Conducting-Volume-Emitter or CVE Cell). An example of this 
type of cell is one that uses ^^Kr gas as the emitter. The gas would be 
a fairly good conductor since it would be partially ionized by the beta 
radiation. Such cells typically use a glass dielectric coated on the 
outer surface with a layer of copper or aluminum and have a sealed 

Electrode 

Collector 

Dielectric 

Idealized 
Potential 
Diagram 

Conducting - Medium 
Emitter 

ISv part icles/(cm' sec)| 

(a) 

Collector 

Dielectnc 
Emitter 

Conducting 
Contact 

Idealized 
Potential 
Diagram 

Fig. 2,22—Volume-emitter designs, (a) A Conducting-Volume-Emitter (CVE) 
Cell, (b) A Dielectric-Volume-Emitter (DVE) Cell. 
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lead-through wire to provide electrical contact with the gas. The gas 
itself in effect serves as the emitter electrode. 

Although this concept is easily extended to other geometries, only 
the spherical case is treated here. As shown in the earlier sections, 
there is a strong motivation to use spherical geometry because of its 
high efficiency. Further, in contrast to plate cells, such a geometry is 
simpler in this case since mechanical problems associated with sup
port of the source are avoided. 

The second type of Volume-Emitter Cell, shown in Fig. 2.22(b), 
collects particles originating in the dielectric itself (Dielectric-
Volume-Emitter or DVE Cell). While this might be envisioned as a 
radioactive source distributed throughout the dielectric, the most 
important situation is where particles are scattered out of the dielec
tric due to collimated radiation from an external source. An example 
is the Gamma-Electric Cell in which impinging gamma radiation gen
erates a Compton electron current in a dielectric such as polyethyl
ene. Because collimated radiation is used, parallel plate geometry is 
most convenient and is considered here. 

The most important difference between these two types of Volume-
Emitter Cells arises from their potential diagrams. As illustrated by 
the idealized potential diagrams (neglecting possible space charge ef
fects) in Fig. 2.22, the dominant potential gradient occurs across the 
dielectric in both cells. Thus, in the CVE cell, all of the particles must 
overcome the same barrier in order to reach the collector. In contrast 
in the DVE cell, the barrier that is "seen" by a particle depends on 
where the particle is born. We will find this results in marked dif
ferences in the operating characteristics of these cells. 

2-6.1 Analysis of an Ideal CVE Cell 

On the basis of the assumption that the volume emitter is a good 
conductor, the voltage drop across the interior of the CVE cell is 
essentially negligible (Fig. 2,22), Then, since ideal-cell theory neg
lects transport energy losses, a particle born in the interior of the 
emitter volume can reach the inner surface of the dielectric (radius r j 
without a change in kinetic energy. Thus, for the purpose of analysis, 
the volume source can essentially be replaced by an equivalent thin 
spherical shell source at rj with strength 

4 
ST = Sy ^ irrf (particles/sec) (2.61) 

where Sv[particles/(cm^ sec)] are emitted in the volume. These ap
proximations should in fact be fairly accurate for such cells. The con
ductivity need not be very high before the potential drop across the 
emitter is small relative to the cell output voltage. In addition, the 
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diameter and the fill pressure of the emitter gas will generally be 
selected to maximize particle escape, automatically insuring low 
transport energy losses in the emitter. 

Isotropic emission should be a good approximation for a radio
active gas emitter such as envisioned here. Thus, using the equivalent 
spherical source, we can reduce this idealized analysis to that de
veloped earlier for the spherical plate cells because, if we neglect 
transport energy losses through the dielectric, there is no difference 
(from a mathematical point of view) between it and a vacuum. 

Intuitively, however, this does not seem quite fair! For one thing, 
the thicker the dielectric, the better, relative to voltage breakdown. 
Thus, the thickness of the dielectric will generally represent a compro
mise between this and the desire for a thin region required to maximize 
particle transmission. 

Recognizing that particle transmission may then be considerably 
less than 100%, we will attempt to incorporate a correction for this 
into the analysis. We do this by assigning a range (maximum distance 
of travel) for the particles in the dielectric. Although the use of a 
range implies particle slowing, in the spirit of the ideal cell, we will 
continue to ignore transport energy losses as such. Thus, our results 
will certainly overestimate currents, efficiencies, etc., but this is 
expected for the ideal cell. Still, by including absorption (i.e., the 
range), we prevent the results from being completely unrealistic. 

The range A is incorporated into the analysis as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.23. Once the trajectory (marked by arrows) in the dielectric 
exceeds the range, the particle is stopped or absorbed. To keep the 
analysis as simple as possible, we will adopt the "straight-line" ap
proximation, i.e., the range limited trajectory is approximated by a 
straight line defined by the direction cosine at r j .* Also, since in 
general the dielectric thickness d « r i , we will neglect the curvature 
in evaluating 9J (Fig. 2.23) so that 

e$ ^ cos-' (d/A) (2.62) 

where, in order that the transmission be non-zero, 

d/A < 1.0. (2.63) 

Equation (2.62) represents the maximum allowed angle 6^, and in effect 

•Note that this approximation applies only to the limiting trajectory. The 
trajectories for particles starting at smaller initial angles are still determined 
by conservation of energy and momentum and hence will be curved except for 
the zero voltage case. Thus the straight-line approximation is not as serious 
a limitation as might be thought at first. 
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Collector 

Actual 
Trojectory 

Fig. 2 . 23—Geome t ry for the r a n g e - t r a n s m i s s i o n 
approximation. 

replaces the "surface limit" [Eq. (2.47a)] in the spherical plate cell 
analysis. 

With this modification, the current of Eq, (2.48) becomes 

1(A) _ . 
S.j.q 

- ^ (A <Ad) (straight-line limit) (2.64a) 

(A > Aj) (potential limit) (2.64b) 
- « ! " -

where the dividing voltage is 

•fel 1 - (2.65) 

The factor 1/2 does not appear in the source normalization because 
we have, in effect, assumed a "non-absorbing source support" by 
neglecting absorption in the emitter medium. 

This result is illustrated in Fig. 2.24 for a cell with ri/r2 = 0.5 
in the non-relativistic limit. The cell efficiency shown was calculated 
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Fig. 2.24 — Effect of dielectric thickness in the ideal CVE cell. 

in the conventional fashion using Eq. (2.19) and the current from 
Eq. (2.64). The current is reduced linearly as d/A is increased. How
ever, the dividing voltage always lies along the d/A = 0 curve, and 
hence, it increases with d/A. Physically, this is because as d/A in
creases, the maximum angle defined by cos~' (d/A) decreases. Hence, 
absorption represents a more severe restriction and dominates until 
larger voltages are attained. 

Since the maximum cell efficiency occurs at the dividing voltage, 
it too occurs at higher voltages as d/x is increased. For this reason 
the maximum efficiency is not quite decreased in proportion to d/x; 
e.g., in this case (ri/r2 = 0.5), the maximum efficiency for d/x = 0 is 
about 75% whereas for d/x = 0.5 it falls to 40% — a reduction by a 
factor of 0.53. This effect will become more pronounced as the slope 
of the dividing voltage line is reduced, i.e., for increasing ri/r2 ratio 
[see Eq. (2.65)]. 

Because absorption in the emitter has been neglected, the effi
ciencies, like the current, are increased by a factor of two over the 
ideal spherical cell with an absorbing support. This makes them quite 
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attractive despite the reduction due to d/x. However, in order for this 
to be achieved in practice, the source density P and radius must be re 
stricted such that (psTi) « A„ where Â  is the particle range (g/cm^) 
in the source material. This amounts to restricting the total source 
strength, so once again one is faced with a compromise between ef
ficiency and power level—power density. 

There is also a serious question as to whether or not the voltages 
required for optimum efficiency can be contained with reasonable val
ues of d/A. Hence, although the CVE cell appears to be very attractive 
in idealized calculations, it may well face more serious practical 
limitations than its counterpart, the plate type cell. 

2-6.2 Analysis of an Ideal DVE Cell 

In sharp contrast to any of the cells studied to this point, particles 
emitted in the DVE cells are born in a region containing a potential 
gradient. Thus the potential barr ier presented to a particle depends 
on where it is born As a result, the derivation of the potential diagram 
for the dielectric region is a key step in the analysis. The idealized 
diagram in Fig. 2.25 neglects space charge effects, however, with 
charged particles being scattered in and out of various regions of the 
dielectric, it is not at all obvious that this is reasonable. The question 
seems even more urgent since, as discussed in Chap. 6, electrons are 
effectively trapped at the end of their track due to the low conductivity 
of the dielectric. The resulting space charge build-up has actually 
caused a breakdown or fracture during irradiation of certain dielec
tr ics , (This is discussed further in Chap, 6,) However, in the present 
analysis we will continue to neglect space charge effects. This is 
rationalized as follows 

Entering radiation can be pictured as driving charged particles 
through the dielectric as illustrated in Fig. 2.25. The particles may 
be visualized as moving in short hops either if the dielectric thickness 
exceeds their range or if the potential gradient is so steep that it 
seriously retards particle progress. 

At this point, it IS helpful to consider the Gamma-Electric Cell as 
a specific example; then the particles are Compton electrons due to 
gamma irradiation.* The range of 1-MeV electrons in a typical dielec
tric, such as polyethylene, is only a few millimeters. Since, in contrast 
to the CVE cell, the dielectric now can be larger than the range without 

•Electrons will also be produced by the photoelectric effect and pair pro
duction. However, because low-Z dielectrics are of interest here and because of 
their markedly forward scattering, Compton electrons will dominate during 
bombardment by gamma radiation in the low MeV range. 
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(a) 

^ Positive Space 
(b) Chorge Region 

Fig, 2.25 — Operation of the ideal DVE cell, (a) Transport of electrons through 
the dielectric. (Note that the charge balance is maintained except for a region 
near the conducting contact.) (b) The resulting potential diagram. 

preventing operation, a thick dielectric will probably be selected to 
minimize ohmic leakage currents and the danger of breakdown. 

As we will see shortly, cell performance depends on the gamma 
intensity near the collector; therefore, the dielectric cannot be made so 
thick that gamma attenuation becomes serious. Fortunately, this re 
striction is not too severe since the mean free path for 1-MeV gamma 
rays in these dielectrics is of the order of 20 cm. 

In summary, as a typical case we will consider a dielectric that is 
thick relative to the Compton electron range but thin relative to the 
gamma mean free path. The immediate consequence of the latter is 
that the Compton source rate throughout the volume is essentially 
uniform. Further, as illustrated in Fig. 2.25, in the interior of the di
electric (between x = 0 and d'), as many electrons are driven into a 
differential volume such as dx' on the average as are driven out of it. 
Space charge build-up is thus prevented in this region. However, near 
the face of the cell where the radiation enters, more electrons are 
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driven out of a unit volume than enter it, and this will create a local 
positive space charge region. 

This charge will build up either until breakdown occurs or alter
nately until local ohmic leakage currents due to the electric fields 
involved become large enough to balance the excess Compton current. 
In the present analysis we will assume that the latter occurs. Further, 
we assume that the magnitude of the space charge and the relative 
dimensions d' and d are such that the linear approximation of Fig. 2.25 
is not totally unrealistic. 

An additional point should be noted here: If the gamma radiation 
passes through the collector, it will "drive" electrons out of the back 
face of the cell, and this loss could be comparable with the current col
lected! To prevent this, a fairly thick, dense material such as lead will 
be used for the collector to attenuate or stop the gamma radiation. 

Having decided on the potential diagram, we are in a position to 
calculate the current—voltage characteristic. We will again consider 
the average angle forward scattering model introduced earlier. Also, 
to gain further insight into the problem without the lengthy algebra 
required by using the full Klein-Nishina differential cross section, 
we will simultaneously consider a simple cosine distribution to rep
resent scattering. In summary these two distributions are 

P(Mo) =i 

., _, [average angle, forward , , 
5 fJ-o - ^ . , ^ 1 \i (2.66a) 

emission (avg. angle, f.e.)J 

2MO im > 0) 
0 (Ho < 0) 

[cosine distribution, 
forward emission (2.66b) 

(cosine, f.e.)] 

where P(MO) is normalized as indicated in Eq. (2.11). 
The cosine distribution was not considered earlier. However, it is 

easily shown that, if it is used in the parallel plate analysis of Sec, 
2-3.3, the resulting form of J (A) is 

J(A) =Soq( l -A) (cosine, f.e.). (2.67) 

The analysis can proceed from here in either of two equivalent 
ways. In one, the charge induced in the collector due to the individual 
"hops" of the electrons is calculated and summed over all the elec
trons. This is the most general approach and musthe used in the analy
sis of fast transients. However, for steady state operation, the current 
crossing any plane perpendicular to the x-axis must be a constant. 
Thus an alternate approach is to calculate the current crossing the 
dielectric-collector interface. For voltage calculations, this is the 
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e a s i e s t approach, and we shall use it he re . (Rest r ic t ions inherent in 
th is approach and the significance of ohmic- leakage c u r r e n t s , d i s 
p lacement cu r r en t s , and space -cha rge effects a re d iscussed further 
in Sec. 6-4.2.) 

F i r s t , note that all e lec t rons c ross ing the col lector—dielectr ic 
interface mus t or iginate within a dis tance equal to one range from the 
in terface . Hence, the calculation is reduced to finding the cu r r en t 
dr iven out of this volume — i.e. , the volume defined by Ae in Fig. 2.25 
where Â  is the maximum range for Compton e lec t rons . (The range is 
used he re in much the same sp i r i t a s in the CVE cell analysis — 
t r a n s p o r t energy l o s s e s will s t i l l be neglected.) An expanded view of 
this region i s shown in Fig. 2.26. 

Fig. 2.26 — Collection volume near the collector. 

The cu r ren t i s found by considering a volume element dx' a t x ' . 
This e lement can be visual ized as a plane source of s t rength S^ dx 
[par t ic les / (cm^ sec)] , where Sy i s the volume emiss ion r a t e [pa r t i c l e s / 
(cm' sec)] . A par t ic le emit ted in d x ' s t a r t s at a potential (1 - x ' / d ) V ~ , 
and thus it mus t overcome a potential difference of (x ' /d )V~in o r d e r 
to reach the col lector . This plane will contribute a differential cu r ren t 
density, dJy, and the total cu r r en t can be found by integrat ing over all 
allowed dx' , 

Since we a r e neglecting t r a n s p o r t energy lo s ses , the problem p r e 
sented by the plane source in dx' i s essent ia l ly equivalent to a pa ra l l e l 
plate cell operat ing at voltage (x'/d)V~. Thus, the r e su l t s obtained 
e a r l i e r for these cel ls can be used with V"*" replaced by (x ' /d)V~ How
ever , t he re i s one difference: the pa r t i c le t ra jec to ry cannot exceed the 
range A .̂ Again, in the determinat ion of this l imit we will use a 
s t r a igh t - l ine approximation for the range l imited t ra jec to ry (but not the 
voltage l imited t ra jec tory) . Then, the equivalent of Eq. (2.7) for the 
l imit ing angle i s 
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{COS"' y (range limited) (2,68a) 

cos"' VA(y) (potential limited) (2,68b) 
where y is a nondimensional distance defined as x'/A^ and A(y) repre
sents a modified form of Eq, (2.8a) 

UAey(R-UAey) 
A(y) = :^—^ (2.69) 

with U defined as the gradient of the reduced voltage across the cell; 
i.e., 

U s I . (2.70) 
d 

The gradient U for this type of cell is a more significant quantity than 
/3 alone, since the ability of a particle to reach the collector now de
pends on its location (x') and the voltage gradient rather than the ab
solute voltage. 

With these results, we can immediately write the differential cur
rent for the two cases of interest by analogy with Eq. (2.13). Then, for 
the average angle forward emission model, we obtain 

d J y 
[[1 - h(y - p)] dy ( U / U M < 1 ) (2.71a) 

SvqAe [ [ i _ h ( 7 A ( ^ - p ) ] d y (U/U^,>1) (2.71b) 

with 

UM - g (2.72) 

where p^ is the reduced voltage cut-off defined earlier in Eq. (2.16) 
and Fig. 2.4. 

Equation (2.71a) corresponds to lower values of the gradient U, 
where ej is range limited [cf., Eq, (2,68a)], whereas Eq. (2.71b) cor
responds to the potential limited case. The dividing gradient U^ is 
found by equating the value of y, where the arguments of the step func
tions in Eqs. (2.71a and b) vanish. 

The physical basis for this is as follows: We see from Eq. (2.72) 
that UM is the maximum gradient that a particle traveling a distance 
pAe can overcome. But as illustrated in Fig. 2.27, ]lAe corresponds to 
the maximum distance measured along the x'-axis that a particle can 
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•Mox Collection Volume 
(Range Limit) 

<eo> = cos"' p. 

* - x = y X e 

Fig 2.27 — Illustration of range and potential limits for 
the average angle model. 

travel under any conditions due to the range limitation. Once U exceeds 
UM, the maximum distance becomes potential limited and will always 
be less than /lAg. Note that there is no "cut-off" gradient^ Since par
ticles are emitted throughout the dielectric, some will always be close 
enough to reach the collector until U = •». 

The corresponding result for the cosine emission distribution is 
found in a similar fashion, and the differential current for this case is 

dJ 
SvqAe 

y- = < 

[1 - A(y)] dy (0 < y < y^) 

(1 - y2) dy (yd < y < 1) 

[1 - A(y)] dy (o < y < ^ j 

(UA, <1) 

(UA, >1) . 

(2.73a) 

(2.73b) 

(2.74) 

The various limits are somewhat more complicated and require 
explanation. For lower gradients UAe < 1, the two limits for 6* result 
in a dividing value of y found by equating the arguments in Eqs, (2.68a 
and b). thus. 

UA„R 
'd (R - 1) + (UAe)'' 

(2.75) 

This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2.28 A particle starting at yj, 
which IS less than y^, is so close to the collector that its maximum 
initial angle is limited to the collection zone defined by the potential 
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* - y = x / X e 

Collection Cone 

Fig. 2.28 — Limits for the cosine model. (The collection zone 
is defined by ej = cos"' V A(y).) 

barr ier . The collection zone is somewhat smaller for a particle start
ing at y2, but as indicated, the maximum angle is now limited by the 
range Ae. 

Now, once the gradient exceeds a value such that UAe > 1, the 
particle is always potential limited. [Note that the smallest value of 
UAe in Eq. (2.75) satisfying yd = 1 is 1.0. This is also consistent with 
the earlier average angle condition U/U^^ = 1 since, for JI = 1, U^ ~* 
l/Ae], In this case, the maximum value of y, designated y^ax, where a 
particle can originate and still reach the collector, is found from a 
simple energy balance. This corresponds to a particle with ju Q = 1, so 
the required balance is 

v - = ^ 
d q 

x ' 
m a x (2.76) 

Rearrangement and use of earlier definitions gives 

A„U 
(2.77) 

which agrees with the limit used in Eq. (2,74), (Note: Since the particle 
is traveling straight forward, all the kinetic energy can be converted so 
the balance is independent of relativistic corrections involving R,) 

The differential currents are now integrated over y to find the 
total current. The results are 
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Average angle, f.e. 

(U /UM< 1) (2-78a) 

jM (U/UM > 1) (2-78b) 

Cosine, f.e. 

(UAe< 1) (2.79a) 

(UAe >1) (2.79b) 

where 

e(UA,)={^ 

with yd as defined in Eq. (2.75). 
The main features of these results, along with efficiencies, are 

illustrated in Fig. 2.29 for the non-relativistic case (R = °°). In this 
limit several simplifications occur. First, in the average angle model, 
since /3M — P, the dividing gradient UM becomes p/Ae. Also in the cosine 
model 9(U,Ae) reduces to Ve (UAe)̂ . For convenience in the plot, we 
identify UM for the cosine model with 1/AC. 

For the average angle model, for U less than UM, the current is 
seen to be constant since all particles born in the volume jiAe are 
collected. Above U = UM, the collection volume decreases inversely 
with U, going to zero asymptotically as U -* =0. The cosine distribu
tion leads to the same general shape, but the current decreases some
what before U reaches UM- This is expected because particles born 
near the plate with large initial angles 9^ will be potential limited 
(Fig. 2.28). Thus, the number of these particles collected will decrease 
as U increases. Then, once U exceeds UM, the whole collection volume 
begins to decrease in the same fashion as for the average angle model, 
and the current decreases rapidly. 

It is interesting that the short-circuit current for the cosine model 
is (V3) SvqAe. This result is consistent with the average angle model 
since, as shown by comparison with Eq. (2.78a), it implies that Ji= %, 
which corresponds to averaging fioover P(MO) given in Eq. (2.66b). 

J y 
SvqAe 

SvqAe 

3 - 6l(UAe) 

l /Ae 

u R - -
1 \ 2 

(UAe)2 + 1 

1 R - 1 

UAeR ..2 
2 ( R - l ) - ' d 

(2.80) 
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Fig. 2.29 — Current and efficiency plots for the average angle and cosine model 
representations of a DVE cell. 

The efficiencies shown in Fig. 2.29 again follow from the defini
tion given in Eq. (2.19), and, for the average angle model. 

j ^ _ JU/UM ( U / U M < 1 ) 

' ' * " S v T o d " ' ' ^ ^ \ l ( U / U M > 1 ) 

where the maximum efficiency rj^^ i s given by 

1c P\u, f l 

(2.81a) 

(2,81b) 

(2,82) 

[Due to e lec t ron "hopping," d i scussed la te r , Eq. (2.21) cawwo/be used 
for T]*.] Likewise, for the cosine model we obtain 

^ c * = ' ' ' c M ^ 

AeU e(UAe) 

R - 1 (2 3) 

U 

(UAe <1) 

(UA3 > 1) 

(2.83a) 

(2.83b) 
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where 

'/cM 1̂  R - 1 \2 3 

The shape of the efficiency plot for the DVE cell is different from 
that for any of the previous cells studied. A constant region is reached 
for U above UM, and this corresponds to the region where the current 
decreases inversely with voltage so that the voltage-current product 
is constant. 

The maximum efficiency for the average angle model reduces to 
]f in the non-relativistic limit. This is because both the collection 
volume and the dividing gradient UM are proportional to p. 

There is an interesting aspect of the efficiency results that de
serves comment. Note that, if iil= 1 (i.e., if all particles are scattered 
straight forward), the average angle model predicts a maximum effi
ciency of 100%. Since a similar result was obtained for the plate cells, 
this may not seem to surprising. Yet, it must be remembered that, in 
this case, the electrons reaching the collector originate from different 
points in the dielectric. Thus, each "sees" a different barrier so that 
it is difficult to understand how 100% of the particle kinetic energy is 
converted to potential. However, the point is this: The efficiency in 
Eq. (2.81) involves the current times the total cell voltage V~. In 
essence this means that each electron collected is given credit for 
overcoming the entire voltage barrier regardless of its point of origin. 
This is not unreasonable. As illustrated earlier in Fig. 2.25, the 
electrons move in short "hops"; thus the motion of all four electrons 
in this figure might be replaced by a single electron moving across the 
entire cell. 

In this sense, the DVE cell is a type of multistage barr ier such as 
discussed in the dam analogy of Chap. 1, Sec. 1-3.3. This results in 
some unique features. The most obvious has already been alluded to — 
namely, the results in Fig. 2.29 are independent of the actual cell 
thickness but only depend on the voltage gradient. It is tempting then 
to consider quite thick cells as a possible means of building up very 
high voltages. While it is possible to go in this direction, a limit is 
soon reached because gamma-ray attenuation, assumed negligible 
here, will become important. On the basis of this logic, it is clear 
that an optimum cell thickness exists. However, we are not in a posi
tion to evaluate this problem now because, once gamma-ray attenua
tion enters, space charge effects must also be considered. 

One important practical problem with the DVE cell should be 
noted. It is difficult to maintain a high resistivity due to radiation 
induced conductivity and damage to the dielectric. Thus leakage cur-

(2.84) 
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rents due to such effects will probably be quite important relative to 
plate-vacuum type cells. The DVE cell does, however, have some 
advantage over the CVE-type cell in this respect, since thicker di
electrics can be used. 

In conclusion, we see that the cell efficiencies for the ideal DVE 
cell appear to be quite attractive. However, it is apparent that, if 
gamma radiation is the input, the overall efficiency may still be quite 
low because only a fraction of the gammas can be absorbed in a cell 
of reasonable length. This represents a real problem since the key to 
the high cell efficiency is the forward scattering of Compton electrons. 
While a different source might be considered, if its angular distribu
tion of emission is less favorable, there may be a marked decrease in 
cell efficiency. In fact, a similar analysis shows the maximum ideal-
cell efficiency to be reduced to about 16% for isotropic emission. Fur
ther, isotropic emission produces an obvious space charge problem 
near the collector—dielectric interface so it is not even clear that 
such a source would work, (Other than this, the generation of a net 
current might be achieved by use of a thick collector and a very thin 
electrode on the opposite end of the cell. A potential difference would 
be developed by stopping particles in the collector while allowing a 
loss of particles at the thin electrode via transmission.) 

2-7 SUMMARY 

The ideal-cell results define the maximum or limiting performance 
that can be expected from a specific geometry and type of cell. Results 
found for the maximum cell efficiency and the reduced voltage and 
fractional current at the point of maximum efficiency are summarized 
in Table 2,3, The use of normalized parameters eliminates the de
pendence on the specific type of charged particle involved. The results 
shown here do, however, assume non-relativistic particles. Some 
cases, particularly cells involving betas or Compton electrons, may 
require a relativistic correction such as developed in the preceding 
sections. 

The limiting efficiencies in Table 2.3 range from about 6 to 7% for 
a plane plate cell with isotropic emission to values over 50% for 
spherical geometry or plane cells with forward emission. There is 
obviously a strong motivation to use cylindrical or spherical geometry 
and/or forward emission. There are, of course, pros and cons relative 
to either approach, and in a specific application, there may not even be 
a choice. Forward emission is not possible except where special 
sources, such as gamma induced Compton electrons, are available 
and can be used. Unfortunately in such cases, the transfer of energy 
from the entering radiation to the charged particle (not included in 
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Table 2.3—SUMMARY OF TYPICAL IDEAL-CELL RESULTS 

Geometry and 
Angular Distr ibution 

I. Pla te Cells 
Plane* 

Isotropic 
Forward m= 0.9) 

(/3= 1-0) 
P lane , per iodic d i scha rge* t 

Isotropic 
Forward {JI= 0.9) 

Cylindrical* t§ 
Spherical* t§ 

II. Volume-Emi t te r Cel ls 
Conducting-Volume Cells (CVE)* 

Spherical ; d/A = 0.5t§ 
Die lec t r ic-Volume Cells (DVE) 

Plane Geometry: 
Forward (Ji = 0.9) 
Fo rward , cosine 

/3 (or U) 
at 77*(max.) 

0.445 
0.81 
1.0 

0.65 
0.81 
0.667 
1.0 

0.81 

0.9/Ae 
l/Ae 

77*(max.) 

% 

7.42 
81.0 

100.0 

6.3 
40.5 
19.2 
50.0 

41.0 

81.0 
50.0 

J F 
at rf^imax.) 

0.33 
1.0 
1.0 

0.058 
0 

0.5 

1.0 
0.75 

•Assumes any particle hitting the source support is absorbed. 
tAU other cases are for steady state operation. 
Jlsotropic emission. 
§For the limit where the radius ratio (ri/r2) -" 0. 

evaluating cell efficiencies) may be inefficient. An important excep
tion is the use of a Direct-Collection Cell with a controlled thermo
nuclear reactor. As discussed in Chap, 7, a collimated ion beam, 
equivalent to forward emission, is obtained with magnetic fields, and 
efficiencies exceeding 95% have been predicted for this part of the 
cycle, (Depending on the fusion reaction employed, not all of the energy 
is released as charged-particle kinetic energy.) 

The alternate approach of going to cylindrical or spherical ge
ometry also has some restrictions. First, the efficiency is best for 
low inner to outer radii ratios, and this in turn implies a compromise 
with the power level or power density may be necessary. For the 
spherical cell in particular, the voltage is high and the fractional cur
rent is low in the range of maximum efficiencies. 

The spherical CVE cell gets around the awkward problem of sup
porting the source, but leakage currents, breakdown, and radiation dam
age to the dielectric insulator seriously limit it as well as the DVE 
ceH. 

When considering geometries, we should remember that, as 
Plummer et al.^" point out, there are a number of hybrid or compro
mise geometries lying somewhere between the sphere and cylinder. 
Thus, the choice is not just between these extremes. 
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As stressed earlier, the quantities in Table 2.3 are independent 
of the type of charged particle involved. Still absolute currents and 
voltages will be determined by the particle and the characteristics of 
the source. These and many other factors, such as its specific activity, 
cost, half-life, shielding requirements, etc., enter into the selection of a 
source. Such considerations, as related to radioisotopes, have been dis
cussed elsewhere (e.g., see Refs. 15 and 16). However, the use of a 
nuclear reaction, such as n(^^'u)ff or n('''B)a, would probably involve a 
nuclear reactor. This represents a more complex system, and the only 
detailed consideration of such units is for the Fission-Electric Cell as 
described in Chap, 7, 

However, some specific points of importance to cell operation 
should be noted: 

(1) Because of the voltage breakdown problem, there is a strong 
motivation to consider particles with a lower kinetic energy voltage 
equivalent, i.e,, lower Tj/q. As seen from Table 1.1, this tends to 
favor certain beta emitters. 

(2) The ideal-cell analysis assumes a monoenergetic energy spec
trum. In general, a spectrum will exist, and if it is wide, the operating 
voltage will of necessity represent a compromise, which lies above 
the optimum for lower-energy particles but below the optimum for 
high-energy particles. Alpha emitters approach the ideal of mono-
energetic spectrum and hence have some advantage in this respect. 
Otherwise, as discussed in Chap. 1, a multiplate collector may be r e 
quired to compensate for the spread in source energies. 

(3) Many of the losses neglected in the ideal-cell analysis are 
strongly influenced by the type of particle involved, and this may be 
an important factor in the final selection of a source. Examples are 
energy losses during particle transport and leakage currents due to 
secondary electron emission, sputtering, and backscattering, which 
are considered in the following chapters. 

It is obvious, then, that the source selection involves a number of 
factors that must be weighed against each other relative to a specific 
application. 

In conclusion, limiting efficiencies from the ideal-cell analysis 
indicate some attractive possibilities for nuclear cells. The key ques
tion remaining is "How serious are the losses and voltage limitations?" 
The remainder of this monograph is devoted to answers and/or to 
developing techniques to answer this question. 

Cells built thus far have generally been limited to only a fraction of 
the ideal-cell efficiency. Since there is no law of nature to prevent us 
from approaching the ideal, the limiting factor is ultimately the ingenu
ity of the designer! This presents a real challenge and demands that 
we continue to study and widen our understanding of the fundamental 
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processes associated with the parasitic losses. The following chapters 
are presented in this spirit. Thus, rather than provide a "design manual" 
or solutions to the problems, the presentation is intended to provide 
some insight and background in the problem areas. 
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3 

Charged Particle Transport 

3-1 INTRODUCTION 

The energy loss that is incurred by a charged particle as it passes 
through the source layer itself and through other parts of the cell such 
as the solid insulator in volume emitter designs is one of the important 
parasitic losses in an actual cell. This energy appears initially as 
ionization and excitation of the atoms in the material, and eventually 
it disappears as heat. Since the charged-particle ranges involved are 
often only a fraction of a centimeter or so in solids, the losses may be 
quite significant. 

As charged ions slow down, they tend to pick up electrons and are 
eventually neutralized. This is an associated effect, which is especially 
pronounced for fission fragments but of lesser importance for other 
ions of interest such as alpha particles. 

Before discussing how these effects influence cell performance, 
we must gain some background in the fundamentals of charged particle 
transport theory. This background is provided in the present chapter 
while applications to cell calculations are given in Chap. 4. 

It is only possible to "scratch the surface" of this theory here. 
The interested reader is referred to any one of a number of detailed 
treatments, e.g., Refs. 1 to 7. The present development uses Ref. 1 to 
a large extent as a starting point, but, to facilitate the cell analysis, 
we soon "strike out on our own" to construct simple range-energy— 
charge relations. 

3-2 ION SLOWING THEORY 

The average energy loss per centimeter of travel - d E / d r is the 
fundamental quantity of interest to us. Since most cells will utilize 
ions in the 1- to 10-MeV range, we will restrict the discussion to 
non-relativistic cases, i.e., - d E / d r — - d T / d r (Appendix B-1). 

A quantum mechanical calculation based on the Born approxima
tion is commonly used to evaluate -dT /d r . In this derivation, there is 
a fundamental assumption that the amplitude of the scattered wave 

90 
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function is much smaller than that for the incident wave. This, it turns 
out, implies that* 

i « 1 (3.1) 

where v is the ion's speed, e is the unit of electronic charge, R is 
Planck's constant divided by 2ir, and q is the net electronic charge of 
the ion. The charge q is defined here in units of e; therefore, if z is 
the charge number or the number of missing electrons, 

q = ze. (3.2) 

If the converse is true, i.e., if 

^ » 1 (3.3) 
Kv 

then Block' and Williams' have shown that the quantum mechanical 
derivation should be replaced by one based on classical mechanics. 
Block has derived an expression for the energy loss that combines 
both extremes. His result is 

2„2 d E _ d T _ 477Va 
dr dr m„v 

NB (3.4) 

B = Z j l n ? ^ ^ + ^ ( l ) - R e ^ ( l + i ^ ) | (3.5) 

where 

and 

I « (11 ± 3)Z (ineV). (3.7) 

The term B is called the "stopping number," whereas - d E / d r is the 
"stopping power"; N and Z refer to the atoms per cubic centimeter 
and nuclear charge number for the stopping material; me is the mass 
of an electron; r(x) is the gamma function of x; and I, the geometric 
mean excitation and ionization potential, is approximately related to Z 
as indicated by Eq. (3.7) (see p. 645, Ref. 2, for a detailed plot of 1 vs 
Z). 
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The real part of tp is denoted by Re ip. Properties of the gamma 
function and the related Psi function ip(x) are discussed on pages 258-
259 of Ref. 10, and a plot of ip{x) is shown in Fig. 3.1. In the limit 

Fig. 3.1 — The Psi function. (From Abramowitz and Stegun, Ref. 10.) 

where qe/hv — 0, the Psi functions cancel in Eq. (3.5), and we get the 
quantum mechanical limit of the stopping number 

B R i Z l n 
2irvv^ 

I (i«')-
Conversely, if q e ^ v is large, we find from Fig. 3.1 that 

!/)(l) =-0 .577 

and, using Eq. (6.3.19) of Ref. 10 for y — «, 

Re^( l + i y ) « . l n y + ^ + ^ + . . . 

so that retaining the leading term 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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R e * ( l . i | i ) . , „ ^ ( | 5 » l ) ,3.U, 

Upon substitution of Eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) into (3.5), the stopping num
ber reduces to the classical limit 

B . Z in 1-^23 m.v3 
( ^ » l ) . (3.12) 

wqe 

Here 

CO = l/n (3.13) 

is identified with an average oscillation frequency of the electrons in 
the stopping material atoms. 

One serious problem still remains: These derivations treat the 
charge q as a unique number, independent of the charged particle's 
speed. However, as the particle slows down, electrons will gradually 
be attached to it until, at the end of its track, it is neutralized. This 
variation in charge is quite complex, but we can crudely visualize the 
situation as follows: As long as the particle's speed is considerably 
larger than the orbital speed of electrons in the stopping material 
atoms, electron capture will not occur. However, once these speeds 
are comparable, neutralization will begin. This argument implies that 
the particle will remain fully ionized so long as its kinetic energy T is 

M 
T » — E, (3.14) 

m^ 

where M/me is the ion-electron mass ratio and E, is the energy as
sociated with the ionization potential for electrons in the stopping 
material. This restriction applies to both results for B obtained above, 
i.e., both Eqs. (3.8) and (3.12). However, it does allow us to classify 
these results further, since 

q e _ Ze^ / q / e \ Ze^ / 2 \ , 

W"fi^i~^/'mrizj- ^̂-̂^̂  
But, the speed of K shell electrons is of the order of ZeVfi so that, if 
z/Z « 1, the parameter qe/fiv will remain small over a reasonable 
range of v, and Eq. (3.8) will be valid over much of the track. This is 
true for alpha particles (2= 2), lithium {z= 3), etc., in heavy stopping 
materials. Fission fragments are the major exception since, at the 
start of their track, ^ « 20. Then, not only must we apply Eq. (3.12), 
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but the charge q will vary over the entire track. Because of these 
complications, we will treat fission fragments separately and first turn 
our attention to ions with low charge. 

3-3 LOW-q ION SLOWING 

3-3.1 Energy Regions 

Because of electron capture, it is necessary to divide the ion's 
track into three energy regions. 

(1) Region I (High Speed): 

Mc^ ^ M ^ 
- r — » T » E 

2 m„ 

In this case the particle is fully ionized, i.e., q is constant and 
Eq. (3.8) applies. Fortunately, the logarithmic term will only vary 
slowly with energy, so we can obtain a working form by using an 
average value of B. Thus, using Eq. (3.4), we find 

with 

,2„2 

m 
C,H2^^Me!a!NB (3.17) 

B = Z ln ( ^ ) < " « 

where B represents an average over energy or, more crudely, B 
evaluated at some average energy. 

(2) Region II (Intermediate Speeds): 

- E . ^ T ^ - v L . 

The quantity v^ represents the maximum speed of an electron in 
the stopping material if it is visualized as a Fermi electron gas. Bohr' ' 
has derived an approximate theory for this energy region assuming 
that several inner electrons are ineffective (also see Ref. 1). Bohr's 
result is 

- ^ « H L (3.19) 
dr 7T ^ 
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167rq^z''̂ RN 

(3) Region III (Low Speeds): 

T <c y V„. . 

F e r m i and Tel ler '^ have analyzed this p roblem (reviewed in 
Ref. 1) in an approximate fashion by represen t ing the stopping ma te r i a l 
a s a F e r m i gas; then 

dr 

with 

dT 
C i i i / T (3.21) 

C n i = ^ R y ^ ^ / ^ l n ( % - ) (3.22) 
377 -̂  15 V M 

where Ry i s the Rydberg Energy, meeV2K^. 

3-3.2 A Simplified Model 

In summary , we see that al l t h r ee energy regions lead to an ap
proximate express ion of the form 

dT ^ C 
dr "̂  T° 

(3.23) 

where 

Energy 
Region 

I 

n 
III 

Eq. 
Eq. 
Eq. 

C 

(3.17) 
(3.20) 
(3.22) 

n 

1 
1/2 
- 1 / 2 

(3.24) 

We a r e genera l ly most concerned with Regions I and II s ince the 
l a r g e s t pa r t of the p a r t i c l e ' s energy loss occu r s in this port ion of the 
t rack . Region II may in fact extend to fairly high energ ies . For ex
ample , consider alpha p a r t i c l e s slowing in oxygen, where E, for the K 
shel l i s about 540 V, so these e lec t rons begin to par t ic ipa te when the 
a lpha-par t i c le energy i s about 4 MeV. Fortunately, these inner e l e c -
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trons are not completely effective due to screening (pp. 170-176, 
Ref. 1). However, by the time the alpha-particle energy drops to 1 MeV, 
the L shell or valence electrons become involved and the electron 
capture is quite significant. 

This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for alpha-particle slowing 
in air. As shown in Fig. 3.2(a), the alpha remains almost fully ionized 

L _ j i . I I I 
08 10 12 14 16 18 2 0 
Speed, V, m 10̂  cm/sec 

Fig. 3.2(a) — Charge variation for alpha particles and protons slowing in air. 
Mean charge. (From Evans, Ref. 2. Includes data collected from several 
investigators.) 

until about 2 MeV where the mean charge begins to decrease rapidly 
such that, near the end of the track, it is proportional to the speed. In 
this case, Fig. 3.2(b) s tresses the point that the mean charge is in 
reality an average over many particles in the beam. An individual 
particle will carry a charge of 0, +le, or +2e as shown. 

As we might have anticipated, Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) show a marked 
difference between the energy loss in going from Regions I and II to 
Region HI, where the particle is essentially neutralized. In fact, n 
changes sign. There is a lesser difference between I and n . 

We might expect the values given in Eq. (3.24) to be somewhat 
inaccurate due to the approximations inherent in their derivation. 
Thus we will assume that Eq. (3.23) is a reasonable form for the 
slowing law, but we will search for appropriate values of C and n to 
force a fit to experimental data. In doing this, in the spirit of earlier 
comments, we will concentrate on Regions I and U and ignore Region 
III. 
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10"' I 10 

Energy, MeV 

Fig. 3.2(b)—Charge variation for alpha particles and protons slowing in air. 
Charge equilibrium for alpha particles. (From Berthelot, Ref. 7.) 

Equation (3.23) is most conveniently fit to experimental data by 
introducing the concept of A (TQ), the mean range of an ion born with 
kinetic energy TQ. 

This concept rests on the assumption that the ion track can be 
approximated by a straight line as illustrated in Fig. 3.3(a). Since the 
ion-electron mass ratio M/me is large, the ion's energy loss per 
interaction will be small and the straight-line assumption should be 
reasonably accurate. Some deviations will still occur, and as illustrated 
in Fig. 3.3(b) we might expect some distribution of path lengths around 
the mean value A(TO). This effect is termed "straggling." 

Fortunately, straggling is not too important for ions such as 
alphas and protons, i.e., the distribution of ranges illustrated in 
Fig. 3.3(b) is quite narrow for these particles. While it might be pos-
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End of Path 

Origin 
(QO Jo) 

q = T = 0 

Straight-Line Approximation 

r=X(To) 

-Actual Path 

(a) 

X{TJ 

(b) 

Fig. 3.3 — Charged particle transport concepts, (a) The straight-line approxi
mation. (Larger deflections occur near the end of the track where " hard" col
lisions are more likely.) (b) Schematic straggling curve. Here, n(r) represents 
the number of particles traveling a distance r per unit distance. 

sible to improve our s t ra igh t - l ine theory by the introduction of s t r a g 
gling p a r a m e t e r s , in the in te res t of s implici ty we will not do this h e r e . 
Straggling i s much more important for e lec t ron t r anspor t , and it will 
be d iscussed in more detail in Sec. 3-5 .3 . If it i s des i red , the method 
of analys is developed t he re can be used for ions with only minor 
changes. 

The s t ra igh t - l ine assumption allows d i rec t integrat ion of Eq. (3.23) 

/ •XCTO) / • O rpn 

dT (3.25) 

or 

T n+l 
0 

(n + 1) x(To) • 
(3.26) 
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Substitution of C back into Eq. (3.23) gives - d T / d r in terms of the 
range and the fitting parameter n; therefore. 

d T _ TQ 
dr (n + 1) A(To) \ T 

(3.27) 

We can now derive an energy-distance or "slowing-down" law by 
integrating Eq. (3.27) from 0 to r and To to T. This gives 

V X(T„)J (3.28) 

Note that the average range A(TO) depends on the initial energy TQ, and 
in fact from Eq. (3.26) 

A (To) oc Tf\ (3.29) 

Finally, combining Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28), we can write - d T / d r in 
terms of r 

d T ^ TQ 
dr (n+l)A(To) A(To) 

1-n/(n+l) 

(3.30) 

3 - 3 . 3 App l ica t ion to A l p h a s a n d Protons 

We will use Eqs. (3.26) through (3.30) as the working set for low-q 
ions. They contain two parameters: the slowing-down parameter n, and 
the range A(To). Both depend on the type of particle involved. The range 
also depends on the stopping material and hence must be re-evaluated 
for each problem; however, n turns out to be amazingly constant, 
independent of the stopping material. This is extremely important, and, 
in fact, it is this property of n that makes the model so convenient. 

We will first illustrate the evaluation of n for alpha particles, again 
using data for slowing in air (Fig. 3.4). Experimental data for ThC 
alpha rays is shown in Fig. 3.4(a) along with curves for values of n 
ranging from 0.1 to 0.5. Clearly there are two regions involved — above 
a MeV or so, n « 0.5 is the best fit; however, at lower energies the 
slope shifts closer to n ^ 0.1. The change in slope is not surprising. It 
is probably associated with charge neutralization, which as seen from 
Fig. 3.2(a), also starts at approximately 1 MeV. 

According to Eq. (3.29) the value of n = 0.5 predicts that the alpha 
range will vary as T J - ^ This corresponds to the classic "Geiger Rule" 
for alpha ranges, which has been used extensively for initial energies 
between 4 and 10 MeV (p. 652, Ref. 2). For high energies (10 to 
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Fig. 3.4 — Comparison of the simplified slowing model with alpha-particle 
data, (a) Energy —range correlation for alpha particles. [The solid line is a 
replot of data from p. 649 of Evans, Ref. 2, for ThC alpha particles in air. 
(TQ = 8.78 MeV; A(To) = 8.57 cm).] (b) Bragg curve for an alpha particle in air. 
[The solid line is from p. 69 of Berthelot, Ref. 7; the dashed line is based on 
Eq. (3.30) normalized at 24 mm with (1 - r/A) — 0 at 4 mm.] 
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200 MeV), Evans^ has reported that Wilson and Brobeck derived a 
range relation in which n is about 0.8. It is interesting that he shows 
that composite range data by Briggs for natural a-rays is well fit by 
n ^ 0.63. 

One might question the use of a single value of n in these range 
correlations. Although a particle may start at 4 MeV, during slowing 
it clearly must also pass through the lower energy range where n 
changes! However, for alpha particles and high-energy protons, since 
(n + 1) is positive, the value of n corresponding to the initial energy 
tends to dominate. This can be illustrated by dividing the range into 
two energy regions corresponding to 0 < T < Tj and Tj < T < TQ, where 
TQ is the initial energy. Then, if Eq. (3.25) is revised to reflect this, 
we find 

, , fT , dT fTo dT 
dT/dr) 

Tn+l 
Q 

(n + 1)C 
^ ^ (n + DC 't^\ /Ti^°^' 

(n' +1)C' T n+T 
0 

(3.31) 

where the prime indicates parameters for the lower energy region. 
Since Q,' ^ C and n' < n, the bracketed quantity approaches unity for 
Ti/To « 1. 

Another aspect of the simplified model is illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b), 
where it is compared with the well-known Bragg Curve for alpha 
particles in air. As the particle slows, it interacts more effectively to 
produce a larger ionization density per unit track despite its partial 
neutralization. Thus, a peak occurs near the end of the track. 

As seen from the figure, the simplified model reproduces the 
general shape of the curve quite well except near the peak. As seen 
from Eq. (3.30), for cases like this where n > 0, (dT/dr) ^ =o as the 
residual range goes to zero. This introduces an error . Further, unless 
care is taken to adjust the range A so that (1 - r/A) goes to zero at the 
peak of the curve, the calculated curve will be even more in error. 
Fortunately however, as long as the main portion of the curve is fit 
well, transport problems of interest here can still be evaluated fairly 
accurately. 

A somewhat different presentation of slowing-down data is shown 
for protons in Fig. 3.5. Here the "atomic stopping cross section" e 
defined as 

is plotted as a function of energy for slowing in six different materials. 
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Energy, MeV 

Fig. 3.5 — The slowing correlation for protons. (The solid curves are plots of 
atomic stopping cross sections based on data from Whaling, Ref. 6.) 

Here N (atoms/cm') applies to the stopping material. By comparison 
with Eq. (3.23), we see that 

In € = - n In T + In 
N 

(3.33) 

where C is given by Eq. (3.26). Thus, the slope of the curves in 
Fig. 3.5 gives —n. As illustrated, for energies above ral MeV, n = 0.8 
gives a good fit. (In an earlier study, Evans' ' also recommended this 
value for use in space shielding calculations.) However, for protons 
there is a drastic change in slope at lower energies and in fact n 
changes sign. Below RS 0.1 MeV, nw -0 .5 fits the data in Fig. 3.5. On 
the other hand, Wahling^ suggests -0.25 based on other range-energy 
data. 

It should be noted that Fig. 3.5 is a good illustration of the near 
constancy of n for such widely different substances as ©2 and Au. 
Curves for 16 additional materials including both gases and metals are 
presented in Ref. 6, and all show similar trends. 

In contrast to n, the range A(To) depends strongly on the stopping 
material and must be re-evaluated for each problem. A number of 
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correlations are available,'-' but for convenience a particularly 
simple range-energy nomograph devised by R. Wilson (pp 222-227, 
Ref. 1) IS reproduced in Fig. 3 6. This nomograph is probably accurate 
to within several percent over the ranges included. To use it, connect 
the energy and Z by a straight line and extend the line to the range 
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Fig 3.6 — Range-energy nomograph for low-q particles (From Bethe and 
Ashkin, Ref. 1, due to unpublished work by R. R. Wilson. Left scale range in 
grams per square centimeter Middle scales kinetic energy in MeV. Upper-
right scales atomic number Z of stopping material To use, connect range, 
energy, and Z by a straight line ) For convenience the range scale has been ex
tended to smaller values here. 

scale. At non-relativistic energies use the straight middle energy 
scale. 

For example, to find the range of a 10-MeV alpha particle in 
aluminum, connect Z = 13 on the upper right scale and TQ = 10 on the 
middle scale. Extrapolation gives a range of 1.5 x 10"^ g/cm^, or. 

file:////00
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since aluminum has a density of 2.7 g/cm^, 

1 "s X 1 n ~̂  
A„(10MeV)= ,r_ =5.6x10- 'cm. (3.34) 

One final problem should be noted in connection with evaluation of 
A(TQ). As discussed earlier, there is some difficulty in fitting a Bragg 
curve unless an adjusted or "extrapolated range" is used. This is a 
direct result of neglecting energy Region III in the development of 
the slowing law. Thus, it may be desirable to use an "extrapolated 
range" based on an extrapolation of the experimental data for energies 
in Region II rather than the actual measured range. This is illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 3.7. Fortunately the difference between these 
ranges is normally quite small so values taken from the nomograph of 
Fig. 3.6 can be used directly as a first approximation. 

i-° \ 
I-
o 
o 
Q: 

>. 
o> 
0} 
c 

UJ 

Distance, r 

Fig. 3.7 — Schematic illustration of the extrapolated range. (The difference be
tween ranges is exaggerated for clarity.) 

3-4 FISSION FRAGMENT SLOWING 

Fission fragments differ from alpha particles, protons, etc., in 
two important respects. Both their mass and initial charge are signifi
cantly larger. Also, a distribution of masses and charges results from 
the fission process. Because these factors strongly influence slowing 
down, we will first briefly review fragment properties. (A complete 
discussion is presented by Hyde in Ref. 14.) 

Energy 
Region H 

HI 

Extrapolated 
Ronge X (T^ Actual 

Range 
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3-4.1 Fission Fragment Properties 

Cells might utilize either spontaneous or neutron induced fission, 
and we will consider ^̂ Û as a representative example. The well-known 
mass yield or mass distribution curve' ' for thermal neutron fission of 
^ '̂U is reproduced in Fig. 3.8. In addition to the mass curve, the initial 
energy distribution for the fragments is required. This may be cal
culated from the mass distribution as indicated in Appendix C, or 
alternately an experimental curve'^ such as shown in Fig. 3.9 may be 
used. A useful, approximate analytic representation for the energy 
distribution suggested by Redmond et a l . " is 

j 0 .685exp[ - a (To-67 )2 ] (j = 1) 

exp [- r (T„ - 98)2] (j ^ 2) Sj(To) = - | _ , . . . ^ „o,2T , _ „ . (3.35) 

where SJ(TQ) represents the number of fragments born in the j^/z group 
(1 = heavy, 2 = light) at energy TQ per unit energy. The constants are 
a = 0.00693 and y = 0.0177, and this correlation is valid for 0 ^ TQ :£ 
115 MeV. 

Since both the energy and mass distribution curves are quite 
narrow, it is often sufficiently accurate to define heavy and light 
fragment groups having average parameters as indicated in Table 3.1. 
Note that the initial electronic charge qj has a very narrow distribu
tion and can essentially be thought of as unique rather than an average 
value.'* 

3-4.2 Fragment Slowing 

Typical energy-range'^ and Bragg'^ curves for fission fragments 
are shown in Fig. 3.9. The striking contrast between these curves and 
the earlier alpha-particle curves of Fig. 3.4 can be explained as 
follows. Unlike low-q ions, the fission fragments undergo electron 
capture over their entire track; hence, - d T / d r is a maximum at the 
beginning of the track where q is a maximum. Due to their mass, 
fission fragments suffer significant nuclear collisions, particularly as 
they approach neutrality, and this accounts for the peaks at the end of 
the tracks. These collisions are quite effective. Discounting grazing 
incidents, less than 10 collisions are required to stop the fragment 
(p. 670, Ref. 2). 

Using the data of Table 3.1, we can easily show that qe/Rv is of 
the order of 2 to 3 over most of the range of a fission fragment; conse
quently, the electronic interaction can be represented by Eq. (3.12) — 
the classical case. Nuclear collisions introduce an additional term, ' 
so that - d T / d r becomes 
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00001 
100 120 140 

Mass Number 

(a) 

1000 

Fig. 3 8 — Fission fragment energy and mass-distribution curves for ^'^U. (a) 
Mass distribution for fission of ^'^U. (From Katcoff, Ref. 15.) (b) Energy dis
tribution for thermal neutron fission of ^'^U. (From Brunton and Thompson, 
Ref. 16. The data shown have not been corrected for an ionization loss of about 
7 MeV per fragment.) 
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dT^477eV(x) N 
dr m.v^ B, 

^ Mf q2(v) ^ " 
(3.36) 

w h e r e 

B , = Z In 

B„ = Z In 

1.123meV^ 

o) q(v) e 

MfMv^ai2 

(Mf + M ) Z f Z e ' 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

The term Bg is the electronic stopping number; Bn is the corresponding 
quantity for nuclear collisions; subscript f indicates fragment proper-

Table 3.1 —AVERAGE FISSION FRAGMENT PARAMETERS 

FOR SLOW NEUTRON INDUCED FISSION* 

233u 235u 239p^j 

T„( 
Toi , 
To2. 
Vol . 

vo?-
Mf, 
M R 

%! 
%2 

total), MeV 
MeVt 
MeV 
c m / n s e c 
c m / n s e c 
amu 
amu 

163 
66 
97 
0.96 
1.42 
139 
95 

± 2 165 ± 2 
67 
98 
0.97 
1.41 
140 
96 
+22e (+15e)t 
+20e (+16e) 

172 
72 
100 
1.00 
1.39 
140 
100 

± 2 

*From Hyde, Ret. 14. 
•(In this notation a subscr ip t zero indicates the initial 

condition, 1 indicates the heavy group and 2 the light group. 
{As d i scussed m the text, va lues in the pa ren theses 

should be used a s the initial equi l ibr ium va lues m Eq. (3.39). 

ties; af2 is the impact parameter beyond which energy losses go to 
zero due to screening; and the charge q has been written as q(v) since 
it depends on the fragment's speed. Other quantities have been defined 
previously. 

11 ?0 ?1 

The charge-speed relation was first investigated by Bohr • • 
using the Fermi-Thomas statistical model. He found 

q(v).z'^R:^-qQpL 
e \VQ 

(3.39) 

,22 with m assigned a value of 1.0. Early experiments by Lassen indi
cated that this was reasonably accurate for heavy particles but that 
m w Vj should be used for the light fragments. However, more recent 
data by Fulmer and Cohen^^ indicate that, to the contrary, m is about 
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1.1 for heavy f ragments and about 1 for light f ragments . A plot of the i r 
data i s reproduced in Fig. 3.10. Thei r r e su l t s a lso indicate that the 
fragment charge a lmos t instantaneously drops from an initial value of 
«i20 e to ~16 e. Once it r e a c h e s the l a t t e r "equi l ibr ium va lue , " fur ther 
reduction follows Eq. (3.39).* Thus the equil ibr ium values of Table 3.1 
should be used for qo in applying Eq. (3.39). 
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Fig. 3.10 — The charge q(v) for fission fragments. (From Fulmer and Cohen, 
Ref. 23. The speed v is normalized by Vj; =li/e2.) 

In the sp i r i t of the prev ious analys is of low-q ions, we begin by 
neglecting B„ in Eq. (3.36) on the bas i s that nuclear coll is ions a r e only 
impor tan t over a re la t ively smal l dis tance at the end of the t r ack 
[see Fig. 3.9(b)]. Substitution of q(v) from Eq. (3.39) into (3.36) gives 

dT 
d r 

47re^q^o 
j ^ y a - m ) ^ 2 n . 

NBg (3.40) 

* Actually, as shown by recent experiments, QQ depends on the density of 
the target material [see H. D. Betz Bi s.\.,Phys. Lett., 22, &AS, (1966)]. Dif
ferences may be large; e.g., the average charge on heavy ions may be almost 
twice as large in a solid as in a gas. It has, in fact, been suggested that this 
effect might be utilized as the basis for a uranium-ion accelerator [see G. 
Hortig, IEEE (Inst. Elec. Electron. Eng.}, Trans. Nucl. Set., NS-16, No. 3, Pt. I, 
75 (1969)]. 
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B e ^ Z l n ^ - ^ ^ ^ " - ^ - ' " " ^ ^ (3.41) 
wqoe 

Since m i s of the o r d e r of 1, Be has roughly the same dependence on v 
a s in the quantum mechanical l imit given in Eq. (3.8). Again, arguing 
that the logar i thmic t e r m i s slowly varying, we can use an average 
value Be, so Eq. (3.40) becomes 

d T _ Cf 
d r T^i-m) 

47reVn 
Cf = 

me(2/Mf)"-" ' vô "" 

(3.42) 

NB,. (3.43) 

Alternately, more flexibility i s afforded if, by analogy with the low-q 
ion r e su l t s , we wri te Be as 

Be = [Be]v=v. (~^^. (3.44) 

F o r example, K = % g ives Be oc v. In th i s formal i sm, we get 

S s 1 - (m + K) (3.45b) 

where 

C, = 4 ^ - . (3.46, 

We adopt Eq. (3.45a) a s our working equation. It i s of the s a m e form a s 
Eq. (3.23) for low-q ions; hence, Eqs . (3.27) through (3.31) a r e valid 
if n i s rep laced by S and C i s rep laced by Cf. 

It i s unders tood that, if the light and heavy group fo rmal i sm i s to 
be adopted, S and Cf may be different for the two groups , and in l a t e r 
sec t ions , we use the subscr ip t j to indicate th is . As before, j = 1 indi
ca tes the heavy group; j = 2, the light group. 

Miley'^ has reviewed the cor re la t ion of this resu l t with expe r i 
menta l data available up to January 1965. On the b a s i s of t r ansmis s ion 
m e a s u r e m e n t s such a s shown in Fig. 3.9, he found the values for Sj 
given in Table 3.2, but pointed out that Sj = - 0 . 5 and Sj = - 0 . 6 7 give 
be t t e r ag reemen t with in tegra l d a t a — t h a t i s , f ragment energy s p e c t r a 
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Table 3.2 — VALUES OF Sj BASED ON 
TRANSMISSION DATA* 

S j 

j 
1 
2 

0. ,4 < T / T Q < 1.0 
- 0 . 4 8 
- 0 . 6 

0 < T / T Q < 0.4 
0 
0 

*From Miley, Ref 18; based on data 
in Fig 3 9 Note that n = Sj in the fig
ure 

measurements for various fuel-layer thicknesses. More recent integral 
data by Kahn et al.^^ indicate that Sj = S2 = - 0 . 5 is to be preferred. 
Thus, there remains some discrepancy between the transmission 
measurements and integral spectra studies. 

If we select Sj = S2 = -0 .5 and assume mi = m2 = 1.0, then from 
Eq. (3.45b) K (the exponent on B,) is 0.5, which implies that Be cc v. 
This corresponds to the result for low-q ions in Energy Region II, and 
it is in agreement with independent arguments advanced by Walton 
(p. 208, Ref. 5). 

We still need to evaluate the mean range A(TQ) for fission frag
ments, and several correlations have been presented. One of the 
earliest was due to Bohr,*' who derived the ratio of the range of a 
fission fragment to that of an alpha particle of the same initial speed 
Vn 

X(TO) ^ 7 /AfMf\ _ef 
A„(M„To/Mf) 2 \ z ; ' ' V J i ' T 

(3.47) 

where Af, Mf, and Zf are the mass number, mass, and nuclear charge 
number of the fragment, respectively, and M^ is the alpha-particle 
mass. This can be used in connection with the earlier nomograph 
(Fig. 3.6) for A„. 

However, better accuracy can be obtained by using an empirical 
correlation such as presented by P. W. Frank^^ 

M \ T ^ 
X(To) = I 0.03910 + 0.02020 ~^j — (3.48) 

where the quantities without subscripts refer to the stopping material. 
(With p in mg/cm^ and To in MeV, x is in cm.) This correlation, based 
on a least squares fit to data from eleven different materials, originated 
from the suggestion by Alexander and Gazdik^^ that 

X(To)cc TQ^. (3.49) 
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Referr ing back to Eq. (3.29), we see that th is impl ies S = - l / 3 . This 
choice i s at va r iance with the S values suggested by both Miley'^ and 
Kahn et al.^^ The la t te r recognized this d iscrepancy and used the same 
data a s Frank^^ to obtain a cor re la t ion consis tent with S = - 1 / 2 

0.0968 + 0.0497 ^ j ^ ^ . (3.50) 

F igure 3.11 compares these cor re la t ions with Niday's data^' for 
slowing in uran ium metal . Because fission leads to a sp read in nuc lear 

c l I I I \ I I 1 1 

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
Initial Kinetic Energy , To, MeV 

Fig. 3.11 — Fission fragment range correlations. (The data points were cal
culated from Niday's original range-mass data (Ref. 27) using Eq. (C.S), Ap
pendix C. Curve A is based on Eq. (3.49), normalized to 8.95 mg/cm^ at 67 MeV. 
Curve B, which is quite similar to A, represents Frank's correlation [Eq. (3.48)] 
with M = 235 and Z = 92. Curve C is based on the correlation by Kahn et al. 
[Eq. (3.50)]; Zf is from Hyde, Ref. 14. The region between the dashed lines 
represents the spread due to the normal distribution of Zf.) 
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charge Zf for a fixed initial energy TQ, Kahn's correlation is repre
sented as a band of finite width. Actually, for the range of energies 
involved, there is not too much difference between the various cor
relations. They give the average slope of the experimental data fairly 
well, but do not include the fine structure. 

3-5 ELECTRON SLOWING 

The relatively small mass of the electron leads to additional 
complexities in electron slowing theory: 

(1) Relativistic corrections are more likely to be important. 
(2) In addition to coUisional processes, bremsstrahlung represents 

a significant energy loss mechanism for higher-energy electrons. 
(3) Large angle scattering is more likely than for heavy ions, in 

which case an electron can lose a significant fraction of its energy in a 
collision. Thus, straggling is much more pronounced than for ions, and 
the concepts of straight-line motion and average range have meaning 
only in terms of the average behavior of a large population. 

(4) Secondary electrons produced during the slowing process can 
be important—e.g., delta-ray electrons from hard collisions can 
result in significant side branching outside the path of the primary 
beam. And, near the end of the electron track a significant portion of 
the secondary electrons may be almost as energetic as the primary 
particle so the distinction between them becomes somewhat nebulous. 

3-5.1 Energy —Range Relations 

Using Moller's formula^^ for electron-electron scattering, Bethe' 
developed the following expression for ionization energy losses during 
electron slowing 

dT 
dr ionization 

477 6 

- T ^ N B e (3.51) 
mov 

Z L mQV̂ T 
2 f " 2 P a ^ 

Be = I ^n ^Xf ^,, - (2yr^T^- 1 + r̂ ) In 2 

+ l - r 2 + i ( l - y r r 7 ) 2 (3.52) 

where mQ is the rest of the electron, y is the speed ratio v/c, and the 
other symbols are as defined earlier. For y « 1, the stopping power 
reduces to 
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B, = Z In mpv 
21 

(3.53) 

where e^ is the base of the natural logarithm. For very high speeds 
where T » mjC ,̂ the stopping power becomes 

R - 2 In 1 
+ ^ 2moc'r 8 

(3.54) 

The total energy loss per unit path length can be thought of as the 
sum of the losses considered above for ionization processes and that 
due to bremsstrahlung or radiative processes. Thus, 

dT dT 
dr 

dT 
dr 

(3.55) 

The calculation of radiation losses is rather involved, but for non-
relativistic electrons, it is given approximately as (p. 614, Ref. 2) 

dT 
dr 

16 e^NZ^ 
411 m.c^ 

(T « moC )̂ (3.56) 

For expressions valid at higher energies, the reader is referred 
to the review by Koch and Motz^^ and also the calculations by Berger 
and Seltzer (pp. 209-212, Ref. 4). 

Radiation losses tend to dominate at higher energies, whereas 
ionization losses are most important at low energies. The energy at 
which the two losses are equal is defined as the critical energy Tc, 
and it may be found from the empirical expression (p. 215, Ref. 4) 

800 
Z+ 1.2 

(in MeV). (3.57) 

In most cases of interest for Direct-Collection Cells, the electron 
energies involved will be less than the critical value; consequently, we 
will neglect radiation losses in the following discussion. 

A comparison of Eqs. (3.51) and (3.52) with the earlier relations for 
ions [Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)] shows that they differ only in the form of the 
stopping number (in fact, since the electron charge is fixed, q(v) = e, 
the complexity of charge variation is removed). For example, the non-
relativistic stopping number for electrons, Eq. (3.53), differs from the 
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corresponding expression for ions [Eq. (3.8)] simply by the additional 
numerical factor 1/4 Vej,/2 in the argument of the logarithm. * 

We might argue again that, since the stopping number will not 
vary rapidly with energy, electron slowing should be reasonably well 
represented by Eqs. (3.27) through (3.30) developed earlier for low-q 
ions and fission fragments. This is not without precedence. The so-
called "Thomson-Whiddington Law" (p. 623, Ref. 2; Refs. 30 to 32), 
long used in the x-ray literature, represents the range of soft electrons 
as 

MTo)«^T§. (3.58) 

Recalling that the energy loss model of Eq. (3.23) gives a range pro
portional to TQ*^ [see Eq. (3.29)], we see that this is consistent with 
n = 1. Workers interested in secondary electron emission have also 
commonly used n = 1 (p. 264, Ref. 33). Recent studies of cathode- and 
radio-luminescence^* have used similar correlations, and in this con
nection, Everhart'^ found n = 1.22 gives a good fit to experimental data 
for aluminum oxide films. 

Further insight into the selection of n can be gained by reviewing 
the widely used range —energy correlation for electron slowing in 
aluminum devised by Katz and Penfold.'^ Using a collection of experi
mental data available up to 1951, they found the correlations 

41 9 
XA/TO) ^ — T^26-O.O954I„T.) (01 < T„ < 2.5 MeV) (3.59a) 

P 

AAI(TO) ~ ^ ^ To-0 .039 (2.5 < To < 20 MeV) (3.59b) 
P 

where p is the density (mg/cm^) of aluminum. A plot of this correlation 
along with some experimental data is shown in Fig. 3.12. The Katz-
Penfold correlation gives an excellent fit; however, if one selects 
1/2 MeV as a dividing energy, a reasonable approximation suggested 
by Evans^ is 

XAI(T„) CXT? ( O . K TO < 0.5 MeV) (3.60a) 

AAI(TO) ot; TO (0.5 < To < 20 MeV). (3.60b) 

*This factor is due to two considerations: (1) In electron scattering the 
electron emerging with the higher energy is defined as the primary one so the 
maximum energy loss is V4 mv̂  rather than V2 mv .̂ (2) A correction has been 
included to account for scattering of identical particles both having spin V2-
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Fig. 3.12 — Electron range-energy relations for aluminum. 

Thus, n » 1 is indicated for energies below % MeV and n R:I 0 for higher 
energies. 

3-5.2 Ranges 

Again, absolute values of the range are needed for a given ma
terial. Comprehensive listings of calculated ranges have been prepared 
by Nelms'^ and more recently by Berger and Seltzer (see pp. 228-268 
of Ref. 4). For convenience, some representative values from the 
latter are given in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 — REPRESENTATIVE ELECTRON RANGES* 

Mediumt 

X{To) (cm) 

(MeV) 0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 5.0 

(8.375 X 10"*) 

(2.22) 
Al 

(2.69) 
Fe 

(7.87) 
Pb 

(11.34) 

(19.0) 

1.0 X 10^ 2 5 X IQS 4 . 1 x 1 0 ' 5 . 6 x 1 0 ' 8 . 7 x 1 0 5 1.5X10* 

0.089 0.22 0.37 0.50 0.77 1.29 

0.083 0.20 0.33 0.45 0.69 1.13 

0.031 0.076 0.12 0.17 0.25 0.41 

0.029 0.067 0.10 0.14 0.20 0.31 

0.018 0.041 0.064 0.085 0.12 0.19 

•Calculated values from Ref. 4. 
t Dens i t i e s (g /cm' ) a r e given m p a r e n t h e s e s under each ma te r i a l . 
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A convenient analytic correlation is not readily available. Several 
authors^^'^^ suggest generalizing the Katz —Penfold correlation for 
aluminum by multiplying X(mg/cm^) of Eq. (3.59) by the factor (A/Z) 
(13/27) where A and Z are for the material of interest. To test this, a 
plot of AP/(XP)AI ^^ •̂  '^^^ developed in Fig. 3.13 using ranges for 
various materials from Ref. 4. The points in this graph represent a 
plot of (A/Z)(13/27). 

10 20 30 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Atomic Number, Z 

Fig. 3.13 — Electron range variation with atomic number. (The data points 
represent (^yj7)(A/Z). The solid lines are based on values from Table 3.3 and 
similar calculations by Berger and Seltzer, Ref. 4.) 

As can be seen, the points coincide fairly well with the curve for 
an initial energy of 3 MeV, but curves for other energies deviate con
siderably. A rough correlation including this energy dependency is 
found to be (13A/27Z)(3/To)" '2 where To (MeV) is the initial energy. 
However, this result cannot be used for Z < 13. 

The range relations presented up to this point are for a discrete 
initial energy To. However, electrons from beta decay and Compton 
interactions that have a broad initial energy distribution are often of 
interest in nuclear cells. This is not a problem in cell calculations 
since, as is shown in later chapters, the range is ultimately integrated 
over the actual source energy distribution. However, for rough cal-
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culations, it may be of interest to have an average or "effective " range 
for the electrons from these sources. Two such correlations should be 
noted. An effective Compton electron range correlation for aluminum 
developed by Curran et al.*" is shown as a function of the incident 
gamma-ray energy in Fig. 3.14. Also, it has been shown (p. 627, Ref. 2) 
that an effective range for electrons from beta decay is found if the 
maximum or end-point energy of the beta spectrum is used for the 
energy in the Katz-Penfold relation. 

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 

Range, mm 

Fig. 3.14—Effective range in aluminum of electrons produced by gamma rays, 
as a function of the gamma-ray energy. (From Bethe and Ashkin, Ref. 1, based 
on data by Curran, Dee, and Petrzilka, Ref. 40.) 

3-5.3 Straggling 

Straggling is especially important for electrons, which, due to 
their low mass, may suffer large angle scattering during slowing 
[Fig. 3.15(a)]. This introduces two effects: (1) The actual path length 
traveled by the electron will differ considerably from the range or 
crow-flight distance. (2) If a number of particles are involved, there 
will be a distribution of both path lengths and ranges around their 
mean values. These concepts are illustrated in Fig. 3.15(b), which is 
based on data by Williams,^^ who recorded 145 individual electron 
histories for 19.6-MeV electrons slowing in oxygen at 1-atm pressure. 
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Fig. 3.15 — The difference between the mean range and the mean path length. 
(Adapted from Evans, Ref. 2.) (a) Schematic diagram of an electron path. Be
cause it is multiply scattered while traversing the absorber of thickness A + dx, 
the electron does not emerge. If the absorber had been of thickness x. the 
electron would have just penetrated it and be said to have a range X. The total 
path length I Is measured along the actual path of the electron and is always 
considerably greater than \ . (b) The distribution of path lengths Z_ and of range 
X for 19.6-keV electrons in oxygen at 0° C and_l-atm pressure: X =0.32 cm = 
mean range, Xex= 0.52 cm = extrapolated range, / = 0.64 c ^ = mean path length, 
lex= 0.82 cm = extrapolated_path length, and V 2/j- {l^x -I) = 0.14 cm = 0.22/" = 
standard deviation of / about I. The mean path length is 1.24 times the extrap
olated range, under these conditions. (Based on data by Williams, Ref. 32.) 
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The distributions show considerable spread, and in this case the mean 
path length was about twice the mean range. 

The difference between the path length and range introduces a 
serious problem from a theoretical point of view. Energy loss cal
culations generally yield the average loss per unit path traveled, 
whereas the simplified energy loss model of the previous section in
volves an average loss per unit range. However, this difficulty can be 
partially circumvented if experimental energy-range data are used to 
determine n and X(To) in the simplified model so that it is automatically 
normalized to the average energy loss per unit range. While expedient, 
this approach fails to provide information about the energy spread 
involved. In other words, while Eq. (3.28) defines a mean energy, the 
inherent differences in path length will lead to a distribution of energies 
around this mean, and this is sometimes termed "energy straggling." 

Some further insight can be gained through the experimental re 
sults of Fig. 3.16. This shows the energy distribution for electrons 
transmitted through various thicknesses of mica due to an impingent 
beam at 0.21 MeV—the energy spread clearly increases with thick
ness. Also, note that the various spectra are asymmetric. This is a 
general characteristic of electron straggling, which we will recall later. 
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Fig. 3.16 — Electron transmission through mica (From Evans, Ref. 2. Trans
mission through mica of monoenergetic electrons from the 0.2065-MeV con
version line of RaB. The position of the shifted peaks gives the most probable 
energy loss. Note that it is obviously different from the average energy loss, 
because the peaks are asymmetric The data for this figure are based on results 
by White and MiUington as reported by Evans.) 
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To study this effect quantitatively, it would be desirable to find a 
mathematical expression for the distribution of energies for a fixed 
range. In the present treatment, however, it is more convenient to 
calculate the range distribution, and this, in effect, gives the same 
information. We begin by defining P(A,To) dA as the probability that a 
particle of initial energy TQ will have a range lying between A and 
A + dA. Thus, the probability that a particle will travel a crow-flight 
distance greater than r, defined as the transmission probability 
TiVjT^), may be found by the integration 

r(r,To) = ^°°P(A,To)dA. (3.61) 

Also, an average range can be defined as 

(A(To)>=/o"r P(r,To)dr. (3.62) 

A common assumption tor ton transport is that P(A,To) is Gaus
sian, I.e., 

P(A,To) = 2gexp 4 | . ) (A-A)^ (3.63) 

where A, the mean range, is approximately* equal to (A), and S, defined 
as the straggling parameter, is related to the standard deviation 

S' = J ( (A-A)2) (3.64) 

In general, S must be determined from experimental data, and this is 
discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. 

A corresponding treatment for electrons is not readily available. 
In light of Fig. 3 16, a non-symmetrical distribution might be expected 
rather than a Gaussian; indeed, studies of energy loss distribution for 
electrons passing through thin plates have resulted in variants of the 
Vavilov distribution. This is perhaps the most fundamental approach to 
the problem to date, and it is briefly discussed in Appendix C. How
ever, the Vavilov distribution is cumbersome to use in cell calculations 
and IS limited to thin plates. An alternate approach that avoids some of 
these problems is the use of an empirical correlation such as obtained 

*The Gaussian distribution is normalized on the interval —°° :5 A 5 «>, thus 
X corresponds to use of Eq. (3 62) with the lower limit extended to -«>. However, 
for a sharply peaked distribution the difference can be ignored 
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by Mar^' based on Monte Car lo calculat ions. His r e su l t s a r e given a s a 
t r a n s m i s s i o n probabil i ty expressed as a modified exponential 

7tr,To) = exp 

where 

Dr' ' 

D = 
' '0.585 Z-° " i \ - b 

b = 0.484c 

c = 14.5Z- -0.48 14.5 

/ Z 

(3.65a) 

(3.65b) 

(3.65c) 

(3.65d) 

where Z i s the atomic number and p i s the density (g/cm^) of the 
stopping ma te r i a l . 

A plot of th is function i s shown in Fig. 3.17 for va r ious energy 
e lec t rons in aluminum. [Note the s imi la r i ty to Fig. 3.15(b).] 
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Fig. 3.17 — The Mar transmission probability for electrons impinging on 
aluminum. 
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As a partial check on its accuracy, we can use Mar's transmission 
function to calculate the mean range. This is possible, since from 
Eq. (3.61), 

(3.66) 
r=X 

Ranges based on this relation and Eq. (3.62) are compared with 
the Katz-Penfold correlation in Fig. 3.12 presented earlier, and 
excellent agreement is indicated. (Actually this is surprising; since 
the Katz-Penfold correlation is for "practical ranges", only the 
shapes of the curves are expected to be similar.) However, there does 
appear to be one difficulty with this correlation: Other calculations 
indicate that the variation of range with Z does not agree with the re 
sults of Fig. 3.13. The cause for this discrepancy is not clear and 
requires further study. Still, Eq. (3.65) should provide an approximate 
correction for straggling, and because of its utility, it will be used in 
later calculations. 

One immediate consequence of straggling is that it is possible 
to define a number of different types of ranges. The experimentalist 
typically reports an extrapolated range (Fig. 3.7) called the "practical 
range." The Katz-Penfold correlation is such a range based on the 
extrapolation of measurements of the ionizing power of electrons pass
ing through aluminum plates of various thicknesses.^ A slightly different 
result is obtained if the number of transmitted electrons is measured 
instead of ionizing power. 

Another range used by experimentalists is the "maximum" range 
X^, which corresponds to a thickness that will essentially stop all 
electrons. (A rule of thumb^^ is that extrapolated range corresponds to 
about 2% transmission in contrast to less than 0.1% for A ,̂.) 

Theoretical studies, however, often deal with average values, 
and Eq. (3.62) is one possible definition of an average range. Several 
others frequently used should also be noted. 

The ranges in Table 3.3 were calculated using a continuous slowing 
representation of electron transport. This gives an average energy loss 
per unit path (dT/dS), where the path length S is essentially a range 
rather than the actual trajectory. The corresponding range is then 
given as 

fTo dT 
A(To)c.s.d.a. = j ^ ( _ d T / d S ) ^^•^'^^ 

and the National Academy Subcommittee on Penetration of Charged 
Particles recommends that this be termed the "c.s.d.a." (continuous 

P(A,To d7i(r,To) 
dr 
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slowing-down approximation) range.* While it is an average value, it 
should not be expected to agree precisely with Eq. (3.62). 

Others have based an "average" range on the most probable 
energy Tp of the transmitted electrons (Fig. 3.16). If the change in 
Tp per unit thickness is (dTp/dr), then 

Ap(To) = r 
Jo 

dT 
( -dTp /dT) 

(3.68) 

which is called the "probable" range. Since, as stressed earlier, 
transmitted electron energy distributions are asymmetric, Ap will 
generally be different from A c.s.d.a. and (A). 

Cosslett and Thomas*^ have reviewed the relation between these 
and some other possible definitions in some detail. One of their con
clusions is that, "broadly speaking," the extrapolated range varies in 
a manner similar to the mean energy range. However, they note that the 
maximum range varies more nearly like the most probable range. 

This proliferation of definitions is admittedly confusing unless 
considerable care is exercised in the use of ranges. Depending on the 
accuracy desired in a given calculation, the differences may or may 
not be significant. Some feeling for this can be obtained by returning to 
Fig. 3.12. It is now recognized that the two calculations included are 
based on different definitions, neither of which is expected to give a 
"practical range" likethe Katz —Penfold correlation. The spread between 
the various values is of the order of 10 to 30%. (Note that, as predicted 
by Cosslett and Thomas, all three curves have the same shape.) If an 
uncertainty of this order of magnitude is not acceptable, the only 
solution is to do away with the range concept and instead use a full 
transmission function such as Eq. (3.65) in calculations. Unfortunately, 
this adds considerable complexity to the calculations. 

3-6 SUMMARY OF CHARGED PARTICLE SLOWING 

It has been shown that, to a first approximation, charged particle 
slowing can be represented by the simplified energy loss and r ange -
energy laws of Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) 

^" ( ^ ) " (3.69) dr 

T 
To 

(n + 1) A(T„) 

( ' -
r \l/(n 

A(Tol/ 
(3.70) 
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The slowing parameter n is primarily a function of the type of charged 
particle involved. Typical values of n are summarized in Table 3.4 
along with the charge-fitting parameter m discussed below. While n 
may depend weakly upon the properties of the stopping material, it 
remains surprisingly constant over a wide range of materials of 
varying atomic number and density. 

Charge neutralization may also occur during slowing, in which 
case Eq. (3.39) offers a first approximation for the variation of the 
charge with the particle 's speed or energy: 

Some typical values of m are also included in Table 3.4. Alpha par
ticles, protons, and other low-q ions undergo neutralization only at low 
speeds (order of 1 MeV or less), but fission fragment neutralization 
sets in almost immediately upon birth. 

Table 3.4 — SUMMARY OF TYPICAL VALUES* OF n AND m 

P a r t i c l e 

Alpha 

Proton 

F iss ion fragment 
Elec t ron 

n 

0.5 
0.1 
0.8 
- 0 . 2 5 to-
- 0 5 
1 
0 

- 0 . 5 

m 

0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 

Energy Range 
(MeV) 

>1 
<1 
>'/2 
<0.1 

<v. >% 

•Note The values shown are only approximate. As discussed 
in the text, more accurate values may be found for a given sit
uation by restricting the correlation to the specific range of 
energies and materials of interest 

The range A(TO) depends strongly on both the nature of the stopping 
material and the charged particle. To be consistent with Eqs. (3.27) 
and (3.28), the energy dependence of the range should follow the form of 
Eq. (3,26) 

^(^«) = ( ^ ^'-''^ 

where C involves various properties of the particle and stopping ma
terial such as illustrated by Eqs. (3.17), (3.20), and (3.22) for low-q 
ions or Eqs. (3.43) and (3.46) for fission fragments. In practice, how-
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ever , A(To) is typically obtained from exper imenta l data such a s 
Wi lson ' s nomograph (Fig. 3.6) for low-q ions, Kahn 's cor re la t ion 
[Eq. (3.50)] for fission f ragments , and the Ka tz -Pen fo ld cor re la t ion 
[Eq. (3.59)] for e lec t rons . 

The energy and range involved in Eqs . (3.27) and (3.28) a r e mean 
values based on e lec t ronic in te rac t ions . In p rac t ice , a distr ibution about 
the mean exis ts due to s traggling, which r e su l t s from la rge angle 
sca t t e r ing and possibly nuclear col l is ions. This i s most s eve re for 
e lec t rons , but an approximate s t raggl ing cor rec t ion i s poss ible using 
the Mar t r a n s m i s s i o n function of Eq. (3.65) or the Vavilov dis tr ibut ion 
of Appendix C-2. 
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4 

Application of Charged Particle 

Transport Theory to Cell Calculations 

The charged particle transport theory developed in Chap. 3 is now 
applied to some typical cell calculations. The slowing model of 
Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28) is used to represent particle energy losses 
during transit through the fuel and/or insulator layers, and the possi
bility of charge neutralization is included via Eq. (3.39). As stressed 
in Chap. 3, these equations are quite general, so it is not necessary 
to identify the specific type of charged particle under consideration. 

The objectives of this chapter are to develop methods of analysis 
and to provide an insight into the magnitude and importance of the 
losses. To accomplish this with a minimum of complexity, we will 
assume the following: 

• The fuel and/or insulators are represented as flat plates. As 
discussed m Chap. 2, there is a strong incentive to consider other 
geometries; however, if the curvature is not too great, the flat plate 
analysis may carry over directly. Otherwise, the analysis must be 
redone for the actual geometry involved. Unfortunately, although the 
method of attack is similar, such calculations are frequently tedious 
and best done numerically. 

• Except for Sec. 4-5, which deals primarily with gamma interac
tions, an isotropic source angular distribution is used. As pointed out 
in Chap. 2, this is realistic for radioisotope and fission sources. 

• Relativistic effects are neglected Where required, a correction 
for these effects can be made following the methods developed in 
Chap. 2. However, this would generally necessitate numerical solu
tions, and, since the corrections involved are frequently small, such 
calculations are not included here. 

• A single value of the energy-loss parameter n of Eqs. (3.27) and 
(3.28) IS used, although, as discussed in Chap. 3, it may depend on the 
energy range involved. On the basis of the argument used earlier in 
connection with range-energy correlations, the high-energy region 
often dominates, so it is reasonably accurate to evaluate n at the 
particle 's initial energy. If desired, it is fairly straightforward but 
tedious to divide the calculations into different energy regions with 
different n 's . 

129 
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4-1 CURRENT CALCULATIONS 

Before applying the theory developed in Chap. 3 to cell calcula
tions, it is necessary to develop a familiarity with current calcula
tions. The treatment of currents presented here has been greatly 
influenced by studies described in Refs. 1-6 and, likewise, the applica
tions to cell analysis by Refs. 7-13. However, in both cases, a number 
of original features and results are included in the present develop
ment. 

Several different currents—the particle current, energy current, 
and charge current—are of interest, and they will be considered in 
order in the following sections. 

4-1.1 Angular and Total Particle Currents Using a 

Point-Kernel Method 

Consider the plane fuel layer shown in Fig. 4.1, which is infinite 
in the x and y directions and has a thickness T. Charged particles are 

Fig. 4.1 — Plane emitter, spherical coordinate system. 

assumed to be born in the layer according to a time independent source 
distribution S(r,To,n), which represents the number of particles born 
per second at r per unit volume having a kinetic energy To per unit 
energy and direction n per unit steradian. This source might be due 
to radioisotope decay, fissioning, Compton scattering, etc. 
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The mean range in the layer for a particle with initial energy To is 
designated as A (To), or in cases where the meaning is clear, simply 
as A. 

We begin by calculating the p a r t i c l e current, J(T,n; r,n',To) 
dn dr dn' , which is defined as the number of particles per second per 
unit area with directions lying between fi and fi + dfJ, crossing a sur
face perpendicular to the z-axis at z' = T (or z = 0), having been born 
with an energy To with an initial direction between Q,' and n ' + dfi' and 
having traveled a distance lying between r and r + dr before reaching 
the surface. In this notation, properties associated with the source 
and the particle trajectory prior to reaching the surface of interest 
follow the semicolon. After some experience, this may not be nec
essary, but we will retain the full notation here since it is of con
siderable aid in understanding the logic behind many of the calcula
tions. (The only danger is that one may forget and associate one of 
these variables with the current rather than the source. The energy 
To is an excellent illustration. While the source energy is To, particles 
comprising the current at T will have some other energy T, where 
T < TQ due to the energy loss they suffer in traveling a distance r.) 

The source associated with the volume element dV can be visu
alized as a point source of strength S(r,To, fi') dV, in which case 

J(T,fi;r,n',To) dn dr dfl' 

= (z-fi)[K(r,n' — n,To) dn][S(r,To,n') dV] 

= (z -n) H i i ^ . 6(0' _ n ) S(?,To,R') r^ dr dfi dfi' (4.1) 

where K(r,n '—n,To), the solution or Green's function for a point 
emitter, ha^ been written as a product of the two factors T(r,To)/r^ 
and 6(n' - fi). The first factor is the product of a 1/r^ geometric at
tenuation times the transmission function Z'(r,To), which represents 
the probability that a particle of initial energy Tj will travel a distance 
r without being stopped or absorbed. The second factor 6(n' - n) is 
simply a statement that the particle travels in a straight-line path. 
Canceling the factors of r^ and integrating over all possible source 
angles, we obtain 

J(T,n;r,To) dr dfi = / dO' [J(T,n;r,fi',To) drdfi] 

= S(r,To,fi) r(r,To) M d^ d0 dr (4.2) 

where ju is the direction cosine, i.e., cose . If the transmission prob
ability J(r,To) is evaluated using the mean range concept, it is by 
definition 
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T(r,To) = 1 - /Q' dr' 6[r' - A(To)] = h[A(To) - r ] 

fl [r < A(To)] (4.3a) 

[O [r-A(To)]. (4.3b) 

Note that, as indicated, T(r,To) can be conveniently written in terms 
of the step function h(x) introduced earlier in Eq. (2.14). This function 
will be used as a compact form in later equations. 

This should be quite accurate for ions, but, due to straggling, it 
will be less accurate for electrons. For the latter, we will consider 
the possibility of using the Mar transmission function in Sec. 4-1.8. 

For the remainder of the development, we will assume that the 
source is independent of r and ^, then 

S ( r , T o , n ) ^ ^ ^ (4.4) 

and integration over (p gives 

J(T,fi;r,To) dfi dr = S(M,TO) r(r,To) fx dfx dr. (4.5) 

The total angular current J(T,JH;TO) is now found by integration over r, 
which gives 

J(T,fi;To) = S(fi,To) n JJ^' h[A(To) - r ] dr 

rA(To) [ 0 < ^ I < T / A ( T „ ) ] (4.6a) 
= S(M,TO) ii-\ 

[T/H [ T / A ( T O ) < H 5 1 ] . (4.6b) 

If the plate is thick, i.e., if T > A(To), Eq. (4.6a) is to be applied for all 
t̂ between 0 and 1. Otherwise for a thin plate, both Eqs. (4.6a and b) 

must be retained. 
The total current, independent of angle, is found by integration 

over fl, but first the angular dependence of the source must be spec
ified. We elect to assume an isotropic source such that 

S(f i ,To)- is(To) . (4.7) 

This is a good assumption for sources due to fission and radioactive 
decay, but the Compton process, discussed in later sections, illus
trates an important case where a non-isotropic angular representation 
must be used. Using the isotropic source and Eqs. (4.6a and b), we 
find that 
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J(T;To) = /„'j(T,M;To)dM = ^ ^ 
2A(To) 

[ T ^ A ( T O ) ] _ (4.8) 

This result is valid for a thin plate; otherwise, only Eq. (4.6a) con
tributes to the integral so that 

J(T;TO) ^ A(To) [r ^ A(To)]. (4.9) 

This expression is quite general and gives the current for any type of 
particle leaving a thick plate provided the source is uniform and iso
tropic. (It has also been used in reverse to determine the mean range 
A(TO); e.g., Faraggi and Garin-Bonnet" measured the particle current 
leaving the surface of a uranium foil undergoing a known fission rate 
and then solved Eq. (4,9) for the fragment range.) 

4-1.2 The Energy Spectrum of the Particle Current 

In addition to the total particle current, we are often interested in 
the energy spectrum of the particles crossing the surface. This can 
be found immediately from the basic equation for J(r,f2;r,To) given in 
Eq. (4.2) since, if a particle of original energy TQ travels a distance r, 
it will have a unique energy given by the energy-range law. Then, 
since J(T,n;r,To) is a density function in r, it may be transformed 
according to 

|j(T,n,T;To) dT| = |j(r,n;r,To) dr| 

s(?,n,To) r(r,To)(?-n) 
J(T,fi,T;To) 

|dT/dr| 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Again assuming a uniform isotropic source and evaluating |dT/dr| 
by Eq. (3.27), we find that 

J(T,|H,T;TO) = 
_(n + l) A(To)S(To)/T 

2T„ ^ M (0: T„). (4.12) 

The probability T(r,To) has been dropped since the requirement that 
the kinetic energy T be positive is entirely equivalent. Care must be 
taken in integrating over î to find J ( T , T ) . If the plate is thin so that 
T < A (To), a critical energy T̂ n occurs when r = T in the energy-range 
law (Eq. 3.28); thus, it is defined as 

T„ 1 -
MTa 

l/(n+l) 
[r ^ A(To)]. (4.13) 
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The subscript n is included as a reminder that T̂ n̂ depends on the 
choice of n. Then, for TT„ s T < Tj, integration over all fj. is allowed 
and 

J(T,T;To) = f^ J(T,fi,T) d(i 

= ("+;)X(To)S(To) /TV (T^^ ^ T S To). (4.14) 
4To \To/ 

Note, for thick plates, T^n ^ 0 and Eq. (4.14) is applicable over the 
entire range of energies involved. However, for a thin plate it is also 
necessary to consider the energy interval 0 s T :s Tm, in which case 
the integration must be cut off at ^ = r / r and 

J(T,T;To) = / / ^ ' J ( T , H , T ) dfi 

J n . l ) A ( T o ) S ( T o ) ( T j ( i y ( O ^ T ^ T ^ J . (4.15) 

The distance r in this result is related to energy by the energy-range 
law [Eq. (3.28)]; then 

x'(To) 
^ _ , T V ^ i (4.16) 

and Eq. (4.15) becomes 

J ( . , T ; T „ ) = i--^)^i'^^)r m ° ( O . T . T , J . (4.17) 
4 T O [ A ( T O ) / T ] [ 1 - ( T / T O ) ' ' ' ' ] H T O ; 

Equations (4.14) and (4.17) define the complete spectrum for a thin 
fuel layer. 

The physical explanation for the energy intervals associated with 
these equations can be best understood by referring to Fig. 4.2. 
Particles traveling a distance r :£ T can come from anywhere within 
the hemisphere defined by r = T, and their energy must lie in the in
terval TTH £ T < TO since one coming from the plate surface would 
have energy To, whereas one coming from the surface of the hemisphere 
would have energy Tm. In this region, all angles are allowed (i.e., 
0 s (ji,< 1). For a thin plate where T < MTQ), the distance r can exceed 
T for some directions, and if r is fixed, the range of /i must be termi
nated where r intersects the back plate surface. This limits |U to the 
interval 0 ^ |U s r / r , and, since a particle coming from this region 
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Fuel Layer 

- /i_ = cos'' fl_ = r/r 

Fig. 4.2—A cross section of the fuel layer showing integration limits. 

originates outside of the hemisphere, it must have an energy lying 
within the interval 0 ^ T :£ T . 

Tn 

Energy spectra calculations based on these results are shown in 
Fig. 4.3 for a fairly thin fuel layer (T/A = 0.25) and a thick layer (T/A = 
1.0), respectively. Note, particularly in the case of a thick plate, that 
the low-energy region of the spectra tends to dominate for fission 
fragments or low-energy protons (n < 0) whereas the high-energy 
region dominates for others such as alpha particles. This is consistent 
with the observation of Chap. 3 that the Bragg curve decreases with 
distance of travel faster for fission fragments than for alpha particles. 
In other words, high-energy fission fragments slow most rapidly, and 
this causes the low-energy region of the escaping fragment current to 
be favored. 

These results are, of course, all for a monoenergetic source 
energy. If a continuous source spectrum is involved, (cf. beta decay or 
'̂̂ U fission) a final integration over initial energies is required. For 

example, for fission fragment calculations, Sj(To) from Eq. (3.35) can 
be used, and the current becomes 

J(T,T;TO) 

S(To) 
S,(Tn) dTn (4.18) 

Special care must be taken for intermediate plate thickness where 
A(TO) < r for low initial energies but A(To) > r, i.e., the plate is thin, 
for higher energies in the source spectrum. The basic problem in
volved then is to decide when touseEq. (4.17), as opposed to Eq. (4.14), 
for J(T,T;TO) required in the integration. 

This is done as follows: A critical value of the initial energy, 
labeled Toc and given by 

Toc = [ 1 - T / A ( T O , ) ] I/(n+l) (4.19) 
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Fractional Energy, T/T,, 

Fig 4.3—Current spectra for a monoenergetic source for two fuel-layer thick
nesses 

is defined such that a particle starting with this energy can pass through 
the fuel thickness T and ]ust reach the surface with energy T. Then, 
any particle that originates within the hemisphere defined by r = T in 
Fig. 4.2 must have started with an energy TQ < TQC in order to reach the 
surface with energy T, and this corresponds to the zone of integration 
leading to Eq. (4.14). Conversely, particles from outside the hemisphere 
must have To > Toc; thus, the integration over initial energies can be 
divided into two regions, giving 
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S/T„) dTo 

S/To)dTo[ (4.20) 

where the subscripts "A" and "B" refer to Eqs. (4.14) and (4.17), 
respectively. 

Figure 4.4 shows J ( T , T ) calculated from Eq. (4.20) for several 
values of T for fission fragments passing through UO2 (A '^ 11 \x). Re
sults for the two sets of values of nj and n2 suggested in Sec. 3-4.2 are 
compared with experimental data reported by Redmond et al.^ The 
ni = n2 = —V2 curve provides the closest representation at 2.94 /j, but it 
introduces an exaggerated light fragment peak (80-MeV) for the 0.84-/1 
case. Still, the agreement must be considered adequate, and this lends 
confidence to the present calculational technique. (Similar calculations 
and additional experimental data of this type are presented in Appendix 
D in connection with Dirac chord calculations.) 

4-1.3 The Energy Current 

The energy current Jg defined as 

JE(T,/I ,T;TO) = J(T,/I ,T;TO) T (4.21) 

represents the kinetic energy carried by the particle current. It may 
be evaluated by using Eq. (4.12) for the particle current, in which case 

j , ( . , , , T ; T „ ) . i l L l i l ^ ^ : ^ ^ ' ( ^ ) " % . (4.22) 

The angular dependence may be removed by integrating between the 
limits for p used in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). Integration over T then 
yields the total energy current 

JE(T;TO) = J J JE(T,/I ,T;TO) d/idT 

= ^""^^^?^^^°'^° Y::;[T,„/TO, V^TO)] (4.23) 

where the function Y is defined as 

Y>,0) = J ' y' dy + /32 y " _ ^ i _ dy, (4.24) 
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• Experimental Date 
(Redmond etai.,Ret6) 
-n|=n2=- l /2 
n| = -l /2;n2=-2/3. 

Eq. (4.201 
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140 

Fig. 4.4 — Calculated and measured current spectra for fission fragments from 
UO2 plates. (After Miley, Ref. 4.) 

The energy current is particularly important for the determination 
of ionization-excitation rates. This can be shown by considering the 
continuity equation for energy flow 

V . J E ( Z ) =SJZ)- LJZ) (4.25) 

where SE(Z) represents an energy production rate (source) while L E(Z) 
is the energy loss rate—both being per unit volume at z. Thus, if the 
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region under consideration is free of sources, then LgCz) (which ulti
mately determines ionization and excitation rates) is simply equal to 
V. JE(Z). This concept is applied later in the two-region calculations of 
Sec. 4-4. 

The energy current at T can also be used to evaluate the average 
energy (T)^ associated with the particle current emerging from the 
plate, which, by definition, is given as 

, _ / T J ( T , T ; T O ) dT 

^ ^'' / J (T,T;TO) dT 

_JE(T;TO) 

J(T;TO) 

_ Yji-H I'^Tn/To, T/A(To)]rp (A OR) 
- [ 2 r / ( n + l ) A ] ( l - T / 2 A ) ' ' ' - ^^'^^^ 

The function Y was defined in Eq. (4.24). This is most easily evaluated 
for a thick plate [r > X(To)], in which case T̂ ,̂ — 0, and 

Y K ( 0 , ^ ) - J ^ (4.27) 

so that 

(T),^~\TO [T5A(TO)] . (4.28) 

Thus, for a thick plate, the average energy for fission fragments 
(n = -%) is approximately % TQJ for alphas >1 MeV (n = Vz) it is about 
VSTQ; etc. For thin plates (T)^ depends on both T/X(TO) and n, and a plot 
based on Eq. (4.26) is shown in Fig. 4.5. 

4-1.4 The Charge Current Density 

The charge current density Jq is defined as 

Jq(T,M,q;To,qo) = J(T,K,q;To,qo) q (4.29) 

where J(T,;a,q;To,qo) is the particle current written as a function of q 
instead of energy T. Multiplication of J by q gives the charge associated 
with this particle current. (We call this a charge current density to 
avoid confusion with the electrical current which is not normalized to 
a unit area. The term density was not used previously since particle 
currents are generally normalized in this manner by convention.) If 
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Fig. 4.5—Average energy of the particle current asafunction of plate thickness 
and the slowing parameter n. 

charge neutra l izat ion does not occur, q equals qo independent of the 
p a r t i c l e ' s speed, and 

Jq(T,|U,q;To,qo) = J (T , ) I ;TO) 6(qo - q) qo 

S(To 
M 6(qo - q) qo 

A(To) [T/A(TO) ^ fi S 0] (4.30a) 

T/M [1 2 f i - T / A ( T O ) ] (4.30b) 

where we have used Eq. (4.6) for the pa r t i c l e cur ren t . The total charge 
cu r r en t density i s found by integrat ing over all \i and q. 

Jq(T;To,q) = / / Jq(T,fi,q;To,qo) dfX dq 

r [S(To) /2 ]T[ l -T /2A(To) ]qo (T < A) 

1 [S(To)/4] A(To) qo, (r > A). 

(4.31a) 

(4.31b) 
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If charge neutralization does occur, we must use Eq. (3.39), which, 
when combined with the slowing law, gives 

q(r) 

qo 
1 

[ A(To) 
where 

Z = 2 ( " + 1) 

l/l 
(4.32a) 

(4.32b) 

In addition to the initial energy, the initial charge of the source must 
be specified, and this is done by assuming a uniform isotropic source 

S(To,qo,M) 
S(To,qo) (4.33) 

The current J(r,/i, q;T(,,qQ) is found from the particle current involving 
r using the transformation method of Sec. 4-1.2, which gives 

J(T,M,q;To,qo) 
J(T, / i ; r ,To,qo) 

|dq/dr| 

Combining Eqs. (4.5), (4.29), (4.32), and (4.34), we find 

(4.34) 

Jq(-,.,q;To,qo)-^^^"°^r°'^"^(^)V (4.35) 

Integration over ^ to eliminate the angular dependence follows the same 
procedure as used for Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), and this yields 

Jq(r,q;To,qo)=i^^:^^lf^(^)' 

[[(T/A(TO)]2 [1 - (q/q„) n-2 

(qo 2 q 2 q )̂ 

(q . 2 q 2 0) 

(4.36a) 

(4.36b) 

where the dividing charge qc is given by 

qo A(TO) 

i/i 
(4.37) 

The total charge current density is found by integration over q, i.e.. 
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Jq(T;To,qo) = / Jq(T,q;To,qo) dq 

-^^5^2)|(Iodo)q^Y/[q,/qo, T/A(TO)] (4.38) 

where Y was defined earlier in Eq. (4.24). 
This may be used to find the average charge (q)^ associated with 

the particle current emerging from a plate of thickness T, in which 
case we find 

(q)r 
Jq(T;To,qo) 

J(T;To,qo) 

Y/he/qp, T/A(TO)] 

Y/_i[qc/qo, T/A(TO)] 
qo- (4.39) 

Curves for the average charge (q)T as a function of I for various 
plate thicknesses T/A are presented in Fig. 4.6. It is clear that (q) is 
strongly dependent on Z (i.e., the energy and charge loss parameters 
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n and m), but the plate thickness is not overly important once T/A ex
ceeds «0 .5 . 

In general, numerical calculations were required to obtain these 
results; however, an analytic solution can easily be obtained for the 
limiting case of a thick plate where qc= 0. Then, using Eq. (4.27), we 
obtain 

(q), = - ^ q o . (4.40) 

For example, using n = - '^ and m = 1 (i.e., Z = 1) as representative for 
a fission fragment, we find that (q)^ -^ V2 qo or + lOe. 

4-1.5 Relation to Flux 

The angular flux 0 (T ,^ ,T ;TO) is defined as the number of particles 
per second having a direction /x per unit ^ and an energy T per unit T 
passing through a square centimeter of a plane at T oriented such that 
it is perpendicular to the direction defined bŷ Lt. The angular current 
J{T,IJ,T;TQ) was normalized to a plane a t z ' = Tperpendicular to the z-
axis; hence, as seen from Fig. 4.7, the flux is 

Using Eq. (4.12) for J, we find 

<Pir,^'r;T,) Jj^l^^^^l^^{I-y (4.42) 

and the "scalar flux" is found by integration over fi, which gives 

(Trn^TisTo) (4.43a) 

( T r n ^ T a O ) . (4.43b) 

The scalar flux should no longer be thought of in terms of particles 
crossing an area a t r ; rather, it represents the total track length per 
second of particles having kinetic energy T per unit energy per unit 
volume at T . This is consistent with the conventional definition used 
in reactor analysis (pp. 63-68, Ref. 15). 

The flux and not the current should be used with a cross section to 
define a reaction rate (e.g., ionization or excitation rates). Thus, the 

</'(T,T;TO) = 
(n + 1) A(To) S ( T o ) / T \ ° 

2Tn 

[ [ T / A ( T O ) ] [ 1 - ( T / T O ) ' ^ M - ' 
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Fig. 4.7 — Relation between the angular current and flux. 

reaction rate (for a given process "y") per unit volume is 

[R.R.(T,T)]y=r/r,T) < (̂T,T) (4.44) 

where ry(T,T) is the macroscopic reaction cross section or the prob
ability per unit track length of interaction y taking place with particles 
of energy T. 

There are some situations where it is possible to bypass the 
calculation of the flux. For example, as discussed in connection with 
the continuity equation for energy [Eq. (4.25)], the energy loss rate in 
a source-free medium can be found directly from the current since it 
is equal to ^ - J ^ . Then, if the process " y " depends on the energy de
posited (ionization is an example), the reaction rate can be evaluated 
directly. This technique is exploited later in Sec. 4-4. 

4-1.6 Plane Kernels 

The preceding current derivations were based on the integration 
of the solution for an elemental volume source over the entire volume 
of the fuel or source plate. More precisely, a point kernel or point 
Green's function was integrated over the actual source distribution. An 
alternate, but entirely equivalent, approach would be to start with a 
plane kernel and integrate over the plate volume. This in effect en
visions the fuel plate as being composed of many plane sources 
sandwiched together to form the plate source. 

Since plane kernels are especially useful in some calculations 
(e.g., multiregion slab problems), their derivation is illustrated in 
Appendix D-1 and a table of common kernels is included. 
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4-1.7 The Escape Probabi l i ty 

The escape probability E is defined as the fraction of the particles 
born in a fuel layer that escape. This can be calculated directly from 
the current; e.g., for the slab case with Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) it is 

E . , , ( T o ) - g ( ^ J ( T ; T O ) _ . 
S(T„) T 

1 
2 

1 
4 " 

[l ^ 1 
[ 2A(TO)J 

\(To) 
T 

[ T £ A(TO)] 

[ T 2 A ( T „ ) ] • 

(4.45a) 

(4.45b) 

The subscript Va is a reminder that this is based on "one-sided emis
sion;" consequently, if a support or obstacle to emission on the back 
side of the plate is not present, Eq. (4.45) should be multiplied by a 
factor of two. 

If the source has a distributed energy spectrum S(To), the total 
escape probability is found by integration over the source spectrum 

Er 
_ /o" E,(To) S(TO) dTp 

/o°° S(TO) dTo 
(4.46) 

It is often convenient in the application of this concept to other geo
metries to present the results in terms of the dimensionless quantity 

|(To) = A(TO) — (4.47) 

where A/Vs is the surface to volume ratio of the solid^ In effect, this 
gives the ratio of the volume that particles escape from (AA) to the 
total volume. The utility of | is discussed further in Appendix D-2.2, 
For the slab case above, it is seen that 

1-

EE,.^(TO) =-

24, (To) I , (TO) 
< 1 

?^.//To) 
4 , (TO) 

(4.48a) 

(4.48b) 

where, due to our assumption of one-sided emission, |i (To) is based 
on the surface area of one side of the plate only; i.e., 4, = A(TO)/T. The 
full surface area is normally used for other geometries. 

4-1.8 Straggl ing Effects 

A correction for straggling can be included by using the approxi
mate expressions for the transmission functions discussed earlier in 
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Sec. 3-5.2, namely, 

- erfc[y(r)] 

i {1 + erf[y(r)]) 

r(r ,To) = • 

exp 
Dr ' 

(4.49a) 
(r>A) 

[Gaussian (ions)] 
( r<A) (4.49b) 

[Mar (electrons)] (4.49c) 

where 

D = 
'0 .585Z-°" i 

b = 0.484 c 

c = 14.5Z-''-" 

y(r)-^l(r--A) 

14.5 
/ Z 

(4.50a) 

(4.50b) 

(4.50c) 

(4.50d) 

Equations (4.49a and b) come from the integration of the Gaussian prob
ability given in Eq. (3.63), where S and A were also defined. 

These functions can now be substituted into Eq. (4.5), and the in
tegration over r can be carried out. The distinction between a "thick" 
and a "thin" plate discussed relative to Eqs. (4.6a and b) is no longer 
applicable since the transmission functions only vanish as r -^ «. Thus, 
the limits are always from 0 to T //i and the integral involved becomes 

" T / M 
f, T(r,To) dr 

A + i erfc[y(0)]- i erfc y ( - ) (Gaussian) (4.51a) 

T c / b 

bD'/b b'lf^jnj (Mar) (4.51b) 

where y(a;x) is the incomplete gamma function defined as (p. 260, 
Ref. 16) 

r(a;x) = J^ exp (-t) t^-' dt (4.52) 

and i erfc(x), one of the repeated integrals of the error function, is 
given as (p. 299, Ref. 16) 
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i erfc(x) = -j= exp (-x^) - x erfc(x). (4.53) 

These results may now be integrated over \i., as was done in 
Eq. (4.8), to find the current J(T;TQ). Numerical evaluation of the in
tegrals is required for an arbitrary thickness. Results of such calcula
tions are not available; however, we can make some general observa
tions. 

For a thick plate, it is easy to show that these results are con
sistent with the average range model provided the average range 
(A(TO)) is defined according to Eq. (3.62). In this case, T and hence 
the upper limit of Eq. (4.51) goes to '^, and the following identity is ob
tained from the integration by parts and the use of Eqs. (3.62) and (3.66) 

<A(To))=J r P ( r , T o ) d r = - J r ( ^ ) dr 

r ( r , T o ) d r . (4.54) 

Here \TT\ has been set equal to zero since T vanishes exponentially 
a t 0°. 

Reading Eq. (4.54) backwards, we see for a very thick plate that 
/ " T dr reduces to (A), which is precisely the result obtained for the 
average range model, Eq. (4.6a). (To simplify the notation, brackets 
were not used earlier to indicate the average range.) This result may 
also be verified by direct integration of the transmission functions, 
although a slight discrepancy will be carried through the Gaussian 
distribution because, as noted in Chap. 3, it is normalized between 
- « and + «> rather than 0 and <». 

At the other extreme (thin plates), it may be argued intuitively 
that straggling tends to reduce the current below the average range 
model result which predicts that all particles born within a distance 
equal to the average range away from the surface will escape. How
ever, the straggling distribution indicates that even some of these parti
cles will be stopped. Physically, this is because some are scattered 
into a direction almost parallel to the surface before they reach it, 
and these dominate over those scattered into a direction that enhances 
escape. As the plate gets thicker and thicker, the current approaches 
the average range model. More and more particles are born beyond 
one average range length from the surface, but, due to the transmission 
distribution, they still have a finite probability of escaping. This tends 
to compensate for those born near the surface that fail to escape, and, 
in the limit of an infinite plate, the average range model current is 
recovered. 

~-l 
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4-2 THE DIRAC CHORD METHOD—SHORT-CIRCUIT-

CURRENT CALCULATIONS FOR OTHER GEOMETRIES 

E. E. Lewis^ has shown that the Dirac chord method, originally 
developed by Dirac'^ (see also Ref. 18 and pp. 373-377 of Ref. 15) to 
calculate neutron escape probabilities for purely absorbing media, can 
be quite useful in short-circuit calculations. A major advantage is that 
the extension to other geometries is greatly simplified if the chord 
distribution is available—this includes the sphere, infinite cylinder, 
hemisphere, oblate spheroid, and oblate hemispheroid (pp. 21-42, 
Ref. 18). However, it should be noted that, if the distribution is not 
available, the method may involve as much labor as, if not more than, 
the direct approach developed in the preceding sections. 

Unfortunately, it does not appear possible to use the Dirac chord 
method in two important situations; namely, cell analysis for voltage 
conditions or the multiregion problem. Still, because of its utility in 
short-circuit and escape-probability calculations, the Dirac chord 
method is covered in some detail in Appendix D-2, where calculations of 
escape probabilities, particle current energy spectra, and average 
particle energy losses in the solid for cylinders and spheres are dis
cussed. 

4-3 CELL VOLTAGE-CURRENT CALCULATIONS 

Several techniques can be used to calculate cell voltage-current 
characteristics including energy losses in the emitter layer. Two will 
be illustrated by the coated parallel-plate cell of Fig. 4.8. 

The analysis is restricted to steady state operation with the col
lector maintained at a potential V*" by a load resistance placed between 
it and the emitter. The emitter "fuer'-layer thickness is designated 
as T, and the plate separation as d. The fuel layer might be a radio
isotope, uranium, or any other source of charged particles. 

To concentrate on the effect of a finite fuel-layer thickness, we 
continue to ignore other possible loss mechanisms, namely: any par
ticles hitting either the support or collector plate are assumed to be 
absorbed; the space between plates is taken to be a perfect vacuum so 
no energy nor charge losses occur in this region; and secondary-elec
tron emission, sputtering, etc., are ignored. 

The charged particle source is assumed to be uniformly distrib
uted throughout the emitter layer, and an isotropic angular distribu
tion is used. 

Particles are assigned a unique initial charge and energy qo and 
TQ, but this is not a restrictive assumption because it is always possible 
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Fig. 4.8 — Coated pa ra l l e l -p la te geomet ry . 

to integrate over the actual energy and charge spectra. For simplicity, 
we ignore relativistic effects, but if necessary, corrections can be 
made in much the same fashion as in Chap. 2. 

4-3.1 Short-Circuit Current (V + =0) 

Under short-circuit conditions, all particles escaping the emitter 
layer will be collected. Thus, the cell short-circuit-current density 
Jq(0) is simply equal to the charge current density (Sec. 4-1.4) evalu
ated at T, or 

Jq(0) = (q}T J(T;To,q„) = Jq(T;To,qo) (4.55) 

where Jq(T;To,qo) can be evaluated using Eqs. (4.31) or (4.38) depending 
on whether or not q varies with energy. If q is in coulombs, Jq will be 
in amperes per square centimeter of plate surface. Equation (4.55) can 
also be written in terms of the escape probability, in which case by 
definition 

Jq(0) = (q)x S(To,qo) r E,,.̂ (To) (4.56) 

The escape probability E^^i^can be taken from Eq. (4.45) for slabs, or, 
if other geometries are involved, the values summarized in Table D.2 
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of Appendix D can be used. In the latter case, if the charge varies, its 
average value may be found from Eq. (4.39). 

4-3.2 Vol tage-Current Analysis (Method A) 

The analysis required here is identical to that used earlier for the 
idealized cell except that now the source can be visualized as the cur
rent emerging at the layer surface. This current has an energy, charge, 
and angle distribution that is different from the one encountered in the 
idealized cell so it is necessary to start with the complete current 
distribution function given in Eq. (4.12) as* 

J ( T , . , T ; T „ ) = ( ^ 1 ± 1 ^ ^ ^ ( | ^ ) V . (4.57) 

Now, consider the non-relativistic formulation of Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) for 
conservation of energy and linear momentum 

q,y*='^m{vl-vl) (4.58) 

mVy sin 0̂  = mvj sin 6̂  (4.59) 

where the subscripts T and d indicate the fuel plate and collector sur
faces, respectively. As before, the particle having the minimum energy 
required for collection will approach the collector tangentially so 
sin 0d -* 1. In this limit, the conservation equations become 

q^V+ = I mv^d - sin2 e^) = | mv^ cos^ e^ = T". (4.60) 

The energy T^ is identified as the energy associated with the z-com
ponent of the velocity v7. (Energy is of course not a vector so this 
should not be thought of as the z-component of the energy). The super
script ( —) is used to indicate a minimum value. Equation (4.60) defines 
the minimum z-component of velocity {v~)^, i.e., the minimum value of 
Tn that a particle can have upon leaving the fuel layer and still be 
collected. It is important to note that this minimum can occur in two 
ways: For a fixed speed v^ at the surface, the direction cosine (i^ could 
assume a minimum value. Alternately, for a fixed direction cosine, the 

*It should be stressed that the current energy spectrum is not of itself 
sufficient except for short-circuit calculations. The angular distribution must 
also be known for voltage analysis. This implies that techniques like the Dirac 
chord method are limited to short-circuit analysis. 
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speed Vr could be a minimum. We will use both conditions l a t e r . [An
other point to note in using Eq. (4.60) i s that if charge neutral izat ion 
occu r s , q^ will be a function of the energy of the par t i c le at the surface, 
hence T^z, as shown l a t e r in Eq. (4.67).] But f i rs t it i s des i rab le to 
find out how to use the energy TTZ in cur ren t calculat ions. To do this , 
we t rans form the par t i c le cu r ren t energy spec t rum from T to T,. 
(Where the intention i s c lear , the subscr ip t T will be omitted for 
brevi ty.) 

J ( T , M , T , ; T O ) = J ( T , M , T ; T O ) 
dT 
d T ; 

^ (n + 1) A(TO) S(TO) (T^Y ..-
2T © " . - - (4.61) 

^0 ^ - ^ o 

where we have used the relation 

Tz = M^T. (4.62) 

The charge current density collected is then found by integration such 
that 

Jq(V+;To) = / ; . ' d/i Jll A% J(T,M,Tz;To) q(Tz). (4.63) 

The order of integration used here is a deliberate selection which has 
been found most convenient. The superscripts + and - indicate maxi
mum and minimum values, respectively. These limits are a function of 
the emitter-layer thickness for a "thin" layer (T < A), and their deter
mination is a key point in the analysis. We will analyze the thin plate 
case first since it represents the most general situation, and results 
for a thick layer can easily be obtained as a limiting case. 

[We could have derived Eq. (4.63) equally well by starting with the 
charge current density given in Eq. (4.35) and using the relation 

J(T,M,TZ;TO) q(Tz) = Jq(T,M,q;To,qo) | ^ (4.64) 

This follows directly from the definition of the charge current density, 
and the fact that, if \i is fixed, q and Tz are uniquely related so | dq/dTz| 
can be evaluated as shown later.] 

A cross section of the emitter or fuel layer and the support plate 
structure is shown in Fig. 4.9. This is similar to the geometry used 
earlier in Chap. 2 for the plane electrode cell, but now a finite emitter 
layer is included. 

The angle 6% is defined as the maximum possible emission angle, 
i.e., the maximum value of Q^in Eq. (4.60). This implies a maximum 
energy at the surface, which in turn requires that the particle is born 
at the emitter surface so that its energy is not degraded in traversing 
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Fig. 4.9 — Cross section 
critical emission angles. 

of a thin emitter layer showing the maximum and 

the fuel layer. Such a particle would have an energy To and a charge qo 
at the surface, and application of Eq. (4.60) gives 

M-=cos->9:f = y ^ s V ^ . (4.65) 

Note that |3o represents the fractional voltage based on the initial energy 
and charge To and qo, respectively, and that 6^ is identical to the 
limiting angle obtained for the ideal cell [Eq. (2.7)]. The thickness of 
the emitter layer has no bearing on the properties of a particle born 
on the surface, so in this limit the distinction between the present case 
and the ideal cell vanishes. 

The maximum value of T̂  also occurs when the particle is born on 
the surface, and, for a fixed value of fi, T^ is found from Eq. (4.62) to 
be 

T | = (î T (4.66) 

At this point, it is necessary to introduce the concept of a critical 
angle Oc, illustrated in Fig. 4.9. Consider the envelope representing 
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the maximum distance a particle can travel in the layer and still have 
sufficient energy left to reach the collector. The critical angle cor
responds to the condition where this envelope intersects the bottom 
surface of the emitter layer. Its value can be determined from con
servation requirements described by Eq. (4.60). The left haind side of 
this equation is first expanded by use of the charge—energy relation 
of Eq. (3.39) 

, - \ m / 2 

ToA 
r p - > m/2 

Mr (4.67) 

When this expression is substituted back into Eq. (4.60), it is found that 

T - — T O 2/(2-in) 2m/(m-2) / . « Q \ 
T - To/So M,- (4.b«) 

which defines the minimum energy associated with the z-component of 
velocity that a particle of direction cosine fĵ  can have and still be 
collected. Returning to Fig. 4.9, we see that the critical angle 9c is 
defined such that such a particle will have traveled a distance Vc. 
Geometry gives 

Mc 
[re ^ X(To)] 

and substitution of this relation into Eq. (3.28) yields 

(4.69) 

lV,r-,. = ^''T- = =̂T» 
Mc ^(To) 

l /(n+l) 
(4.70) 

This expression is now set equal to Eq. (4.68) with the latter evaluated 
at ;û  = /i^, giving 

M'TO 
McMTo) 

l/(n+l) ^ 2/(2-m) 2m/(m-2) 
- ^OPO Mc (4.71) 

After rearrangement, we obtain 

.2[(n+l)/(2-m)] 2[(n+e)/(m-2)] 
Mc -Mc + 

A (To) 
= 0 (4.72) 

where 

. = „ .f . i . (4.73) 
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This is the defining relation for fx̂ , which is seen to be a function of 
the reduced voltage ft and the fractional layer thickness T/A. A plot of 
fXc vs ft for selected values of T/A, n, and m is shown in Fig. 4.10. It 
turns out that the solutions for n = m = 0 and n = — V2, m = 1 are identi
cal. They require the solution of a quadratic equation from which it is 
found that 

2A(To .̂ M ŷ 
(m = n = 0) 

or (4.74) 
(n = -V2, m = 1) . 

Other values of n and m involve cubic and higher-order equations and 
are best solved numerically. It can be seen from either Eq. (4.72) or 
(4.74) that, when /3o=0, p.c -* T/A(TO). This is consistent with our 
earlier calculations; e.g., note the angular limits on the charge cur
rent density in Eq. (4.30). Another limitation is that Hc cannot be 
smaller than |j,~, defined by Eq. (4.65), so that while a formal solution 
of Eq. (4.72) may exist, nothing can be collected beyond this limit. 

This can be summarized by the requirement 

H , s max. [/ft; T/A(TO)] (4.75) 

and these limits are apparent in Fig. 4.10. 
Again, referring to Fig. 4.9, we see that the critical angle divides 

the allowed collection angles into two regions: 

Region I / ^ < )i ^ |i^ (4.76a) 

Region II |i^ s |j, ^ 1 . (4.76b) 

The allowed range for T̂ ^ must then be found within each region. 
The maximum value Tt will always occur for a particle originating at 
the surface; hence, it is the same for both regions and is given by 
Eq. (4.66) discussed earlier. 

However, the minimum values are region dependent, and a particle 
originating from Region I can come from anywhere within the fuel 
layer so long as it reaches the surface with sufficient energy to be 
collected. This requirement has already been considered and cor
responds exactly to Eq. (4.68). In contrast, the minimum energy Tz~for 
Region II occurs when the particle originates at the lower surface of 
the emitter layer. Such a particle will travel a distance r /m so that 
TF can be found directly from the energy-range relation 

T : = M'TO 
fx A(To) 

l/(n+l) 
(Region II). (4.77) 
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0.2 0.4 0.6 

Reduced Voltoge, /3g 

Fig. 4.10 — The critical angle e^as a function of reduced voltage. (For several 
plate thicknesses.) 

These limits are summarized in Table 4.1. The charge current 
density may now be found by carrying out the integrations indicated in 
Eq. (4.63), which gives 

Jq(^0, VA) = J , ' + J j ' (4.78) 

where I and II refer to the two regions of Table 4.1 and the correspond
ing currents are given by 
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TABLE 4.1—INTEGRATION LIMITS 

Region I Region II 

T,̂  M'TO 

^ . 2 / { 2 - m ) 2m/ (m-2) 

1 

'^T»|l-^A(To)J 

Jq=Jqt(0) 

2 o + o2£/(2-in) 1 ^0 / \ 

|J-c-i3o+/3o In J - ( n = - m ) 

9 „ (2 - m ) ^ 0 r/ 4(n+m)/nr-2 2(n+m)/2-in .--i 
Mc - i3o + o/„ ^ „ " KMC ^0 - 1)J 2(n + m ) 

J q = Jqt(O) '-"'-(t/::-^ 
(n ^ -m) 

c/(n+l) 

V)3 

(4.79a) 

(4.79b) 

(4.80) 

The quantity Jqt(0) represents the short-circuit current for a thick 
plate, which is given by 

Jqt(O) = 
(n + 1) A(To) S(To,qo) qo 

4e 
(4.81) 

where ewas defined in Eq. (4.73). 
These results are considerably simplified in the limit of a thick 

plate where by definition, M-C = 1, T/A(TO) ^ 1, and Jq ^ 0 so that 

f l - f t + f t l n f t (n = -m) (4.82a) 

Jq(/3o) = Jq= Jqt(O). 

-̂ .''̂ ^"'%(rC^ '̂"'-°"- '"-' 
The charge current is shown in Figs. 4.11(a), (b), and (c) for 

selected values of r/A, m, and n. These curves were calculated using 
a combination of analytic and numerical methods since analytic forms 
for fXc and also the integral in Eq. (4.80) can only be obtained for cer
tain values of m and n. As expected, the currents shown decrease with 
increasing voltage. The effect of charge loss (i.e., of m) can be most 
easily seen in Fig. 4.11(c) for a thick plate. For a fixed value of n 
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I T / X ^ 0 . 2 5 ~ | 

Reduced Voltoge, /3g 

Fig. 4.11(a)—The charge-collection current density as a function of reduced 
voltage for a fuel-layer thickness of T/A = 0.25. 

(fixed energy loss), the curve for m = 0 always lies below that for 
m = 1 because the particle that loses charge (m = 1 corresponds to 
q oc v) has less trouble overcoming the potential barrier . On the other 
hand, if m is fixed, the curves with smaller values of n are lowest. 
This is best understood for m = 0, where charge losses do not enter. 
Then, according to the energy loss law, Eq. (3.27), as n decreases and 
goes negative, the energy loss per unit path dT/dr increases so the 
emerging particles simply possess less energy. This trend also occurs 
for the m = 1 curves, but here, the spread is not so large since the 
charge loss partly compensates for the increased energy loss. 

The curves for T/A = 0.25 and 0.5 show the same trends; however, 
in these cases, care must be taken in interpretation due to the varia
tion of intercepts at /3o = 0. For m = 0, since no charge loss occurs, all 
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Fig. 4.11(b)—The charge-collection current density as a function of reduced 
voltage for a fuel-layer thickness of T/A = 0.5. 
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Fig. 4.11(c) —The charge-collection current density as a function of reduced 
voltage for a thick fuel layer. 

the curves have a common intercept that depends only on the escape 
probability. It is easily shown from Sec. 4-1.4 that 

Jq(0, T/A) 

Jqt(O) - a X ' - f J <»=»>• (4.83) 

For m = 1, even for /̂ Q = 0, a charge loss occurs; consequently, the 
intercepts for m = 0 must be modified by the ratio of the charge loss 
for a plate thickness of T/A to that for a thick plate. For example, for 
T/A = 0.25, Fig. 4.6 shows that with m = 1 and n = -Vj, (q)^/qo = 0.73 vs 
0.5 for T/A = 1.0. If the interceptfor m = 0, n = -y2in Fig- 4.11(a) or (b) 
is multiplied by the ratio 0.73/0.50, the intercept for m = 1 is obtained, 
and a similar argument may be applied to the other curves. (While the 
n = — V2 curve starts higher, it falls off more rapidly with voltage as 
argued earlier.) 

As usual, if the source emits particles with a distributed energy 
and charge, a final integration over these spectra is required. To il
lustrate this, it is assumed that the source can be written as a product 
of functions depending on energy and charge such that 

S(To,qo) = N(T„) Q(qo) (4.84) 
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Since the currents have been found as a function of /3o, it is also con
venient to transform the source dependence to /3o, in which case by 
definition 

S(po,qo) = N(T„) Q(qo) 
dT, 

'"it) Q(q, 

d/3o 

qoV+ (4.85) 

For example, the fission fragment spectrum of Eq. (3.35) would be 

qojV^ 

0.685 exp 

exp 
qojV+ 

67 

^OJ 

(i = i) 

(i = 2). 

(4.86a) 

(4.86b) 

The total current is then 

Jq(V C=o ^^° \^^0'^o^ S(^o,qo) • (4.87) 

Note that, while the integration is over /3o, it is carried out with the 
voltage V"" fixed, so Jq is a function of V"*". Care must be taken when 
evaluating this integral for thin plates since Jq(̂ o>Qo) involves |i^ [Eqs. 
(4.74) and (4.78)], which is itself a function of/3o, and this leads to a 
somewhat tedious problem for those cases where (incomes from a cubic 
or high-order algebraic equation. 

4-3.3 Voltage—Current Analysis (Method B) 

The arguments involved in evaluating the limits in Method A are 
straightforward but somewhat complex in detail. It may be helpful to 
consider a slightly different but entirely equivalent point of view. A 
thick plate will be used in this illustration in order to minimize the 
complexity. The extension to a thin plate requires that the integrations 
involved be divided into regions in the same fashion as in Method A. 

We begin with the current from Eq. (4.2) derived for a point kernel 
and spherical coordinates, and, if we assume a uniform isotropic source, 
Eq. (4.2) becomes 

J(T,fi;r,To) S(To.qo) 
47r 

r(r,T„) |id(id(^ dr. (4.88) 
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The charge cu r r en t density follows immediate ly by integrat ion 

Jq(T;To; _ S(To,qo) 
JII J -

q(r) dr (4.89) 

where the probabi l i ty r(r ,To) has been rep laced by appropr ia te evalua
tion of the l imi t s on r . The lower l imit on r i s immedia te ly seen to be 

0. (4.90) 

The maximum value of r comes from the energy balance given in 
Eq. (4.60) 

T,-z = q rV^ (4.91) 

As d i scussed ea r l i e r , Tfz specif ies a minimum energy, and it 
co r r e sponds to e i ther a minimum speed for a fixed angle o r a minimum 
angle for a fixed speed at the surface . Using the fo rmer point of view, 
we note that a minimum speed at the surface in turn specifies the 
maximum dis tance a pa r t i c l e can t r ave l between i t s point of b i r th and 
the sur face . This dis tance r"*" can be found by substi tuting the e n e r g y -
range and charge —range re la t ions into Eq. (4.91), and th is gives 

f^'To 
+ l V ( n + l ) 

X(To) qo A(To 

m/2(l+n) 
(4.92a) 

o r 

/ « \2[(l+n)/(2-m)]' 
A(To). (4.92b) 

The l imi t s on jx a r e the s a m e a s found for Method A, i .e . , for a 
thick plate 

f̂  0 ) P-^ 1. (4.93) 

The charge cu r r en t density in tegral is now completely specified, and, 
wri t ing it out in detail , we obtain 

Jq(T;To) 
_ S(To,qo) qo 

A\i ji 

=/,' 
{i-(B./M^)2«^*°'^<2-'""}WT.: 

1 -
X(To) ô J 

m/2(l+n) 
d r . (4.94) 
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It is fairly straightforward to verify that these integrals lead to 
the same results as obtained earlier in Eqs. (4.82a) and (4.82b). This 
is most easily done by selecting specific values of m and n, e.g., 
n = m = 0 represents a particularly easy case, which immediately gives 
Eq. (4.82a). It may appear from the present treatment that Method B is 
considerably simpler than A, but this is somewhat misleading. Much 
of the complexity involved previously in Method A arose because we 
started with the thin plate analysis. While some labor is saved in 
Method B because the currents are not transformed to involve energy 
(r is retained as the variable throughout), this might even be a dis
advantage in some situations — e.g., if the current energy spectrum is 
required for other purposes. Method A may be the easiest way to find 
it and the charge current density simultaneously. 

4-3.4 Cell Efficiency Calculations 

The cell efficiency, which follows directly from the definition given 
in Chap. 2 [Eq. (2.19)], is 

viPo, T/A) 
j j d^ f^S dTz J(T,fi,Tz;To) q(Tz) V+ 

S(To,qo)TT 

'wd^'^'^'-'^'' '"̂ ' 
where JqOo, T/A) can be taken from Eq. (4.78). 

Cell efficiencies calculated from this result are shown in Figs. 
4.12(a) to (c) for various m and n and for T/A = 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0. As 
might be expected, the efficiency is reduced as T/A increases, e.g., the 
maximum value for n = m = 1 at T/A = 0.25 is '«6.7% vs ** 4% for T/A = 
1.0. The explanation for differences observed for various values of n 
and m is the same as used in the discussion of the current—voltage 
behavior in Fig. 4.11. Note, in general, that the largest variation in 
efficiency is due to n, the results being much less sensitive to m. This 
can be explained on the following basis: As m is increased, a given 
particle will have less charge at the surface so it crosses the barrier 
more easily (increasing the current). At the same time, it is less 
"valuable" (i.e., less energy is converted when it is collected), and 
these effects tend to compensate each other. 

For a fixed m, the largest efficiency always occurs for the largest 
n (n = 1 in these figures) corresponding to the minimum energy loss 
per unit path. 

If the source has a distributed charge-energy spectrum, the final 
integration, which is analogous to Eq. (4.87), is 
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?fe(V+, T / A ) = / / 77^0o, T /A) S(ft,qo) d̂ So dqo. (4.96) 

A calculation of th is type has been c a r r i e d out by Miley* for fission 
f ragments in connection with a study of the F i s s i on -E lec t r i c Cell. He 
used Eq. (4.86) for the source energy spec t rum and a s sumed a single 
charge was assoc ia ted with each group so that the Q(qo) of Eq. (4.84) 
was s imply 

Q(qo) = 5(qo - 15e) 5^=, + 6{q, - 16e) 6̂ =2 (4-9'7) 

Reduced Voltoge, ^^ 

Fig. 4.12(a)—Cell efficiencies vs voltage for a fuel-layer thickness of T/A = 
0,25. 
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T /X = 0.50 

0 0,2 0.4 0.6 0,8 1.0 

Reduced Voltoge, /S^ 

Fig. 4.12(b)—Cell efficiencies vs voltage for a fuel-layer thickness of T/A = 0.5. 

where the subscripts ] = 1 and j = 2 refer to the heavy and light groups, 
respectively. Results for a thick plate are shown in Fig. 4.13, and the 
variation with fuel-layer thickness is illustrated in Fig. 4.14. As we 
found earlier, the curves with either nj = n2 = —% ov nj = —%, ^2 - ~% 
with m = 1 (as opposed to m = 0) are expected to be reasonably accurate. 

A 10.6-(J. layer is essentially a thick plate, and a comparison of 
Fig. 4.13 with 4.12(c) (forT/X=1.0 and monoenergetic particles) 
indicates a close agreement. For example, curve E2 peaks at »il.3% vs 
«*1.5% for n = —%, m = 0 in the earlier figure. Likewise, Eg predicts 
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0 0,2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 

Reduced Volfoge, fi^ 

Fig. 4.12(c) —Cell efficiencies vs voltage for a thick fuel layer. 

«1.6% vs 1.8%. Thus, in this case, the use of the detailed spectrum and 
energy-range correlation only results in a 10 to 15% correction. Of 
course, the fragment energy spectrum is quite narrow within each 
group, so the correction would not have been expected to be large. 
Perhaps the most important problem is the proper selection of n (e.g., 
many early investigators used nj = nj = 0, which, as seen from these 
curves, results in considerable error) . 
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Fig. 4.13 — Efficiency calculations for a Fission-Electric Cell with a IO.6-MUO2 
fuel layer (a thick fuel layer). 
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Fig. 4.14 — Variation of the maximum cell efficiency with fuel-layer thickness. 
(Here, qj represents the Initial charge for a heavy fragment while q§ refers to a 
light fragment.) 

4-4 THE TWO-REGION PROBLEM 

In some instances, it is desirable to coat the fuel layer with a 
thin protective layer of material such as gold or stainless steel to 
prevent radioactive contamination of the system. This leads to a class 
of problems, called "two-region problems," illustrated in Fig. 4.15. 
Another important situation where such problems occur is in Interac-
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Region I 
Fuel Layer 
of Thickness 

Particle Passes Through 
dz at 2< With Energy T (s) 

= 41^^ 

r-Axis Z-Axis 

Fig. 4.15—The two-region problem in planar geometry. 

tion-Energy Cells (Chap. 1, Sec. 1-3.2), in which case the non-emitting 
layer, instead of being a coating, can be visualized as a gas or other 
material that is being irradiated by particles from the fuel. 

Multilayer designs and numerous other geometries may also arise, 
but, to illustrate the basic principles involved in the analysis, we will 
restrict our attention to the simple planar geometry of Fig. 4.15. (The 
following is an abbreviation and slight modification of a derivation by 
Miley and Thiess'^) 

As before, the coating and fuel are assumed to be electrical con
ductors so, even when the cell is operating at a voltage, the electrical 
field in those two regions is zero. Subscripts I and II will be used with 
the various parameters required to indicate the region involved, e.g., 
Xi(To) is the range evaluated in Region I. The energy—range fitting 
parameter will also be subscripted for generality, although as stressed 
in Chap. 3, it is only weakly dependent on materials and particle 
energies so that to a first approximation Uj w nu. 

It is most convenient to carry out the derivation in terms of non-
dimensional (reduced) parameters defined as 

e = T/To (4.98a) 
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and 

^ =z/Xii(To) = zA„(l) . (4 98b) 

(Since e and z incorporate To, it will no longer be retained as an ex
plicit parameter. Note that e evaluated at TQ IS 1.) 

The slowing model of Eq. (3.28) can be applied between any two 
points of the particle's path as long as they lie within the same region 
If s represents the distance between these points, 

± = fl ^ ' ' ' " ' ' " (1 = 1 or II) (4.99) 

where the reduced energy ej represents the energy of the particle at 
s = 0. When this relation is applied to Region I, s = 0 will be defined as 
the point of birth of the particle. Then, since particles are born with 
energy TQ, ci is equal to 1.0 for Region I. However, for Region n, s will 
be defined as zero at the interface, and the corresponding value of ej 
will be denoted e ' , the prime being used to indicate the energy of the 
particle at the interface. 

The energy dependence of the range must satisfy Eq. (3.29) in each 
region so that 

'MirT <-"•« «•"»' 
The current at the interface Ji(0,|U,e';l) is found by using specific 

values for Xi(l) and n, in Eq. (4.12). Then, since J, is known, the prob
lem resolves into one of finding the resulting current Jn (2,(Ĵ ,e) at some 
point z in Region II. Since Region II is source free, a transmission 
function method can be used, and we introduce r ( r , e' -> e) as the 
probability that a particle with energy e'will have an energye per 
unit e after traveling a distant r in Region II. This function is easily 
found by noting that the slowing law of Eq. (4.99) requires a unique 
relation between z and e; hence T must be a delta function of the form 

Here, €p represents the particular energy that a particle starting with 
energy e ' has after traveling a distance ^/)LI, which according to the 
slowing law is given by 

ep= e " " ^ ' + - '^ . (4.101b) 
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The Jacobian is included in Eq. (4.101a) to transform from the "per 
unit" e ' inherent in the delta function to the "per unit" e required in 
the definition of T. It may be found by differentiation of Eq. (4.101b) 
with €p = e ' , and this gives 

d€ 

de' 

nji/(ni(tl) 
(4.102) 

Having determined T, we are in a position to find Jn in terms of the 
known interface current since by definition 

Jii(2,H,6) = /^,Ji(0,(i,e') T{z/[x, € ' - € ) de'. 

Substitution for T and integration yields 

T S(l) 2 T A , 
e V ^ + £ 

(nj—njj)/(nj]+l) 
e"nn 

(4.103) 

(4.104) 

and 3ii{z) can then be found by subsequent integration over |J. and e 
using the limits of Table 4.2. 

TABLE 4.2—LIMITS FOR Jj, 

T / X J + z 

<i < z < 
0 < e < 6(. 

€ , < £ < £ , 

(if n = Hj = Hjj) 

l - e ° i i ^ i 
1 - e " " ^ 

Eq. 4.111a (otherwise) 

1 - e°ii'*^ 1.0 

z < z< 1.0{0 < e < Ej. 

where 

^c ^ [1 - T / X , ( 1 ) I ' V " ^ ' V " (for T / X , £ 1) 

ec = («c - z)y^^li*'^'> 

The limits are somewhat complicated and require explanation. 
They arise because, for fixed values of the reduced energy e and posi
tion z, a unique range of direction cosines exists that allows a particle 
to reach z with the desired e. 
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A critical value of z exists, labeled z^, such that a particle born at 
the back face of the fuel layer and traveling straight forward (fj,= 1.0) 
will just reach «c with zero energy. This occurs when the distance 
traveled in Region II equals the range corresponding to the interface 
energy e' so that z = Xi, (e'); using Eqs. (4.99) and (4.100), we find 

n(n,+l)/{n+l) 

Zc = 
Xn(e ' ) _ J [ l - T/X,(l)f if^'^V^^ (T/X, ^ 1) (4.105a) 

•̂ "̂ ^̂  [ o ( T / X I > 1 ) , (4.105b) 

Now ior z^< 2<1.0, the r e d u c e d energy can vary between 
0 < e < e j„ where the upper limit e„ occurs when a particle is born at 
the interface and travels straight ahead to z 

e „ = ( 1 - ^ ) ' ^ ' " " ' " - (4.106) 

Correspondingly, the direction cosine luwill vary between 1.0 and 
a minimum value defined by a particle born at the interface which 
leaves at a large angle such that it just arrives with energy e at z, in 
which case 

l / (n iT+l ) 

(4.107) 

These results are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.16(a). Part i
cles born in the fuel layer over a surface shown by the solid line can 
reach z with the proper energy. The particle with the maximum angle 
is born at the interface, and, as the angle decreases, the reduced path 
length in Region II is compensated by starting deeper in the fuel layer 
until [i- = 1.0 at the deepest point of origin. 

We next consider 0 < z < z^. This must be further subdivided de
pending on whether the energy is greater or less than a critical value 
e^ corresponding to a particle born at the back surface of the fuel and 
traveling straight forward. Repeated application of Eqs. (4.99) and 
(4.100) to evaluate the interface energy e' and to obtain Xii(e') in terms 
of Xii(l) gives 

X,(l) 

l/(ni+l) \ ^ ] l/(ni,+ l) 

[l-r/x,(l)]'VT^ 1 -^,.-m^\ (4.108) 

Now, if e > ê ,, the particle must have originated somewhere in
side the surface shown by a dashed line in Fig. 4.16(a). In this case, 
the limits for fi are identical to those already derived. However, if 
e < Cc, the surface of origin (birth) of the particle will intercept the 
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Surface For 

Angles Allowing a 
Porticle to Cross ( r ) 

With «- < « < *„ 

(a) 

Angles Allowing o 
Particle to Cross iz) 
With 0 < « < «c 

(b) 

Fig. 4 16 — Illustration of limits m the two-region problem, (a) Energies above 
e^ (b) Energies below ê ,. 

rear of the fuel layer as illustrated in Fig 4.16(b). This leads to a new 
l imit for Umaxj which i s 

r(e') 
(4.109) 

where r(e') is the distance from the intercept at the rear surface to 
the front interface. It is expressed as a function of the interface energy 
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by again using Eq. (4.99) to obtain 

r ( e ' ) = X , ( l ) [ l - ( e ' ) " ' ' ' ] (4.110) 

where r is now understood to lie along (̂ „,ax- However, for the particle 
to reach 2 with a fixe'', c, the value of e ' must also satisfy Eq. (4.99) 
for Region II. Using this relation, along with Eq. (4.100), to eliminate 
e ' in favor of e and substituting into Eq. (4.109), we find 

r / x^ l ) (4_^^^^^ 
l _ [ e ° . . - + . / M _ ( e ) ] ^ " . -

In general, this transcendental equation must be solved numerically 
for (Umax; however, for the special case where n = n i = no an analytic 
solution is easily obtained 

T/XI(1) +Z 

1 - e " \Xm.. = -^P^^^^^- (4.111b) 

This completes the evaluation of the limits, and they, along with 
Eq. (4.104), are valid anywhere in the interior of Region II. For cell 
calculations, we are interested in the current at the surface of Region 
II, which then represents the plate facing the collector electrode. This 
is found by evaluating Eq. (4.104) at 2= t where t is the thickness of 
the cover layer. This result can then be used in place of Eq. (4.57) to 
calculate cell performance following the methods developed in Sec. 
4-3.2. The limits in Table 4.2 can be used for short-circuit calcula
tions, but limits for voltage operation must be derived as indicated in 
Sec. 4-3.2. 

Calculations of this type are fairly complicated and have not been 
carried out to date. However, it is clear that the cover layer may have 
a significant effect, especially if it is fairly thick. Some indication of 
this can be gained from Fig. 4.17, where the total particle and energy 
currents are shown as a function of z for several specific values of n 
(zero voltage case). The total current corresponds to integration of 
Eq. (4.104) over all allowed j^ and e indicated in Table 4.2. This figure 
shows that even a thin coating with ^ = 0.1 over a thick fuel layer 
(T/XJ = 1.0) reduces the particle current by almost 20% and the energy 
current by ~35%. 

The energy current is more drastically affected than the particle 
current due to the energy loss a particle suffers as it passes through 
the cover layer. The corresponding shift in energy is illustrated in 
Fig. 4.18, where various particle current energy spectra are shown 
for z = 0.25 for several fuel-layer thicknesses. These curves should 
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Fig. 4.18 — Particle current energy spectra at z = 0.25 for two fuel-layer thick
nesses. 

be compared to the earlier results shown in Fig. 4.3 for a bare fuel 
layer. The sharp break at the peak of the spectra for thin plates arises, 
because, as illustrated earlier in Fig. 4.18, a zone is created that does 
not contribute to the current. This peak and the associated concave 
shape at lower energies are smoothed out in passing to the thick plate 
( T / X I = 1.0). In contrast to the bare fuel results, the intercepts on the 
e-axis are all less than 1.0, and this presents the energy lost by a 
particle traveling straight through (M= 1.0) the coating. 
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In addition to Direct-Collection Cell calculations, the two-region 
problem is of prime importance in Interaction-Energy Cells. Then, the 
ionization —excitation rate in a gas or fluid adjacent to a fuel region is 
of interest, so, if a bare fuel is assumed. Region II can be envisioned 
as the gas or fluid. As discussed inSec. 4-1.3, since there is no source 
in Region II, the energy deposition rate per unit volume due to particles 
of energy e (a generalization of the earlier energy independent result) is 

L,(2,e) = - V . j ; j j 2 , e ) . (4.112) 

The energy current Jne required can be found by an integration 
involving Jn from Eq. (4.104) 

Jiic(«,e) = /''"'MJii(^-^i.e)] e d̂ i (4.113) 

where appropriate limits are to be taken from Table 4.2. If an energy 
dependent G value is known such that G(€) represents the number of 
particular reaction products (e.g., ion pairs or excited states, etc.) 
formed per 100 eV of energy deposited by a primary particle of energy 
e, the local product formation rate R(z) is 

«̂ ' = -/*"l!ilj^...<-) de. (4.114) 

Now the limits are determined by either Table 4.2 or other energy 
requirements (like threshold energies) associated with the reaction, 
whichever is more restrictive. Often G(e) is roughly constant and an 
average value is used, in which case Eq. (4.114) reduces to the simple 
form 

R{z) M 
100 

d_ 
dz JnJ^) (4.115) 

Calculations corresponding to Eq. (4.115) have been reported by 
Leffert et al.,^" who were interested in space charge neutralization by 
fission fragment irradiation of noble "-ases in thermionic diodes. Also, 
Nguyen and Grossman^' have published studies concerned with fission 
fragment ionization in a MHD channel. However, the techniques used 
in these studies were limited to the case of a constant G-value and 
fission fragments. Miley and Thiess'^, following the method outlined 
here, have reported results for various particles including protons, 
alpha particles, fission fragments, and electrons. They also considered 
the problem of excitation of helium by alpha particles, in which case 
the reaction rate exhibits a threshold energy and fairly strong energy 
dependence so that the generalized form of R{z) given in Eq. (4.114) 
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was required. These calculations generally involved numerical evalua
tion of the integrals; however, analytic solutions are tabulated in 
Ref. 19 for Jii(«,e) and Juiz) forthespecial cases where n = n, = n,j with 
^ = ~Vz, 0, V2, or 1. 

4-5 SLOWING IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTRIC FIELD 

The discussion to this point has assumed that charged particles 
slow in the solid medium purely by ionization-excitationenergy losses. 
This is valid for passage through the fuel layer in a coated plate cell 
where the electrical conductivity of the fuel eliminates electric fields 
from inside the layer. Once the particle breaks the surface, it enters 
an electric field in the inter-electrode space, but then no ionization-
excitation losses occur because this region is maintained under a 
vacuum. 

A more complicated situation occurs where the two effects — 
ionization-excitation and electric fields — are present simultaneously. 
A most important illustration occurs in the DVE cell (Sec. 2-6.2), 
where charged particles originate in an electric field region in a 
dielectric. To demonstrate the analysis required, we will consider a 
specific DVE cell, the Gamma-Electric Cell, in which Compton elec
trons are assumed to contribute the dominant current. 

The basic problem is that, as a particle moves through its t ra
jectory, the orientation of the decelerating force due to ionization-
excitation collisions continuously changes relative to the electric field 
force. However, if the energy loss model of Chap. 3 is adopted, it is 
possible to represent the electronic collisions as an effective force, 
which can be resolved into appropriate components so that an analytic 
solution is possible. To do this, Eq. (3.28) is first written in terms of 
speed V, giving 

'1 1 -
X(To) 

l/(n+l) 
(4.116) 

and this is differentiated to obtain the acceleration a. Using the identity 
that v equals dr/dt, we obtain 

dv _ VQ / V \-2° 

dt 2(n + 1) X(To) (voj ^^•^ '̂̂ ) 

which, based on Newton's law, defines a force F such that 
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The magnitude of F represents an equivalent force that would produce 
an average deceleration equal to that caused by ionization-excitation 
losses. Its direction is taken to be exactly opposed to the velocity 
vector. 

Now, consider as an example the planar geometry of Fig. 4.19. The 
collector potential gives rise to a retarding electric field E, which, for 

Grounded Conducting Surfoce-

Fig. 4,19 — Emission from a dielectric volume in planar geometry. 

simplicity, is assumed to be position independent. (This, in fact, cor
responds to the linear potential of Fig. 2.25, which, as discussed 
earlier, is not a bad assumption for a Gamma-Electric Cell.) In this 
situation, the y-component of acceleration is due to a superposition of 
the electric field force with F from Eq. (4.118) and is given by 

1 = ^ -
' V - dt2 ~ 

To/m, eE 
me (n + 1) X(To) [W cos Q (4.119) 

The solution of this equation turns out to be a classic problem in 
particle dynamics related to the case where a projectile (e.g., a bullet 
from a rifle) is shot into the air so that its velocity is affected by both 
gravity (corresponds to E) and a drag force proportional to the velocity 
raised to an arbitrary power.^' 

The method of solution required depends on the value of n, which 
in the present case depends on the charged particle involved. Relative 
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to the algebra involved, by far the simplest situation is for n = -72, 
and this will be used here to illustrate the calculation. Actually, this 
corresponds to fission fragments, whereas electrons, which are of 
primary interest here, fall in the range n = 0 to 1.0 depending upon 
their energy (Table 3.4). Still, in addition to demonstrating the problem 
in a simple fashion, the present calculation is of interest since it, in 
effect, overestimates the energy loss that would be expected for elec
trons and, in this fashion, it represents a limiting case. (This assumes 
the other parameters like m^ and A(TO) used in the calculation are 
evaluated for electrons.) 

With n = -Vj, Eq. (4.119) becomes 

• dt2 - S - ^ d t 
T = g - K ; 5 f (4.120) 

where 

g = — (4.121a) 
^ m ^ 

e 

9T 
K = ^ W T (4.121b) 

m^vo X(To) 

and the solution is immediately found to be 

Ky = -g t + (vo cos 00 + g/K)(l - e"""*). (4.122) 
A corresponding analysis of the x-component of acceleration gives 

Kx = Vo sin 0o(l-e""^') (4.123) 

so that the trajectory is completely defined. However, because we are 
mainly interested in those particles that are able to reach the collector, 
only the y-component of acceleration is required here. A critical 
condition in the trajectory is the "fall-back" point, which is defined by 

V y = ^ = 0 . (4.124) 

We define y* and t* as the vertical distance and the time, respectively, 
that a particle travels before "falling back." To find these quantities, 
Eq. (4.124) is solved with the use of Eq. (4.122), giving 

t*=^lnip (4.125a) 
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y* = - | ? l n i ^ + ^ ( ^ - l ) (4.125b) 

where 

VQ cos So i/>^l + ' ' ' 7 " " ' ' - (4.126a) 

L = g / K . (4.126b) 

Equation (4.125b) is a key relation since it defines the maximum 
distance a particle with an initial velocity Vgand direction cos 9^ can be 
from the collector and still be able to reach the collector. 

Further insight can be gained at this point by digressing a moment 
to consider the special case of zero field. Then, g = 0, and the equations 
of motion corresponding to (4.122) and (4.123) are 

Ky = Vocos Sod-e""^') (4.127a) 

Kx = Vo sin eo(l - e"" '̂) (4.127b) 

which, as expected, represent straight-line motion. Further, it is seen 
that the equation corresponding to Eq. (4.125b) is 

y* = X(To) cos 00. (4.128) 

The maximum distance any particle could be from the collector 
and still reach it occurs when cos 6^ = 1; so the maximum value of y* 
is 

ymax=^(To) (£=0) (4.129) 

and the maximum value of the initial angle Sj ior a given value of y* is 

[ e o U . = cos-^ 3 ^ iE=0). (4.130) 

These limits can now be used to evaluate the short-circuit-
current density Jq(0;To). It is most convenient to use the plane-kernel 
method developed in Appendix D, in which case the current is given by 

X(T ) 1 

J<,(0;To) = qo J^J dy* /̂ ^^ .̂̂ ^ dfî  S(y*,fJ„T„) (4.131) 

where S(y*,fjfl,To) is the source strength at y* per unit volume emitting 
particles with initial direction cosine ISQ per unit cosine and energy TQ 
per unit energy. [The notation J(0;To) indicates a zero field and a 
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source of particles with initial energy TQ.] The charge qo associated 
with the particles is taken as a constant since electrons are of prime 
interest. 

Equation (4.131) specifies the short-circuit charge current; how
ever, the integral is quite involved if S represents Compton electron 
production. We will defer this problem until the general case of E ^ 0 
is considered, but now we can verify the accuracy of Eq. (4.131) by 
assuming a simple, although unrealistic, isotropic source. If a uniform 
spatial distribution is also assumed, S becomes 

S(y*,^,To) - - ^ (4.132) 

and carrying out the integrations in Eq. (4.131), we obtain 

J,(0;To) = qo ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^ . (4.133) 

Since there is no field present, this is entirely analogous to the 
thick plate situation described by Eqs. (4.5) and (4.9), and the results 
agree, as they should. (The factor qp obtained here converts from a 
particle to a charge current.) 

We now return to the original problem and extend the preceding 
analysis to the general case of a finite field £. Then, Eq. (4.125b) 
relates y* and 9^; so 

yLx-[y*],,=: = - | 3 l n ( l + ^ ) + J . (4.134) 

The current J;j(-E;To) corresponding to the field E, is found by modifying 
the limits of Eq. (4.131) to obtain 

J,(E;TO) = qo / ; T r dy* / ; . ( , . ) , ^^^ dfxo S(y*,fi«,To) (4.135) 

where y ̂ ax'^°'"®^ from Eq. (4.134) and [/Ufl(y*)]jjjjĵ  is found by solving 
Eq. (4.125b) for juo as a function of y*. 

This result puts us in a position to carry out a practical calcula
tion for the Gamma-Electric Cell, where the source term, correspond
ing to the production rate of Compton electrons, becomes 

S(y*,Ho,To) = N e N ^ | ^ 6[T((i,) - To]. (4.136) 

Here Ng is the electron density in the dielectric, N̂ , is the incident 
gamma flux intensity (neglecting attenuation), and da/d|Lio is the dif-
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ferential Klein-Nishina cross section defined in detail later in 
Table 5.6, Chap. 5. The delta function appears because, in Compton 
scattering, the electron energy is uniquely related to the scattering 
angle (Table 5.6). 

If this form is used for the source term in Eq. (4.135) and this equa
tion is then integrated over TQ, we find 

J„(Z?) = / J,(£;To) dTo = N.N^qo / J ; ' ' ' ^ ' dy* 
My')\„, 

dfio m- «• 137) 

Note that y*ax(£') depends on both £ and X through Eq. (4.134). (The 
evaluation of X in this limit requires special attention. As noted earlier. 
To and (io are uniquely related in Compton scattering, so that X(To) can 
be replaced by X(|MO). Then, since by definition y* ,̂̂  involves f̂  = 1, 
[^(|^]MO=I ^^ "^^d in Eq. (4.134) to evaluate y*^^.) 

Because of the complicated nature of da/dPo, the integrations must 
be carried out numerically. Results assuming a polystyrene dielectric 
are shown in Fig. 4.20 where Jq(£') is plotted as a function of £ for 
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Fig. 4.20 — Forward Compton current reaching the collector vs the electric 
field. 

several incident gamma-ray energies. For comparison, results from 
similar calculations reported by Sampson^^ are also included. He em
ployed an approximate model where a straight-line energy loss calcu
lation was superimposed on the curved trajectories calculated for the 
no-loss case. Thus, the differences between his results and the present 
calculations are not surprising; however, the general agreement in the 
shape of the curves lends confidence to the present method. 
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It is also interesting to compare these curves to the earlier plot 
for an ideal DVE cell (Fig. 2.29). Again, the general shapes are in good 
agreement; however, the ideal-cell results were presented as a func
tion of the field U and its cut-off value U^ defined in Eqs. (2.70) and 
(2.72), respectively. It is seen from these definitions that 

^ = ( T ^ ) T 7 ^ ^ ? ? T ^ (MV/cm) (4.138) 

where the factor of % is an estimated value assuming polystyrene. 
From this scale relationship, it is evident that the present curves do 
not decrease quite so rapidly with an increasing field as does the 
average cosine model. This is probably because Compton emission 
favors forward directions more strongly than indicated in the cosine 
model, and any error is aggravated because the forward scattered 
electrons are favored with larger energies. Still, the agreement is 
amazingly good considering the many assumptions inherent in the ideal 
DVE cell calculations. 

Several other features of Fig. 4.20 should be noted. First, since 
gamma-ray attenuation has been neglected, the dielectric thickness 
corresponding to Fig. 4.20 is arbitrary; hence, for a fixed fields, the 
overall voltage can be made arbitrarily large by selecting a thick cell. 
This means that, as in the ideal case, the cell voltage can exceed the 
voltage equivalent of the Compton electron kinetic energy. As ex
plained in connection with the ideal cell, this is possible because elec
trons are born throughout the dielectric so they face, on the average, a 
potential barr ier that is less than the total potential difference between 
the electrodes. Also, leakage currents (e.g., ohmic leakage) that might 
prevent such high voltages have been neglected. 

Another somewhat surprising feature of Fig. 4.20 is that the curves 
for lower gamma-ray energies fall above those for higher energies. 
As the gamma-ray energy is reduced, so are the initial energies of the 
Compton electrons, and this would be expected to reduce the number 
reaching the collector. However, it must be remembered that the 
curves in Fig. 4.20 are normalized to the short-circuit values Jq(0), so 
variations with voltage and not absolute current are of interest. At zero 
voltage, particles reaching the collector originate from a volume de
fined by the range X(To), but as a voltage is applied, energy balance 
requirements gradually diminish this volume. Since X(To) decreases 
with decreasing gamma-ray energy, the collection volume for low-
energy gamma rays lies closer to the collector electrode at zero 
voltage and remains so even as a voltage is applied. Thus, electrons 
born in this volume face, on the average, a smaller potential barr ier 
(for a fixed gradient), and, as a result, a larger fraction is collected. 
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Another way of looking at this is to note that, as pointed out in the 
ideal-cell analysis, the break in the current-voltage curves occurs at 
about U/UM = 1, or according to Eq. (4.138), at E={eT(,/x}. However, 
X is proportional to To for electrons below ^2 MeV [Eq. (3.60a)], so the 
break point in E will vary as T^'. Thus, the break point increases with 
decreasing gamma-ray energy, and a curve with the break point at a 
higher £-value will automatically fall above one with a lower break 
point if, as in Fig. 4.20, all curves are normalized to the short-
circuit current. 

Returning to the analysis, we should note that solutions can be 
found in a similar fashion for other values of n. In some cases, the 
equations for y* and t* can be taken from analogous problems dis
cussed in Ref. 21 and other literature dealing with classical particle 
dynamics; however, in general, a numerical analysis is required. 

4-6 SUMMARY 

This chapter was devoted to the development of techniques for 
charged-particle transport calculations of interest in cell designs. The 
generalized slowing model of Chap. 3 was used so that the methods are 
essentially independent of the specific type of particle involved. 

The methods were illustrated using the special case of planar 
geometry, and, except for Sec. 4-5, isotropic emission was assumed. In 
theory, the extension to other geometries, emission distributions, 
etc., can be accomplished by a combination of the methods developed 
here and those of Chap. 2. It is clear, however, that such calculations 
may be quite tedious from an algebraic point of view. 

The problem of escape and collection of particles emitted from a 
fuel layer in the absence of a voltage has received more attention in 
the literature than the voltage case, which is of ultimate interest here. 
Zero-voltage current spectra have been shown to compare favorably 
with experimental data for fission fragments (Figs. 4.4 and D.7), lending 
confidence to the theory. Unfortunately, reliable data are not available 
to check the voltage calculations. 

Some of the more useful specific results obtained include: 
• Figures 4.5 and 4.6: B.veTage charge and energy of particles 

leaving fuel layers of various thicknesses. 
• Figures 4.11 and 4.12: current and efficiency vs voltage for a 

planar plate cell with isotropic emission. 
• Figure 4.17: spatial distribution of currents in a fluid being i r 

radiated by particles from a neighboring fuel layer of various thick
nesses. 

• Figure 4.20: Compton current collected vs electric field for a 
DVE cell. 
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• Figures D 4 and D 6- escape probabi l i t ies and average energy 
l o s s e s for s lab, spher ica l , and cyl indrical sol ids . 

F igu res 4.12 and 4.14 se rve as r e m i n d e r s that the energy loss 
during t r a n s p o r t through the fuel can ser ious ly cut into efficiencies. 
(In this connection, it must be r e m e m b e r e d that, as noted in Chap. 2, 
p lanar geometry is poor for use with isot ropic e m i s s i o n — t h u s , the 
absolute efficiencies shown h e r e a re low.) The re i s a s t rong motiva
t ion to use very thin fuel- layer coatings; however, some compromise 
is obviously n e c e s s a r y to achieve a reasonable power level and /or 
power density. 

As pointed out in Chap. 2, the DVE cell ge ts around the fuel- layer 
th ickness problem, and the detailed calculat ions of Sec. 4-5 for a 
G a m m a - E l e c t r i c Cell confirm these e a r l i e r conclusions. However, as 
p resen t ly conceived, the overa l l cell efficiency i s l imited by poor energy 
coupling with the g a m m a beam and, as will be d i scussed in Chap. 6, 
by radiat ion effects on the d ie lec t r ic . 

Multiregion calculat ions were introduced in Sec. 4-4. While such 
p rob lems may be important in some cell designs, the i r main signifi
cance probably l ies with p rob lems where escaping pa r t i c l e s ionize 
and excite a surrounding fluid or gas . 
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5 

Secondary-Electron Emission 

5-1 INTRODUCTION 

Secondary electrons are liberated whenever ionizing radiation bom
bards a solid surface, and the number produced may be considerably 
larger than the number of primary particles hitting the surface; e.g., 
300 to 600 electrons/fragment are emitted in bombardment of a thin 
UO2 layer by fission fragments, and a yield of «10 electrons/ion is ob
tained for alpha particle bombardment of gold foil. Thus, the net charge 
leaving the surface with the secondary electrons can well be larger than 
the net charge entering via primaries, in which case secondary electron 
emission can dominate the current in a Direct-Collection Cell. Some ra
diation detection devices like the Semirad detector (discussed in Chap. 7) 
actually operate on this principle. However, the energy associated with 
the secondary electrons is generally only a fraction of that associated 
with the primary particles; therefore, for efficient power conversion, 
secondary emission must be suppressed in cells using positive parti
cles (e.g., Fission- and Alpha-Electric Cells), otherwise the collector 
potential may actually be negative and small rather than positive (and 
large) as desired. 

In the present chapter, we will develop a basic description of the 
production of secondary electrons while their effect on cell operation 
and possible suppression methods are considered in Chap. 6. Secondary 
emission is discussed in a number of general references'" ' , but the 
treatment is largely restricted to bombardment by electrons and select 
low-q ions in the low- and medium-energy region (<10 keV). Cell appli
cations, however, are often concerned with highly charged ions such as 
alpha particles and fission fragments with energies extending into the 
MeV region, and unfortunately very little information is available for 
such cases ' ' ^ 

In the following sections, we first consider the "low-energy" com
ponent or secondaries with energies below 50 eV. This is generally the 
dominant component relative to numbers of electrons involved. 

Next, the "high-energy" component (secondaries with energies >50 
eV) is discussed. This component is of particular interest because a 
high-voltage, low-power cell (e.g., the plate-type Gamma-Electric Cell 
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discussed in Chap. 7) can be constructed using it as the charging 
current. 

Finally, electron backscattering, due to its intimate relation to 
secondary emission, is discussed in some detail. 

The main intent of the analysis presented here is to provide a 
conceptual understanding, and simplified models are used where possi
ble. The reader should be warned, however, that even more elaborate 
theories leave much to be desired; e.g., Kaminsky and others have 
stressed that "none of the professed theories of the kinetic-emission 
mechanism have been generally successful" (Ref. 5, p. 332), and Dekker 
explains: "The main reason for this state of affairs is the complexity of 
the problem, which becomes evident when one considers qualitatively 
what happens in the secondary emission process" (Ref. l ,p . 252). It 
might be added that these remarks are generally directed toward the 
treatment of the low-energy component. The high-energy component 
simply has not received sufficient study to allow a definitive evaluation. 

5-2 CLASSIFICATION 

5-2.1 Kinetic and Potential Emission 

Electron emission requires that sufficient energy be transferred to 
an electron in a solid to raise it into the kinetic energy continuum above 
the surface barrier, and this energy must come from the bombarding 
particle. In the case of bombardment by heavy ions, the energy trans
ferred can originate with either the kinetic energy or with the internal 
potential energy (ionized or excited states) of the ion—the processes 
being called kinetic emission (or ejection) and potential emission, re 
spectively^'^. Because of the high energies of the ions involved in nu
clear cells, kinetic emission generally dominates, and we will immedi
ately confine our discussion to it. This is implied in the following 
sections, although the process is simply referred to as secondary 
emission. In fact, for the special case of beta or electron bombardment, 
kinetic emission is the only mechanism possible since, ignoring rela-
tivistic effects, internal energy storage is not permitted. 

Secondary emissions due to gamma-ray interactions are also im
portant in many cells; however, it is conventional to refer to the 
electrons produced in this manner as photoelectric or Compton cur
rents although both correspond to kinetic emission as defined above. 

5-2.2 Energy Components of the Secondaries 

Secondary electrons are traditionally divided into two energy groups 
where 50 eV is defined as the dividing energy between the low-energy 
(or soft) component and the high-energy component (e.g., see Ref. 1, 
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p. 253, and Ref. 9, p. 36). This division is quite arbitrary; it arises be
cause, as illustrated by Rudberg's measurements'" in Fig. 5.1, the bulk 
of the secondaries created by low- or medium-energy bombardment fall 
into a Maxwellian-like distribution that lies well below 50 eV. 

£ t-
? 1 
g o 
O ^ 
•^ 01 

s °-
^ p> 
I - Si 
*^ c 
'̂  0 50 100 150 

Energy, T, eV 
Fig. 5.1 — Energy distribution of secondary electrons emitted during the bom
bardment of Ag by 155-eV electrons. (After Dekker, Ref. 1; based on data by 
Rudberg, Ref. 10. The peak at " c " is associated with the soft secondary 
component while " a " and " b " correspond to elastic and inelastic reflection of 
the primary electrons, respectively.) 

The low-energy component is generally thought to represent elec
trons initially liberated in the track of the primary, which then slow in 
the solid, diffuse to the surface, and finally escape. These electrons 
have received the most attention in studies to date, and, in fact, the 
high-energy component is often neglected in computations of the 
secondary yield. This is implied although not often stated in much of the 
literature. It is a valid concept for bombardment energies up to the keV 
range; however, the higher energy component becomes quite significant 
for high-energy bombardment. This point is illustrated in Figs. 5.2(a) 
and (b), which show data by Miller and Porter'* and by Trump and 
Van de Graaif'^, respectively, for electron bombardment. Similar be
havior has been observed by Kronenberg at al.'^in proton bombardment 
experiments, and a typical result is shown in Fig. 5.3, where a detailed 
energy spectrum of the high-energy component is given for various 
angles of incident (relative to the surface normal) for the proton beam. 
Note that the number of electrons decreases quite rapidly with energy. 
The contribution due to these electrons (between 100 eV and 2 keV) was 
about 25% of the total secondary yield. The increase in yield for smaller 
angles of incidence is expected since secondaries are more likely to 
escape if the primary follows a path almost parallel to the surface. 

The available data seem to confirm that the high-energy secondary 
component is mainly due to coulomb scattering; e.g., the 2-keV end 
point of the data in Fig. 5.3 corresponds closely to the maximum energy 
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Fig. 5.2 — Effect of bombardment energy on the high-energy secondary compo
nent, (a) Secondary yield vs bombardment energy for electrons incident on 
copper and tungsten. (From Kronenberg, Ref. 9, based on data by Miller and 
Porter, Ref. 11.) (b) Yield data for secondaries above 800 eV due to electron 
bombardment. (From Kronenberg, Ref. 9, based on data by Trump and Van de 
Graaff, Ref. 12.) 
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Fig. 5.3 — High-energy secondary electron yield for 0.96-MeV proton bombard
ment of aluminum. (From Kronenberg et al., Ref. 13.) 

a 1-MeV proton can deliver to an electron through coulomb scattering. 
This is not surprising, since ion slowing can be envisioned as involving 
two "types" of collision processes'*. In one, referred to as a "distant 
collision," the field associated with the ion weakly interacts with the 
atoms so that only small amounts of energy are transferred in each 
collision, creating low-energy secondaries. The second process is, in 
effect, a free collision between the ion and an atomic electron where 
large amounts of energy can be transferred, and the resulting "knock-
on" electrons, often called 6-rays, may have energies extending into 
the keV region. These 6-rays in turn create additional secondaries as 
they slow. The 6-rays themselves ultimately stop in the solid or 
escape across the surface, in which case, depending on their residual 
energy, they may add to either the high- or the low-energy component. 

According to Bohr' ', the total energy loss of high-energy ions is 
roughly divided equally between these two collision processes; thus, a 
significant fraction of the energy will be carried off by the high-energy 
component. However, because each carries such high energy, there will 
be generally far fewer 6-rays than "soft" secondaries. 

5-3 MODELS FOR THE LOW-ENERGY CO^APONENT 

DUE TO HIGH-ENERGY BOMBARDMENT 

The bombarding particles in radiation cells may have a spread in 
energies ranging from the MeV region down to quite low energies. We 
will first consider methods for predicting yields due to bombardment 
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by the high-energy particles, and their use will be illustrated through 
some typical calculations in following sections. Then, it is shown in 
Sec. 5-5 how the analysis can be modified to apply to low-energy 
bombardment. 

5-3.1 The Thermionic Model 

A number of theories have been advanced to explain low-energy 
secondary emission, but two of the best known are the "Thermionic" and 
the "Ionization-Diffusion" theories. In the Thermionic model, first 
suggested by Kapitza'^, secondary electrons are assumed to originate 
from a microscopic zone of elevated temperature around the track of 
the bombarding particle. The temperature is calculated from the energy 
lost by the incoming particle, and the emission is then found from the 
Richardson equation for thermionic emission. The resulting expression 
for the secondary yield due to a normally incident ion is^ 

. _ 1.23AR (dT/dx)^ 
^ 8^KC,pe ^ -̂̂ ^ 

where (dT/dx) is the energy loss per unit path for the incident particle; 
K, the thermal conductivity; Cv, the specific heat; and p, the density of 
the target material. The Richardson constant AR is i=al20 A/(cm^ deg^) 
neglecting reflection, and the yield A is defined as the total number of 
low-energy secondaries emitted per incident particle. Yields calculated 
from Eq. (5.1) are in reasonable agreement with experiment; however, 
there are indications that the factor (dT/dx) should appear as the first 
power instead of being squared. This is commonly attributed to some 
fundamental difficulties inherent in the derivation (Ref. 5, p. 332; Ref. 8, 
p. 6). The concepts of the thermal constants K and Cv have meaning 
only in the sense of a statistical mean, and their use here is questionable 
in light of the non-equilibrium energy distribution of electrons and ions 
created in the track of the bombarding particle. For this same reason, 
the use of the Richardson equation, which assumes an equilibrium dis
tribution of electron velocities, is also questionable. Anno' has sug
gested that a correlation of the thermal constants K and Cv with (dT/dx) 
might improve the accuracy of the model, but this has not been done to 
date, and, because of these difficulties, we will not pursue this model 
further here. 

5-3.2 The Ionization—Diffusion Model 

The "Ionization-Diffusion" model has been studied in various forms 
by a number of investigators. A general review of this model is pre
sented in several references (Ref. 1, p. 263; Ref. 5, p. 333), and the 
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present treatment is largely based on the well-known study by Stern-
g l a s s " combined with the slowing model developed in Chap. 3. The re
sulting model turns out to be fairly similar to the "semiempirical" 
theory discussed by Dekker (Ref. 1, pp. 264-272). 

As the name implies, the Ionization — Diffusion model assumes a 
two-step process: In the first, high-energy "secondary electrons" are 
produced along the track of the primary particle as it slows and pro
duces ionization in the solid. Next, as is illustrated in Fig. 5.4, these 
electrons undergo a diffusion process, and a certain fraction produced 
near the surface escape giving rise to the secondary emission current. 
Additional secondary electrons produced by the energetic 6-rays can 
also contribute to the emission current. 

— Vacuum 

Primary 
*'Partlcle 

X x+dx 

Fig. 5.4 — Formation of secondary electrons (SE) and 5-rays by a high-energy 
charged particle. (The shaded area indicates the escape depth or zone for 
secondary electrons.) 

Before proceeding, it is instructive to consider some of the parti
cle ranges involved. As discussed in Chap. 3, primary particles having 
energies of order of 1 MeV penetrate to depths of 10~^ cm or more. The 
low-energy secondary component has energies of the order of 10 eV, 
and in metals this corresponds to an electron range of 10"^ to 10~' cm. 
Finally, the range of the 6-rays will be intermediate between these ex
tremes; e.g., assuming coulomb type scattering, the most energetic 
(»4.4 keV) 6-ray from 2-MeV proton bombardment will have a range of 
about 2 X 10"^ cm in Al. 
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This suggests the concept of an "escape zone" or volume where 
secondaries can be born and still escape (Fig. 5.4). The depth of this 
zone will be of the order of the secondary range, or only 10 to 100 A 
below the surface. It follows that the energy of a high-energy primary 
particle will remain essentially constant over this distance, and to a 
good approximation, it can be evaluated at the entering energy. 

We are now in a position to calculate the secondary yield for normal 
incidence of high-energy bombarding particles as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. 
The production of internal secondaries in a thickness dx at x consists 
two parts: One corresponds to direct formation due to "distant" (soft) 
collisions of the primary particle, while the second is due to similar 
collisions involving the 6-rays. If Ê e is defined as the mean energy re
quired per internal secondary formed, the number of secondaries pro
duced per unit volume at x due to an incident particle of energy Tj is 

ns(x,Tj = — JATT r / , a>^M(x')\"^,; (5.2) 

The superscripts (1) and (2) indicate energy losses due to distant colli
sions and 6-ray formation, respectively. The function g(x;x',T ) repre
sents the fraction of the energy going into 6-ray production at x' that is 
deposited and available for secondary production at x per unit volume. 

It is convenient to define an auxiliary function f(x;T,) such that 

ns(x;T,) = — 

SO by definition 

s-r-'^-'i^r' (5.3) 

f(x;T).£>^-'-''^'><^^^y-^\ (5.4) 

Thus, f(x;T,) represents the ratio of the energy deposited per unit vol
ume at X by 6 -rays to the energy that goes into 6-ray formation in the 
volume, and it is termed the "fractional 6-ray energy return." How
ever, it must be remembered that the energy is "returned" to the vol
ume at X for the most part by 6-rays that are both outside of this vol
ume. (An explicit expression for f(x,Tj) is derived in Appendix E, and 
this is discussed further in following sections.) 

Since, as already noted, for high-energy bombardment the primary 
particle energy is essentially constant across the escape zone and also 
the energy losses due to distance collisions and 6-ray production are 
roughly equal, we will assume that 
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where (dT,/dx)j;_o represents the total energy loss per centimeter for 
the bombarding particle evaluated at the surface x = 0. 

Substitution into Eq. (5.3) gives 

'̂ (̂̂ '̂ ')-2t(S^L[̂ "*(̂ '̂ '̂ l ^'-'^ 

which is the desired working relation for the internal secondary elec
tron production rate. 

Next, it is necessary to consider the diffusion and possible escape 
of these internal secondaries. Twotypes of energy-loss mechanisms oc
cur in the diffusion process—namely, elastic and inelastic collisions. 
Inelastic collisions effectively raise other electrons to various excited 
levels and correspond to relatively large energy transfers per colli
sion, whereas elastic collisions involve smaller amounts of energy 
transfer to the thermal vibrational modes of the lattice. In metals in 
particular, inelastic collisions dominate, and only a few collisions are 
sufficient to lower the electron's energy below that required to escape 
across potential barr ier at the surface. In fact, Sternglass'^ points out 
that a typical secondary of 2 to 15 eV suffers on the average 2 to 5 
collisions before losing its ability to escape. Thus, the actual process 
appears to lie somewhere between a straight-line motion and a diffu
sion process. In both cases, however, the secondary flux will essenti
ally decrease exponentially with distance from an isotropic source. 
Thus, as originally suggested by Sternglass, we will assume that P(x) 
dx, the probability that a particle born in the volume dx at x will es 
cape across the surface, is of the form 

P(x) dx = AjP, exp ( - ^ j dx (5.7) 

where A, is a source normalization factor, L̂  is the characteristic 
diffusion length for secondaries, and P^ is the surface transmission 
factor or the probability that an electron reaching the surface can 
escape across the surface potential barrier. 

The secondary yield A(T,), defined as the number of secondaries 
escaping per incident particle of energy Ti, can then be written as an 
integral over the internal production rate times the probability of 
getting to and escaping across the surface, or 
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A(Ti)= f n,(x' ;Ti)P(x')dx' 
Jo Jo 
P . 
2 E , 

PsA, - ) dx'. (5.8) 

The upper limit on the integral is extended to infinity although the 
escape zone and secondary range concepts suggest a finite upper limit. 
However, the exponential involved becomes so small for distances 
greater than Ls that the difference is not significant. (This ambiguity 
arises because we have combined two different concepts—a mean 
range model and diffusion theory.) 

Before Eq. (5.8) can be used, the various parameters must be 
evaluated. This is discussed in some detail in Appendix E, and sug
gested values of the parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. Also, 

Table 5.1 — SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR METALS FOR EQ. (5.8) 

Descr ipt ion Approximate value 

Source normal izat ion 
Surface t r ansmi s s ion function 
Effective diffusion length (cm)* 
Energy requi red pe r secondary (eV) 

As — 72 
Ps = 0.9 
Ls = 10 'V(0.4Z^N) 
Ese = (20-30) 

*Z and N a re the atomic number and atomic density (atoms/cm^), 
respect ively , of the target . 

it is shown in the appendix that an approximate form for the 6-ray en
ergy-return fraction f(x;Ti) is 

f(x;Ti) =^ 
1 -

.1 

[('-1=1)7 ('-

where 

Ls =f^6^6(T5o) 

LB = (2La 'd riC \ 
- r K / 

LB \] 
2L5y'J (f < 1 

> 1 

(5.9a) 

(5.9b) 

(5.10a) 

(5.10b) 

The significance of the characteristic lengths L5 and LB can be visual
ized with the aid of Fig. 5.5, which illustrates the basic processes as 
sumed in the derivation of the present form of the energy-return frac
tion. As shown, 5-rays traveling in roughly straight-line motion in the 
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Fig. 5.5 — Schematic illustration of two processes involved in 6-ray energy 
return. 

forward direction will lose energy as they pass through the reference 
volume at x. This process is characterized by La, which represents the 
average distance of travel by a 6-ray in the forward direction, i.e., the 
projection of its range Aj on the x-axis^ [The average initial direction 
cosine and energy of the 6-ray {Jis and %Q) required to evaluate L5 can 
be determined using the Rutherford scattering relations discussed in 
Sec. 5-6. The range itself can then be evaluated using the Katz-Penfold 
relation of Chap. 3. J 

The length Lg enters as a correction for 5-rays that suffer large 
angle collisions and then, as illustrated in Fig. 5.5, deposit energy in 
the volume as a result of this backscattering process. It involves the 
backscattering coefficient r and also K, the fractional energy associ
ated with backscattered electrons. (Methods for evaluation of both of 
these parameters are given in Sec. 5-7.) 

It might be noted that Eq. (5.9) is based on the slowing theory of 
Chaps, 3 and 4; whereas, in his original study, Sternglass assumed a 
diffusion theory model that leads to a slightly different result. The 
differences do not appear to be large, however, and we will use Eq. (5.9) 
in succeeding sections. It is a natural extension of the earlier develop
ment, and the slowing model should provide closer approximation of 
the physical processes involved in 6-ray transport than would diffusion 
theory. 

We are now in a position to evaluate the integral involved in 
Eq. (5.8), but first it is convenient to separate the contributions due to 
soft secondaries and those due to 6-rays. This results in 

A(TJ = Ao(Tj [1 + F(T,)1 (5.11) 
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where Aj(Ti), the yield exclusive of 6-ray contributions, is given by 

The function F(Ti) now incorporates the fractional energy return f(x;Tj), 
and a form that will be useful for later expansions is 

F(Ti) = 1 - L7' J " <|.(x;Ti) exp - (^ j dx (5.13a) 

where 

<^(x;T,)s i _ f ( x ; T j . (5.13b) 

If the present result for f(x;T,), namely Eq. 5.9, is used to evaluate 
F(Ti), we find 

where the function U is defined by 

U(x) = ^ ^ ^ J ^ [ ' 7 ^ exp y dy. (5.14b) 

This is the most general result for F(Ti); however, for the case of 
high-energy ion bombardment, an approximate form can be derived as 
follows: The principle contribution to the integral in Eq. (5.13a) comes 
from the region before the exponential term becomes too small — i.e., 
x/Ls < 1. However, as noted earlier, the range for 5-rays produced by 
high-energy ion bombardment (hence Lj) is as much as an order of 
magnitude larger than the secondary electron diffusion length L^. 
Thus, the region of the dominant contribution corresponds to x/Ls < 1, 
and it follows that <p, defined in Eq. (5.13b), C£in be expanded as 

< ^ ( x , T . ) . ( l . i g ^ ) " ( l - 2 f ^ ) (5.15) 

in which case F(T,) reduces to 

F ( T a ^ l - ( l . i ^ ) " ( l - i l ^ ) . (5.16) 
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Generally, as discussed in Sec. 5-7, backscattering is not too important 
for low-Z targets, in which case, L B / L ^ »i 0, and 

F ( T J ^ ^ . (5.17) 
2L5 

For situations of interest here, L^/Ls will generally be of order of 
0.1 to 0.3, so the 6-ray contribution to the yield will typically be less 
than '/s of the total contribution—the dominant contribution being from 
"distant collisions" represented by Ag(T,) in Eq. (5.11). (This conclu
sion applies only to high-energy ions. Gamma photons do not undergo 
distant collisions in the sense used here, and they represent an im
portant exception discussed in later sections.) 

5-4 LOW-ENERGY COMPONENT YIELD DUE TO 

HIGH-ENERGY ION AND ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT 

In this case, (dTi/dx)x=o can be evaluated using the slowing model 
of Chap. 3; consequently, substitution of Eqs. (3.27) and (5.16) into the 
yield relation of Eq. (5.11) gives 

^^'•^ E,e (n + 1) X.(T,) 
^ _ 1 1 - (L3/2L6) 

2 1 + (LB/2L6) 
(5.18) 

where the slowing parameter n and range X, refer to the bombarding 
ion and are evaluated at its entering energy T,. 

This result is quite general and can be applied to a variety of par
ticles, including protons, alpha particles, fission fragments, and elec
trons in the high keV or MeV region. 

5-4.1 High-Energy Ion and Electron Bombardment 

The most extensive data available are from electron and proton 
beam studies, and we will review some of the latter to illustrate the 
use of Eq. (5.18). 

Yields based on this equation are compared in Fig. 5.6 with data 
collected by Ster i^ lass" for bombardment of various materials by 
0.1- to 2-MeV protons. Curve 1 represents a simplified form of 
Eq. (5.18), where the 6-ray contribution F(T,) is neglected, and as dis
cussed in Chap. 3, n = 0.8 is selected to represent protons. The proton 
range was evaluated at 1 MeV by using the nomograph of Fig. 3.6. Both 
this range and the secondary diffusion length Lj were calculated as
suming an aluminum target; however, the result is quite insensitive to 
the specific target material as is confirmed by the experimental data 
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Fig. 5.6 — Comparison of calculated and measured secondary yields for proton 
bombardment. [The bars represent the range of various data collected by Stern
glass (Ref. 17) for Al, Mg, Fe, Ni, Cu, Mo, Au, and Pb targets. Curve 1 repre
sents Eq. (5.18) with A; from Fig. 3.6. n= 0.80, and F(Ti) = 0; curve 2, Eq. (5.20); 
and curve 3, calculations by Sternglass including F(T.) and using Eqs. (3.4) and 
(3.8) for (dT/dx).] 

shown in Fig. 5.6. The reason for this can be bes t understood by 
substi tuting the range in the form given in Eq. (3.26) into Eq. (5.18) 
along with the explicit form of Ls given in Table 5.1. 

If, a s before, F(Ei) i s neglected, th is gives 

^( '̂̂ -i^(oil^)ft ^'-''^ 
where d, the constant in the range relat ion, is given by e i ther Eq. (3.17) 
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or (3.20) depending on the energy of the particle If the intermediate en
ergy form IS used [Eq. (3 20)], the yield may be written as 

^^ '' ~ 0 8Ese me » 2 ' 

= (2.68 X 10-^) V ^ ( i ) Tf ^ (5.20) 

with T, expressed in MeV. It will be noted that the dependence on N and 
Z has canceled out, demonstrating the insensitivity to the nature of the 
target. (A similar argument was originally proposed by Sternglass".) 
Here, n = 0.5 has been used as indicated in Eq. (3.19) to be consistent 
with this form for C^ This result is shown as curve 2 in Fig. 5 6, and 
fairly good agreement is observed in the region below 1 MeV. However, 
at higher energies, the slope appears to be in error . This is to be ex
pected since, as discussed in Chap. 3, 0.8 (not 0.5) is the preferred 
value for n at higher energies. 

If curve 1 were renormalized to the measured yield at 1 MeV, it 
would give an excellent fit in the region above 0.5 MeV. The error in 
amplitude can be attributed to possible inaccuracies in the range used 
and also the neglect of F(T,), but it fails to show the curvature indi
cated by the data bars at lower energies. The curvature is the result 
of two effects As seen from Fig. 3.5, the parameter n changes fairly 
drastically for protons below 0.5 MeV, and this is in a direction to 
cause a marked decrease in the yield. Concurrently, the reduced bom
bardment energy leads to softer 6-rays, which are more likely to 
create secondaries near the surface that are in a favorable position to 
escape. As a result, F(Ti), and hence the yield, will increase, and this 
partly compensates for the first effect but not enough to prevent the 
curvature observed in the yield curve. Both effects have been included 
in a detailed calculation by Sternglass^' shown as curve 3 in Fig. 5.6, 
and the agreement with the data bars is excellent. [His calculation is 
essentially the equivalent of retaining the full form of Eq. (5.18).] 

Considering the many approximations made in these calculations, 
we find the agreement surprisingly good, and this lends considerable 
confidence to the Ionization-Diffusion model used here. 

5-4.2 Fission-Fragment and Alpha-Particle Yields 

Fission fragments and alpha particles are frequently encountered 
in radiation cells, and secondary yields are important in both instances 
since they are generally much larger than unity. 

In some cases R^, the ratio of the yields for the two different 
types of particles, is of interest. This ratio may be found directly 
from Eq. (5.18), which, if we neglect F(Ti), gives 
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where the quantities labeled f and a pertain to fission fragments and 
alpha particles, respectively. The ratio of the ranges required here 
can be taken from the specific correlations indicated in Chap. 3; how
ever, it is perhaps more instructive to use the expression derived by 
Bohr [Eq. (3.47)], in which case we find 

7n,+i A;M;?Ua; IT J ^' ^̂ -̂ ^̂  R A - 77 

Inserting average numerical values (n„ » 0.5; n, « - 0.5; Af « Mf « 120; 
Zf â  50); we obtain 

R A = 3 . I ( J ^ ) T, (5.23) 

where the energies are in MeV. This gives the desired yield ratio, and 
the fission fragment yield can also be found directly from R^ by using 
Eq. (5.20) to represent the alpha yield. In doing this, we assume that 
the alpha-particle energy is sufficiently large so that q^ '^ 2e, then 

Af (Tf) = R^A" = 44(Tf)''̂  (5.24) 

Only a few experiments have been carried out with alpha particles 
and fission fragments, and recent data by Anno*' and Jamerson et a l . " 
are summarized in Table 5.2 along with some earlier values by Stein 
and Leachman^". An important point to note is that there are consider
able differences in the geometries involved in the various experiments. 
As indicated, some measurements were made on the exit side of a foil 
as the particles passed through it. In the case of the uranium materials, 
the fragments were born in the foil and created secondaries as they 
escaped through the surface. Except for the data of Stein and Leachman, 
the bombarding particle directions were almost random or isotropic, 
rather than perpendicular to the surface as assumed in the calculations 
considered thus far. Because of this, considerable care must be taken 
in using the data of Table 5.2. Some methods for making geometric 
corrections are considered in the following sections; however, for the 
moment, we note that Anno'' has applied geometric corrections to the 
data for fission fragments merging from UOj and alphas from Au, and he 
reports a yield ratio corresponding to normal incidence of R^a< 21 to 22 
(vs about 40 to 60 for the raw data of Table 5.3). Corresponding to these 
data, Eq. (5.23) gives RA *» 50 for Ta = 3 MeV and T, = 80 MeV; i.e., it 
overestimates the yield by roughly a factor of 2. (Anno reports a calcu-



Table 5.2 —YIELD MEASUREMENTS FOR ALPHA PARTICLES AND FISSION FRAGMENTS 

Pa r t i c l e 

F i s s ion f ragments 

Alpha pa r t i c l e s 
2'fPo («3 MeV) 

4.8 MeV 

Foil 

0.6 mg/cm^ 
Ni (thin) 

0.6 mg/cm^ 
Ni (thm) 

15.5-M U - N i 
alloy (thick) 

0 . 1 - to 3-^i UOj 
(thin)t 

100-/i Au 
(thm)t 

0 6 mg/cm^ 
Ni (thin) 

Direct ion* 

E 

I 

E 

E 

E 

E 

Source t 

B 

B 

F 

F 

B 

B 

Yield, A 
(secondary e l e c t r o n s / 

p r i m a r y part icle) 

70 ± 7 

40 

207 ± 10 

572 ± 58 to 
299 ± 45, 
respect ively 

9.21 ± 0.75 
(5.5)§ 

2 

Charge Ratio 
( secondar ies / 

p r i m a r y part icle) 

28 to 21 

4 95 ± 0 16 

Ref. 

20 

20 

19 

18 

18 

20 

CO 
M 
O 
O 
Z 
o > 

? 
r 
o 

o 
z 
w S 

i o 
z 

*E: emerging from the foil; I: entering. 
t B : external beam; F: internal fission. 
|Xf is »9 n in UO2 and X^ is f̂ SOO fx in Au. 
§Estimated value for normal incidence. 

to 
o 
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Table 5.3 — CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL YIELDS 

T a r g e t 

Au 

UO2 

Pa r t i c l e 

Alpha (aS MeV) 

F i ss ion fragment 

Measured* 

5.5 

118 

Yield (normal 

I - D Modelt 

5.7§ 
8 81[ 

800 § 
4401F 

incidence) 

Thermionic ModelJ 

5.8 

7.7 X 10^ 

*Corrected foi geomet ry . A' obtamed from A" using R^ = 21 3 (Ref. 18, 
P 58). 

tEquat ion (5 8) 
tCalcula t ions by Anno'* using the following constants 

Au UO2 

Cv [ca l / (g°C) l 0.32 0.078 
K [cal / (sec cm °C)] 0 71 0.0063 
p (g/cm3) 19 3 10.1 
<dT/dx> (ca l /cm) 2 6 x lO"'" 3.4 x 10" ' 

§ Values repor ted by Anno'* based on (dTj/dx) given above andT= 690 eV for 
Au. 

HBased on Eqs. (5.20) and (5.23). 

lated value of R^ ^̂  22.7, but, instead of using Bohr's relation for the 
range ratio, he used experimental values.) 

These data provide an interesting test for the Ionization-Diffusion 
and the Thermionic models. Anno has compared both models with his 
experimental data, and his results along with additional calculations 
based on the equations derived here are summarized in Table 5.3. Both 
models show reasonable agreement for alpha particles; however, for 
fission fragments, the thermionic model completely breaks down. He 
attributes this to the fact that it predicts a yield proportional to the 
square of the energy loss rate [Eq. (5.1)] rather than the first power as 
in the Ionization-Diffusion model. Noting that (dT/dx) is proportional 
to q̂  (the square of the ionic charge), he argues that this is particularly 
important for fission fragments where q is so large. 

Because of their significance to nuclear cells, some additional 
measurements by Anno should be noted. A plot of the yield for frag
ments vs UO2 coating thickness is shown in Fig. 5.7. The yield is seen 
to decrease with increasing coating thickness, and Anno predicts an 
asymptotic value of ss 100. This behavior can be explained qualitatively 
by noting that, as the coating thickness increases, the average particle 
energy near the surface decreases, and, as discussed in connection 
with Eq. (5.24), the yield for fragments will decrease with decreasing 
energy. A similar plot for the ratio of the charge carried by the sec
ondaries to that of the fragments is shown in Fig. 5.8. This ratio is al
most independent of the coating thickness since the average fragment 
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Fig. 5.7 — Secondary yield for fission fragments born in a UO2 coating vs coat
ing thickness. (From Anno, Ref. 18.) 

0 5 10 15 2 0 25 

U 0„ Coating Tliickness, Microns 

3.0 3.5 

Fig. 5.8 — Ratio of the charge carried by secondaries to that for fragments vs 
UO2 coating thickness. (From Anno, Ref. 18.) 
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charge also decreases with coating thickness (Fig. 4.6), and this com
pensates for the decreased yield. 

5-4.3 Gamma-Radiation Bombardment 

Gamma radiation is frequently present in nuclear cells, so the 
secondary yield due to gamma-photon bombardment is of concern and 
some modification of the preceding analysis is required for this case. 

Consider a beam of j photons/(cm^ sec) each having energy ht-o nor
mally incident upon the target: The energy current I associated with 
this beam is 

I = j X (hi'o) MeVAcm^ sec) (5.25) 

and, if the binding energy for photoelectric production and rest mass 
energy for pair production are neglected, the expression for energy ab
sorption is 

^=MaI . (5.26) 

The cross section Ha is termed the energy absorption linear attenuation 
coefficient, and its listings are given in several places, e.g., Ref. 21. 
(The energy absorption mass attenuation coefficient Ma/P is often tabu
lated rather than fj.a.) This cross section accounts for energy going into 
Compton electrons, photoelectrons, and pair production, and, if jî e, l^e, 
and |j.pp, respectively, represent cross sections for each of these proc
esses, then 

Ma = Mce + /^e + Mpp c m " ' . (5.27) 

It is also often convenient to work with the cross section per atom 
(7 defined as |LI/N, where N represents the number of target atoms per 
cubic centimeter and the same subscript nomenclature will be used for 
a as in Eq. (5.27). 

Since photons do not carry a charge, "distant collisions" do not 
occur in the same fashion as for ions. While "soft" primary electrons 
can be produced by other mechanisms in gamma interactions, their 
production is not favored. Electrons produced by Compton and pair 
production, and even the photoelectric effect, generally exceed 50 eV for 
the high-energy gamma rays of interest here. In fact, Stevens and 
Artuso^^ have shown that less than 6% of all electrons emitted during 
'̂'Co gamma irradiation of Al, C, Fe, and W foils have energies less 

than 50 eV. This represents an upper limit for the production of soft 
internal secondaries since it also includes those produced by the hard 
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electrons. On this basis, it appears reasonable to neglect the term 
representing distant collisions in the yield relation. This amounts to 
neglecting (dTj/dx)"' in Eq. (5.3) and setting (dTj/dx)'^^ equal to (l/j) 
(dl/dx); thus, the resulting expression for the yield of secondary 
electrons per photon of energy hi/Q is 

A(hî o) ^ [F(h^'o) [F(h^o) < 1] (5.28a) 

1 [F(hi^o)>l]- (5.28b) L,P A / E , J ti.hu s s s ' se 

Further insight can be gained by inserting parameters from Table 
5.1 and by using the asymptotic high energy form of F(hî (|) without back-
scattering [Eq. (5.17)], in which case the yield reduces to 

. ,, , 6 X 1 0 ^ ^ (a-a)hi^o r^fr. \ 11 

^ ( h ^ o ) = - Z ^ O i ; t 7 h l ^ [ F ( W < 1 ] (529^ 

where hun is in MeV. As a first approximation, it can be assumed that 

(ill, X&{huo)) cc — ht^o (5.30) 

where the proportionality of the range and hî Q is roughly demonstrated 
in Fig. 3.14, and the quantity (A/pZ) corrects for the variation of elec
tron range with material as discussed in Sec. 3-5. This gives 

A(hi/o) a ^ ( h ' ^ o ) ^ Z ^ ffa (5.31) 

which indicates that the energy dependence of A will roughly follow that 
of the cross section aa. Some feeling for this can be gained from Fig. 
5.9. Although this particular graph is for aluminum, it is fairly typical. 
At lower photon energies, the photoelectric effect dominates, and cxa in
creases with decreasing photon energy, indicating a strong increase in 
yield at low gamma-ray energies. On the other hand, at higher energies 
where the Compton process and pair production dominate, aa does not 
vary greatly, so the yield should not be strongly influenced by the 
photon energy. 

Equation (5.31) can also be used to gain some indication of the 
variation of yield with material; however, this is complicated because 
the Z dependence of the cross section aa depends on the photon energy. 
Some indication of this can be obtained from the approximate dependence 
of the various components of aa (Ref. 14, pp. 672-743): 

(Compton ) CTce °c Z (5.32a) 
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Fig 5.9 — Variation of the energy absorption mass coefficient (ix /̂p with energy 
for aluminum. (From Evans, p. 715, Ref. 14. The individual curves were com
puted by Evans from tables of atomic cross sections prepared by G. R. White. 
The corresponding linear coefficients for aluminum may be obtained by multi
plying all curves by p^j = 2.70 g/cm'.) 

(Photoelectr ic) a^e ĉ  (z) 

(Pair) app oc z\ 

(5.32b) 

(5.32c) 

Since A a; 2Z, we see that, as ide from density effects, the yield will 
tend to i nc rease with Z at low energ ies where the photoelectr ic effect 
dominates but will be l e s s dependent on or even d e c r e a s e with Z at 
h igher energ ies . 

Insufficient exper imenta l data a r e available to a s s e s s the accuracy 
of Eq. (5.28), but a rough check can be made by compar ison with the 
y ie lds repor ted by Stevens and Artuso shown in Table 5.4. Because of 
the geometry involved, it i s difficult to evaluate F(hvo); however, since 
the values shown a r e for g a m m a s emerging from a "thick" foil (thick 
re la t ive to the e lectron, not the gamma range), one might expect F(ht'Q) 
to approach 1.0. (This will be d iscussed in m o r e detai l in Sec. 5-4.4.) 
In this case , the yields calculated from Eq. (5.28) and using aa for Fe 
from Ref. 21 a r e found to be 1.7 x 10"^ and 4.6 x 10"^ e lec t rons /photon 
for hi/Q= 0.15 and 1.25 MeV, respect ively . This shows the c o r r e c t en-
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Table 5 .4—YIELD MEASUREMENTS FOR GAMMA RAYS 
EMERGING FROM THICK FOILS* 

Source 

0.15- to 1.33-MeV 
g a m m a s 

^"Co gammas t 

Foil 

Fe 

Fe 
Al 
W 

Yield, A(hi o) 
(secondary electrons/photon) 

5 4 X 10~5 to 
2 4 X 10-^ 

2.4 X 10"^ 
3.1 X 10-* 
2.9 X 10-^ 

*After Stevens and Artuso^^^ These m e a s u r e m e n t s 
used a coll imated beam with a ta rge t inse i t ed at «45°. 

tCalcula ted from Tables 4 and 7 and Fig. 29 of Ref. 22 
using the relat ion A = V (50 eV) x (quantum efficiency) 

ergy dependence, but the measured values in Table 5.4 increase some
what more rapidly with energy.* The use of 1.0 for F(hi/Q) is no doubt 
partly responsible for the discrepancy Aside from the energy de
pendence, the variation with material does not turn out so well. Values 
of 2.68, 4.6, and 12.0 x lO""* are predicted for Al, Fe, and W, respec
tively, while the data of Table 5.4 indicate much less variation The 
reason for this discrepancy is not clear 

5-4.4 Geometric and Angular Effects 

The preceding development assumed normal incidence of high-
energy bombarding particles on a flat target surface. Appropriate cor
rections must be applied if the geometry or angle of incidence is differ
ent. Most workers ' ^'' have assumed that the angular dependence of the 
yield for high-energy bombardment is given by 

A(^,TJ = ^ (5.33) 

where fi is the direction cosine relative to the normal to the surface, 
A(Tj) is the yield for normal incidence, and A(JLI.,TJ) IS the yield for a 
current of bombarding particles having a direction defined by fi. This 
expression is based on the intuitive argument that the yield is propor
tional to the track length of the primary particles within the escape 

*Note from Fig. 5.9 that this energy range falls around the knee of the 
c r o s s - s e c t i o n curve . Thus the slight i nc rease in yield with energy does not 
violate the e a r l i e r suggestion that energy var ia t ions will roughly follow the 
c r o s s sect ion. Energ ies well below 0,1 MeV would be r equ i red to en ter the 
region where photoelectr ic in terac t ions cause a considerable i nc rea se m the 
yield. 
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zone. There are, however, several difficulties with this formulation. 
One is that the energy of the primary particle is assumed to be con
stant across the escape zone in the derivative of A(Tj), and even though 
the escape zone is quite thin (order of 10 A or so), this assumption will 
break down at large angles (small jj,). Data are lacking for fx < 0.34 (or 
9 > 70°), where this effect might appear'; however, anumber of experi
ments^'^''^ in the range 0.34 < fi < 1 have demonstrated good agreement 
with Eq. (5.33), and a typical comparison is shown in Fig. 5.10. In fact, 

- 06 

J. 
< 

Fig 5.10 — Dependence of the secondary yield on angle of incidence for bom
bardment of aluminum by 1 3-MeV electrons. [From Kronenberg, Ref. 9, data 
from Shats et al., the solid curve is based on Eq (5.33) 1 

the accuracy of the correlation is better than anticipated since two ad
ditional effects can occur. Both the secondary source normalization 
factor As and the energy return fraction f (x;Tj) might be expected to de
pend on ji, but apparently these effects are partially compensating, 
weak, or both. 

A detailed derivation of the yield for non-normal incidence would 
be valuable in understanding these problems, however, this has not 
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been worked out to date, and, to avoid undue complexity, we will use 
Eq. (5.33) while keeping in mind the aforementioned r e se rva t i ons . 

Consider a bombarding pa r t i c l e angular cu r r en t of J(M.,T) pa r t i c l e s 
p e r second pe r unit energy and unit jj, and p e r square cen t imeter of 
surface . Then, the total yield A T based on Eq. (5.33) i s 

_ /JA(T) J(imT) dT dji/n 
^•^ / / J (M,T)dTdM ^^-^^^ 

Some specific c a se s will i l lus t ra te the significance of this resul t : 

(a) Monoenergetic, Isotropic Incident Flux 

The angular cu r r en t is re la ted to the angular flux by Eq. (4.41), 
which in the p re sen t c a se r educes to 

J(H,T) = M 0()Li,T) s ^B 5(T-To) (5.35) 

where B i s a normal iza t ion constant re la ted to the s c a l a r flux 0^ by 

<̂ T = / / 0 ( M , T ) d | idT = B. (5.36) 

Substitution into Eq. (5.34) then g ives 

A T = 2 A ( T O ) . (5.37) 

In other words , the yield for an isotropic incident flux i s twice that for 
normal incidence. (This r e su l t has a lso been der ived by Kronenberg^) 

(b) Monoenergetic, Isotropic Incident Current 

F o r this case , by definition, the angular cu r r en t is 

J(M,T) = H 6 ( T - T o ) (5.38) 

where H i s a normal iza t ion constant. Then, Eq. (5.34) reduces to 

Ax = A(To) In (1/Mmin). (5.39) 

In the e a r l i e r calculat ion we se t fimin = 0; however, m o r e c a r e i s r e 
quired h e r e s ince the yield goes to infinity a s iXmin ~~ 0- One way to 
avoid this difficulty is to note that the re i s a natural "break point" in 
the cosine corresponding to 

Mc « tg/X; (5.40) 
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where t^ is the secondary escape zone thickness and X̂  is the range of 
the bombarding particle. Particles with a direction cosine in the r e 
gion 0 < fi< /if, will remain inside the escape zone throughout their en
tire trajectory. Thus, they travel a distance X, m this zone, and, if we 
continue to assume that the yield is proportional to the track length in
side the escape zone, we obtain 

A(n,T,)=A(T,)Jl ( 0 < n < n c ) . (5 41) 

One problem with this relation is that the bombarding particle energy 
will clearly vary along its track, so it would seem more sensible to 
use an energy averaged value of the normal yield. However, as shown 
below, the contribution to the total yield from this term is small; con
sequently, the er ror introduced by neglecting the energy variation is 
not too important, and a correction will not be attempted here. 

The integral of Eq. (5.34) can then be broken into two parts, where 
Eq. (5.41) IS used for fx </i^ ^^^ ^'3- (5.33) is used for fi > fî - Then, 
the yield becomes 

AT = A(To)[ln(l/Mc) + l]- (5.42) 

Typical values of interest here are IE «* 10 A and X, » 10"^ cm, so that 
/ic niay be of order of ICT̂  giving AT *« 13A(To). This result is only ap
proximate since it s tresses large angles where the yield angular cor
relation IS not expected to be too accurate. Still, it effectively demon
strates that the yield for an isotropic current may be an order of 
magnitude larger than that for normal incidence, 

(c) Incident v<i Exit Yields 

At this point we turn our attention to another question: How does 
the yield compare for particles incident on the surface of a foil as op
posed to particles emerging from within a target ? The latter case is 
important since it is often encountered with radioactive sources, and 
also, a bombarding particle may pass completely through a thin foil, 
in which case, both situations occur simultaneously. 

As illustrated in Fig. 5.11, the main difference between entrance 
and exit yields can be traced to the 5-ray contribution. A primary par
ticle IS shown passing through a foil that is thick relative to the escape 
zone thickness but thin relative to the primary particle's range. Since 
6-rays are preferentially driven forward, the fractional energy return 
f(x;T,) will increase roughly in the fashion indicated. The resulting 
contribution to F(Ti) involves an integration over f(x;T,) as indicated in 
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Foil of 
Thickness t 

Primary 
Porticle 
of Energy T, 

Secondary 

Escape Zones 

f (x ,T , 

Fig. 5.11—Comparison of incident and exit 6-ray contributions. 

Eqs . (5.11) and (5.13), and we have shown [Eq. (5.17)] that, on the en
t r ance side, if backsca t te r ing i s neglected 

Fta (TJ 2L, 
« 1 . (5.43) 

If the foil th ickness i s comparable to the cha rac t e r i s t i c 6-ray length L^ 
(a reasonable assumption for t » t E ) , Eq. (5.9b) showstha t f(x;T,)—1.0, 
and, as a resu l t , according to Eq. (5.13) 

Fex.t(Tj!« 1.0. (5.44) 

Thus, the 5-ray contribution is much l a r g e r on the exit s ide, and, based 
on Eq. (5.11), we find that 

Aex.tfTO '«2A.„(TJ ( X i » t > L 5 ) (5.45) 

where Aj^(Ti) i s the conventional yield for normal incident. This r e su l t 
23 i s consis tent with s tudies by Anno and Jung and also with m e a s u r e 

ments by Stein and Leachman^" given in Table 5.2 (p. 203), which show 
that the yields differ by a factor of about 1.8. 
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On the other hand, if the foil is so thin that t » 2tE and t /La « 1, 
f(x;T,) will not differ greatly across the two zones, and the yields will 
be approximately equal, or 

Aex,t(T.) «A,„(T,) ( t « t p ) . (5 46) 

Calculations for intermediate thicknesses require a detailed considera
tion of f(x,Tj). 

(d) Applications to Radioactive Layers 

The application of the preceding results is illustrated by two situa
tions often encountered with radioactive sources. (These situations have 
also been considered by Anno', but the following presentation differs 
from his in several respects ) 

(1) Monoenergetic, Isotropic Emitter with a Non-emitting Coating. 
This represents the situation commonly encountered where a cladding 
IS applied over an emitting material. We will restrict our attention to 
two extreme cases: a very thin cladding vs a thick one that approaches 
the range of the source particle. An idealized plane source is assumed, 
and the geometry is illustrated in Fig. 5 12. First, consider the case 

Secondary 

Escape Zone 

IT 

z = 0 

-Non-Emitting 

Clodding 

-Monoenergetic 
Isotropic 
Source Plane 

Fig 5.12—Geometry for coated emitter calculations. 
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where the cladding is so thin that it approaches the escape zone thick
ness. Since the source is an isotropic emitter, we use 

[J(tx,T)]^ S(n,E)=%6(T-To) (5 47) 

Under these conditions, Eqs (5 42) and (5 46) are valid, and 

Aex,.(To) «A , „ (To )«A(To) In a + 1 (5 48) 

so, as before, A^̂ it (TQ) may be an order of magnitude larger than the 
yield for normal incidence. 

Next, consider a thick cladding where t — Xj (t cannot exceed Xj or 
no particles would escape) Now, although the source is monoenergetic, 
the particles come off at various angles, consequently, they will lose 
varying amounts of energy as they traverse the cladding prior to enter
ing the escape zone. We will again neglect the energy loss in crossing 
the zone itself and assume that the particle angle-energy spectrum 
entering this zone is the same as at the surface. 

The surface current can be found by introducing a transfer func
tion r(s,To—T) representing the probability that a particle with initial 
energy TQ will have an energy T per unit after traveling a distance s 
[this concept was used earlier in Eq. (4 101)]. Then, the current is 
simply related to the source by 

J(t,fi,T) = S(z',iU,To) r(t/fx. To - T) 

6(T-T*) So 
(5.49) 

where the property of an isotropic uniform source has been used Also 
it has been recognized that, since the slowing model represented by 
Eq. (3.28) specifies a unique relation between T and the distance 
traveled, T can be written as a delta function with 

T* = I jLoJ 
l /(n+l) 

(5.50) 

Use of this expression in Eq. (5.34) gives a yield of 

/ . y l / f a + l ) 

^ _ 2(n + 1) A(To) dy 
^axit y J^ 1 _ yn+1 

(5 51a) 
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where 

V = 1 - ^ . (5.51b) 

It has been assumed that the 5-ray contribution F(Tj) is about 1.0, and 
that the yield A(T) is equal to [A(To)/(T/Tor] as indicated by Eq. (5.19). 
The integral can be evaluated for specific values of the primary parti
cle energy loss parameter n; for example, if n = 1 (typical of electrons 
below Va MeV) 

A(To) 
2 , (l+ V'̂ V (5.52) 

Note that if t / x , » 1 and V « 1, then ^exu ni^Y again be several orders 
of magnitude larger than the normal incident value. Physically, it 
might be envisioned that, in the limit as t / x , just exceeds unity, the 
primary particle could conceivably stopz'w the escape zone. Thus, it 
would not cross the surface; yet, it would produce secondaries that 
might escape, and, with the yield defined as secondaries per primary, 
this corresponds to an infinite yield! This is not entirely realistic, 
since in fact, straggling effects would make it difficult to stop a signi
ficant fraction of the particles in the small thickness represented by the 
escape zone. 

Alternately, it should be noted that the assumption that A(T) varies 
as l / T " introduces a singularity since for low-q ions or electrons 
where the slowing-down parameter n is positive this expression ap
proaches infinity as T — 0. The energy at the surface approaches zero 
as t /x , -^ 1, and the yield Aexu goes to infinity in this limit. (This is a 
result of the present approximate model, which does not account for the 
fact pointed out in Chap. 3 that n will change sign near the end of the 
charged particle track.) 

For these reasons, Eqs. (5.51) and (5.52) should be considered only 
a first approximation. Away from the singularity at V = 0, they should 
provide order of magnitude results, and this should be valuable in 
studying trends. 

(2) Bare Monoenergetic, Isotropic Emitter Layer. Another com
mon situation involves a bare emitter layer deposited on a support 
plate as pictured in Fig. 5.13. Again, for uniform monoenergetic, iso
tropic emission the source is given as 

S(z',|u,T) = ^ 6 ( T - T o ) . (5.53) 
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Consider the source plane at z': To escape, a particle emitted at 
z ' must pass through a remaining thickness of material equal to (T - Z ' ) -
Thus, the problem is similar to the previous case, but with two differ
ences: If T is large, the thickness of material above the source will 
vary from thin (~tE) to thick, i.e., between the two extreme cases al
ready considered. In addition, particles can be born in the escape zone 
itself. 

These problems make this a difficult situation to handle precisely 
without extensive numerical work. To avoid this, we will employ sev
eral assumptions leading to a simplified solution that should somewhat 
overestimate the yield. If A(z',|i,T') is defined as the yield due to 
particles born at z 'with direction cosine |i and energy T', the total 
yield can be expressed as 

A 3 
JU A(z',^t,T') S(zMn,TO dT^ dp. dz^ 

J(T) 
(5.54) 

In the spirit of the preceding analysis, i t i s assumed that A(z',|U,T') 
can be represented region-wise with the escape zone forming one re 
gion, and the remainder of the layer forming the other (Regions I and II, 
respectively — see Fig. 5.13). This suggests that 

A(z',fi,T') _ 
Ao(T') 

T - Z ' 
1̂  t j 

Ai 

tE 

^ J ( r f̂  

ill > p.*) 

(^ < fi*) 

T;z ' ,T ' ) 

Region I 

[ ( T - t E ) < Z ' < T ] 

Region II 

[ 0 < Z ' < ( T - t E ) ] 

(5.55a) 

(5.55b) 

(5.55c) 

where the dividing direction cosine ji* defines the direction such that a 
particle born at a depth ( T - Z') in Region I will just reach the surface 
after traveling a distance Xi, or 

11*=-
T — Z ' 

Xi 
(5.56) 

Particles with ii < ii* will stop inside the escape zone after traveling a 
distance Xj, and this accounts for Eq. (5.55b). The yield for particles 
born in Region II is evaluated from Eq. (5.33) by again assuming that 
the current through the escape zone is essentially equal to the surface 
current. This is similar to the approach used to derive Eq. (5.51a), and, 
in fact, J(T,(i,T;z',T') can be found from Eq. (5.49) with TQ replaced by 
T' and the definition of T* modified such that 
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Region I { J t ^ Emitter of 
Thickness T 

Fig. 5.13—Geometry for bare emitter calculations. 

T* 
|UXi 

l/(n+l) 
(5.57) 

[Finally, note that the factor of 2 appears in Eq. (5.55c) to represent the 
6-ray contribution because it is again assumed that F(T,) = 1.] 

Then, if Eqs. (5.55a to c) are inserted in Eq. (5.54) and the integra
tion carried out over the appropriate ranges indicated, we find 

A =Aj -I-A2 (5.58) 

where Aj represents the contribution from Region I and is 

_ A(To) 
» 2 [ l - t E / 2 X i ] [ 1 + 2 it J (5.59) 

The yield Aj represents the contribution from Region II, and it is 

2(n + 1) A(To^ ^ n- tpA, 
2 ( T - t E ) [ l - ( l / 2 X ̂

1^ r'%, 
.) (T + IE) ] Ji-T/Xi 

Cl/(n + l)] 
I r - ^ (r/X. ^1) (5.60) 

i - y " 

which can be evaluated once n and T/XI are specified. 
Note that both Aj and Aj have been normalized by the surface cur

rents due to particles originating in the respective regions. These cur-
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rents were found by integration of the plane kernel of Eq. (D.6) of Ap
pendix D, using the appropriate limits indicated in Eqs. (5.55a to c). 

Inspection of these results shows that the yield for this case may 
again be an order of magnitude or so larger than the value for normal 
incidence. 

5-4.5 The Energy Spectrum and Angular 

Dependence of Secondaries 

The theory presented here permits calculation of the secondary 
yield, but it does not give the energy spectrum or angular distribution 
of the secondaries. Investigations of this problem are reviewed in sev
eral references (e.g., pp. 286-297 of Dekker*). The theory most com
patible with the present development is that of Baroody^* who neglects 
binding effects in the calculation of the production of internal secondary 
electrons but includes an interaction with the target lattice in calcu
lating their escape. (Otherwise, it turns out that conservation of energy 
and momentum would make escape impossible.) Further, he assumes 
a priori that the incident particles only interact with conduction elec
trons, which are described by a degenerate Fermi model. The energy 
distribution n(p) of escaping electrons predicted by this model for elec
tron bombardment is of the form 

n(p) = C(po) p(pr_^i)2 (5.61) 

where p is a function of the electron energy T defined as 

P = ( l + ^ ) ' = [PI + e (P'o - 1)]' ' . (5.62) 

Here <f> and Ef are the work function and Fermi energy, respectively, 
of the target, and the reduced energy e = T/Ef has been introduced. 
The parameter C(po) is a weak function of Po, the latter being defined as 

PO=PIT=O = (^ + E ; ) • (^-^3) 

Thus both C(po) and po are fairly insensitive to the target material, 
and, over a reasonable range of po, Eq. (5.61) predicts a maximum in 
the distribution at T w 0.7 (̂ . 

Baroody has compared this result with data for electron bombard
ment of various metals and, as shown in Fig. 5.14, he finds reasonably 
good agreement. More recently, Stevens and Artuso^^ compared the 
Baroody theory with measurements for gamma irradiation of iron, and 
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Reduced Energy, « = T/<^ 

Fig. 5.14 — Comparison of predicted and experimental secondary electron en
ergy spectra for electron bombardment. (From calculations by Baroody, Ref. 
24. The experimental data were collected from various workers by Baroody.) 

rough agreement was found as illustrated by the typical results shown 
in Fig. 5.15. 

Baroody's theory can also be used to find the angular distribution 
of the secondaries. The number emerging per unit angle n(6) turns out 
to be of the form 

n(e) oz [cos 6 ( 1 + 0.28 sin^ 6+0.14 sin^ 6 + . . .)]. (5.64) 

The coefficients in the expansion are a slowly varying function of p^ 
(those shown are for po = 1.6). Experimental data for the angular dis-
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I lO'̂  

10" 

T , Electron Energy, e V 

Fig. 5.15—Comparison of calculated and experimental secondary energy spec
tra for iron bombarded by "̂Co and '^'Cs gamma rays. (From Stevens and 
Artuso, Ref. 22.) 

tribution are limited, but a cosine distribution is commonly accepted as 
a first approximation. 

5 - 4 . 6 The Effect of Tempera ture a n d Electric Fields 

Possible changes in secondary yields due to the elevated tempera
tures and large electric fields encountered in radiation cells represent 
an important concern. Unfortunately, information of this type is skimpy, 
and what does exist is often contradictory. This is partly because the 
effects are small, so measurements are difficult. This is, in fact, con
sistent with the yield model presented earlier. Variations in both tem
perature and electric field might be expected to result principally in 
changes of the work function, but, as stressed in Appendix E, the work 
function plays a relatively minor role in the escape of secondaries. 

Temperature effects have been reviewed most recently by Stern-
glass '^ Dekker', and Anno^ Sternglass argues that the primary influ
ence is to change the secondary diffusion length Lj, and he suggests, by 
analogy with the effects on electrical conductivity, that the resulting 
temperature (T) dependence of the yield should be of the form 

A oc (1 + ST)~^ (5.65) 
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where /3 is a constant roughly equal to 2.5 x 10"' per °K. This predicts, 
then, a small but detectable decrease in yield with increasing tempera
ture. The accuracy of this result is not clear, however, since as Anno 
points out, recent measurements with well-cleaned surfaces show little 
or no variation up to 450°C. 

Early measurements also indicated that emission is independent of 
electric field, but more recent studies by Anno and Jung^' show a small 
effect, and plots of their results for both alpha particles and fission 
fragments are shown in Fig. 5.16. Changes in the yield of the order of 
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Slope 
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± I ± ± ± 
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/iFc, V/m 
Fig. 5.16 — The influence of an electric field on secondary production. (From 
Anno, Ref. 8.) 

10~%/(V/m) occur, and the authors suggest that this is primarily 
caused by the Schottky effect, which would reduce the surface work 
function according to 

A<p (5.66) 

where -Ec is the electric field at the surface and EQ is the dielectric con
stant for a vacuum. (This explains the selection of Ec for the axis in 
Fig. 5.16.) 

A Change in </> of order of 0.02 eV is predicted by Eq. (5.66) for the 
maximum voltages in Fig. 5.16. However, it is not clear that this is suf
ficient to account for the indicated change in yield within the context of 
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the surface transmission theory of Appendix E. In fact. Anno admits 
that "a portion of the secondary yield might be due to local heating ef
fects and hence the small electric field dependency might be interpreted 
as a Schottky effect associated with thermionic emission, but the evi
dence is rather indirect and inconclusive." 

5 - 4 . 7 The Yield for Insulators 

The preceding theory has been specifically concerned with emis
sion from metal targets. Metals are commonly used for the electrode 
and grid structures in radiation cells; however, electrical insulators 
must also be used for various parts in the cells, and it is important to 
consider how the theory should be extended to include them. 

Tj^ical values of the maximum yield A^ for electron bombardment 
for metals, semiconductors, and insulators are given in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 — TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT* 

A „ T , „ ( k e V ) t L, (A) Ese/PjA, (eV) 

Metals 

Li 0.5 0.09 
Fe 1.3 K O . 4 

Pt 1.8 0.7 20 160 
Pb 1.1 0.5 

Semiconductors 

Si 1.1 0.25 

Ge 1.15 0.4 35 143 

Insu la tors (Single Crys ta l s ) 

MgO 24 1.2 230 20.5 
NaCl «8 

•Selected values from Dekker ' . The values of Ls and Esg/PsAjare 
e s t i m a t e s based on fitting a yield model to exper imental data. 

tT- i s the bombarding energy corresponding to the maximum 3rield. 

Values for metals and semiconductors are generally of order of unity, 
but insulators have considerably larger yields. This is commonly 
attributed' to two factors: The secondary diffusion length is larger in 
insulators, and the energy requirement per internal secondary pro
duced is smaller. Both effects can be traced, at least qualitatively, to 
differences in the energy level structure. As illustrated in Fig. 5.17, 
insulators exhibit a characteristic forbidden region of order of 10 eV 
as opposed to a continuum for metals and a forbidden region of only 
1 eV or so in semiconductors. In the case of an insulator, internal 
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( a ) (b ) ( c ) 

Fig. 5.17 — Schematic energy level diagrams, (a) Metals, (b) Semiconductors, 
(c) Insulators. 

secondaries must be created with sufficient energy to place them in the 
conduction band. However, once there, they cannot transfer energy to 
electrons in the filled band after their energy drops below ~ 10 eV (the 
forbidden band width). The only allowed interaction then is in the form 
of phonon formation, and this is a relatively weak interaction. Conse
quently, these electrons migrate over relatively large distances until 
their energy drops to about 1 eV, at which point they can finally fall 
back into a level in the "filled" band. Because of this, the diffusion 
length Lj is large for insulators as compared to metals, where inter
actions with bound electrons can occur throughout the slowing process. 
For example. Table 5.5 indicates that L^ is almost an order of magni
tude larger for MgO than for metals or semiconductors. Note that the 
gap for a semiconductor like Ge is so narrow that its Ls is of the same 
magnitude as that of a metal. 

The second effect is also illustrated in Table 5.5, where it is seen 
that Ese, the energy required to produce an internal secondary, is about 
a factor of 5 less for MgO than for metals. The reason for this is more 
subtle, and Dekker* attributes it to differences in the cascade process 
involved in internal electron production in insulators. (The values of 
(Ese/PsAj in Table 5.5 are all considerably higher than those recom
mended by Sternglass. This appears to be partly due to the model used 
to fit the experimental data; however, they still illustrate relative 
trends.) 

If Lj and Ê ^ are corrected in this fashion, the previous theory can 
be applied to insulators. 

In conclusion, it should be noted that, because of the differences in 
the governing mechanisms, the diffusion length is more strongly affected 
by temperature in insulators than metals. Thus, the yield also depends 
more critically on temperature, and to a first approximation', it varies 
as [ l / r(°K)] for typical insulators. 
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5-5 THE LOW-ENERGY COMPONENT DUE TO 

LOW-ENERGY BOMBARDMENT 

In general, direct collection devices will involve a spread of 
charged particle energies, and both low- and high-energy bombard
ment must be considered. 

The theory developed in previous sections assumed that the bom
barding particle energy was sufficient to make its range much larger 
than the secondary escape zone thickness. Thus, (dTj/dx) was treated 
as a constant across this zone, and its value at the surface was used in 
evaluating the yield. However, this is no longer valid for low-energy 
bombardment, where the primary particle range may be comparable 
with or even less than the escape zone thickness. Then the spatial de
pendence of (dT,/dx) must be retained under the integral in Eq. (5.8), 
and the yield assumes the form 

A(T.) = M f J '^' <dT, /dx) exp ( - ^ j dx (5 67) 

The 6-ray contribution F(Ti) has been set equal to 1.0 since 6-rays 
produced will be fairly soft and thus will lose most of their energy 
within the escape zone. Also, the upper limit of the integral is now 
identified as the range of the primary particle since (dT,/dx) is zero 
for X larger than this. 

Using the energy loss model of Chap. 3 [Eq. (3 27)] to evaluate 
(dTi/dx), we find after some algebra that 

A(TJ =YoG„+i(r) (5.68) 

with the parameter YQ given by 

P A T / T,. \ l / ( °+ l ) p A l/(n+l) 
^ • • T r f e ) - ^ [ ( " * ' I C . L . l (5.69a) 

where the constant C, has been introduced by use of Eq. (3 26) for the 
range, and n again represents the slowing parameter for the bombard
ing particle The other function in Eq (5.68) involves the integral 

Gj(r) = exp (-rO /J exp (y )̂ dy (j = 1, 2, 3, . . .) (5.69b) 

with 

l/(n+l) 
A,(T.) 

(5 69c) 
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It is known as Dawson's integral and is tabulated in Ref. 25 for 
various values of j . 

This form of Eq. (5.68) was selected deliberately so that only the 
function Gj(r) depends on the energy of the primary particle. The inter
mediate form of YQ in Eq. (5.69a) appears to involve Tj, but when 
Eq. (3.26) is used to evaluate Aj, the energy dependence cancels out as 
indicated. (This form for the yield equation has been obtained by several 
workers, e.g., see Dekker*.) 

In practice, it is often useful to recast Eq. (5.68) in terms of dimen-
sionless variables, and this form is often called a "universal" yield 
equation since it turns out to depend only weakly on the target material. 
To do this, we introduce r,„ and Tj^ as the values of these parameters 
corresponding to the maximum yield A^. First, Eq. (5.68) is differen
tiated with respect to r and set equal to zero, which gives 

^»-(^«'^=on:T)^ ^'-''^ 

as the defining relation for r^^. 
Substitution of this result into Eq. (5.68) gives the maximum yield 

in terms of r ^ as 

Am = Yo . } , . n- (5.71) 

(n + l)rm 

This is then used to form the reduced yield which is defined as 

A(Ti)/A„ = (n + l ) r ^ G„,i(r). (5.72) 

The argument of G can be expressed in terms of the energy ratio 
Ti/Ti„ by noting that 

~Xi(Ti„) U^j ^̂ -̂ ^̂  

where Eq. (3.26) has again been used to evaluate the range ratio. Thus 
the r-dependence of G can be replaced by (r^Tj/Tj^) and the reduced 
yield becomes 

A(Ti)/A,„ = (n + DrS, G„,i ir^T,/T,J. (5.74) 

Recalling that rj„ is defined by Eq. (5.70), we see that it is only a func
tion of the energy loss parameter n, which, for a given type of bombard
ing particle, is relatively insensitive to the target material. Thus, a 
plot of A(Ti)/Am vs Tj/Tjrn should yield a "universal" curve, i.e., one 
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that is essentially independent of the target material. A plot of this type 
is shown^in Fig. 5.18, and indeed, the experimental data — in this case 
for electron bombardment — indicate a fairly systematic correlation 
despite the variety of materials involved. 

Reduced Energy, T|/T| 

Fig. 5.18 — Comparison of the "umversal" yield curve and experimental data 
for electron bombardment. (After Dekker, Ref. 1. The data points are from var
ious workers as reported by Baroody, Ref 24.) 

The solid curve (n = 0.35), reported by Dekker', gives a better fit 
to the data points for higher energies than the dashed curve, which is 
for n = 1 0. The latter is equivalent to early calculations reported by 
Baroody^^, who derived an expression comparable to Eq. (5 74) with 
n = 10 directly from the free electron model noted in Sec 5-4.5. 
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Considerable speculation' resulted about the cause of the failure of 
n = 1.0 for electron bombardment, largely because earlier workers 
expected this exponent to agree with the Thomson—Whiddington Law. 
However, as discussed in Chap. 3, this would only be valid for quite 
low electron bombardment energies. In fact, as seen from Fig. 3.12, 
n starts to decrease at «* 50 keV, approaching zero at 1 MeV. (Recall 
that the exponent on the energy variation of X, corresponds to n + 1. The 
breakpoint of Va MeV noted in Table 3.4 is simply the center energy of 
this transition region.) Thus the improvement in the fit achieved at 
higher energies in Fig. 5.18 through the use of n = 0.35, i.e., lying be
tween the extreme values of 0 and 1.0, would appear to be consistent 
with our transport model. A further test of the universal curve against 
data for other bombarding particles having different n values should 
shed more light on this, but such a comparison has not been reported 
to date. 

The shape of this yield curve has a simple physical explanation in 
terms of the escape zone concept. At very low energies [(T,/Ti„) < 1], 
the range of the bombarding particle is less than the zone thickness. As 
the bombarding particle energy is increased, its range increases and 
more energy is deposited in the escape zone, causing an increase in the 
yield. Once the primary particle range exceeds the escape zone thick
ness, the energy deposited in this zone is proportional to (dTj/dx), 
which, for low-q ions and electrons, decreases with increasing energy, 
so that ultimately the yield decreases with increasing energy. In fact, 
the latter portion of the curve corresponds to high-energy bombardment 
and the decreasing yield is consistent with Fig. 5.6. 

Asymptotic expressions are easily obtained for extreme energies. 
For low-energy bombardment, Xj/Ls will be small, and an expansion of 
the exponential in Eq. (5.68) gives 

In other words, A(Ti) is roughly proportional to Tj, which agrees with 
the preceding argument. Also note that this implies that the bombarding 
particle is completely stopped in the escape zone, which means that all 
its energy T, becomes available for secondary electron production in 
this zone. As a result, the factor PjAs/Ej^ must account for the number 
of secondaries formed and for their escape probability, and this is con
sistent with the earlier definition of these parameters. 

An asymptotic expression can be obtained for high energies by 
simply evaluating (dTi/dx) at the surface as was done earlier. Alter
natively, we can achieve the same result directly by using an expansion 
of Gj^+i(r) for large r. It is convenient to specialize to n = 1, in which 
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case an expansion^^ for Dawson's integral is readily available, namely 

G „ + , ( r ) « i : + ^ + | ; | + . . . ( r » 2 ) . (5.76) 

Now, if only the first term of this expansion is retained, the yield be
comes 

where AQ(TJ) corresponds to the yield derived earlier for high-energy 
bombardment [Eq. (5.12)] neglecting the 6-ray contribution. The factor 
of 2 that appears here occurs because, as stressed in formulating Eq. 
(5.68), the 6-ray contribution F(T,) was set equal to 1.0. This is not 
valid at higher energies, and to be consistent, F(Tj) should be evaluated 
explicitly as was done in earlier sections. (This point has not been 
stressed in the literature with the result that the "universal" curve 
based on Eq. (5.68) has frequently been improperly extended to high 
energies.) 

5-6 HIGH-ENERGY COMPONENT YIELDS 

In contrast to low-energy yields, the emission of high-energy elec
trons (>50 eV) has received relatively little attention. 

High-energy emission is important in radiation cell concepts for 
several reasons. If it is necessary to suppress secondary currents, the 
grid voltages or magnetic field strength must be selected in order to 
stop all or a part of the high-energy component. Alternately, devices 
designed to operate on thesecondary electron current (e.g., the Compton 
diode described in Chap. 7) can achieve high voltages by collecting the 
high-energy component. Other cells, such as the Semirad detector 
(Chap. 7), mainly operate by collecting the low-energy emission com
ponent. Still their response to the energy spectrum of the incoming ra
diation depends on the variation of the low-energy/high-energy electron 
yield ratio with the energy of the bombarding particle. 

Also, in cases where an external radiation source is used to create 
ionization in a gas or liquid, secondary emission from the walls of the 
container may represent an important source of ionizing radiation. Then, 
despite the relatively low yield for the high-energy component, the large 
energy per particle can result in the deposition of a significant amount 
of energy in the medium. 
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5-6.1 A Model 

Recent theoretical studies by Sawyer and Van Lint" and combined 
theoretical-experimental studies by Stevens and Artuso^^ andEbertand 
Lauzon^^ have considered high-energy emission due to gamma-radiation 
and electron bombardment. Other measurements by Miller and Porter'* 
and Kronenberg', involving electron and proton bombardment, respec
tively, were noted earlier. However, studies of heavy-ion bombardment 
are notably lacking, although some related work directed at establish
ing the charge of heavy nuclei in cosmic radiation has been reported 
(Ref. 29, p. 252). 

High-energy emission simply represents 5-rays that escape from 
the surface and, thus, is directly related to the calculation of the 6-ray 
contribution to low-energy secondary production discussed earlier. As 
an illustration of the problem, consider a metallic foil of thickness T as 
shown in Fig. 5.19. (Note the similarity to the 6-ray energy return cal-

Energy Electron 
Energy T j d ) 

Particle of 
Energy T| 

Fig. 5.19—Geometry for high-energy electron emission calculations. 

culation involving Fig. 5.5. Averaged parameters were used in the 
earlier calculations [Eq. (5.10)], but we are now interested in more 
detail and will elect to use the transport methods developed in Chaps. 3 
and 4. In effect, this will answer the question of how to find appropri
ate averages for the earlier calculations.) 

The current can be calculated by either the point- or plane-kernel 
methods of Chap. 4. The plane kernel is a natural choice where the en
ergy of the bombarding particle varies significantly across the plate so 
that the electron source rate is not uniform in the x direction. However, 
to illustrate the basic concepts with a minimum of algebra, we will as-
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sume a "thin" foil, so the energy of the bombarding particle Tj remains 
approximately constant in transversing the foil, in which case the point-
kernel method is somewhat simplier to use. We will describe 6-ray 
transport by the straight-line mean-range approximation of Chap. 3, 
which, because of the high energies involved, should be reasonably 
accurate. However, it should be noted that this automatically neglects 
the contribution of large-angle electron —electron scattering whereby 
the primary electron might produce another high-energy electron. In 
other words, the secondaries produced duringthe 6-ray slowing process 
are assumed to be soft enough so that, by the time they reach the sur
face, they contribute to the low-energy rather than the high-energy 
yield. Then the angular current at the surface follows directly from 
Eq. (4.5): (A subscript 5 is used throughout to distinguish parameters 
related to the high-energy electrons from those associated with the 
bombarding ion.) 

J5(T,fi6;r,T5o) =S5(fi5,T5o) ^r.Tjo) (5.78) 

where r(r,T5o), defined by Eq. (4.3), represents the probability that an 
electron of initial energy T̂ o can travel a distance r without stopping 
(The other notation used here follows the convention of Chap, 4.) 

The evaluation of Eq. (5.78) is complicated because the source is 
generally non-isotropic, and the precise angular distribution depends on 
the type of bombarding particle involved. This is illustrated in Table 
5.6, which lists the differential cross sections for electron production 
due to ion, electron, and photon bombardment. Expressed in terms of 
the differential cross section, the electron source rate becomes 

Sa(M6,T6o) = NZ (^^ 6[T5o(f̂ 6) - Tso] (5 79) 

where NZ, the number of electrons per target atom, is included because 
the differential cross section is on aper electron basis. The delta func
tion appears because of the unique initial energy-angle relation repre
sented by T^odî a), which is to be taken from Table 5.6. (This relation 
ar ises because of energy and momentum conservation requirements.) 

To calculate the current due to a bombarding particle of energy T^, 
it IS necessary to insert this source into Eq. (5.78) and integrate over 
all allowed 6-ray energies, i.e., over all T^Q. Because of the delta func
tion, we immediately obtain 

Js(T,M6;r,T,) = NZ (^] T[r,T(,f,{iii,)] fx̂  (5.80) 

which after integration over r gives 



Table 5 6 —RELATIONS FOR HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON PRODUCTION 

Bombarding Par t ic le Differential Cross Section/Electron, dcj/d^s Initial Energy, T^^di^) Nomenclature 

Ions, Rutherford da 
scattering (p. 251, dMa 
Ref 29) 

Am J 2T?i4 T - - ^ T . ^ I 6̂0 X^s = cos" ' n^ 

M,Ti 

Relativistic e lec- dc 
Irons, Moller 's dM6 
approximation 
(p. 277, Ref 29) 

^47re* r (moc-)^ i r T a , - | 
L T , ( T , + 2moc2) J L 2m(|c2J 

[ T 2 -

, + 2m|,c2) J L 2m(|c2 

1 moC^(2T, + mnc^) 
T5o(T,-T6o) (T,+ m„c2)2 

1 , 1 I T . 

^ T,nl 
T60-i -T7Ty2m|)c2) (1 - M I ) 

where mj is the electron 
r e s t mass 

^60 y\^s = cos ' lUj 

m „ ^ 1 

(T , -T6o)^ (T, + m„c2)2 M 1-•60 

mo,T, ^{T , -T50) 

Photons, Klein-
Nishina cross s ec 
tion (p. 318, Ref 29) 

da 

1 + 

a + 1 )2 - M|a=̂ J 
r (a +1)2(1 - M p - M ^ l ^ 
L(a + 1)2 -M?a(a + 2)J 

A - M | 

'a" 

[(a + 1 )2 - ^ila{a + 2)1[(Q! + 1 )2 - M|OI21J| 

where rj = - ^ = 2.818 x lO""" 

a = ht-o/moc^ 

*i''o rr, y A ^ s = cos-< M6 

hi-'n 
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Jfi(T,fe;T.) _ (^5[T6o()i5)] (0 < fxs < T/XS) (5.81a) 

NZ(da/dn5)H6 [T/zis (TAa<fia<l). (5.81b) 

Note that Eq. (5.81a) covers the entire range of isi, in the limit of a thick 
plate; otherwise, both solutions must be retained. 

5-6.2 Ion Bombardment 

To proceed further, we must select a specific bombarding particle. 
For ion bombardment, the Rutherford scattering relations of Table 5.6 
can be used. If the electron range is written as a function of angle using 
Eq. (3.26) and the initial-energy-angle relation of Table 5.6, we obtain 

X6(fi6) « C^1<f6+i) ^̂ (̂"s+i) (5.82) 

where 

The constant C^ corresponds to the constant C in Eq. (3.26) as applied to 
the high-energy electrons (6-rays). The energy loss parameter n^ should 
be evaluated for electrons (Table 3.4). 

Substitution of this relation for the range into Eq. 5.81 gives the 
final form for the angular dependent current at the surface 

J5(T,Ma;T.) ^ fc'sT^-lV'"^ {O^n.^nD (5.84a) 

7rNZVMV2m2 = [r/^ry^) (̂ * ^ H, =s 1) (5.84b) 

where 

fi* = T A 6 (M*). (5.85) 

An explicit expression for the limit ptj can be found by use of Eq. (5.82) 
to represent Aadj.'J) in Eq. (5.85), which, upon solving for fj.̂ , gives 

Ml 
^̂ i/(2n5+3) ( o ^ ^ < l ) (5.86a) 

| l ( X > 1 ) (5.86b) 

where the parameter X, defined as 

^-^f^r-i^;^^ (5.87) 
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gives the ratio of the plate thickness to the maximum range of a 6-ray. 
In other words, x - 1 represents a "thick" plate relative to 6-ray 
production. (Since in general \& « X,, the plate can still be "thin" rela
tive to the range of the bombarding ion as assumed at the start of the 
derivation. The terminology "thick" and "thin" in succeeding paragraphs 
will always refer to the 6-ray and its range.) 

Written in terms of the parameter x, Eqs. (5.84a and b) become 

T - J 5 ( T , ^ l 6 ; T , ) _ 
• ^ N - J , ( r , l ; T i ) - ^ 

! ^ (0 £ fi6 - x '^^«+") 
A. 

^-3 (^l/(2n,+3) < ^^ ^ 1) 

(5.88a) 

(5.88b) 

where the "reduced" angular current JN has been normalized to the cur
rent evaluated at lû  = 1.0. 

i 2,5 

T= 1 5 

E 
o 
2 

Fig. 5.20 — Angular dependence of the high-energy component of secondary 
emiss ion due to low-q ion bombardment . 
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This result is illustrated for various values of x in Fig. 5.20. The 
curves shown are for n^ = 1.0, which corresponds to 6-rays below 0.5 
MeV. This should be quite realistic for ion energies of interest here; 
e.g., the maximum 6-ray energy (4me/M)T, (see Table 5.6) falls in the 
keV range for 1- to 10-MeV ions. [If higher energy ions are of interest, 
a second 6-ray energy group above 0.5 MeV might be added with n^ = 0; 
however, this makes the analysis more complicated since Eq. (5.84) must 
be divided into additional angular regions due to the 6-ray energy-angle 
dependence.] 

Figure 5.20 has several important features. Note for a thick plate 
(x - 1.0) that forward directions are strongly favored. This is because 
6-rays born with fi-a ~ 1.0 have the largest energy, and for a thick plate, 
many of these 6-rays are able to escape even if they are born deep in the 
plate while those with lower energy {p.i,« 1) are stopped. As the plate 
thickness is reduced, the volume contributing high-energy 6-rays de
creases while the low-energy component electrons are essentially unaf
fected since they are born so close to the surface anyway. Thus, as x is 
reduced below 1.0, the curves peak for fî  < 1.0 and are in a sense "de
pleted" at larger values of ii^. (The amplitudes of the peaks in Fig. 5.20 
increase with decreasing x because of the normalization employed—the 
actual magnitude of the current decreases.) In the extreme case of a 
very thin plate (x '^ 0), the angular dependence of the current reduces to 
that of the Rutherford cross section which varies as jij^ (Table 5.6). 

The yield Aj found by integration of the angular current over all 
allowed angles is 

^6(Ti) s / J6(T,M5;Ti) dMa 

K,x 
2(Cl)2 

(2n5 + l) 

2K,(Cl)2 

+ 1 ^-[2/(2n5 + 3}] _ A rpCnj-l) 

( 2 n 6 + l ) 
-j^CnS-l) 

( X ^ l ) (5.89a) 

(X 5 1) (5.89b) 

where 

Ki = 
TTNZ ê̂ M^ 

4Clml • 
(5.90) 

It i s seen from Eq. (5.89b) that in the l imit of the " t h i c k " plate the 
yield i s independent of the energy of the bombarding par t ic le (Tj) p r o 
vided that n^= 1.0 a s argued e a r l i e r . However, th is i s not t rue for ve ry 
thin p la tes s ince x in Eq, (5.89a) is itself a function of (Tj). In the l imit 
where x « 1, Eq. (5.89a) can be expanded to give 
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rA5(Ti)l « f« 2Ki(C*)'^°*"'''^''^^'''5"'"^* ^(2n6+l)/(2n6+3) rp-tl/CZng+D] ^g gJ^ 

Thus, in this limit, for any reasonable value of ng, the yield always de
creases with increasing bombardment energy. This is explained physi
cally by noting that the yield is proportional to the energy deposited in 
the volume where the escaping 6-rays originate. For a thin plate this 
volume is the full thickness T so the energy deposited, [(dTj/dx)T], de
creases with increasing ion energy because of the decrease in (dTj/dx). 
In contrast, the escape depth for a thick plate is Xg, so the energy de
posited is [(dTi/dx)X5]. Now the increase in X5 with ion energy tends to 
compensate for the decrease in(dTi/dx), and according to Eq. (5.89b), 
if n5= 1.0, these effects just cancel. 

The energy spectrum of the escaping current is also often of inter
est. This can be calculated using the method developed in Sec. 4-1.2, 
Chap. 4. Corresponding to Eqs. (4.11) and (5.78), we write 

J&{r,(J-g'TsjTjo) 
Ss()^s,T5o) r ( r Tap) î s 

|dT. /dr | • 
(5.92) 

If the energy loss law for 6-ray slowing, 

" i/faj+i) 
T. - Tsd 1 -

X(T6o) 
(5.93) 

is used to evaluate IdT^/dr] and Eq. (5.79) is used for the source, the 
integration over all allowed initial energies can be carried out, and the 
current due to bombarding particle of energy T. is found to be 

J6(T, ) i6 ,T&;Ti) 
^ (n6 + 1) A(T5o) N Z 

Tao 

Ta 

'60 

dCT 
>J-6 (5.94) 

As in Eq. (4.12), the probability r(r,Tao) has been replaced with 
the requirement that Ta > 0. (It must be remembered when using this 
result that Tao is a function of (0,5.) The energy spectrum, found by 
integration over (j.̂ , is then 

J a ( T , T 5 ; T i ) = / J6(T, |Lia,Ta;Ti) dfi^ 

= KET;sXf (dMaM) (5.95) 

where 

TTNZ^e^ / M 

m ^ E - 2CaT! 
(5.96) 
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and Eq. (5.82) has been used to evaluate X(Tao), .̂nd the Rutherford 
cross section from Table 5.6 has been inserted for (da/d^ia). Some care 
is required in evaluating the limits on ji;;. The maximum value is sim
ply f̂ t = 1, but the minimum is more complex. The initial energy of the 
6-ray Tao must be equal to or larger than the energy of interest, T^. 
This requirement, combined with the angular dependence of initial en
ergies from Table 5.6, defines the maximum angle of emission (mini
mum direction cosine), which we write as 

T6=Tao(f^6)=(^i-)'T^o (5.97a) 

or 

f^I=VTa/Ta*o (5.97b) 

where 

Ta*o = - M ' Ti = [Tao ] , , . , . (5.98) 

Here, T^Q represents the maximum energy transferred to a 6-ray, and 
it becomes a convenient normalization for energy scales in the follow
ing equations. 

These limits are sufficient for a thick foil, but, if it is thin in the 
sense that T < Ag, the integration must be further split into two parts. 
This reasoning is entirely analogous to the situation encountered in Eqs. 
(4.12) and (4.17), and the critical angle is again given by fXc = r / r . Then 
integration of Eq. (5.95) gives 

Ja(T,Ta;T,) _ \(^m7^, - 1) (Ta, < T s T|„) (5.99a) 

^ ' ^ ' ' l (y iVT^- l ) (O^T^Ta,) (5.99b) 

where the dividing energy Ta„ defined as the energy at the surface for 
a 6-ray passing through the foil at jif, = 1, is given by 

iso X(T,*. 6 0''J 

l/(na+l) 
(5.100) 

The distance r appearing in Eq. (5.99b) must be eliminated by use 
of the energy loss law [Eq. (5.93)]. In doing this, we must take care to 
evaluate any angles involved at the critical value |LIC, in which case we 
find 
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r =X[Tao(fi,)]il 
T6O(MC)J 

na+l 
(5.101) 

However, this is more complicated than previous calculations in 
Chap. 4 because Tao now involves lU,., which is itself a function of r. If 
r / r is substituted for ji^, we find after some algebra that 

r 

[x(Ta*o)J 
2(n5+l) + l / T a \ V i 

^ \Ta*oJ 
r 

.A(Ta*o)_ 

2(na + l) T 

>(Ta*o) 

2(na + l) 

(5.102) 

where use has been made of the relations 

(na + l)Ca 
(T?o)V^ 
MTa*o) 

(5.103) 

The latter follows from Eq. (3.26) and is simply a statement of the en
ergy dependence of the range as evaluated at the maximum energy TJQ. 
Since X(Ta*o) and T are fixed, the solution of Eq. (5.102) gives r as a 
function of T ,̂ and substitution of this result back into (5.99b) gives the 
current as an explicit function of Tj. The algebra is tedious, however, 
since even for Ua = 0 Eq. (5.102) reduces to a cubic equation, and na = 1 
results in a fifth-order equation, so its roots are best found numer
ically. 

Calculations of the current from Eq. (5.99) are shown in Fig. 5.21 
as a function of the reduced energy Ta/Ta*o, for n5= 0 and 1, and for 
several values of the plate thickness. For convenience a normalized 
current, defined as Ja/Kg(Tao)°^, is plotted. Since, for most cases 
of interest here, a majority of the 5-rays have energies below % MeV, 
the results from ng = 1 are of most practical importance. 

The characteristics displayed by these curves deserve some ex
planation: Since Ta*o represents the maximum 5-ray energy, all curves 
pass through Ta/Ta'o = 1.0. For both values of n^, low energies dominate; 
however, this is accentuated for na= 0, which favors larger energy 
losses early in the track so that the average electron leaves the plate 
with a smaller energy. This trend is consistent with the spectrum cal
culations shown earlier in Fig. 4.3 (cf. n = 0 and 1.0 curves) for a 
monoenergetic source; however, low energies are now even more 
strongly weighted (note the logarithmic scale of Fig. 5.21) because the 
Rutherford cross section favors low energies. This also explains the 
relatively weak dependence on plate thickness (r/X) observed in Fig. 
5.21. As seen from Eq. (5.102), the range X used is evaluated at the 
maximum 6-ray energy, and this is considerably larger than the 
range for the soft electrons. Thus, even when T/X = 0.25, the plate 
is essentially "thick" for a bulk of the electrons leaving its surface. 
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Fig. 5.21 — Energy spectra of the high-energy component due to low-q ion bom
bardment. 
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At this point, since it may be necessary to use a plane kernel in 
some problems, it is constructive to see how it might be applied to the 
preceding calculations. Consider the angular current calculation: 
Equation (5.78) is replaced by 

Ja(T,|Lia;x',Tao) = S6(x',H6,T5o) r[(T-x')/|Lia, Tso] (5.104) 

where S5(x', |jta,Tao) dx ' represents the 6-ray source rate per square 
centimeter at x'having directions corresponding to fJ-a per unit direc
tion cosine and energy Tao P̂ "̂  unit energy (cf. Fig. 5.19). The prob
ability T[{T~x')/^.i, Tjo] follows the same definition as earlier. As be
fore, the integration over Tao can be carried out immediately and 
corresponds to replacing Tao "^^th its value for a given direction [i.e., 
Tjo (M-a)]. Then integration over x ' gives the desired current 

J6(T.H6;Ti) = NZ J dx' ( ^ ) ] l - / J ' " ' ^ ^ ' ' dy 6[y-Xa(Ti,na)]l. (5.105) 

The major advantage of this formulation occurs when it is necessary to 
include the primary particle energy loss. Since both do/d|j,a and >a de
pend on the energy Tj, they will be dependent on x' if Tj varies with x'. 

It is easily shown that Eq. (5.105) reduces to the earlier result 
given in Eqs. (5.84a and b) for the case where T; is independent of x'. 
The integration over the delta function in Eq. (5.105) can be evaluated 
by using Eq. (5.82) to represent Xa. The value of this integral changes 
from zero to one when 

I Z ^ ^ C ' a T ^ ^ " ^2fa,+i) (5_j()g) 
^̂ 6 

and this defines a lower limit on x ' so that Eq. (5.105) can be written as 

J,ir,U-,;r,) = NZ J ' ( ^ ) dx' \(T-y) 5 0] (5.107) 

where 

r= C ^ T H + " ni2°5+3). (5.108) 

The requirement that (T - y) must be positive represents the division 
between a thin and thick plate. The break point occurs when (T - y) 
equals zero, so, using the definition for y and solving for (j.̂ , we find 
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[_^_^l^/ '^-^^> (5.109) 
^ p l rp(na+l) 

which is identical to Eq. (5.87) obtained earlier in the point-kernel cal
culation. Now, if the integration indicated in Eq. (5.107) is carried out 
with the Rutherford cross section, the same result as given in Eqs. 
(5.99a and b) is again obtained as expected. 

5 - 6 . 3 Electron a n d Photon B o m b a r d m e n t 

The extension of the preceding methods to electron or photon bom
bardment can be accomplished with the aid of the cross sections and 
energy —angle relations summarized in Table 5.6. However, these rela
tions are somewhat complex, so numerical integrations are most ex
pedient. A few calculations of this type have appeared in the literature. 
Sawyer and Van Lint^' have considered both electron and photon bom
bardment, but, while their basic method of calculation is similar to the 
one presented here, there are some minor differences in the definition 
of ranges, etc. One point relative to electron bombardment deserves 
note: The bombarding particles cannot be distinguished from the 
emitted electrons in this case, and these authors define the secondary 
electron somewhat arbitrarily as the one leaving a collision with the 
lesser energy, so the cross section given in Table 5.6 is restricted to 
values of Tao ^ (Ti/2). 

Some of the results by Sawyer and Van Lint are shown in Figs. 5.22 
to 5.25. The first illustrates that the high-energy yield increases with 
target thickness until the attenuation of the incident beam ultimately 
reserves this trend. The maximum value of 8% shown for 25-MeV elec
trons is in "general agreement" with unpublished experimental data by 
Poll and Van Lint noted in Ref. 27. Otherwise, no experimental com
parisons with the calculations shown in this and the following three 
figures are available. 

The next figure (5.23) shows that the most probable energy of es
cape is «*0.15 MeV for bombardment by prompt fission gamma rays 
and 25-MeV electrons. The 600 kV x-ray spectrum does not reach a 
maximum on the scale shown and was not reported. The angular dis
tribution of the high-energy secondaries for 25-MeV electron bom
bardment is shown in Fig. 5.24, and the final plot (Fig. 5.25) is of value 
for quick current estimates. The use of the latter is illustrated by 
Sawyer and Van Lint for a target of thickness 0.01 g/cm^ exposed to a 
prompt fission gamma-ray field of 7 x lO' rads/sec. A high-energy 
secondary current of «1 mA/cm^ is indicated; thus, if it is desired to 
study this effect in the laboratory, one could, according to the graph, 
use a 25-MeV electron accelerator capable of a dose rate of 3 x lO'" 
rads/sec or alternately a 600 kV x-ray source of 2.5 x 10^ rads/sec. 
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Fig. 5.22 — Variation of the high-energy yield with target thickness for electron 
and photon bombardment of aluminum. (From Sawyer and Van Lint, Ref. 27.) 

Stevens and Artuso have considered bombardment by gamma rays 
from ^°Co, ^^''Cs, and ^*Na, and their calculations are again similar to 
those described earlier except for several details. (One point is of 
special interest: Instead of using a mean range concept, they used the 
Mar transmission function described in Chap. 3 [Eq. (3.65)) to provide 
a correction for straggling.) 

Some of their results are presented in Figs. 5.26 and 5.27. The 
first figure shows the calculated angular current emitted from three 
different target materials bombarded by ^°Co gamma rays. The target 
thickness was chosen to be just equal to the range of the most ener
getic Compton electron produced in it. A maximum is predicted at 
about 10° as contrasted to about 30° for the 25-MeV electron bombard
ment discussed earlier, probably because the Compton scattering 
process is more peaked in the forward direction. However, in this case 
some experimental data are available — reported by Ebert andLauzon^^ 
for an aluminum target — and, as seen from the figure, these data indi
cate the maximum occurs at a much larger angle. The cause of this 
discrepancy is not known. In this regard, Stevens and Artuso note that, 
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Fig 5.23 — High-energy component energy spectrum for electron and photon 
bombardment [From Sawyer and Van Lmt, Ref. 27. A 1 g/cm^ aluminum target 
is assumed The ordinate N(T) represents the number of high-energy (>1 keV) 
secondary electrons escaping with energy T, per MeV energy interval, per inci
dent particle.] 

despite the large differences in the precise angular distribution, the 
total yield they calculate agrees with the measured value within 10%. 

The calculated energy spectrum is compared with measurements 
by Oda and Suzuki^" m Fig 5.27. Both curves peak at about 0.8 MeV; 
however, the calculated values are several orders of magnitude lower 
than the experimental data at low energies. Again, the cause of this dis
crepancy IS uncertain. It is possibly due to the neglect of knock-on 
electrons produced by the primary Compton electrons in the calcula
tions. Indeed these electrons might be expected to enhance the spectrum 
in the 10 to 100-keV range. 

In conclusion, it appears that continued experimental and theoreti
cal efforts are warranted to resolve the differences observed and to ex
tend the range of comparisons. 
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Fig. 5.24—Angular distribution of the high-energy com
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Fig. 5.25 — The high-energy emission current as a function 
of dose rate tor various aluminum thicknesses and various 
sources. (After Sawyer and Van Lint, Ref. 27.) 
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5-7 ELECTRON BACKSCATTERING 

During electron bombardment, the emission current at the bom
barded surface consists of reflected primary electrons, commonly 
termed "backscattered electrons," as well as secondary electrons. 
Experimentally, it is not possible to distinguish unambiguously a r e 
flected primary from a secondary, but, as discussed earlier, secon
daries are arbitrarily identified as the component with energies < 50 eV, 
so backscattered electrons are generally defined as those having higher 
energies. It is recognized that " true" primaries may end upbeing 
counted as secondaries and vice versa, but this provides a working 
definition. 

Backscattering is obviously closely related to secondary emission, 
and it is an important phenomenon in its own right in Beta and also 
Secondary-Emission Cells. Backscattered electrons from the collector 
in these cells can represent an important loss in both current and effi
ciency. 

Experimental studies of backscattering were reported as early as 
1923 by Schonland^', and the well-known work of Sternglass^^ was car
ried out in 1954. Some of the more recent studies are indicated in Refs. 
33 to 37; the work of Cohen and Koral^' is of particular interest be
cause it grew out of Beta Cell studies. 

Some theoretical studies are indicated in Refs. 38 to 42; however, 
Everhart^' pointed out in 1960: "It is somewhat surprising that little 
theoretical consideration has been given to the reflected electrons." 
While there has been some additional work since then, this observation 
is still appropriate. 

Bethe's original approach^^ assumed that the primary electron 
travels straight into the target and then, at a certain point, undergoes a 
uniform diffusion process. This approach neglects the possibility of 
reflection by single, large-angle scattering events. Taking the opposite 
point of view, Everhart^® neglected multiple collisions and assumed re 
flection is entirely due to large-angle scattering. Later, Archard^" at
tempted to combine these two extremes, and his theory was developed 
further by Tomlin''^ Noting that these approximations have met "with 
only limited success," Dashen*^ has developed an "exact" integral equa
tion; however, the solution of this equation requires fairly elaborate 
numerical methods unless simplifying assumptions are made. 

In the present development, we rely heavily on the approximate 
treatments of Everhart'^ and Archard^". They fit in nicely with the 
previous development of electron transport and give fairly accurate 
results. 

First, consider large-angle scattering due to elastic collisions 
between electrons and the target nuclei: An idealized planar target with 
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perpendicular incidence is illustrated in Fig. 5.28. Everhart shows that 
Rutherford's scattering formula is reasonably accurate for electrons 
even at fairly low energies; e.g., >170 eV for Al, > 1900 eV for Au. 
Then, assuming Rutherford scattering dominates, the probability of an 
electron of mass m and speed v(x) in a volume dx at x scattering 

incident 
Current, J (0) 
Electrons 

per cm^-sec 

rrrr. ',v .•,••• ' • \ ' • > ^ ^ / / / / ^ / ^ 

Target 

dx 

8aci<scattered 
Electron 

Fig. 5.28—Geometry for backscattering calculations. 

through an angle 0 per unit angle in a target which consists of N nuclei 
per cubic centimeter of atomic number Z is'*>^' 

4!l) dx = 
NZ^e* 

4m2[v(x)]* sm •'© dx (5.110) 

where e is the electronic charge. The speed v(x) can be evaluated 
using the energy loss model of Chap. 3, which in terms of speed is 
simply 

v(x) 

L ^ 0 X(vo) 

l/(n+l) 
(5.111) 

where VQ is the incident speed and x is the distance of penetration into 
the target (Fig. 5.29). Combining these relations, we find the differen
tial current of electrons deflected through an angle 9 per unit angle at 
a normalized depth Y is 

Tfv m - NZ^e^ X(vn) J(Y) sin_A_ 
"^^^'^' ~ 4mv^ cos" (e/2) (1-Y)f2^'"^^ 

(5.112a) 

where J(Y) is the total electron current reaching a depth Y in the tar
get; the angles involved are related by (Fig. 5.28) 
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6=TT-<P (5.112b) 

and the reduced dimension Y is defined as 

Y = x/x(vo). (5.112c) 

Following arguments originally advanced by Everhart, we will assume 
that any electron suffering a deflection through an angle greater than 
90° is lost to the lower layers but that those deflected at smaller 
angles effectively continue straight ahead; thus 

J(Y) « J(0) - / / d Y ' /^'^' J(Y',e) de. (5.113) 

Archard*" has pointed out that some improvement can be made by fur
ther assuming that half the electrons deflected at small angles are also 
lost since a second collision occurring after an average deflection of 
45° is equally likely to cause the electron to reverse i ts direction or 
continue forward. His approximation would replace Eq. (5.113) with 

'IT/2 / '37r/4 

J(Y)i«J(0)- I dY' I J(Y',6i)d9 + i J(Y',e)de 
Jo [JQ 2 Jv/2 

(5.114) 

However, in interest of simplicity, we will neglect this correction in the 
present development. Then, after the angular integration, we find from 
Eq. (5.113) that 

J(Y)=J(0)-gj['-^^^^j5^ (5.115) 

where 

_7rNZVx(vo) 

mht 
(5.116) 

(Note that since NZ^ oc Z V A where A is the atomic weight of the target 
to a first approximation, g oc Z.) This integral equation for J(Y) may be 
converted to a differential equation by differentiation with respect to Y, 
which gives 

dJ(Y)_ dY , „. 
j (Y)---g(i_Y)2/(-f>^ (5.117) 
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For electrons, n = 1 and n = 0 are of interest, representing en
ergies below and above V2 MeV, respectively (Table 3.4), and the cor
responding solutions of Eq. (5.117) are 

J(Y) 
J(0) 

(1-Y)^ ( n = l ) 

(n = 0) • 

(5.118a) 

(5.118b) 

These results, when substituted back into Eq. (5.112), complete the 
evaluation of the differential current J{Y,9), and this may in turn be 
used to find the differential reflection coefficient r(Y,9) defined as 

r(Y,e) = 
J(Y,9) 
J(0) • 

(5.119) 

The total reflection coefficient r is found by integration over all 
allowed values of Y and 9, which, as seen from Fig. 5.28, are 

0 < e < e„, 

0 < Y < Vz 

where 6^ is defined by 

Y(l + sec e^) = 1 . 

Integration of Eq. (5.119) using these limits gives 

( n = l ) 

r =\ 

( g - 1 +0.5«)/(g + l ) g 

(2 - e-^ - (1 + 2g)es In 2 

-g + g[(-i)H2^-i)gVi- V-

]. (n = 0) 

(5.120a) 

(5.120b) 

(5.121) 

(5.122a) 

(5.122b) 

where e is the base of the natural logarithm. 
The result for n = 1 is essentially the same as that obtained 

earlier by Everhart, who based his derivation on the Thomson-
Whiddington Law for electron slowing, and his calculations (solid 
curves) are compared with experimental data in Fig. 5.29. The lower 
curve corresponds to an independent evaluation of the parameter " g" 
based on Terri l l ' s measurements"^ and Everhart found it necessary to 
empirically adjust "g" in order to obtain the upper curve, which repre
sents a better fit to the data. He attributed this problem to the neglect 
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Fig. 5.29 — Comparison of calculated and experimental reflection coefficients. 
(After Everhart, Ref. 39, and Archard, Ref. 40, including data collected by them 
from various workers for bombardment in the range 10 to 100 keV.) 
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of multiple scattering; however, more recent studies by Archard in
dicate that much of the discrepancy is eliminated if Eq. (5.114) is used 
to evaluate J(Y) instead of Eq. (5.113). While this correction, or alter
nately the adjustment of "g", permits a good fit to experimental data 
for Z < 40, the experimental data remain consistently lower than pre
dicted for higher Z (Fig. 5.29). This appears to indicate a fundamental 
weakness in the model which Archard has attributed to the increased 
importance of diffusion-like transport for high-Z materials. Using a 
diffusion model, he shows that 

which is included as a dashed line in Fig. 5.29. This gives much better 
agreement at high Z, and a combination of the two theories affords a 
reasonably accurate simple model for backscattering. 

The data in Fig. 5.29 include a range of bombarding energies. This 
might be questioned since r depends on the incoming energy through g, 
which is a function of VQ [Eq. (5.116)]. However, the resulting variation 
in r, as indicated in Fig. 5.30, is gradual for many materials and can 
be taken as essentially constant over rather broad energy regions. 

The preceding development can also be used to evaluate the energy 
returned by backscattered electrons. According to Fig. 5.28, a r e 
flected electron will travel a total distance x(l + sec 6), and, if this is 
substituted for the distance in Eq. (5.111), we find that K, the ratio of 
the energy of the reflected electron to its entering energy, is 

K = [1 - Y(l + sec e)] 1/'°+!'. (5.124) 

The mean fractional energy return K is then given by 

j ^ _ / d Y / K J ( Y , e ) d e (5J25) 
J d Y / J ( Y , e ) d 9 

where J{Y,6) can now be taken from Eq. (5.112) and the integration 
limits are given in Eqs. (5.120a and b). (Note that K is defined per 
backscattered electron; thus, the actual fraction of the incident energy 
that is returned is (rK), where r is the reflection coefficient.) 

Everhart has computed K assuming n = 1, and a comparison with 
some experimental data is shown in Fig. 5.31. The data he used were 
for a small A9 about a fixed angle, so the angular integration indicated 
in Eq. (5.125) was omitted in evaluating the curves in this figure. As is 
seen, the agreement with the data is not too good; however, the data are 
not internally consistent, and further studies are required before the 
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Fig. 5.30 — Variation of the backscattering coefficient with energy of the pri
mary electron for various materials. (From Dekker, Ref. 1, based on data from 
Sternglass and Palluel.) 

accuracy of the model can be fully assessed. (Note that much better 
agreement is obtained with the several data points for 15° and 75° that 
were taken by a single worker as opposed to the other data at 8° and 
45° from two other studies.) 

Some further trends are illustrated in Fig. 5.32 which show the 
energy spectrum of backscattered electrons from various targets due 
t^ bombardment at ^ 2 keV and 0.68 MeV. As indicated, the mean value 
K lies between 0.4 and 0.6 for 2 keV bombardment, and, while it is not 
reported, K for the 0.68-MeV case is obviously shifted to higher values 
(«0.6to 0.8). 

While the relations developed above give some insight into the 
mechanisms involved, from a practical point of view it is worthwhile to 
note some recent empirical correlations reported byKoraland Cohen**. 
These correlations, based on their own experiments^', offer good accu
racy over a range of variables and for primary energies from 0.6 to 1.8 
MeV corresponding to typical beta-particle energies. 

They define r^ as the maximum backscattering ratio for normal 
incidence, which occurs in the limit where the target thickness equals 
or exceeds [X(vo)/2] (Fig. 5.28). Noting that r / r ^ i s essentially inde
pendent of the primary electron energy, they have correlated this ratio 
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Fig 5.32 — Fractional energy of backscattered electrons for two different pri
mary electron energies (From Dekker, Ref. 1, based on data by Sternglass 
and Bothe ) 

with target thickness, and for normal incidence they suggest 

— - 1 - exp [~ ct(2T/\t + f (5 126) 

where a and b, the principal fitting parameters, are defined as 

a = 0,760Z" ^̂  (5.127a) 

b = 2.32 - (8.40 x l 0 - ' ) Z (5.127b) 

and f IS a small non-systematic correction factor. These three param
eters are listed in Table 5.7 for seven elements. 

Koral and Cohen have also studied the dependence on the angle of 
incidence. They find that the reflection coefficient r^ for electrons in
cident at an angle tji (relative to the surface normal) can be corre
lated with T by using a slightly modified version of Eq. (5.126), namely 

= 1 — exp «(?) 
bCrf 

+ f (5.128) 
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Table 5 .7—TYPICAL PARAMETERS FOR THE KORAL 
AND COHEN CORRELATION" 

(a) The P a r a m e t e r s a, h, and f for Various Mater ia l s 

Mater ia l 

Atomic 
Number, 

Z 

Aluminum 
Iron 
Nickel 
Molybdenum 
Silver 
Tantalum 
Gold 

13 
26 
28 
42 
47 
73 
79 

3.13 
4.81 
4.90 
6.05 
6.82 
8.41 
8.58 

2.21 
2.11 
2.08 
1.94 
1.92 
1.70 
1.65 

0.05 
0.015 
0.015 
0.005 
0.005 

« 0 
« 0 

(b) The P a r a m e t e r B for Aluminum, Molybdenum, and Gold 

Mater ia l 
Energy 
(MeV) 

Range, \ 
(mg/cm^) 

B 
(10-2/deg) 

Aluminum 

Molybdenum 

Gold 

0.8 
1.2 
1.8 
0.8 
1.2 
1.8 
0.8 
1.2 
1.8 

309.0 
517.2 
838.4 
340.2 
569.0 
922.2 
371.0 
620.6 

1006.0 

3.10 
3.32 
3.63 
1.77 
1.88 
2.07 
1.29 
1.38 
1.51 

(c) The P a r a m e t e r Cw, for Molybdenum 

Angle of Incidence, 
4> (deg) 

0 
30 
45 
60 

1.00 
0.825 
0.716 
0.551 

where r„^ represents the variation of r ^ with ip which is found to be of 
the form 

rml^ _ cosh (Bî ) (5.129a) 

and 

B = Z-'-̂  [0.333 X icr^ A + 0.103] (5.129b) 
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with X in milligrams per square centimeter. For convenience, typical 
values of B are also given in Table 5.7. The other new function intro
duced here, C^, essentially represents an angular dependent correction 
to the parameter b. Unfortunately, a correlation for C* is not available, 
and the only values reported (Table 5.7) are from a fit to experimental 
data for molybdenum. 

5-8 SUMMARY 

The important process of secondary electron production has been 
developed using an Ionization—Diffusion model to calculate low-energy 
yields and a hard collision-6-ray transport model to calculate high-
energy yields. Although similar to earlier calculations for electron 
bombardment, the present results offer considerably more flexibility 
in that the extension to other bombarding particles, e.g., alpha particles, 
protons, fission fragments, etc., is simply accomplished by substitution 
of appropriate values of the range X and slowing parameter n. 

Calculated low-energy yields for bombardment by high-energy, 
low-q ions were shown to be in reasonable agreement with experimen
tal data; however, the agreement for bombardment by fission fragments 
or gamma radiation is only approximate. 

The effects of geometry, angle of incidence, temperature, and elec
tric fields on the low-energy yield were reviewed. Geometry and inci
dence angle in particular were found to be extremely important; e.g., 
the yield for an isotropic incident flux was found to be roughly twice 
that for normal incidence. Likewise the yield for the exit side of a thin 
plate was approximately double that for the side where the ion beam 
enters. It was also noted that, because of their relatively large diffusion 
length, the yield for insulators is considerably larger than for metals 
or semiconductors. 

High-energy emission has received less attention in the literature. 
While a theory for ion bombardment is developed here, little or no ex
perimental data is available for comparison. Some comparisons of 
similar calculations for gamma-ray bombardment have been reported, 
and, while the total yields seem to agree fairly well, there is poor 
agreement with the measured energy and angular distributions. 

Because of its intimate relation to secondary production and its 
importance in cell operation, electron backscattering was also con
sidered. A simplified theory incorporating the slowing law of Chap. 3 
predicts reflection coefficients with fair accuracy but gives the frac
tional energy of the reflected electrons with less confidence. 

In conclusion, these methods should be of value in the design of 
high-power cells where it is desired to suppress secondaries, and also 
in special cells or instrumentation concepts that operate on the cur
rent produced by secondary emission. 
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Leakage Currents 

The performance of a Direct-Collection Cell is strongly influenced 
by various leakage currents. Currents due to finite insulator resistances, 
secondary electron emission, and sputtering are considered in this 
chapter, along with voltage breakdown, which is included as the limiting 
or extreme case. Both leakage and breakdown can be affected by the 
phenomenon of radiation-induced space charge in dielectrics, and this 
is also discussed. 

Secondary emission, space charge, and sputtering effects are all 
caused by charged particles passing through or bombarding a surface; 
thus, they are directly related to the transport of the primary charged 
particles. Ohmic-leakage currents and voltage breakdown are problems 
associated with any high-voltage device; however, even these effects 
are not entirely independent of the charged-particle currents and 
associated radiation fields. For example, the insulator resistance, 
which determines ohmic leakage, will generally have a radiation-
induced component. Also, there is evidence that high-voltage break
down may be affected by radiation, especially for solid insulators. 

The performance of the various cell designs studied to date has 
always, ultimately, been limited by one or more of these leakage cur
rents. Unfortunately, the present understanding of the underlying 
mechanisms is, at the best, fragmentary, and it would appear that 
studies of basic mechanisms should be one of the major objectives of 
future research. 

6-1 OHMIC-LEAKAGE CURRENTS 

Any actual cell will fall short of the ideal of having an infinite 
resistance between the emitter and collector. Even if a hard vacuum 
is maintained between the plates, some solid supports or separators 
must also be used, and ohmic leakage through the separator structure 
is likely to be significant at high voltages. This is particularly true 
for volume-emitter cells that rely entirely on a solid insulator. 

It is assumed, in the following analysis, that the resistance of the 
insulator is known, and it is simply designated as R,. Several points 
should be stressed in this regard: First, leakage along the surface of 
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the insulator often may be equal to, or be larger than, the leakage 
through its volume. While such currents can be reduced significantly 
by maintaining a low humidity, or by designing grooved surfaces to 
lengthen the current path, etc., they are difficult to eliminate. Second, 
both the primary charged-particle current and associated nuclear 
radiations from the source may cause an instantaneous increase in the 
insulator's conductivity (radiation-induced conductivity) as well as a 
long-term change due to a gradual deterioration of the insulator 
(radiation damage). 

In the present analysis, we will ignore long-term radiation damage, 
but we will assume that the value of Rj includes a correction for 
radiation-induced conductivity. (Methods are discussed in Sec. 6-4.1.) 

6-1.1 The Equivalent Circuit 

The equivalent circuit concept is an attempt to represent the cell 
by a network composed of conventional electrical elements (resistors, 
capacitors, etc.). Its selection is to some extent arbitrary since several 
circuits, differing somewhat in detail, may still mock up critical 
resistance and time constant values. The validity of any circuit must 
ultimately rest on how accurately it predicts experimental voltage — 
current (V-I) characteristics, and for new designs, this may well 
involve fitting some parameters to selected test results. 

Both circuits shown in Fig. 6.1 have been used in previous studies. 
Circuit A has commonly been used in "Nuclear Battery" studies'"^, 
and Circuit B was used by Plummer et al.^ to analyze Alpha Cell ex
periments. However, these studies have been restricted to the low-
voltage range, where a linear analysis is applicable. In the present 
development we will consider the more general case of high-voltage 
operation where both circuits must contain nonlinear elements. 

In Circuit A, the current from the "current source" can be thought 
of as representing the net current reaching the collector. A path for 
ohmic-leakage currents through the insulator between the plates is 
provided by the resistance Ri. Note that these currents bypass the load 
resistance. Since the cell configuration resembles a capacitor, an 
equivalent capacitance Cc is inch''". 1. Based on this logic. Circuit A 
must have one or possibly two nonlinear elements. The source current, 
since it represents the net collector current, is by definition a non
linear function of voltage as shown in Chaps. 2 and 4 [e.g., see Eq. 
(2.13)]. A second nonlinearity may enter if the insulator resistance 
Rj is strongly affected by radiation as discussed earlier.* 

•Consider, for example, a Gamma-Electric Cell. One way to change the 
current output is to vary the intensity of the input gamma radiation, and this, 
in turn, will cause a change in Rj. 
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Section Representing 

The Cell 

Circuit A 

L 

< * 

Vs ~ ICc 
[R I VL 1 

Circuit B 

Fig 6 1 — Two equnalent circuits 

Circui t B differs from A m that the cu r ren t source has been 
replaced by the voltage —resistance pa i r V and R This i s useful 
where it is des i rab le to ass ign an impedance to the source , and R̂  is 
t e r m e d the " s o u r c e impedance." 

It i s seen that Circui ts A and B a r e equivalent if the source 
impedance is defined as 

R = X . 
Is 

VQ _To/qo 
I ( V L ) i ( V j 

(6.1) 

The symbol i(Vj^) is used as a r eminde r that the cu r ren t through the 
load is a function of the voltage drop a c r o s s the load VL. Also, V̂  is 
identified as the equivalent voltage VQ associa ted with the initial energy 
TQ and charge qj, of the pa r t i c le used m the cel l . Then, under a shor t -
c i rcu i t condition the voltage drop a c r o s s Rs will just balance VQ But, 
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if a finite load r e s i s t o r i s added, the cu r r en t I (VL) will dec rea se so 
that, according to Eq. (6.1), Rs must i nc r ea se . Thus, R; depends on 
Vj and IS then, by definition, a "nonlinear e lement ."* 

The source impedance corresponding to a sho r t - c i r cu i t condition 
frequently en t e r s the analysis , and we will ass ign it the symbol RQ, i .e. , 

R = [R 1 = - X L (6.2) 
" ^ '^VL=O i(o) 

6-1.2 S teady -S ta te Current Analysis 

Consider Circui t A in Fig. 6 1. The capaci tor does not enter the 
calculation of s teady-s ta te c u r r e n t s so the load voltage VL I S equal to 
the voltage a c r o s s the cell p la tes , and the cur ren t i s simply 

I (VL) = I(/^O) = A,Jq(0o) (6.3) 

where A^ i s the cell col lector a r e a and Jq (/3o) i s the charge cu r r en t 
density such as given by Eq. (2.13) or (4.63) as a function of the reduced 
voltage /3(,. It i s assumed that consis tent units a re applied so that i is 
expressed m a m p e r e s 

Kirkoff 's re la t ions for Circui t A requ i re that 

IOO) = I , + 1L (6.4) 

and 

VL = 1 L R L = 1 I R I (6.5) 

from which we find that 

1 + (R , /R , ) 
(6.6) 

*Note that the definition of Rj is not unique. From a practical point of view, 
it represents the impedance as "seen" by instrumentation connected across 
the load terminals (the position of RL in Fig. 6.1) However, a combination of 
the two resistances Rj and Rj is always involved, and either or both could be 
defined as nonlinear as long as the combination yields the correct V-I charac
teristic 

For example, an alternate selection might define the source impedance 
as a constant equal to the short circuit value RQ. Then, Rj would be assigned 
an appropriate voltage dependency so that the V-I characteristic of Circuit B 
would remain the same as for Circuit A. However, this is rather awkward, and 
it will not be used here. 
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The form for i(/3j) must be specified: To illustrate the problem with a 
minimum of complexity, we will use the non-relativistic result for an 
ideal parallel-plate cell with isotropic emission given in Eq. (2.13a). 
The extension to other geometries, including a finite fuel-layer thick
ness, is straightforward but tedious. Substitution of Eqs. (2.13a) and 
(6.3) into Eq. (6.6) gives 

_i(0) ( l - > ^ ) (6 7) 
'^- 1 + (R,/R,) • ^ -̂̂ ^ 

However, the reduced voltage /3Q is by definition a function of 11 since 

^„ = SOXL ^ VL ^ ILRL (68) 
" T„ V„ Vo 

Equations (6.7) and (6.8) involve the load current 11, the load 
voltage VL, and the load resistance RL. Any one of these may be elimi
nated between the two equations so that three basic plots are possible: 
1 1 vs VL; 11 VS RL; and VL vs RL. The first two are considered in some 
detail in the following sections, and a V L - R L plot is presented in Ap
pendix F. 

(a) Current —Voltage Curves 

Current—voltage curves may be constructed by eliminating RL be
tween Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8). This gives 

where 

_ RI 1(0) _ Rl 
^= Vo Ro • 

(6.10) 

As indicated by Eq. (6.10), p^ m a y b e interpreted as the ratio of the 
insulator resistance Ri to the short-circuit source impedance Ro. This 
parameter appears frequently, and we will term it the "cell character
ist ic" since it depends only on the cell design; i.e., on the geometry, 
the insulator involved, the charged particle used, and the source 
strength. The larger the value of p^, the closer the cell approaches the 
ideal of having a perfect insulator and, hence, minimum ohmic-leakage 
currents. Thus, p^ is a measure of the "goodness" of the cell design 
relative to ohmic-leakage losses. 

For a perfect insulator, Rj approaches infinity, giving an infinite 
value of the cell characteristic, and Eq. (6.9) reduces to the ideal-cell 
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case [Eq. (2.13a)]. On the other hand, as p^ decreases, the current 
corresponding to a fixed voltage is reduceddueto ohmic leakage. These 
observations are illustrated in Fig. 6.2, where iL/i(0)vs /3o is shown for 
various p^. 

^0 

Fig. 6.2 — Current-voltage curves for various values of the cell characteristic. 
(Parallel-plate cell, isotropic emitter, zero fuel-layer thickness.) 

A finite insulator resistance also limits the maximum obtainable 
load voltage. Note in Fig. 6.2 that, except for p^ = °°, the current goes 
to zero at (3o ̂  l-O- This occurs because the open-circuit voltage is no 
longer equal to VQ, as in an ideal cell, but is fixed by the voltage drop 
caused by the leakage current flow across the internal resistance Rj. 
The dependence of the maximum voltage on p^ can be found by setting 
i^ = 0 in Eq. (6.9) and solving for (SQ. This gives 

poM-[/3o]_=4(/^-iy- (6-11) 

A plot of this relation is shown in Fig. 6.3. As expected, (3OM decreases 
as pj, decreases, and, in fact, for small values of p ,̂ Eq. (6.11) can be 
expanded to obtain 

0 O M ^ P , ( 1 - ^ J (Pc<0-1)- (6.12) 
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1.0 10' 
p^, The Cell Chorocteristic 

10"= 10^ 

Fig. 6 . 3 -
(Parallel-

- Variation of the maximum voltage with the cell characteristic, 
plate cell, isotropic emitter, zero fuel-layer thickness.) 

The other extreme 
and /3oM — 1-

(p -* oo) corresponds to the limit for an ideal cell 

(b) Current—Load Curves 

The load resistance is often specified in cell applications. If so, 
the corresponding current can be found by trial and error from 
current-voltage curves such as shown in Fig. 6.2. The voltage is 
estimated, and 11 read from the graph. This value should agree with 
VL/RL based on the estimated VL and the known R^. If not, the process 
is repeated, and so on. This is not too convenient, so it is useful to 
construct current- load curves directly from Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8). To do 
this, VL is eliminated between these equations, which gives 

1 + y -vK (6.13) 

with 

i(0) .,„, R 
(6.14a) 

and 

ieRi R_ 
Ro i(0) R, 

(6.14b) 
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The cell characteristic Pc [Eq. (6.10)] again appears, and R, the equiva
lent resistance for a parallel circuit containing RL and Ri, is defined as 

« = 5 7 ^ - '«•»=' 

In this analysis, y, the ratio of the equivalent resistance R to the 
short-circuit source impedance RQ [Eq. (6.14b)], plays a role similar 
to the cell characteristic. However, y retains a dependence on the load 
resistance through R, and hence it is not an independent parameter in 
the same manner as p^. (As stressed previously, p depends only on the 
cell design and source strength.) 

The parametric groups of Eq. (6.13) were selected for convenience 
in a graphical presentation such as shown in Fig. 6.4. This plot may be 

r = R/RQ 

R L / R | , Ratio of Load to Internal Resistance 

Fig. 6.4—Normalized current and power vs RL/RJ. (For a zero fuel-layer 
thickness, isotropic emitter, parallel-plate cell.) 

used as follows: First, the load resistance RL is selected, and this 
fixes the ratio R L / R I SO that y/p^ can be found from curve A. Assuming 
the cell characteristic p^ is known, we can define y, which can then be 
used along with curve B to find iLAe- Finally, i^ is eliminated by use 
of curve C and the resistance ratio R L / R J . 

For example, consider a cell with a cell characteristic p^ = 1.0 
and a resistance ratio of R L / R I = 0.5. From curve A, we read y/p^ = 
0.33, so that y = 0.33 (1.0) = 0.33. Then,iL/ie = 0.57 is read from curve 
B. Also, 1^/1(0) = 0.67 is read from curve C. This gives 1^/1(0) = 
(iL/ie)[ie/i(0)] = 0.38, and, since the short-circuit current 1(0) is a 
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c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the cell, th is gives a unique solution for the load 
cu r r en t i^. 

This r e su l t can a lso be used to de te rmine the cell voltage from the 
c u r r e n t - v o l t a g e curves p resen ted e a r l i e r in Fig. 6.2. For iL/i(0) = 
0.38 and p^ = 1.0, a reduced voltage of 0.19 i s r ead .* 

Equation (6.13) can also lead to some useful l imiting approxima
t ions . F i r s t , consider an ideal cell where by definition Rj = •». Then 
Eqs . (6.14a and b) reduce to 

ie - i ( 0 ) y - R L / R o (6.15) 

and substi tution into Eq. (6.13) gives 

iL = i(0) ' ^ ^ " i^ (6.16) 

Typically, Vo i s of the o r d e r of 10^ V (Table 1.1), and the cu r r en t 
1(0) ranges from 10" ' to lA, in which case , Ro > 1 MJi Thus, a s long 
a s the load r e s i s t ance i s in the hundred or thousand ohm range, we can 
a s s u m e that R L / R O « 1, which gives 

i(0) . (6.17) 

This shows that the cu r r en t r ema ins quite constant even if the 
load r e s i s t ance v a r i e s over s eve ra l o r d e r s of magnitude so long as it 
falls well below the megohm range. Loads of th is type a r e common 
where a maximum power output i s not important , e.g., in nuclear 
ins t rumentat ion, t iming c i rcu i t s , etc. , and for th is reason, r ad i a 
tion ce l l s (or nuclear ba t t e r i es ) a r e often called "constant cu r r en t 
sources" i~3. However this nomencla ture i s dangerous since the cu r ren t 
will depend on the load r e s i s t a n c e in the useful power range where 
megohm r e s i s t a n c e s a r e requi red . Then, the complete form of Eq. (6.13) 
mus t be retained; in fact, at the ex t r eme where the load r e s i s t ance i s 
so l a rge that R L / R I » 1, we find that 

i e RJ . 

1(0) R, 
y-p^ (6.18) 

*A check of the internal consistency of the two figures can be made by 
noting that this gives a ratio of p /̂iSo of (1.0/0.19) or 5.2. Alternately, pc//3o = 
(R/RO)(V|,/VL) = (Ri/RL)(i(0)/iL), and this can be evaluated using R L / R I = 0.5 as 
specified in the original determination of iiJi(0) from Fig. 6.4. This gives a 
ratio of (1/0.5)(1/0.38) or 5.2, which checks the first result. 
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in which case Eq. (6.13) reduces to 

R 
i L « i ( 0 ) ^ ( p J ^ (6.19) 

with 

2 H ^ ( p ) = l + % ( l - , / l + - ^ ) . (6.20) 

Since for a given cell, p^, i(0), and Ri will be fixed, Eq. (6.19) shows 
that in this limit 1 1 varies inversely with RL-

(c) Power Output 

The power produced across the load resistor is by definition 

PL s i [ R L = [iL/i(0)]2po (6.21) 

where 

Po = 1̂ (0) RL. (6.22) 

One method of determining PL is as follows: For a given resistance 
ratio RL/RI , the voltage ;3o can be read from Fig. F. l , Appendix F. 
Then, with this value of jSo, iL/i(0) can be read from Fig. 6.2 and used 
in Eq. (6.21) to find PL . (Note that Po is known once RL is selected 
since the short-circuit current i(0) is determined solely by the cell 
design and source strength.) 

Alternately, once R L / R I is selected, 1^1^ and y/p^ can be read 
from Fig. 6.4, and y can then be determined since p̂  has a fixed value 
for a given cell. Finally, with this value of y, the ratio 1^/1(0) is read 
from Fig. 6.4. The power can then be determined from Eq. (6.21) since 
iL/i(0) is identically equal to the product of the two current ratios 
found above. 

The results of such calculations are included in Fig. 6.4 (curve D) 
where the reduced power Pĵ , defined as 

^«-?^(^)4l'4('-^ (6.23) 

is plotted as a function of the parameter y. Use has been made of 
Eqs. (6.13) through (6.14c), and the normalizing power P* is given by 
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(This presentation was selected rather than plotting PL directly against 
R L / R , since the latter would involve curves with both p̂ . and i(0) as 
parameters.) The power P* is a useful quantity for later calculations. 
As the product of the charged-particle current and the voltage equivalent 
of their kinetic energy, it effectively represents the input power a s 
sociated with the particle current leaving the source plate. Since the 
exit current is equal to the escape fraction E [Eq, (4.45)] times the 
total source birth rate, P* is related to the total input (or source) 
power Pg by 

P*==Ps .E . (6.24b) 

For the ideal cells treated in the present examples, absorption in the 
fuel layer is omitted, but E is typically identified as 1/2 to account for 
absorption in the support plate, i.e., one-sided emission as discussed 
in Chap. 2. 

While the presentation of Fig. 6.4 is useful, a direct power-voltage 
plot leads to an easier visualization of cell performance. Substitution 
of IL/KO) from Eq. (6.9) into Eq. (6.21) gives 

0 ( l - /To - ^ J = P* /3o ( l - v^^o - ^ ) • (6.25) PL = P 

This relation is illustrated in Fig. 6.5, where for convenience, the 
maximum power P^^^^ and voltage (3OM have been used to normalize the 
scales. In contrast to the earlier presentations, such as Fig. 6.2, 
the normalization by /3OM forces all the curves to pass through 1.0 on 
the abscissa. (This causes some problems; e.g., at first glance it 
might appear that the current ratio decreases with increasing values 
of p_,. This is because, as seen from Eq. 6.11, the normalizing factor 
/3oM also depends on p^.) 

An analytic expression for the maximum power can be determined 
by differentiation of Eq. (6.25). The voltage/sj*^ corresponding to the 
maximum power is found to be 

C = ^ cpipj (6.26) 

where 

'^(Pc) = ^ U / l + 7 f ^ - l • (6.27) 

The maximum power, obtained by substituting this result back into 
Eq. (6.25), is then found to be 
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"max _ _f̂  

p* 16 <p 4 V/$"^4pJ 
(6.28) 

These relations are shown in Fig. 6.6. As expected, both the 
maximum power and the voltage at which it occurs increase with p^. In 
the limit as p^ -* ", the radical in Eq. (6.27) can be expanded to obtain 

,PM 
^0 ^ 4 / 9 (6.29) 

Fig. 6.5—Cell current, power, and efficiency vs voltage for various values of the 
cell characteristic. (For a zero fuel-layer thickness, isotropic emitter, parallel-
plate cell.) 

which agrees with the maximum efficiency (or power) point found in 
Chap. 2 for an ideal planar cell with isotropic emission. The cor
responding power is 

4P*/27 (6.30) 

which is consistent with the maximum ideal-cell efficiency calculated 
in Chap. 2. This is demonstrated by noting that the maximum efficiency 
is, by definition, equal to P^ax divided by the total source power Pj. 
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voltage (iS™), and resistance ratio [(R^/Rj)"^] vs the cell characteristic. 
(For planar geometry, isotropic emission, with zero fuel-layer thickness.) 

Hence, Eqs. 
1/2, and 

(6.30) and (6.24b) are used with an escape fraction of 

[̂ * 2P* 
0.074 (6.31) 

which agrees with Table 2.3. 
Operation at the maximum power point can be achieved by proper 

selection of the load resistance RL . Once the voltage B̂ *̂  correspond
ing to this point IS known, RL (actually the ratio R L / R I ) can be selected 
from the voltage-load curves of Fig. F. l (Appendix F). Alternately, 
the required value of RL can be found by using Eq (F.l) to evaluate 

,PM W^T m Eq. (6.26). This gives 

PM^2 (r™) 
1 + 

/PM -V^+^)=i|*(^c) (6.32) 

where yP̂ * is the value of this parameter, defined in Eq. (6.14b), which 
leads to a maximum power. In turn, yPM can be related to the res i s 
tance ratio (RL/RJ) required for maximum power by combining Eqs. 
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(6.10 and 6.14b), which gives 

and for convenience, a plot of this relation is included in Fig. 6.6. This 
curve requires some explanation. Although yPM increases with in
creasing p^, the ratio y^^/p^ decreases, and as a result the correspond
ing resistance ratio (RL/RI) ' ' ' ^ shown in Fig. 6.6 also decreases. This 
should not, however, be interpreted to mean that a smaller load is r e 
quired to achieve a maximum power as the cell approaches the ideal 
case (p,,= <»). The point is that Ri also increases with increasing 
P(, such that the absolute value of RL*^ increases although the ratio 
(RL/RI)^"^ decreases. This can be seen by observing that the product of 
(RL/RI)^'^ and p̂ , [which gives (RL/RO)'''^ and thus removes the depend
ence on RI ] increases with increasing pc. In fact, in the limit where p^ = 
°°, it is easily shown using Eq. (6.29) for an ideal Isotropic planar cell 
that R̂ "** corresponds to (4/3)Ro where, as defined earlier, Rj is the 
short-circuit source impedance. (This violates the traditional rule of 
thumb that a maximum output occurs when the load and source im
pedances are matched. The reason is that, as stressed previously, the 
nuclear cell is inherently nonlinear.) 

(d) Efficiencies 

Two efficiencies are of interest in radiation cell analysis. The 
first, the collection efficiency, is a measure of the conversion of 
kinetic energy to potential energy for charged particles reaching the 
collector relative to the initial kinetic energy of all particles emitted. 
This is equivalent to the ideal-cell efficiency 77* of Eq. (2.19). How
ever, in a real cell, as shown by the equivalent circuit, some of the 
particles reaching the collector leak back to the emitter due to the 
finite internal resistance. Thus the energy converted when these par
ticles are collected never appears at the load, and this suggests the 
use of a second efficiency, the actual cell efficiency T) ,̂to indicate the 
power that actually appears across the load relative to the input power 
associated with the particle kinetic energy. Then it is , by definition, 
given as 

^ ^ (power out) ^ Pj_ 

•"- (initial power associated with the particles) Pj 

where 

Ps = SoToT = P * / E . (6.35) 
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Here, So is the emission rate per unit volume of particles with initial 
kinetic energy To from a fuel layer of volume T. The relation to P* 
follows from Eq (6.24b). 

For example, for the ideal (isotropic) planar cell, Eq. (6.25) can 
be used to evaluate PL , and the actual cell efficiency is found to be 

' 7 . = | ( l - / ^ - § ) (6.36) 

where E has again been identified as 1/2 to account for one-sided 
emission. 

Equation (6.36) shows that rj^ depends strongly on the cell char
acteristic P^. If p^-* « , the ideal-cell efficiency is recovered [cf 
Eq. (2.22a)]. Thus the ratio V^/r]* represents a figure of merit for the 
efficiency of a particular cell, and a plot of this ratio is shown in 
Fig. 6.7 for the isotropic planar cell. The efficiency ratio is of course 
smaller the smaller the cell characteristic; further, this ratio de
creases with increasing voltage because the larger potentials enhance 
leakage currents. The zero intercept occurs at the maximum voltage 
point [̂OM of Eq. (6.11)] because the actual load current goes to zero at 

00 

Fig 6.7 — Ratio of the actual cell efficiency to the collection (ideal) efficiency 
as a function of voltage and cell characteristic (For planar geometry, isotropic 
emission, zero fuel-layer thickness.) 
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this point whereas particles continue to reach the collector (ideal-cell 
current) until /SQ equals 1.0. 

Another difference between these two efficiencies is that their 
maximum values occur at different voltages. For example, for the 
isotropic planar cell, the maximum value of the ideal-cell efficiency 
occurs at /SQ = 4/9; whereas, the maximum value of the actual cell 
efficiency coincides with i3™, defined in Eq. (6.26). As seen from the 
plot of /So"̂  in Fig. 6.6, the voltage leading to the maximum actual ef
ficiency always lies below the value for a maximum collection ef
ficiency. (Note that [̂ .̂ĵ ax corresponding to fil^ can be read directly 
from Fig. 6.6 by dividing values from the P^ax/P* curve by two.) 

6-1.3 Other Results 

Three additional equivalent circuit results of interest are included 
in Appendix F: Another possible representation, the voltage—load 
curve, is presented; the extension of the results to other geometries 
i s illustrated; and the effects of leakage currents on charging times 
are discussed. 

6-2 SECONDARY-ELECTRON CURRENTS 

Although cells can be designed that actually operate on secondary-
electron currents, in most designs, as is illustrated in Figs. 6.8 and 
6.9, secondary emission represents a leakage current. Sketch (a) of 
Fig. 6.8 shows a cell using a positive primary particle. To operate 
properly, this cell should build up a positive collector potential; 
however, secondary electrons from the emitter layer will then be at
tracted to the collector, causing a leakage current that tends to 
neutralize the desired positive charge. Secondaries will also be emitted 
from the collector as the primary hits it, but they will mainly be at
tracted back to the collector, and any that are energetic enough to 
reach the emitter will, in effect, aid positive charge build-up at the 
collector. 

As pointed out in Chap. 5, the charge carried by secondaries may 
well be larger than that of the primary current. If so, this may ulti
mately cause the collector potential to switch from positive to negative 
as illustrated in Fig. 6.8(b). Since secondaries have a relatively low 
kinetic energy, this potential will not be large. Further, the positive 
particle energy cannot be converted, and if, as occurs in the Fission-
Electric Cell, the major portion of the kinetic energy is carried by 
positive primaries, this mode of operation will have a poor conver
sion efficiency. 

Secondary emission may also be important in cells using negative 
primary particles, e.g., a Beta Cell. As illustrated in Fig. 6.8(c), the 
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Fig. 6.8 — Schematic representation of secondary electron leakage currents in 
positive- and negative-particle coated-plate cells, (a) Positive primary particle, 
positive collector, (b) Positive primary particle, negative collector, (c) Negative 
primary particle. 

secondary current produced at the emitter tends to cancel itself, but 
secondaries from the collector represent a leakage. This current could 
prevent an adequate voltage build-up, but it is difficult to envision it 
causing a switch in the collector potential. 

Secondary currents can also arise in other ways—a common one 
is the transmission of primary particles through the collector as il
lustrated in Fig. 6.9. In Fig. 6.9(a), secondary electrons are lost from 
the back face of the collector of a Gamma-Electric Cell as gamma ra
diation passes through the collector. It is possible to reduce or elimi
nate this current by using a thicker collector, but this adds to the 
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Fig. 6.9 — Schematic representation of leakage currents associated with trans
mission through the collector, (a) Secondary emission from the back face of the 
collector electrode in a Gamma-Electric Cell, (b) Secondary emission due to 
transmission through the collector In a Beta-Electric Cell with spherical 
geometry. 

weight of the cell. This may be undesirable in some applications, and 
frequently a compromise between leakage and weight is sought. Such a 
situation is illustrated in Figure 6.9(b), where a spherical Beta-
Electric Cell, representative of a typical design for space applications 
(discussed later in Chap. 7), is shown. Here, the collector area is large, 
and, if it is made thick enough to stop all of the beta particles hitting 
it, the unit becomes intolerably heavy. 

6-2.1 Secondary-Beta and Other Leakage Currents 

Electron leakage currents can arise through mechanisms other than 
secondary emission. For example, consider a Fission-Electric Cell in 
which fission fragments produced by neutron induced fission in a 
uranium fuel layer are collected. Fission fragments are radioactive 
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and decay, predominantly through beta emission. Thus, beta particles 
will be produced by fragments stopped in both the fuel layer and the 
collector. The resulting currents are similar to secondary-electron 
currents in effect, but there are two major differences: First, the 
average beta energy will in general be larger, and second, the magni
tude of the beta currents will depend on the fragment concentration 
on the plate rather than the bombardment rate. (During extended 
steady state operation, an equilibrium between the fragment concentra
tion and arrival rate may be achieved, but this will not be true in 
general.) 

Because of the specialized nature of currents such as this, we 
will not analyze them in detail here. However, the following discussion 
of secondary emission can be extended to these situations without too 
much effort. (A further discussion of beta currents in the Fission-
Electric Cell may be found in Refs. 5 and 6.) 

6-2.2 Suppression of Secondary Currents 

Since the average energy of secondary electrons is less than that 
of the primary particles, it is possible to use either a magnetic or 
electric field to "filter out" secondaries preferentially. Both methods 
have been used: Safonov^ first considered the use of grid suppression 
in a Fission-Electric Cell, although at the time he was primarily con
cerned with the beta current suppression. Several of the experimental 
cells tested by Krieve^ at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) had grid 
suppressors, and the Alpha-Electric Cell experiments at the Battelle 
Memorial Institute (BMI) by Plummer et al.'' also used a grid. Because 
the grid effectively adds a third plate structure, these cells have often 
been called a Fission-Electric "Triode" or Alpha "Triode." 

The use of a magnetic field to suppress the beta current in a 
Fission-Electric Cell was first considered in detail by Schock', and 
magnetic suppression was used with success in later experiments at 
JPL^. It was considered as an alternative in the BMI Alpha Cell ex
periments^, but the magnet weight and associated power losses for a 
practical cell were thought to be "prohibitive." 

To date, no other method of suppression has been developed. 
Methods have been used to reduce secondaries; e.g., a specially pre
pared carbon collector was used in tritium batteries manufactured by 
Radiation Research Corporation^, and Linder and Christian^ used an 
aluminum liner on a copper collector in their Beta Cell studies 
(Sec. 7-4.2). However, while care in the selection of materials, surface 
treatment, and geometry will help, it does not seem possible to elimi
nate emission currents by these means. 

Of course, secondary suppression is not required in all cells: 
Preliminary studies of a large '**Ce Beta Cell (similar to the one 
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pictured in Fig. 7.23) indicate that secondary currents will only cause 
moderate efficiency losses'". Also, a number of smaller Beta Cells 
(nuclear batteries) using fuels like ^H, '^Kr, and ^"Sr have operated 
successfully without grids'*. 

In short, secondary currents are important in all cell designs, but 
they are extremely crucial in positive-particle cells. This has been 
demonstrated quite vividly since, apparently, a combination of secondary 
emission and sputtering effects prevented voltage build-up in a number 
of early Fission-Electric Cell experiments*. Also, Plummer et al.* 
state "the most critical element in the operation of the Alpha Cell is 
the grid." 

Because of their importance, we will consider grid and magnetic 
suppression units in some detail. This is a complicated problem; 
consequently, as in previous sections, the basic principles will be 
illustrated using simple geometries. Still, in practice, considerable 
effort should be devoted to optimizing the design for a specific cell and 
cell geometry. 

Many of the problems involved are similar to those in electron tube 
design, discussed in Refs. 12 to 15. However, there are differences 
due to the higher energy of the particles involved here as well as the 
high operating voltages, and care should be exercised in any analogy. 

6-2.3 Electric-Field Suppression Using Grids 

In principle, the secondary emission currents illustrated in 
Fig. 6.8 can be suppressed by the grid designs illustrated in Fig. 6.10. 
The corresponding potential diagrams are sketched in Fig. 6.11. (The 
grids shown in these figures are only intended as schematic representa-

12—15 

tions. In practice, a number of designs such as the traditional 
squirrel cage, window screen, etc., might be used.) 

The grid shown in Fig. 6.10(a) creates a retarding potential for 
negative particles in the region of the emitter, and, with proper selec
tion of the grid potential, the low-energy secondaries can be preferen
tially repelled [see Fig. 6.11(a)]. 

The collector-grid shown in Fig. 6.10(b) may be useful in cells 
using negative primary particles, but it has a limitation. As seen from 
the figure, the grid represents the maximum potential barr ier for 
the primaries, and, if a large grid potential is required, it may cause 
a significant reduction in the primary current. Asa result, this design is 
not as satisfactory as is the emit ter-gr id, but fortunately, as stressed 
earlier, secondary emission currents are not as serious in negative-
particle cells where it might be used. 
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Fig. 6.10 — Secondary-electron current suppression by grids, (a) Suppression 
of secondaries produced at the emitter, (b) Suppression of secondaries produced 
at the collector in a negative-particle cell. 

(a) Grid Losses and the Equivalent Circuit 

A perfect grid would simply suppress all secondary-electron cur
rents and would not itself introduce leakage currents. In practice, 
however, several effects occur: 

• The grid intercepts a certain fraction of the primary particles 
and, thus, prevents their collection. 

• Particles striking the grid produce additional secondaries, some 
of which escape and continue to the collector. 
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Fig. 6.11 — Schematic potential diagrams for the grids illustrated in Fig. 6.10. 
(a) Emitter-grid geometry, (b) Collector-grid geometry. 

• Depending on the grid voltage selected, some of the high-energy 
secondaries may still be transmitted. 

These effects will be illustrated for the gridded positive-particle 
cell of Fig. 6.10(a). A simple modification of the equivalent circuit is 
used as shown in Fig. 6.12. The net current from the emitter is 
divided—part (transmitted component) goes to the collector as usual, 
but part is intercepted by the grid. The latter is in effect a loss, so in 
Fig. 6.12(b), the transmitted component (i^) replaces the charging 
current [i(Vj^)] in the equivalent circuit (cf. Fig. 6.1). 
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Fig. 6 12 — The inclusion of grid effects in the equivalent circuit, (a) A schematic 
representation of an ideal gridded cell (Note ic = la + ig-) (b) The correspond
ing equivalent circuit. (The inclusion of a finite internal resistance Rj now al
lows part of the anode current to leak back to the collector without passing 
through the load.) 

However, the transmitted component is more complex than this 
indicates. Conceptually, it may be viewed as consisting of the various 
currents illustrated in Fig. 6.13, and four basic parameters are required 
to define the fate of the primary current from the emitter 

f Fraction of the primaries intercepted by the grid (alternately 
labeled the attenuation factor or the f-factor). 

7?g Ratio of the charge associated with secondary electrons 
produced at the grid to that associated with the intercepted 
primaries 

X Fraction of the secondary electrons produced at the grid that 
leave it with the same direction as the bombarding current. 

f(i3|)) Fraction of the primaries transmitted through the grid with 
sufficient energy to reach the anode held at a voltage VL or 
reduced voltage iŜ . 

As indicated, a fall-back current of primaries equal to i(0)[l — f] x 
[1 - f (/3(,)] will occur, which passes back through the grid. Because of 
variations in both energy and angular distribution, the grid parameters 
f', Tjg, and x' associated with this current may differ in magnitude from 
the unprimed parameters, but their basic definitions remain unchanged. 
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Fig. 6.13 — Schematic representation of internal currents in a gridded cell. 
(Solid lines indicate an ion current, dashed lines represent secondary electrons. 
The (A) or (S) by each current indicates whether it adds or subtracts from the 
respective plate current.) 

Addition of the components, shown in Fig. 6.13, with careful attention to 
use the proper signs, then gives the net cathode, anode, and grid cur
rents. The anode current is of immediate interest and is found to be 

^ = k i { l - k 2 [ l - f O o ) ] } (6.37a) 

where 

ki = 1 - f (1 + 77.x) (6.37b) 

and 

^ (1-f) \l+i'%{l-x')] 
l - f d + n x ) 

(6.37c) 

Now the current to the load can be computed by substitution of ia/i(0) 
from Eq. (6.37a) into Eq. (F.3), and this gives 
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r{j) = k i { l - k 2 [ l - f ( ) 3 o ) ] } - ^ . (6.38) 

The collection fraction fOo) required here corresponds to the current 
ratio i(/3o)/i(0) for a cell with an infinite internal resistance Rj; hence, 
it can be taken directly from the current calculations of Chaps. 2 and 
4; e.g., Eq. (2.13) would be used for a planar cell. 

As an illustration, results for isotropic emission in a planar cell 
and for two extreme values of the cell characteristic (p̂  = 1.0 and «>) 
are shown in Fig. 6.14. Methods to evaluate the various parameters, f, 
77g, X, etc., will be discussed in the next section; however, this figure 
is based on the measured values in Table 6.1 which were reported by 
Plummer et al.^ for several Alpha-Cell experiments. Their experi
ments used cylindrical geometry, but these parameters should still be 
representative of values possible with plane geometry. The fall-back 
parameters (primed) were not reported, so calculations for two cases 
are included: where the primed parameters are zero and also where 
they are equal to forward (unprimed) values. 

Several points will be noted. The currents (and hence the ef
ficiencies) for the gridded cells are significantly reduced below that for 
an "ideal grid" (curve 1), and the maximum attainable voltage is also 
reduced. The forward (unprimed) parameters essentially serve as a 
normalization for the curves since they mainly enter through ki, which 
is a constant multiplier in Eq. (6.37). The slope of a curve is most 
strongly influenced by the factor k2 (cf. curves 6 and 7). While f is 
involved, k2 is most strongly dependent upon the fall-back (primed) 
parameters. If, as in curve 7, these parameters result in a large value 
for k2, the curve decreases quite rapidly with voltage. This occurs be-

•cause the number of fall-back particles increases at higher voltages, 
and their interaction with the grid becomes increasingly important. 

(b) Grid Design 

The ideal grid would be one with 100% transmission (f = 0) and would 
return all secondaries without requiring an excessive grid bias. These 
characteristics involve two parameters: the attenuation or f-factor; and 
the amplification or M-factor. Since these are key factors in grid de
sign, they are considered first. 

• The f-factor. As defined earlier, the f-factor gives the fraction 
of the primary particles that are intercepted by the grid. Thus, to a 
first approximation, it is simply given by an area ratio 

(area "blocked" by the grid wires 
on surface passing through them) , - , 

(total surface area) 
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0 1 0 2 
Reduced Voltage , ^Q 

Fig. 6.14—Grid effects, parallel-plate cell (Curve numbers refer to grid 
parameters listed in Table 6 1) To use the p^ = °° curves, multiply the voltage 
scale by 3 33 
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f = 2rg/a 

= Nrg/ffc 

(plane geometry) 

(cylindrical geometry) 

(6.39b) 

(6.39c) 

where r^ i s the grid wire rad ius , a is the spacing between gr id wi re s , 
N IS the number of gr id wi res , and c i s the rad ius of the grid cage 
c i r c l e in cyl indrical geometry . This a r e a ra t io i s a lso frequently t e r m e d 
the screening fraction of the grid. Its use for the f-factor is only ap
proximate , s ince this neglects effects due to the angular dis t r ibut ion 

Table 6.1 — GRID PARAMETERS USED IN CURRENT 
CALCULATIONS 

Curve 
No.* 

It 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

f 

0 
0.12 
0.12 
0.096 
0 096 
0.1 
0.1 
0.096 
0.096 

''g 

2.96 
2.96 
6.84 
6.84 
5 
5 
7.01 
7.01 

X 

0.772 
0.772 
0.458 
0.458 
0.1 
0.1 
0.489 
0.489 

f 

0 
0 
0.12 
0 
0.096 
0.1 
1.0 
0.096 
0 

^g 

0 
2.96 
0 
6.84 
5 
5 
7.01 
0 

(1-x) 

0 
0.772 
0 
0.458 
0.1 
0.1 
0 489 
0 

1 h 
1.0 
0.606 
0.606 
0 606 
0 606 
0.85 
0.85 
0.57 
0.57 

kj 

1.0 
1.45 
1.85 
1.49 
1.94 
1.11 
1.58 
1.66 
1.56 

*The parameters f, rjg, and x for curves 2,3 and 4,5 corre
spond to measured results reported by Plummer et al.* for a 1V4-
in.-diam. grid circle (shown later in Fig. 7.17) using clean and 
oxidized grid wires, respectively. Curves 8,9 correspond to a 2-
in.-diam. circle. No values were reported f o r i , ?)', and x', 
hence, two extremes are included in each case. Curves 6 and 7 
are included to demonstrate the influence of f . 

tCorresponds to an ideal grid. 

and t ra jec to ry of the emit ted pa r t i c l e s . As pointed out by P l u m m e r 
et a l . ^ a m o r e refined analys is may give values of o r d e r of Q% l a r g e r 
for g r ids in a typical Alpha Cell . 

Another effect, not included in this es t imate of the f-factor, is the 
influence of the a t t rac t ive force of the negative gr id on posit ive p a r 
t i c l e s . However, the operat ing voltage of the gr id will normal ly be in 
the kilovolt range, so this will be a smal l effect for h igh-energy p a r 
t i c l e s of in t e res t he r e . In fact, the P l u m m e r work shows that an ap
proximate cor rec t ion for a t t ract ion is given by 

- v ^ 
where f i s to be taken from Eq, 
charge of the par t ic le 

(6.40) 

(6.39), q and To a re the energy and 
and Vg is the grid voltage. Since To/q is typi-
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cally of the order of 1 MV, Vg would have to be 10° V or more for this 
correction to be important. 

• The \i-factor. The j j- (or amplification) factor is defined as 

M = [-Va/Vg],„,.„„ (6.41) 

where Va and Vg are the anode and grid voltages, respectively, cor
responding to a "cut-off" condition where the grid prevents any 
secondary electrons from reaching the anode. (This assumes a positive 
anode, negative grid.) 

The |u-factor does not appear explicitly in the preceding leakage 
calculation; however, it represents an important aspect of any grid 
design. Normally it is desirable to maintain low grid voltages (to 
prevent breakdown to the cathode, minimize power supply requirements, 
etc.), and this suggests that the grid should be designed with a large 
|i-factor. However, as shown in the following analysis, this places 
certain restrictions on plate and grid spacings, grid wire sizes, etc., 
so that a compromise with other parameters is often necessary. 

The |j[-factor concept originated in vacuum-tube design calcula
tions*^"'^ where the initial energy of the electrons is neglected. This is 
not a good assumption for secondaries from charged particle bombard
ment, but the few cells designed to date that used grids have relied on 
vacuum-tube data for a first estimate of the M--factor. 

The traditional form'^ for the p-factor for plane geometry with 
equally placed grid wires of radius rg, separated by a distance "a," and 
located a distance "c" from the cathode and"b" from the anode (plate) is 

2ffb/a - In cosh 2Trrg/a ^ 27rb/a , 
^ In coth 27rrg/a ~ In coth 2TTrg/a ' 

A plot of this relation is shown in Fig. 6.15(a). An equivalent form can 
be obtained for cylindrical geometry by applying conformal transforma
tion techniques to Eq. (6.42). The result is***^ 

^ ^ , - N l n b / c ^ N in b/c 
^ InNrg/c I n l A f ^ -̂̂ ^^ 

where now b is the radius of the anode, c is the radius of the grid cage, 
and N represents the number of wires. The geometry and this relation 
are shown in Fig. 6.15(b). 

These figures demonstrate an important aspect of the grid design. 
It is seen that the fx-factor can be increased by increasing the screening 
fraction (essentially equal to the f-factor). But, as pointed out previ
ously, a low screening fraction is desirable. The only alternate way to 
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Fig. 6.15 — Amplification factor (jn-factor) for plane and cylindrical geometry. 
(Adapted from Spangenber, Ref. 13. The initial electron energy and relativistic 
effects are neglected in these plots.) (a) Plane geometry. To use, enter the 
appropriate b/a value, go vertically to the corresponding screening fraction, 
and read the M-factor. (b) Cylindrical geometry. To use, enter the number of 
grid wires N, go horizontally to the b/c value, vertically to the screening frac
tion, and read the corresponding ;u-factor. 
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obtain a large ju-factor is to increase the distance b (grid-anode separa
tion for the plane case, or the anode radius for cylindrical geometry). 
However, this leads to a larger cell volume and a large anode area, 
hence weight — consequences that may not always be compatible with 
the design criteria. Practical designs will generally involve a com
promise or optimization of these factors. 

Also, note that the grid wire must not be too close to the anode or 
voltage breakdown will occur. The minimum spacing is, in effect, fixed 
by breakdown criteria discussed in following sections. 

The approximate nature of the present evaluation of the ju-factor 
has been stressed. In practice, however, this approach seems to be 
reasonably satisfactory; for example, Plummer and his associates have 
used similar correlations in an Alpha Cell design with good results. 
Specifically, a iV^-in. grid circle (see Chap. 7, Fig. 7.17) was designed 
to have a |j.-factor of 41, and a value of 50 was measured; a 2-in. 
circle was designed for 48.5, and 40 was measured. A similar analy
sis was used by Krieve^ in the design of a gridded Fission-Electric Cell 
experiment. Although a specific comparison with experimental mea
surements was not given, the cell appears to have met the design 
critieria of n «* 20 fairly well. 

• The i7g, X, and "Fall-back" Parameters. The charge ratio?7g and 
the escape fraction x are other important quantities required in the grid 
analysis. The charge ratio 7?g could be evaluated directly from the 
secondary yield using methods developed in Chap. 5; however, such an 
analysis has not been carried out to date. It is complicated because the 
yield will depend on the direction of travel and the actual point on the 
wire that the impingent particle strikes. This determines the cord 
length and proximity to the surface for the particle track in the wire, 
and, as stressed earlier, the yield is strongly dependent on these 
factors. 

The same difficulty is inherent in the calculation of the x-factor. 
In fact, Alpha Cell experiments that will be described in Sec. 7-3 
indicate an unexpectedly large x-factor that has been attributed to 
grazing collisions, which release electrons onthe anode side of the grid. 

The factors f, T;^, and x' associated with "fall-back" particles are 
even more difficult to evaluate. As a first estimate, they might be set 
equal to their unprimed counterparts; however, this will be somewhat 
in error because of the differences in both the energy and angular 
distributions for "fall-back" particles relative to the primary current 
from the emitter. 

• Other considerations. Plummer et al.* s t ress two additional fac
tors to be considered in the grid design: (1) Structural strength. The 
minimum grid wire diameter is generally selected to prevent exces-
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sive bowing due to electrostatic attraction between the anode and the 
grid. Additional supports may be required in extreme cases. (2) Sec
ondary yield. The grid material should be selected with care to 
reduce the secondary yield at the grid. In addition to adding to leakage 
currents, secondary electrons escaping the grid may have sufficient 
energy after acceleration by the anode potential to cause a strong source 
of bremsstrahlung at the anode. This could require extra shielding for 
personnel safety. 

Several points deserve consideration in any attempt to reduce 
secondary emission at the grid. Field emission effects on the side 
exposed to the anode may increase the yield, and, as a result, it might 
be desirable to stagger the grid wires to obtain partial shielding*. 
Also, in cells with high gamma-radiation intensities, gamma-induced 
secondaries may add to the yield, and this should be considered in the 
design. 

6-2.4 Magnetic Suppression 

Instead of a grid, a vertical or axial magnetic field might be con
sidered for planar or cylindrical geometries to suppress secondary 
electrons. This approach has the immediate advantage that the grid 
losses just discussed are avoided; however, it generally turns out that 
the field strength required is large, and the magnet system is bulky 
and heavy. 

The determination of the required magnetic field strength involves 
a straightforward extension of the energy and momentum balances of 
Chap. 2 to include the magnetic field. This analysis has been developed 
in several references in connection with "magnetron oscillators "where 
a similar situation is encountered 

The magnetic field strength that just prevents all electrons from 
reaching the anode is called the "magnetic cut-off." In the case of 
planar geometry, if relativistic effects and the initial electron energy 
are neglected, the field B̂ , required for cut-off is'^ 

where m and q are the electron mass and charge, V"*" is the anode 
voltage, and d is the plate spacing. Characteristically, the critical field 
decreases in proportion to the spacing but increases with the square 
root of the anode voltage. 

A more general relation, which was derived by Schock^ for 
cylindrical geometry and both includes relativistic effects and allows for 
an initial electron energy T,, is 
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where TQ is the e lec t ron r e s t m a s s energy; c, the speed of light; b, the 
d iamete r of the outer e lect rode (anode); and a, the cathode d iamete r . 
In the l imit of zero init ial energy, this reduces to the express ion de
r ived in Ref. 18, and further , for non-re la t iv is t ic c a s e s (low V*"), it 
r educes to the s tandard magnetron cut-off re la t ion der ived in Refs. 16 
and 17. (Eq. 6.45 a s s u m e s a uniform field density a c r o s s the cell , but 
it can be extended to include a rad ia l dependence following the methods 
of Ref. 18.) 

Approximate field r equ i r emen t s for ce l ls operat ing at lower vol t 
ages (<100 kV) can be found from the nomograph of Fig. 6.16. It i s 
valid only where co r rec t ions for re la t iv i s t ic effects and init ial veloci t ies 
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Fig. 6.16—Nomographic chart of the magnetic cut-off relation for cylindrical 
geometry. (After K. R. Spangenber, Ref. 17. Neglects relativistic effect and 
initial electron energies.) 
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are not required. This is reasonable if one is interested in suppression 
of the low-energy component of secondary electrons (<50 eV) in low-
voltage cells. However, if megavolt potentials are involved or if the 
high-energy secondary component or beta particles are of interest, 
Eq. 6.45 should be used in its full form. 

Some typical calculations are shown in Fig. 6.17. Plummer et al.* 
were chiefly concerned with low-energy secondaries since this ac-
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Fig. 6.17 — Magnetic field requirements. (The solid curve is from calculations 
by Schock, Ref. 7, where all electrons having energies <Ts are cut-off. The 
dashed curve was calculated by Plummer et al., Ref. 4, for suppression of low-
energy secondaries in an Alpha Cell.) 

counts for the bulk of the secondary production. Thus, the initial elec
tron energy T, was neglected in calculating this curve (solid line), and, 
because a large outer-to-inner diameter ratio was involved, the factor 
(a/b)^ was neglected relative to 1.0. As seen from the figure, to obtain 
1-MV operation, a field-diameter product of «*0.01 Wb/m is required 
corresponding to a field of 0.05 Wb/m^or 500 G for the 20-cm diameter 
ceU. 

Plummer's group felt this approach was impractical because of 
magnet weight and power losses involved in maintaining a field of this 
strength over the relatively large cell volume. However, their con-
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elusion was based on a specific application with certain weight and 
size requirements, and magnetic suppression, despite the relatively 
large field requirement, may be of advantage in some cases. It is 
particularly attractive in experimental cells where a clean geometry 
IS desired; for example, in his Fission-Electric Cell experiments, 
Krieve^ used magnetic suppression with average fields of order of 
1000 G (Chap. 7, Fig. 7.11). His experiments, however, brought out an 
important problem: If a low-energy electron from the cathode suffers 
energy losses via collisions, as can happen if a vapor pressure develops 
in the inter-electrode space owing to sputtering of the electrodes, it 
may be energetically impossible forthe electron to return to the cathode 
despite the magnetic field. As a result, electrons may be "trapped" in 
the inter-electrode space, and their density can increase to the point 
where a leakage current will develop as they drift or diffuse to the 
anode while ions formed in the collisions drift to the cathode. This effect 
was observed by Krieve, and a major design change was required to 
overcome it (see Fig. 7.10 and the related discussion). 

Returning to Fig. 6.17, we see that the magnetic field strength 
requirement increases rapidly for higher energy electrons (solid curve). 
For example, with the anode fixed at 1.5 MV, suppression of all elec
trons havingenergiesupto500keV(Ts = 0.5) requires Bcb = 0.023 Wb/m 
as opposed to 0.015Wb/mfor suppression of the low-energy secondaries 
alone; i.e., for Ts = 0. (A corresponding value of 0.0125 Wb/m is read 
from the dashed curve for 1.5 MV. The difference is apparently due to 
the assumption by Plummer's group that (a/b)^ « 1, and their neglect 
of relativistic effects as the electrons are accelerated across the 
1.5-MV potential.) In practice, one would probably settle for a magnetic 
field strong enough to suppress soft secondaries and simply suffer a 
high-energy leakage current, which is hopefully small. 

This figure also reminds us that an alternative to increasing the 
field strength is to increase the outer electrode radius. Whether or not 
this IS a suitable approach depends on power density requirements and 
possible effects associated with the increased void fraction: e.g., in
creased uranium inventory requirements in a nuclear reactor involving 
Fission-Electric Cells. 

6-3 VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN* 

As stressed in Chap. 1, the fate of radiation cells as high-power 
devices depends, to a large part, on the development of designs that can 

•The reader's attention is also called to an excellent recent text devoted 
to the varied technological problems associated with the use of high voltages, 
namely L. L Alston CEA,), High-Voltage Technology, Oxford University Press, 
London, 1968. 
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maintain voltages of the order of a million volts without resorting to 
excessive plate spacings. As was shown in Table 1.4, such designs have 
not been achieved to date, and, to progress toward this goal, a better 
understanding of voltage breakdown would appear necessary. The 
present section reviews current theories for the two most common 
situations encountered in cells: Breakdowns in vacuum and in solid 
dielectrics. Some information is available for liquids; however, few 
cells have used liquid dielectrics to date, so for this material the reader 
is referred to Ref. 19. 

In addition to the development of basic concepts, some of the break
down criteria presented here may be of immediate value in design 
evaluation. However, there is one problem: Most all definitive studies 
have involved breakdown outside a radiation field. No doubt the cell 
radiations will affect breakdown—but a precise evaluation is an im
portant problem that must be studied in the future. In fact, such studies 
may play a key role in the long-range cell development. 

6-3.1 Breakdown in Vacuum 

Alpert et al.^" have reviewed the following four basic theories 
proposed at various times to explain the initiation of breakdown in 
vacuum: 

(1) Surface-regeneration processes.^'"^^ 
(2) Electron-beam effects.^*"" 
(3) The clump hypothesis.^'-^' 
(4) Field emission.^^~^^ 

The surface-regeneration theory assumes breakdown is initiated by the 
interchange of charged atomic particles between the electrodes. Par
ticles from one electrode produce particles of the opposite sign upon 
impact on the other electrode^\ and breakdown occurs when the 
regeneration coefficient for this process exceeds unity. 

This mechanism is not currently believed important in actual 
breakdown because experiments indicate the regeneration coefficients 
are generally too small^"; however, it is thought to be associated with 
prebreakdown current flows. Arnal^^ and Mansfield^^ have shown that 
such flows occur under certain conditions, particularly under poor 
vacuum. These currents have been termed "microdischarges" by 
Arnal because they characteristically occur as self-extinguishing 
pulses of about a millisecond duration. Microdischarging causes a drain 
on the power supply, but in general does not lead to a destructive dis
charge. (As will be discussed in Sec. 7-3, microdischarging has been 
observed in an Alpha CeU.) 

A related mechanism, the electron-beam effect, was firstproposed 
by Bennett^*, who suggested that an electron beam originating by field 
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emission from point projections on the electrode is confined to a very 
narrow column as a consequence of a magnetic self-focusing (pinch) 
effect. The returning ions would likewise be localized, and they would 
initiate the arc. 

Later studies^^*^^ ascribe breakdown to localized heating of the 
anode by the impinging electron beam; however, calculations by 
Maitland^® indicate space charge effects in the beam will cause spread
ing so that the maximum power density occurs at a current density of 
«10* A/cm^ for typical spacings. On the other hand, measurements 
indicate currents of the order of l o ' A/cm^ occur at breakdown, so 
there is considerable doubt that localized anode heating plays a major 
role in the initiation of breakdown. 

The clump hypothesis, originally proposed by Cranberg^^, resulted 
from his observation that data from a large number of experiments 
seem to follow a square root law variation of breakdown voltage Vb with 
gap spacing d; i.e., 

Vb = (Cd)'-̂  (6.46) 

where C is a proportionality constant that, based on a variety of data, 
he found to be about 0.1 (MV)Vcm. 

Equation (6.46) can be explained quite simply in terms of the clump 
theory by assuming that breakdown is due to detachment by electro
static repulsion of a clump of material (loosely adhering to one elec
trode, but in electrical contact with it) that then traverses the vacuum 
gap and strikes the other electrode, which is at lower potential^'. 
Assume breakdown occurs when the energy per square centimeter 
delivered to the target electrode exceeds a value C , which is a 
characteristic of the electrode. This energy is given by the product of 
the gap voltage V and the charge density on the clump, and, if the 
charge density is assumed to be proportional to the field E at the elec
trode of origin, the breakdown criterion is 

V £ a / c C ' = C (6.47) 

where K represents some numerical factors to account for effects such 
as field inhomogeneities. For parallel-plate electrodes the field is 
given by 

E = V/d (6.48) 

and use of this in Eq. (6.47) gives Eq. (6.46). 
More recent studies have resulted in some modifications of 

Cranberg's criterion based on other assumptions as to the details of 
the clump initiating process^^. However, Alpert et al.^" point out, "In 
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the ranges of voltages and gap spacings of typical interest, there is 
little direct evidence for the Cranberg mechanism." They note that 
attempts to measure transit times for the clumps have given negative 
results. To explain the correlation with gap spacing, they suggest that 
the electric field on the electrode where the clump originates will be 
strongly affected by the projection of the clump out of the surface and 
it is this enhancement factor that varies with the gap spacing. This 
explanation is, in fact, currently accepted as most realistic. It repre
sents an extension of the field-emission theory originally pursued by 
Fowler and Nordheim^^ and later by Dyke and co-workers^""^^ and by 
Alpert, Lee, Lyman, and Tomaschke^"'^^"^^. 

A more quantitative understanding of this mechanism can be gained 
from Fig. 6.18, which shows the field enhancement factor jSp as a func-
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Fig. 6.18 — Variation of the field enhancement factor with spacing. (After 
Alpert et al., Ref. 20. Combines data from prebreakdown tests as well as cases 
where full breakdown occurred.) 

tion of gap spacing. More precisely, /3p is defined as the ratio of the 
electric field at the emission site to the average field. Note that values 
of /3p as high as 10^ are obtained at a spacing of about 10~' cm. The data 
shown in this figure are for tungsten electrodes, and it was found^" that, 
if the measured breakdown field was corrected for enhancement 
(multiplied by /3p), a " t rue" field of about 7 x lo ' V/cm is obtained, 
independent of the gap spacing, over the range indicated from 10~* to 
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1 cm. This result lends considerable confidence to the enhancement 
theory. 

An alternate presentation of these data is shown in Fig. 6.19, where 
the measured breakdown voltage is plotted against the gap spacing. If 
no correction is made, the points cluster around a line whose slope is 
i=a0.7. (See the curve labeled Vt vs d, which is similar to Cranberg's 
correlation but with a slightly different slope.) To account for enhance-

Spocing, d or djff, cm 

Fig. 6.19—Breakdown voltage and spacing correlations. (After Alpert et al., 
Ref. 20.) 

ment, the breakdown voltage is replotted as a function of an "effective" 
gap spacing deff that is defined as 

deff=cl//3p. (6.49) 

This gives a line of slope 1.0, which is in agreement with the existence 
of a constant field value at breakdown. 

The variation of /3p with d can be interpreted as the combination of 
two effects. For small spacing, the dominant effect is associated with 
an enhancement due to microscopic projections (whiskers) on the 
cathode. At larger spacings, macroscopic changes in the electric field 
distribution become important. 

One question initially raised about the mechanism concerned the 
understanding of how a multiplicity of points on a large-area cathode, 
each of different height and enhancement, could be consistent with the 
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simple field and voltage correlations already noted. Recent calculations 
by Tomaschke and Alpert^^ have shown, however, that the correlation 
can indeed be explained in terms of the average behavior of a multi
plicity of points. 

Modified field-emission microscope studies have added direct 
evidence that whisker growth plays a fundamental role in breakdown^^. 
These observations as well as back calculations from (3p data indicate 
that, for tungsten, the whiskers can be roughly pictured as projec
tions f^l-p. long with a pencil-like shape and a diameter about Vio their 
height. A dynamic picture of their growth and destruction emerges; 
e.g., as breakdown begins, some projections may be destroyed while 
new ones are created. 

A summary of recent values for the " t rue" breakdown field for 
various electrode materials is given in Table 6.2. It is interesting that 
the critical field varies only slightly from metal to metal, and, as 
Alpert^'' points out, ". . . in round numbers the critical field for break
down for any metal and any geometry is approximately the same, i.e., 
10^ V/cm or one volt per angstrom." 

Table 6.2 — CRITICAL FIELD VALUES FOR VARIOUS 
METALS* 

Metal 

W 
Au 
Cu 
Cr 
Mo 
Ni 

Work Function (eV) 

4.5 
4.8 
4.6 
4.6 
4.2 
4.6 

Eb (V/cm) 

6.40 X 10' 
6.36 X 10' 

14.80 X 10' 
5.32 X 10' 
5.58 X 10' 

10.40 X 10' 

Standard Deviation 

1.00 X 10' 
0.63 X 10' 
2.40 X 10' 
0.10 X 10' 
0.63 X 10' 
1.30 X 10' 

"••Includes data by I. Brodie and also by Alpert a s r epor ted by 
Alpert^' . 

Another important contribution from this theory is that it provides 
some insight into the effect of gas on the breakdown process. As pointed 
out later in Chap. 7, both Alpha and Beta Cell experiments have shown 
that the voltage-holding capability reaches a maximum at a gas pressure 
of about 10"'' Torr (Figs. 7.20 and 7.21). This is essentially independent 
of the nature of the gas; e.g., the effect has been observed for noble 
gases such as argon and also for attaching gases such as nitrogen. Be
cause of the importance of obtaining high voltages, this phenomenon has 
held considerable interest. In 1967, Alpert et al.'^ showed it could be 
explained in terms of the whisker process. As illustrated schematically 
in Fig. 6.20, they propose that a selective sputtering by ions partly 
destroys the whiskers. Because of the high fields near the whisker tip, 
virtually every neutral in this region will be ionized by electron colli-
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Fig. 6.20 — Schematic representation of 
selective ion bombardment of awhisker. 
(After Alpert et al., Ref. 38. Calculated 
equipotentials shown are for an average 
electric field of 5 x 10̂  V/cm.) 

sion when the current reaches about 10^ A/cm^ (somewhat below the 
breakdown point). Thus, the whiskers are bombarded by a large number 
of ions having energies of order of 100 eV. This is quite sufficient to 
cause selective sputtering or similar dislocation damage to the emitting 
whisker, which in turn can reduce the enhancement coefficient jSpby a 
factor of 20 to 100. 

In conclusion, the whisker theory gives an important physical 
picture for the initiation of electrical breakdown between metallic elec
trodes in high vacuum. It is interesting to speculate on how this picture 
might be affected by a radiation field, especially one composed of heavy, 
high-energy charged particles such as encountered in Fission and 
Alpha Cells. Unfortunately, this must remain speculation since defini
tive experiments have not been performed., 

6-3.2 Breakdown in Solids and over Solid Surfaces 

Radiation cells frequently involve the use of a solid insulator, and 
some cells, such as the solid-state Beta Battery and the Gamma-
Electric Cell (described further in Chap. 7), use a dielectric material 
between the electrodes. Also, insulators must be used in all vacuum-
type cells for positioning the plates apart, and, in some designs, an 
insulator is also used for the vacuum chamber wall. Thus, voltage 
breakdown in the insulator or across its surface becomes an important 
consideration. 

Such breakdown has been observed in several instances: Sampson 
and Miley'^ have reported dielectric breakdown in high-voltage Gamma-
Electric Cell studies using lucite and silicone; Plummer et al.* were 
concerned about possible flashover or arcing across the anode-
insulator for their Alpha Cell; and the Leesona Moos '^Kr battery 
typically discharges at 7 to 9 kV by arcing across the insulator sepa
rating the electrodes. (Further discussion of these observations is 
deferred until Chap. 7.) Breakdown has not been encountered more 
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frequently simply because leakage currents in many designs studied 
have prevented achievement of breakdown potentials. If high-voltage 
operation receives more s t ress in the future, such breakdown will 
certainly be a key problem. 

The theory of breakdown in solids has been reviewed by a number of 
authors^""*' and will notbe discussed here in any detail. While investiga
tions of the phenomena have followed a scientific basis since the early 
work of von Hippel*' and Frohlich*^ in 1937, there are still many un
answered questions about the prebreakdown mechanisms that initiate 
the final instability. The problem is greatly complicated by the variety 
of ways the breakdown can occur: e.g., thermal instability, electro
chemical decomposition, electromechanical forces, erosion by partial 
discharges, electron impact ionization, phase change, etc. (These and 
the following comments draw heavily upon the excellent reviews by 
Darveniza*^ and Whitehead*'.) 

With careful control and design, it is possible to exclude thermal 
and other miscellaneous breakdown processes, and the limiting condi
tion is then called intrinsic breakdown. It is characterized by two 
features: (1) Once the critical voltage is exceeded, breakdown occurs 
in less than 10"^ sec; thus, it is independent of the duration of the ap
plied voltage. (2) Within wide limits, the critical electric field for 
breakdown is independent of the size and shape of the dielectric or the 
material of the electrodes. (An exception occurs for the one special 
case of "avalanche" breakdown where the critical field value does vary 
somewhat with the dielectric thickness.) 

For insulators of interest here, the intrinsic breakdown field 
strength is generally above 10^ V/cm, and some typical measurements 
are indicated in Fig. 6.21. As seen from drawing (a), both theory and 
experiment are in reasonable agreement for the case of glass; however, 
the situation is not so clear for other materials, so experimental data 
are desirable where good accuracy is necessary. Note that, as il
lustrated in part (b), a marked decrease in the breakdown strength 
occurs with increasing temperature, and this suggests that care must 
be taken to cool radiation cells if a maximum voltage is desired. 
(Materials like polymethyl methacrylate and polythene shown here have 
received considerable use in cells where radiation levels are not so 
high as to cause radiation damage.) 

Modern theories generally propose an electronic process for break
down, and this suggests that there are two principal aspects of the 
mechanism: (1) A source of initiatory electrons in the conduction band 
(unoccupied in a perfect insulator) where acceleration is allowed. 
(2) An inbalance between the acceleration of electrons by the field and 
their retardation by collisions. 

Two sources of initiatory electrons are generally considered; 
namely thermal activation from defect levels just below the conduction 
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Fig. 6.21—Variation of the i n t r i n s i c electric field 
strength with temperature for some representative 
materials. (Adapted from Whitehead, Ref. 41. Includes 
data by Oakes and also by Thomas and Griffith, as r e 
ported by Whitehead.) (a) Comparison of Frohlich's 
theory with experiments on glass, (b) Curves for some 
typical materials. 
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band and field activation. Another mechanism, which has not been 
studied in any detail to date but may be very important in radiation 
cells, is that nuclear radiations may excite electrons into the conduction 
band. Black and Charlesby*^ point out that, indeed, available data, while 
meager, do indicate a decrease in the breakdown voltage for polymers 
m a radiation field. This is also consistent with observations reported 
by Sampson and Miley^^ for the Gamma-Electric Cell experiments noted 
earlier. They report discharges and nonlinear effects (during irradia
tion) at electric field strengths as much as an order of magnitude lower 
than normal breakdown values. However, it is possible that space charge 
effects may have been involved also. 

Another important phenomenon that may cause discharge of a high-
voltage cell is breakdown over the insulator surface, often called 
"flashover." In many cases (e.g., the insertion of a smooth insulating 
surface across an air gap), the critical value of the electric field for 
flashover turns out to be lower than that for breakdown of either air 
alone or the insulator itself. Unfortunately, few fundamental studies of 
the processes have been reported, so it is only possible to review ad hoc 
data. 

Darveniza*® comments on five such types of data* 

• Smooth surfaces in otherwise uniform fields Mostinformationis 
available for a smooth surface such as glass or porcelain in 
air. At atmospheric pressure, the flashover voltage for a 1-cm 
gap IS about half of the breakdown voltage for air alone, and it 
falls to about one third at 10 cm. At lower pressures, or when 
the pressure-gap-spacing product is less than 20 Torr-cm, the 
flashover and breakdown voltages are substantially the same. 

• Smooth surfaces m non-umform fields If, in addition to the 
parallel component, the electric field has a component normal 
to the insulator, flashover will depend on the relative dielectric 
constant of the insulator. Measurements in air have shown that 
the flashover voltage may increase by as much as a factor of two 
as this constant decreases from 10 to 1. 

• Corrugated surfaces. In all cases, corrugation of a solid surface 
increases the flashover voltage. With care, it is sometimes 
possible to achieve a design where flashover is no longer the 
limiting condition. 

• Contaminated surfaces Contamination invariably reduces the 
flashover voltage, sometimes drastically. Hygroscopic materials 
(e.g., glass, porcelain, etc.) are particularly prone to surface 
condensation of moisture, even under conditions of fairly low 
humidity. Measurements have shown a reduction of flashover 
voltage by as much as 15% in such cases. 
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• Other factors. In addition to humidity, surface roughness, dust, 
surface charges, non-uniform leakage currents, and uneven 
contact with electrodes are all known to affect flashover. 

While the detailed mechanisms associated with flashover are not 
well understood, there appear to be two broad categories: clean sur
faces and those that are heavily contaminated. For clean surfaces, 
suitably shaped to provide a surface path that is long compared to the 
shortest air path, the breakdown is thought to be a gas discharge in 
which the electric field is distorted by the presence of the insulator. 
Such discharges may start as a corona and then develop into a glow 
discharge, spark, and arc — each distinguished by a progressively 
larger current density"' *'*^ Since the corona is frequently (but not 
always) the first step in this process, the recent review of the subject 
by Loeb^^ is of particular interest. At the other extreme, when surfaces 
are heavily coated with moisture or similar contamination, ionic-
leakage currents flow, and Darveniza** has proposed that breakdown 
results from thermal ignition due to this flow and associated high cur
rent density predischarges. 

Again, it is quite reasonable to suspect that both of these mecha
nisms may be enhanced by the additional ionization due to the intense 
radiation fields encountered in Direct-Collection Cells. Some data for 
a reduced flashover voltage have been reported for polymers*^, but a 
quantitative understanding or correlation is not available. 

6-4 OTHER RADIATION EFFECTS 

The radiation environment of a radiation cell introduces a number 
of problems that affect its performance. The possible effects on voltage 
breakdown and secondary electron currents have already been dis
cussed, and other important possible effects include: mechanical 
deterioration by radiation damage; induced conductivity; induced space 
charge; and sputtering. 

The general theory of radiation damage is treated in several 
standard texts, e.g., Refs. 50 to 53, and general problems related to 
electronic systems have been reviewed by Olesen'^. Organic plastics 
are frequently used as a dielectric material in cells, and radiation 
damage to such materials is discussed in Refs. 55 to 59. 

However, the aforementioned references deal primarily with 
"permanent" damage in the sense that it is measured after the sample 
is removed from the radiation field. This includes changes in such 
physical properties as tensile strength, hardness, elasticity, and elec
trical resistivity. Such damage is certainly important in cell design, 
particularly relative to lifetime; however, since the subject is complex 
and has been discussed at length in the references, it will not be treated 
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here. Rather, we will consider several important "in-field" effects 
that occur during irradiation. These include induced conductivity, space 
charge, and sputtering. Less information is available about these, and 
yet each has been found to be a limiting feature in certain cell experi
ments. 

6-4.1 Radiation-Induced Conductivity 

In general, the conductivity of an insulator placed in a radiation 
field will increase, the change being a function of the radiation intensity. 
This is an extremely important effect in high-voltage cell operation, 
because, as was shown in Sec. 6-1, the insulator conductivity generally 
determines the maximum voltage and power output for radiation cells 
(as pointed out in Sec. 6-1, Rj is assumed to include a correction for 
the induced conductivity). 

Most of the studies of radiation-induced conductivity reported to 
date have involved plastics^""^', principally polyethylene, while only a 
few inorganic materials such as tantalum oxide, magnesium oxide, and 
mica have been studied^*'^^. 

Based on Ohm's law, the conductivity cr is defined as 

^ (n-cm)- ' (6.50) 

where i is the current through a sample with cross section A and 
length L due to an applied voltage V. It may be related to mobilities 
of the charge carr iers through 

a=j:^e,n,ii, (6.51) 
J 

where e ,̂ nj, and fij are the charge, density, and mobility of the jth 
type carrier . The summation is extended over all carr iers involved in 
the current flow, which, for solids, are electrons and holes. However, 
for simplicity in the following analysis, we will assume that the elec
tron mobility dominates so the summation will be dropped, it being 
understood that unsubscripted parameters then refer to electrons. 

The conductivity during irradiation, defined here as a*, is frequently 
correlated with the absorbed radiation dose rate R using a form 
originally suggested by Mayburg and Lawrence^" 

where a is the conductivity without radiation present, A is a fitting 
parameter, and RQ is a reference dose rate that corresponds to a dif
ference in conductivity equal to aj. 

- ^ 
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Early experiments by Mayburg and Lawrence , Fowler", and 
Winslow and Alger^^ showed that the exponent A generally ranges from 
0.5 to 1.0. Fowler has carried out one of the most comprehensive 
studies, and his values for A and a^are summarized in Table 6.3. How
ever, care must be exercised in using these data. As seen from the 
polystyrene data, considerable variation may occur due to slight dif-

Table 6.3 — RADIATION-INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY 
PARAMETERS* 

Mater ia l 

Moulded amber 
Natura l a m b e r 
PMMA p las t i c i zed t 
Mica 

PMMA red '400' 
Polyethylene terephthala te 
Polyethylene 

Polys tyrene t 
P T F E t 
PMMA unplast ic izedf 

A 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.95 

0.93 
0.83 
0.81 

0.65 to 0.75 
0.63 
0.5 

[(i2-cm)->] 

1 X 1 0 ~ " 
1 X 10~i ' 
3 X 10-i« 
1 X 10~i' 

2 X 1 0 " " 
6 X 10~20 
9 X 1 0 " " 

1 to 2 X 10~*8 
8 X 1 0 ~ " 
2 X 10"l» 

• M e a s u r e d by Fowler , Ref. 62. All values a r e for Rj = 
8 R /min at a t empe ra tu r e of 20°C and a r e based on m e a s u r e 
ment s using dose r a t e s from 10~' to 1 R /h and a maximum 
dose of 5 X 10^ R. 

fPMMA = polymethylmethacryla te ; P T F E = polytetraf luo-
roethylene. 

JThe ranges indicate differences between Br i t i sh and U. S. 
s amples . 

ferences between the compositions of materials produced by various 
manufacturers (or even in different lots). Also, studies by Yahagi and 
Danno^^ indicate that the parameters for higher dose rates (>10^ R/h) 
may differ somewhat. 

The basic mechanism involved in induced conductivity remains 
debatable. Mayburg and Lawrence originally proposed the H''' ion 
(proton) as a charge carr ier in polyethylene. However, Fowler con
tradicts this and suggests a trapping model where electronic conduction 
dominates. Yahagi and Danno support Fowler's general conclusion, but 
point out some discrepancies. In particular, they propose that molecular 
motion in the polyethylene chain may be important in some cases, and 
they also suggest that the interaction of Compton electrons as well as 
5-rays with trapped electrons may be significant. 

More recently Harrison*^ suggested that a "hopping model," at
tributed to unpublished studies by S. H. Glarum, is more suitable than 
the conduction band model. Coppage and Peterson^^ claim they avoid the 
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use of a model "as much as possible in the belief that insufficient 
knowledge exists concerning the transport properties of polymeric ma
terials to warrant use of any 'conventional' models." 

Despite these problems, it is instructive to consider Fowler's 
model in some detail. Besides giving some "feeling" for the phenom
enon, it provides a qualitative prediction of many features. 

Many of the materials of interest here (e.g., polystyrene) are com
pletely amorphous. Others like polyethylene have crystalline regions 
randomly embedded in an amorphous mass. While the existence of an 
energy-band structure is not obvious in such cases. Fowler's model is 
based on the assumption of an equivalent structure. He notes that if an 
electron is given sufficient energy by ionizing radiation, it becomes free 
to move and may be visualized as existing in an "effective"conduction 
level. 

As illustrated in Fig. 6.22, traps can arise in several ways — a 
conventional trap-energy level structure is shown in sketch (a), whereas 

( a ) ( b ) 

Fig. 6.22 — Trapping concepts. (After Fowler, Ref. 62.) (a) Energy-level 
diagram for a single group of atoms. [Energy represented vertically, distance 
horizontally. A: Normally full (valence) levels. B: Normally forbidden levels, 
with metastable trapping levels for electrons. C: Conduction levels (normally 
empty).] (b) Energy-level diagram for a material with a disordered structure. 
(Shows schematically how the conduction levels for one group of atoms may be 
the trapping levels for a neighboring group.) 

trapping due to a disordered structure is shown in (b). The traps com
pete with holes for electron capture, and thus they reduce the available 
number of conduction electrons. 

Fowler points out that, to explain "dark" conductivities (no radia
tion present) of the order of 10~^° (O-cm)"' for insulators that typically 
have a thermal activation energy of only 1 to 1.5 eV, trap densities 
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must be quite large, ranging from lo'^ to 10^° t raps/cm' . The discrete 
energy-band picture suggests that the trapped electron must receive 
sufficient energy to reach a higher energy level before it can escape; 
thus, it is assumed, as illustrated in Fig. 6.22, that all trapped elec
trons must pass through the conduction band in order to be released. 
Also, since relatively few electrons will receive just the right amount 
of energy to be lifted from the valence level to a trap, it is assumed that 
electrons pass through the conduction band prior to being trapped. In 
this sense, trapped electrons can only communicate with the conduction 
band, and a key assumption generally made is that the trapped electron 
density is in thermal equilibrium with the conduction electron density. 
This is generally justified because of the relatively small energy gap 
between the traps and the conduction band. This suggests that, under 
steady state irradiation conditions, there is a dynamic equilibrium be
tween the rate at which electrons enter the conduction band from traps 
and the rate of loss to traps. It further implies that the dominant loss 
rate of conduction electrons is due to recombination with holes, so that 
the source-loss rate balance for the conduction electron density n is 
simply 

| = b n ( n + m) (6.53a) 

where 

b = qv (cmVsec) . (6.53b) 

As before, R is the absorbed radiation dose rate; | , the energy re 
quired to produce an electron-hole pair; m, the trapped electron density; 
and the recombination coefficient b represents the product of the 
electron-hole recombination cross section q and the conduction elec
tron speed V. Since an electron in either the conduction band or a trap 
leaves a hole in the valence band, the quantity (n + m) gives the number 
of holes, and the recombination rate is taken to be proportional to this 
times the density n. 

This type of relation is consistent with models suggested by 
Kittel and also Rose^' for the analysis of photoconductivity in insulat
ing crystals. 

To illustrate the significance of Eq. (6.53), we will consider the 
extreme cases where the conduction electron density greatly exceeds 
the trapped electron density (n + m), and vice versa. Then, substitution 
of Eq. (6.53) for n in the definition of the conductivity [Eq. (6.51)] gives 

^* _ j (R/l b)"- 5 (n » m) (6.54a) 

eM |(R/|bm)i-» ( m » n ) (6.54b) 
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which shows the plausibility that the exponent in Eq. (6.52) varies be
tween 0.5 to 1, depending on the relative magnitudes of n and m. (For 
simplicity, we have omitted the dark current contribution, i.e., assumed 
a* » a.) 

However, this argument ignores the earlier assumption that 
trapped and conduction electrons exist in thermal equilibrium—then, 
since the traps are at lower energies, the trapped density m will always 
exceed n as long as sufficient trap sites are available. This suggests 
that Eq. (6.54b) should be used; however, mean not be viewed as a con
stant but, in fact, depends on n. To analyze this case, it is necessary to 
describe the distribution of the trapping sites in energy, and this will in 
turn determine both the exponent A and the temperature dependence of 
the conductivity. As a simple illustration, consider the extreme case 
where all of the traps are located at a single depth Tj below the con
duction band, such that the energy distribution for the traps M(T) be
comes a delta function given by 

M(T) dT= 5 ( T i - T ) dT. (6.55) 

Then, for thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the electron density 
ratio becomes 

n/m Rj exp (- Tj/k^) (6-56) 

where k is the Boltzmann constant. For reasonable values of Tj, m » n, 
and combining Eqs. (6.53) and (6.56) and using the definition of CT 
[Eq. (6.51)], we find 

R'-̂  (CT* » a). (6.57) 

Comparison with Eq. (6.52) shows that, in this case, A = 1/2 and the 
bracketed quantity corresponds to (CTQ/R^). The quantity (Ti/2) in the 
exponential temperature dependence can be viewed as an activation 
energy. 

While this result demonstrates some of the main features of the 
model, a more realistic trap distribution should be used in practice. 
Fowler^^ has considered two important cases: (1) A constant distribu
tion, i.e., M(T) = constant. (2) An exponential distribution, i.e., M(T) oc 
exp (-T/kTj), where (kTj) is a characteristic energy of the material. 
He shows in the first case that A = 0.97 and, in the case of the exponen
tial, that A = kTj/(T + kTj); in the limit of a very steep exponential dis
tribution, kTj — T and A — 1/2, which is in agreement with Eq. (6.57). 
(The delta function can be viewed as the limiting case for a steep 
exponential.) In these instances, the actual temperature dependence of 

a* = eju 
vTqv exp 2kT 
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CT* does not turn out to be a pure exponential, but over a reasonable 
range of temperatures the difference is negligible. 

Using these results and assuming a mobility of ju = 10"^ cmV 
(V-sec) and an average speed of v = lO' cm/sec, Fowler has back-
calculated the recombination cross sections q, which, along with typical 
activation energies, are shown in Table 6.4. The other important 
parameter involved in Eq. (6.53), the energy absorbed per carr ier | , 
has been estimated by Coppage and Peterson*' to be fsS x 10^ eV for 
polystyrene. However, they point out that estimates by various persons 
vary by as much as an order of magnitude. 

While there are some exceptions, the general trend is for an in
creasing activation energy as A — 0.5 (cf. Tables 6,3 and 6.4), and 
this is in agreement with Fowler's analysis. 

Table 6 .4—TYPICAL PARAMETERS* 

Recombination C r o s s Activation 
Section, q (cm^) Energy, T i / 2 (eV) 

Moulded amber 4 x 10"'^ 0.06 
Polyethylene 1 x 10"'« 0.35 
Polys tyrene (U. S. sample) 3 x 10~15 0.18 
Polytetraf luoroethylene 1 x 1 0 ~ " 0.5 

* F r o m Fowler , Ref. 62. 

More recently, Yahagi and Danno** have studied the temperature 
dependence of polyethylene and teflon over a wider range of tempera
tures. Their results, shown in Fig. 6.23 and Table 6.5, indicate that the 
activation energy, as well as A, change abruptly at about-40°C, Be
low — 40°C the induced current is constant or increases slightly, and 
they suggest that, at these low temperatures, the rate of release of 
trapped electrons is controlled by radiation interaction with them, 
rather than by thermal activation as assumed earlier. 

The values of A in Table 6.5 are somewhat smaller than those 
noted earlier from Fowler's measurements, and Yahagi and Danno sug
gest this may be due to the higher dose rates they used and/or a dif
ference in the crystallinity between their samples and those used by 
Fowler. 

The decay of the induced conductivity immediately following an 
irradiation can also be determined with the trap model: The rate of 
decay of conduction electrons is equal to the difference between the rate 
of release of trapped electrons and the recombination rate. (Note that, 
since the radiation is "off," the source term R / | does not appear.) If a 
dot is used for the time derivate, the balance is 

n « - rii — bnm (6.58) 
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Fig. 6.23 — Variation of current with temperature for polyethylene and teflon 
films. (For irradiation at 6 x lO'* R/h with the polyethylene and teflon samples 
biased externally at 96 and 470 V, respectively. After Yahagi and Danno, 
Ref. 64.) 

Table 6.5- - EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON INDUCED 
CONDUCTIVITY PARAMETERS* 

Polyethylene film 
(0.1 mm thick) 

Polyethylene cable 

Teflon film 
(0.5 m m thick) 

l e m p . C O 

+ 9 t o - 2 0 
- 54 to - 75 

(room) 

+ 9 t o - 4 0 
- 5 0 t o - 6 1 

A 

0.61 
0.83 

0.68 

0.83 
0.97 

Activation Energy, 
T, /2 (eV) 

0.34 
« 0 

0.32 
aiO 

*By Yahagi and Danno, Ref. 64. Dose rate range, 10^ to 10* 
R/h (^"00 source). Maximum dose, 5 x 10* R. 
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where b is the recombination coefficient defined in Eq. (6.53b). Follow
ing Fowler, we assume that the rate of release from traps is rapid 
enough to keep pace with recombination. Then, an approximate thermal 
equilibrium will be maintained so that Eq. (6.56) may be used to 
eliminate m and rft, and the solution of the resulting equation is 

^ = [ l + n(0)Cit]-> (6.59) 

with 

Ci = b exp ( - ^ - ) 
(6-trap distribution) . (6.60a) 

Here n(0) is the conduction electron density at the time the radiation 
is "turned-off." Fowler has shown that a more realistic exponential 
trap distribution leads to this same result for n(t)/n(0), but with Cj 
defined as 

Ci = bTi/T (exponential distribution) (6.60b) 

where Ti is the characteristic temperature which defines the trap dis
tribution as discussed earlier. 

Fowler has checked both the hyperbolic time dependence and tem
perature behavior predicted by Eqs. (6.59) and (6.60b), and he reports 
quite good agreement for polyethylene cable at moderate temperatures 
and dose rates. Some typical values of n(0)Ci that he found from plots 
of n(t)/n(0) are given in Table 6.6. The values of n(0) listed were cal
culated using values of q from Table 6.4. 

Two points should be noted: (1) The trap densities suggested 
earlier of 10^^ to 10^° traps/cm^ are considerably larger than n(0), so 
the assumption that m » n should be valid even at quite large dose 
rates. (2) The time constants show considerable spread, and compari-

Table 6 .6—DECAY PARAMETERS AND CONDUCTION 
ELECTRON DENSITIES* 

[n(0)Cil-« n(0) 
Mater ia l (min) ( e l ec t rons /cm ' ) 

Moulded amber 
Polyethylene 
Polys tyrene (U. S. sample) 
Polytetrafluoroethylene 

8.4 X 10"3 
7.5 
7.8 X 102 
1.1 X 10^ 

6 X 10^ 
6 X 10* 
1.2 X 10^ 
5 X 10* 

* After Fowler , Ref. 62. For an initial i r rad ia t ion at 8 R /min 
at 20°C. 
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son with Table 6.3 indicates that the time constant increases with de
creasing A, i.e., with the shift from a constant to a steeply exponential 
trap distribution. 

More recent data effectively demonstrate that the situation is more 
complex than indicated by the simple model used here. Harrison^^ has 
shown the decay of the conductivity for six organic materials irradiated 
by a pulsed 1000-Ci "̂Co source can be correlated with an expression 
of the form 

4 

2 | | = V K,exp(-t/Ti) (6.61) 
1=1 

where K; and the time constant T; serve as fitting parameters. Be
cause of their practical importance, average parameters are given in 
Table 6.7. Harrison justifies this correlation on the basis of a conduc
tion-trapping model that allows two classes of traps: The "a - t r aps , " 
close to the conduction band, can return electrons to the conduction 
band by thermal excitation; "0-traps," lying much deeper, are generally 
filled, and their electrons have a large probability of recombining to 
the ground state directly. In contrast to the earlier development that 
assumed a thermal equilibrium during decay, Harrison neglects r e 
lease to the conduction band, and he determines the decay rate of con
duction electrons by a sum of rates due to recombination with holes and 
trapping into various unfilled of-trap levels. The time constants in 
Eq. (6.61) are viewed as characterizing each of these rates. 

The seeming conflict between Eq. (6.61) and the hyperbolic be
havior found by Fowler can be rationalized as follows. From Table 6.7, 
we note that there is generally one dominant time constant T̂  — the 
other components essentially represent initial transients. Thus, after 
these transients disappear, but before time t is large compared to the 
dominant constant, the time variation of the conductivity is given 
approximately by 

Comparison with Eq. (6.59) shows that r~^ plays the role of n(0)Ci in 
this approximation. Fowler, in fact, neglected initial transients in his 
analysis, and, while he did include data for times longer than would 
be valid for the above expansion, he stopped measurements fairly 
quickly due to the small currents involved. Thus, the two interpretations 
of the decay data are not too surprising, and actually, the general trends 
of the time constants for polyethylene and polystyrene in Tables 6.6 
and 6.7 are similar. However, there are significant differences be-



Mater ia l 

Teflon 
Polyethylene 
Polyvinyl-

chlor ide 

Ke l -F 
Polys tyrene 
Nylon 

Table 6.7 — AVERAGE DECAY PARAMETERS* 

Initial 
cr(0) Dose Rate 

[ 1 0 - " ( n - c m ) - ' l (R/sec) 

7 3.3 
5 1.7 

0.76 3.3 

1.6 6.7 
1.0 6.7 
1.94 3.3 

•By Har r i son , Ref. 66. 
Notes: 1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

T ime Constants (sec) 

Ti 

0.43 
2.2 

1.5 

1.4 
0.47 
2.1 

Sample th icknesses ranged from 0.04 to 0.08 

T2 

2.01 
13 

250 

>10? 
875 
>103 

•̂ 3 T4 

16.5 226 
173 

Weighting 

Ki 

0.38 
0.48 

0.62 

0.35 
0.80 
0.18 

K2 

0.30 
0.30 

0.38 

0.65 
0.20 
0.82 

F a c t o r s 

K3 K4 

0.26 0.06 
0.22 

c m . Applied fields from 3 to 40 kV/cm were used. 
T e m p e r a t u r e s were 60 to SO'C except for polyethylene (43''C) and nylon (30°C) 
Exposure t i m e s general ly 60 to 120 
All c o m m e r c i a l g rade m a t e r i a l s . 

s ec . 
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i 
0 
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tween absolute values, even if corrections are made for the dose rate 
differences. 

Unfortunately, Harrison does not present results for different dose 
rates for a single sample. This would clear up the obvious question of 
whether or not T̂J depends on n(0). 

The discussion to this point has centered on gamma-induced con
ductivity. Since nuclear cell applications may involve reactors, it is 
significant to note that Coppage et al.®^ have correlated results from 
mixed neutron—gamma irradiations with a form similar to Eq. (6.52), 
namely 

A„R„ 
A 

AyR^ (6.63) 

where the subscripts n and y represent neutron and gamma parameters, 
respectively. They show that for a wide variety of dielectrics 

0.06 < (An/Ay) < 0.55 . (6.64) 

Thus, in general, neutrons are less effective, per unit absorbed dose 
rate, in inducing a conductivity. 

Finally, several results from nuclear cell studies deserve note. 
Sampson'" has used Fowler's model in his analysis of voltage operation 
of a Gamma-Electric Cell with good results; however, this does not 
represent a sensitive test of the model. Coleman and Bohm*'^' report 
an interesting effect observed in studies of solid-dielectric Beta Bat
teries where the conductivity for some materials was actually found to 
decrease with long time irradiation. For example, beta irradiation of 
polystyrene resulted in an initial increase of conductivity from 10"^^ to 
about 10~*̂  (n-cm)~*, but, after one day of continued irradiation, the 
conductivity began to decrease with approximately the square root of 
time. This decrease has been observed to continue for polystyrene for 
irradiation periods as long as a year. In this case, the ultimate con
ductivity was less than that for an unirradiated sample. A similar effect 
was noted for teflon and Kel-F, but these materials became brittle in a 
matter of weeks and were prone to breakdown. Radiation damage also 
appeared to reverse the trend in polyethylene after a week or so. No 
explanation has been given for this effect. While the results noted are 
for beta-particle irradiation, similar effects might be expected for 
gammas; however, this has not been verified experimentally and further 
studies have not been reported to date. 

6 - 4 . 2 R a d i a t i o n - I n d u c e d Space Charge in Dielectrics 

Experiments have demonstrated that significant space-charge and 
polarization effects may occur during bombardment of dielectrics by 
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electrons from direct electron irradiation, from Compton scattering by 
gamma- or x-rays, or from 6-ray electrons produced by heavy-ion 
bombardment. 

Gross'^ has published a bibliographical review of some studies 
through 1963, and the present development is largely based on this and 
later publications by Gross and his co-workers, especially Refs. 72 
to 75. 

Some terminology is notedfirst. A dielectric containing a permanent 
volume polarization, due to its similarity to a magnet, is called 
an "electret" (according to Gross, this terminology can be traced back 
to O. Heaviside). A prefix often indicates the method used to introduce 
the polarization; e.g., electrets prepared by combined electric and 
thermal treatment are called "thermoelectrets," those prepared by 
light excitation are "photoelectrets," and those prepared by penetrating 
radiation, "radioelectrets." The last are of primary interest here. 

The formation of a space charge can be visualized as follows: 
High-energy electrons are frequently trapped at the end of their range 
in the dielectric. The detailed trapping mechanism is not entirely clear; 
however, there is ample experimental evidence to show the trapping 
efficiency may be quite high in some materials, even approaching 
100%. If the dielectric is sufficiently thick, continued exposure can 
lead to a space charge so large that it will actually produce electrical 
breakdown. This was first observed in 1959-1962, when a number of 
radiation shielding windows in hot caves were shattered before preven
tive steps were taken'^"''. Breakdown in glasses and polymers may oc
cur spontaneously or by induced field enhancement obtained when a 
pointed metal rod is pressed to the surface of the dielectric. Lichten-
berg figures have been obtained in this manner from electron bombard
ment. Charge storage has been determined in several studies that use 
an electrometric method or alternately measure the charge released 
by heat treatment or exposure to ultraviolet radiation''. In some cases, 
the actual spatial distribution of the charge has been determined by 
sectioning the target, and this technique has been used to measure 
electron ranges'^. 

Some important aspects of space-charge storage can be illustrated 
through a simple analytic model. Let us first consider gamma irradia
tion of a dielectric of thickness d as illustrated in Fig. 6.24. As noted 
earlier, the Compton electrons are preferentially scattered forward, 
and L5 is defined as their average displacement along the x-axis 
[Eq. (5.10a)]. 

Two basic assumptions are made: (1) The holes are taken as im
mobile, and recombination or neutralization of the hole, once formed, 
is neglected. (2) All electrons are assumed to be trapped at the end j 
of their track. 
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These assumpt ions a r e equivalent to postulating that the d ie lec t r ic 
i s a perfect insula tor in which cha rged-pa r t i c l e mobi l i t ies a r e ze ro . At 
f i r s t thought, in light of radiat ion- induced conductivity, th is may appear 
to be a poor assumption. However, for the d ie lec t r i cs of in t e res t he r e 
(i .e. , po lymer s , g lass , etc.) , ba r r ing breakdown, conductivity effectively 
s e t s an upper l imi t on the e lec t r i c field build-up. Thus, th is ideal ized 
model provides a fairly r ea l i s t i c represen ta t ion of initial space -cha rge 
effects prior to the development of l a rge fields o r breakdown. 

If the radia t ion intensi ty i s a s sumed to be constant during the i r 
radiat ion per iod, the r a t e of growth of holes in a volume element dx, 
des ignated as [dn+(x)/dt] dx, i s 

^ [n+(x) dx] « ^ ^ ^ ^ "^ = f"̂  o S ^^^ ^-^^^^ ^ ^^-^^^ 

where Iy(x) i s the gamma energy cur ren t [MeV/(cm^sec)] at x, (T^,) is 
the average Compton e lec t ron energy, jnc and /ice a r e the Compton 
l inear attenuation and absorption coefficients, respect ive ly , and )ia i s 
the total l inear absorption coefficient (as defined in Sec. 5-4.3).* 

The growth of t rapped e lec t rons [dn_(x)/dt] dx i s displaced from 
the point where the e lec t ron or ig ina tes by La; thus 

d 
^ ^ l i : ^ exp [-Ma(x - U)] dx (x 2 L^) (6.66a) 

(hi.) 
- i n _ ( x , a x j . | ^ ^ ( x < L , ) . (6.66b) 

With the p r e sen t average path model, no e lec t rons stop between 0 and 
L5, whereas in rea l i ty a few would. (The d ie lec t r ic is assumed to be 
th icker than L5, which i s not uncommon, s ince L5 is genera l ly of o r d e r 
of 0.1 cm or so in d ie lec t r i c s of in teres t . ) 

*This formulation includes a contribution from scattered photons. Compton 
production is found by dividing the energy absorbed in dx by the average 
Compton electron energy [identified as (hi/) (/Jce/Mc)l- An alternate approach, 
used some in the literature, evaluates Compton interactions due to the attenu
ated primary beam. This amounts to substituting the total linear attenuation co
efficient |io for the absorption coefficient /Ja in Eq. (6.65). The point is that 
Mo > Ma because MO includes a scattering coefficient, and in essence this states 
that any scattered photons are removed from the beam. In fact, high-energy 
scattered photons will contribute to Compton production, and the present ap
proach makes an allowance for this. Due to angular effects and the fact that 
(hi') should be an average over both the primary and the scattered components, 
i.e., be a function of x, this treatment probably overestimates hole production. 
Still it should be of sufficient accuracy for present purposes. 
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Fig. 6.24 — Hole-electron production in the dielectric. 

Since the gamma intensity is assumed to be independent of time, 
the space charge p (x) due to an irradiation of length t seconds is found 
immediately to be 

P^^'^^l ^[^("+-'^-^5= I 

where 

At exp i-ii^x) 
-l^aLsAt exp (-flaX) 

(x < Ls) (6.67a) 
(x > Lj) (6.67b) 

(6.68) 

The exponential involving (j.̂  L5 has been expanded as (1 + fiaLg) in the 
derivative since in general ^^^s « 1-

This result is shown schematically in Fig. 6.25. The space charge, 
which is positive near the surface being bombarded, changes sign at 
X i*« L5 and then gradually decreases. Since iij^s « 1, the amplitude of 
the negative charge region is considerably less than for the positive 
region. This is consistent with the concept of gamma-electron equi
librium discussed in connection with the Gamma-Electric Cell in 
Sees. 2-6.2 and 4-5, where the space charge was neglected altogether. 
However, it is now apparent that this is not valid for long irradiations 
since the space charge will continue to increase with time, until, de
pending on the material, either breakdown or charge leakage takes 
place. 

The general characteristics of Fig. 6.25 have, in fact, been verified 
by Murphy and Gross". As illustrated in Fig. 6.26, they sectioned a 
Carnauba wax sample following irradiation with ®°Co gamma rays and 
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Fig. 6.25 — Spatial distr ibution of gamma-induced space cha rge . 

then measured the charge released from each section using thermo-
depolarization (heating) methods. A positive current in this figure indi
cates a negative space charge. Note from curve D that a positive space 
charge was present in a 1-mm section near the surface, whereas the 
net charge over the entire sample (curve A) was negative. 

An interesting observation brought out by these curves is that the 
rate of charge release is surprisingly slow compared to the rate of 
storage: For example, the charging rate for negative space charge is 
seen from Eq. (6.67) to be LaA, or «10~'^ C/(cm^ sec) per R/h for typi
cal materials. For the irradiation of Fig. 6.26, this is equivalent to 
about 2 X 10-"'2 c/(cm^ sec), whereas the discharge rate is seen to be ap
proximately 3 X 10~'^ C/(cm^ sec), or three orders of magnitude less. 
A similar result has been noted by Gross'^ for plexiglass. 

Care must be taken in analyzing the discharge of a sample: Con
sider the situation shown in Fig. 6.27, where a low-impedance ammeter 
is connected across the samples' faces, which are coated with a thin 
conducting layer such as Aquadag (similar to a Gamma Cell configura
tion). The space charge will induce surface charges 6Qo and 6Qd on the 
faces as illustrated. When these charges are released (by heating, uv 
treatment, etc.), the total charge release per square centimeter of 
surface measured by the ammeter will be 

Q h^'-i' (6Qo - 6Qd) dx •• n-d - 2x p(x) dx, (6.69) 
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Fig. 6.26 — Thermodepolarization currents from sections of Carnauba wax. 
(From data by Murphy and Gross, Ref. 73. For 28-cm^ samples with a ^"Co 
gamma radiation dose rate of 2 x lo^ R/h.) 

The in tegra l may be evaluated by using Eq. (6.67) for p(x). The 
resu l t , if we again a s sume jJaLs « l a n d expand the exponential t e r m s , i s 

Q = LsAt l e x p (-Had) - - ^ - A [ ( ^ ^ c l + 1) exp (-(iad) - l ] l . (6.70) 
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8Qo = 0-(>'/d)]p(x)(^x 
SO =jx/d)p(x)cfx 

-Si = J/cft (S Q) 

= cf/Jt [sQo-SQd] 

Fig. 6.27—Currents involved in discharge of the space charge. [The induced 
surface charges, 5Qj and 6QQ, are due to the space charge in the volume ele
ment dx. The total current then requires a final integration over the volume of 
the dielectric, i.e., over dx as indicated in Eq. (6.69).] 

(Note that the time t is the irradiation time and not the discharge 
time.) It is obvious that the charge measured here is somewhat dif
ferent from the actual charge stored Q^, which is simply 

Qs = p(x) dx (6.71) 

Comparison of this expression and Eq. (6.69) shows that the measured 
value Q is generally less than Q^. 

In an effort to explain the large value of the discharge time noted 
above. Gross'^ has proposed that part of the stored space charge is 
compensated by a bound polarization charge. As illustrated in Fig. 6.28, 
it is assumed that, after an initial discharge at time tj, the bound 
(persistent) polarization remains but slowly decays giving rise to a net 
electric field. This theory is consistent with the experimental ob
servation that not all the space charge is released in a single break
down. The most dramatic example of this is reported by Hardtke and 
Ferguson'^, who observed spontaneous light flashes for several hours 
after the initial breakdown of heavily irradiated glass samples. Also, 
they were able to trigger discharges two or three times by striking a 
sharp instrument on the glass surface. 

In his analysis. Gross assumes, for slow variations in the elec
tr ic field, that the electric displacement D has two components given by 

D = €*£ = {cE + e ' £ ) = £ £ + P (6.72) 
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Fig. 6.28 — Explanation of repeated discharge in terms of bound polarization. 
[After Gross, Ref. 74. The dose rate is constant prior to to, zero afterwards, 
and the faces of the sample are temporarily shorted at time tj. The correspond
ing polarization (P) and space charge fields (E) produced by the Compton current 
are illustrated for a thick sample. During the irradiation period E increases, 
then decreases slightly following IQ, and falls to zero at the time t^\ it then in
creases afterwards due to renewed charge build-up. Concurrently P increases 
during the irradiation period, decreases slightly between IQ and ts, and de
creases slowly afterwards.] 

Thus, the d ie lec t r ic constant e* has two components: e , which is in 
phase (in a t ime varying sense) with the field, and e', which de sc r ibe s 
the p e r s i s t e n t polar izat ion P and i s general ly out of phase with E. 

Before analyzing the resul t ing d ischarge c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , it is of 
in t e res t to see how this affects charging c u r r e n t s . If the d ie lec t r ic i s 
placed between two conductors as i s done in the Gamma-E lec t r i c Cell, 
the cu r ren t density J(x,t) due to g a m m a i r rad ia t ion at t ime t and the 
e l ec t r i c field E (external plus space charge field) can be visual ized 
a s a sum of four components given by 

, X , , / XX 9-E(x,t) 8P(x,t) 
J(x,t) = ff E{x,t) + g(x,t) + e \ ' +• at dt 

(6.73) 

Here , a i s the d ie lec t r ic conductivity (so a E is the ohmic-conduction 
cur ren t ) , g r e p r e s e n t s the Compton cu r ren t (i.e., the cu r r en t calculated 
in Sec. 4-5), and the remaining c u r r e n t s account for charge s to rage 
assoc ia ted with the e lec t r i c field and polar izat ion, respect ively . The 
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p a r a m e t e r s a, e, and e ' a r e a s sumed to be independent of position x 
F o r sho r t - c i r cu i t operat ion of a cell of length d, we requ i re that 

/ / £ ( x , t ) d x = 0 (6 74a) 

Therefore operat ion t e r m w i s e on Eq (6.73) by Ĵ Ĵ  dx . . . and use of 
Eq. (6.72) yield 

J N W = 4 f J(x,t) dx — ^ i f g(x,t) dx = (g> (6.74b) 

where J N W r e p r e s e n t s the average* net cu r ren t observed in the ex
t e rna l c i rcui t [This identification i s possible s ince the flow of charge 
J(x,t) through an incrementa l dis tance dx r e s u l t s in an induced cu r ren t 
J(x,t)(dx/d) in the e lec t rodes , so the integrat ion over the cell volume 
gives the total contribution to the external cu r r en t due to all of these 
motions.] This resu l t shows that, under the assumpt ions inherent in 
derivat ion (a and e independent of x), the short-circuit cu r ren t depends 
only on the Compton current , even during t r ans ien t operation As 
originally noted by Gross , it i s " t h i s p roper ty which allows the Gamma 
Cell to be used as a radiat ion detector with a response direct ly p r o 
port ional to radiat ion flux i r r e spec t ive of radiat ion induced changes of 
conductivity." 

It IS worthwhile to d i g r e s s at th is point and consider severa l i m 
por tant aspec t s of Eq. (6.74b), e.g., it can be used to give a be t te r 
understanding of the range of validity of the co l lec tor -ba lance method 
for cu r r en t calculat ions used for the Gamma Cell in Chap. 2 t 

Consider a highly idealized case (steady state) where all the 
g a m m a radiat ion enter ing at x = 0 i s absorbed in the cell This r e su l t s 
in a Compton cur ren t gi(x) that, for simplici ty, we will take to be an 
ex t r eme case where gj is constant between x = 0 and x = dj where 
di < d. Then from Eq. (6.74b), the external cu r r en t observed is 

* Average in the sense that transients induced in the plates due to the motion 
of individual electrons are omitted. It may be viewed then, as a time integral 
over an interval At corresponding to the time of flight, or alternately as the 
average over a large electron population as implied by the use of a current in 
the integral 

tThe necessity for caution in use of the balance method has been stressed 
by J. G Kelly", who states "The early analysis [by Gross, cf. Eq. (6.74b)] . 
apparently left some users of these devices with misconceptions about how the 
Compton currents are correlated with the current which flows in the lead of the 
measuring electrode. For example, . . incorrectly assumed that a knowledge 
of the net current across the electrode boundary is all that is required . . . the 
displacement current must be considered also " 
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(di/d)gi, even though no Compton electrons flow across the dielectric-
collector interface. This is not surprising since it simply represents 
the induced current created on the plates by movement of the charge 
over a distance dj between them. However, it is disturbing that this 
might seem to imply that the collector-balance technique used in 
Chap. 2 to calculate currents is restricted not only to steady state 
operation as discussed there but also to cases where the gamma 
field is spatially uniform. That the latter restriction is not necessary 
can be seen by considering the example further. At the start of the 
irradiation, a negative space charge will rapidly accumulate as elec
trons are trapped at di, and the build-up will continue until the associ
ated electric fields reach a point where they can drive, via ohmic 
leakage, sufficient currents away from dj to balance the Compton 
current input. Envision, then, an idealized space-charge sheet at dj 
causing a potential -Vj . With both plates grounded (short-circuit), 
electrons from this sheet will gradually leak to both electrodes. The 
current to the collector will be aVj(6. - dj) and to the emitter aVi/dj. 
However, the net contribution to the external current requires a 
path-length weighting, i.e., (d - dj)/d and dj/d, respectively. As a r e 
sult, both contribute (aV^/d), but since they are oppositely directed, 
the net effect on the external current cancels [in agreement with the 
absence of such a term in Eq. (6.74b)]. Still, if a balance is considered 
around the collector, it will contain the ohmic current o-Vi/(d - dj). 
Further, the sum of the leakage currents must equal the Compton 
input or 

(6.75a) 
( d -

so that 

a V i 

%^ 

_ d i ( d 

di 

- d i ) 

gl -

g l - (6.75b) 

Substitution back into the expression for the ohmic-leakage current at 
the collector gives 

. = ̂ 4 . , (6.,5C) 

which agrees with the previous result from Eq. (6.74b). 
In conclusion, this demonstrates that the electrode-balance tech

nique is valid as long as leakage currents are properly included and a 
true steady state condition is reached in the sense that the internal 
space-charge and polarization fields have reached an equilibrium. The 
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latter is, of course, more demanding than simply requiring a constant 
gamma flux since some time may elapse after changes in the gamma 
intensity before an internal balance is achieved. Prior to equilibrium, 
Eq. (6.74b) must be employed, or under voltage conditions the analysis 
must begin with Eq. (6.73), in which case, both the ohmic and dis
placement current terms will explicitly survive. [A detailed analysis 
of an actual device including such terms has not been reported to date. 
It would involve a calculation of the time-dependent space-charge 
field, such as is done later to obtain Eq. (6.92), combined with an 
evaluation of the resultant induced charge on the electrodes. With 
respect to the latter, Kelly'' has derived Green's functions for induced 
charges in several geometries of interest, including the cylindrical 
chamber (both end-on and side-on), the spherical chamber, and a pan
cake cell.] 

Now returning to the problem of the calculation of space-charge 
discharge characteristics, we note from Poisson's equation that 

V . e*E = V . e £ + V . p = p^ + p ' = PT (6.76) 

where p̂  is the uncompensated charge density, p ' is the charge density 
associated with the persistent polarization, and p.^. is the total of these. 
During discharge, only the uncompensated component will be re 
leased: i.e., 

p_ j=p. j . -p '=p . j , -V . p . (6.77) 

The charge collected upon breakdown can be determined from 
Fig. 6.29. If breakdown is assumed to occur to the plate at x = 0, the 
charge at this plate is neutralized, and this releases 5Qj, which flows 
through the ammeter. Thus, the measured charge per square centi
meter of surface will be 

' i d Q= I - p_j(x)dx. (6.78) 

We determined the total space charge distribution earlier [Eq. (6.67)]; 
however, now we want to find the uncompensated component of the 
space charge. Also, the earlier calculation did not allow for ohmic 
leakage, which has been added to Eq. (6.73), so we must start from 
scratch to find Pd(x). 

During the irradiation, conservation of charge requires that the 
total charge density p.j. must satisfy the continuity equation 

^ + V J ^ = ^ + ( a v - S + V •g) = 0 (6.79) 
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Breakdown to Plate at x = 0 
Neutralizes S Q. 

S Q j =[x/d]/)(x)c^x 

-81 = d'/d't(8Qd) 

Fig. 6.29 — Schematic representation of charge neutralization during breakdown. 
(As in Fig. 6.27, the surface charge is due to a space charge in a volume ele
ment dx.) 

where Jc i s the total conduction cu r r en t (ohmic plus Compton) defined a s 

J,(x,t) = CT£(x,t) + g(x,t) . (6.80) 

But using Eq. (6.76) (i.e., Po i s son ' s equation), we can el iminate E, 
and this gives 

8 P T _ . ^ 
9t e 

+ - f P T = - V • ! (6.81) 

If a s teady-s ta te i r rad ia t ion i s assumed so that g i s independent of 
t ime ,* we obtain 

p.j, = - T [ l - e x p ( - t / T ) ] V . g (6.82) 

*The assumption of a time independent g is even more demanding than it 
may appear at first thought. It implies short-circuit or low-voltage operation 
such that the plate potentials do not increase and interfere with Compton trans
mission. Likewise, the internal space-charge fields must not grow to the 
point where they interfere. 
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where the time constant T is 

T^^*/o. (6.83) 

The uncompensated charge density P̂  can now be found by noting from 
Eq. (6.76) that, since V • e *£ = p.j. and V . e£: = p^, 

p ^ = e p ^ / e * . (6.84) 

If this result and Eq. (6.82) are used for Pd(x), the solution to Eq. (6.78) 
is then found to be 

Q = G F ( d ) [ l - e x p (- t / r ) ] ĝ g^j 

where 

G = ^ T (6.86a) 
Made* 

F(d) = [1 - (1 +M,d) exp (-fXad)]. (6.86b) 

The Compton current has been assumed to be in equilibrium with the 
gamma radiation, and hence, by comparison with Eq. (6.65), it has been 
assigned a spatial variation of the form 

g(x) = g(0)exp (-/4x). (6.87) 

Two limits are of interest: for short irradiation times, i.e., as t — 0, 

Ql^~ F(d) (6.88a) 

and, for extended irradiations such that t — "o, 

Q « GF(d) = ^ - ^ F(d). (6.88b) 

Ma od 

Note that in the last case e* cancels out, which shows that the final 
value of Q is independent of polarization effects. [Unlike Q, the actual 
charge stored Q ,̂ given by J p.j,(x) dx, is increased by a factor 
€*/€.] ° 

However, since the time constant T is proportional to e* [i.e., to 
e (1 +p'/pd)], it is increased by polarization, and this, in effect, re 
duces the rate of build-up of the total space charge pij. and also Pj. 
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obtain some feeling 
,78 

for the factors involved, we note that To 
Hardtke and Ferguson'' found that the charging of glass (Pittsburgh 
Plate No. 4966 and 6792, 10 cm thick) irradiated with 5.2 x 10^ R/h could 
be correlated by 

Q « 4.4 X 10"' [1 - exp (-1/2.3 x 10^)] C/cm^ (6.89) 

where t is in seconds. Comparison with Eq. (6.85) shows that the time 
constant is 2.3x10^ sec. Gross'^ further points out that numerical 
evaluation of Eq. (6.88a) for this sample gives 

Q » 7.9 X 10"" (e/e*) t . 

The comparable short-time expansion of Eq. (6.89) is 

Q « 1.9 X IQ-'^t 

(6.90) 

(6.91) 

and comparison of these two equations indicates that €*/e » 41 for this 
glass. The handbook value of e is 5.2 x 10"*^ F/cm, and substitution of 
these results, along with T found above, into Eq. (6.83) gives a >« 10"*^ 
(O-cm)"', which is about 20 times the normal value for Pittsburgh Plate 
glass outside of a radiation field. This would, indeed, appear to be a 
reasonable magnitude for the radiation conductivity. 

In addition to this change in conductivity, as suggested in Sec. 6-3.2, 
radiation would be expected to reduce the dielectric strength. In fact, 
Gross'^ has noted that the intrinsic dielectric strength of Pittsburgh 
Plate glass is 5 x 10^ V/cm, while data by Ernsberger and McGary'* 
for electron bombardment indicate a breakdown value of 1.2 to 2.7 x 
10^ V/cm. 

Aside from discharge characteristics, the preceding analysis can 
be used to demonstrate the calculation of the time evolution of the 
electric field in the dielectric. To do this, we use Eq. (6.82) for P^ in 
Poisson's equation and integrate; this yields 

E{x,t) = E(0,t) + ^ [1 - exp (-t /r)] [g(0) - g(x)]. (6.92a) 

As indicated earlier, the time independent form of g used here im
plies that the fields developed do not become large enough to interfere 
with the Compton current. If, consistent with this, a short-circuit con
dition is assumed, £(0,t) can be evaluated through use of Eq. (6.74a). 
This gives 

£(x,t) = - [1 - exp (-t/T)] [ JN - g(x)] (6.92b) 

where Jj^ is the net current as defined by Eq. (6.74b). 
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We saw in the earlier model [Eq. (6.67)], which neglected ohmic 
leakage, that £(x,<») = °o; however, now a finite limit of [JN - g(x)]/CT is 
reached, indicating a balance between the charging and leakage cur
rents. In other words, unless breakdown occurs first, ohmic leakage 
will eventually limit the field. 

While this conclusion remains valid, in many cases the field due 
to a long-term irradiation may well be large enough to affect the 
Compton current, in which case the analysis must be modified. Gross 
and Nablo'^ have considered this situation, and, in fact, they show that 
potentials can develop that actually exceed the voltage equivalent to the 
incident electron energy. While this result may seem surprising at 
first, they s t ress that it is not a violation of energy conservation. A 
majority of the electrons are trapped in a region of lower potential, 
but some are trapped in a location where the potential gradually in
creases with irradiation time to a value above their equivalent energy. 

6-4.3 Sputtering 

Heavy neutral or charged particles incident on a surface will 
cause the ejection of heavy particles in addition to the secondary elec
trons discussed in Chap. 5, Following the original observations of 
Grove in 1852, this phenomenon has been termed sputtering. It can be 
viewed essentially as the erosion or evaporation of a surface under 
heavy-particle bombardment. This is undesirable in many situations: 
e.g., the bombardment by residual gas ions can drastically reduce 
cathode life in vacuum tubes; bombardment of surfaces in space vehicles 
by solar wind particles may cause deterioration; and contamination of 
the plasma in thermonuclear devices due to sputtering of vessel walls 
has an undesired cooling effect. On the other hand, a number of im
portant applications have developed in recent years, which include thin 
film deposition, cleaning of semiconductor surfaces, and ion getter 
pumps. (For further details see Refs. 80 to 84.) 

In view of the particle currents involved, sputtering is likely to be 
important in radiation cells. Two undesirable effects are possible: If 
the sputtered material is metallic, deposits could build up on insulating 
surfaces allowing leakage currents or even electrical breakdown. In 
addition, the sputtered particles themselves, if charged, may form a 
leakage current. Even sputtered neutrals may be ionized by collisions 
with other sputtered particles and/or electrons in the inter-electrode 
space. The latter situation has in fact been observed in Fission-Electric 
Cell experiments using magnetic secondary suppression where trapping 
in the magnetic field resulted in high electron densities (further details 
are given in Sec. 7-2). 

While this is the only experimental observation of sputtering in a 
radiation cell reported to date, such effects are likely to be encountered 
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more frequently as experience is gained with higher power cells 
designed for long-term operation. 

As with secondary production, sputtering represents an extremely 
complex phenomenon. Increasing amounts of experimental and theoretical 
information have become available in recent years, but many aspects 
still remain unexplained, and there are gaps in available data. 

A detailed treatment will not be attempted here, and the reader 
interested in further depth should consult review articles such as 
Refs. 80 to 84. The present section will be confined to some introductory 
concepts, followed by a discussion of data for fission fragment bombard
ment, which represents a regime of particle charge and energy not 
covered in most reviews. 

We will confine our attention to physical sputtering which results 
from momentum transfer from incident particles to the target atoms. 
(Another type of sputtering, classed as chemical sputtering, occurs 
when bombarding and target particles form a chemically reactive 
species or a volatile compound.) 

Sputtered particles may be either neutral or charged, and they may 
be single atoms or clumps of material. The sputtering yield for a par
ticular species is defined as the number of particles of that species 
ejected per incident particle. The total yield is based on the total num
ber of atoms ejected regardless of their nature. 

Sputtering, like secondary-electron emission, was originally thought 
to occur through a local heating or hot spot mechanism. However, most 
current treatments are based on a detailed collision model, and some 
feeling for the processes involved can be gained from the schematic 
diagram of Fig. 6.30. The incident particle may undergo a number of 
hard collisions in the target, wherein sufficient energy is transferred 

Incideni 
Part ic le/ Bock-Sputtered 

Particle 

Forward - Sputtered 
Particle 

Fig. 6.30 — Schematic diagram of sputtering. (As Illustrated, for thin targets, 
both forward and backward sputtering may occur.) 
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to the target atom to cause its displacement. The latter then travels 
through the target until it slows down and stops, or alternately until it 
escapes across the surface. Its travel, like the primary, is character
ized by electronic interactions (straight-line path) and a few hard col
lisions (large-angle collisions). This picture is quite similar to the 
description of secondary electron production in Chap. 5, but of course 
the energies and ranges of the displaced ions are considerably different 
from those for secondary electrons. 

While, as illustrated, both "forward" and "backward" sputtering 
can occur, the following remarks are generally limited to the backwards 
case, which has been studied in most experiments. (The fission frag
ment studies, to be described later, represent a major exception where 
forward yields are generally reported.) 

Total yields may be surprisingly large, e.g., as shown in Fig. 6.31 
20- to 50-keV xenon or krypton incident on copper will eject 10 to 20 
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Fig. 6.31 — Sputtering yields for copperbombardedbykeVions. (From McDaniel, 
Ref. 84, based on data by O. Almenand G. Bruce as reported by McDaniel.) 

atoms/incident ion. (Most experimental data are for ion bombardment 
since energetic ion beams are so conveniently obtained with ac
celerators.) 

As might be expected, the yield depends on a number of parameters 
including the energy and type of bombarding particle, the angle of inci-
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dence, the type and temperature of the target and its structure (crystal
line, etc.), as well as the cleanliness and nature of the surface. General 
correlations are not readily available, but several general observations 
may be of value here. 

Yields generally increase with atomic number of both the bombard
ing ion and the target, within ranges or periods defined by sharp dips 
near atomic numbers of 13, 21, 40, and 60. The increase with atomic 
number of the bombarding ion is evident from Fig. 6.31, and a charac
teristic energy dependence is also observed. A threshold energy exists 
(not discernable in the figure since it usually occurs at 8 to 25 eV), 
followed by a gradual increase in yield with energy, a saturation, and 
finally decreasing yields. The decreasing yield occurs at higher ener
gies because these particles penetrate so deeply before suffering a hard 
collision that the displaced particles have difficulty escaping. Thus, 
the "escape zone" concept developed for secondary electron emission in 
Chap. 5 can also be applied here, and this allows a rationalization of 
other features of sputtering data. For example, larger yields are ob
tained for bombardment at oblique angles since more collisions occur 
in the escape zone. Also the point of saturation occurs at lower en
ergies for small ions like H"*", which can penetrate the solid more 
readily. 

One bit of evidence that supports the momentum transfer picture 
of sputtering is the observation that single-crystal targets primarily 
emit in the nearest-neighbor directions. This is consistent with the 
assumption that the recoil of the target atoms displaced by the primary 
produces a collision cascade in the target. These cascades would be 
expected to travel most readily in the nearest-neighbor (close packed) 
directions with sputtering occurring when the cascade reaches the 
surface. 

A realistic theoretical model must include a careful treatment of 
the collisions illustrated in Fig. 6.30. (This differs somewhat from the 
treatment of charged-particle transport developed in Chap. 3. There 
the s t ress was placed on electronic interactions, and hard collisions 
were ignored or averaged over the track. Now the hard collisions must 
be stressed.) As pointed out by Kaminsky'', there are three important 
energy regimes: 

• Particles with high energies interact through Coulombic repul
sion between their own and the target atom's nuclear charges 
(Rutherford collision region). 

• At medium energies, the electron cloud causes a partial screen
ing so a weakly-screened Coulombic collision model is ap
propriate. 
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• At low energies, little penetration of the electron cloud occurs, 
suggesting a hard-sphere collision model. 

The dividing energies are defined more precisely by Kaminsky'^, 
and some feeling for magnitudes can be obtained from Table 6.8. 

Note that the energy Tj lies in the kilovolt range and may be 
several hundred keV for heavier ions. Energies below T^ correspond 
to the hard-sphere region, and much of the available experimental data 
falls in this classification. Kaminsky reviews several theoretical studies 

Table 6.8—LIMITING ENERGIES FOR IONIC 
COLLISIONS* 

Hard - sphe re region T < Tj 
Weak sc r eemng region Tj < T < T2 
Rutherford region T > T2 
AU data for a copper t a rge t 

Bombarding Ion 

H+ 
He-^ 
N+ 
Ne+ 
Ar+ 
Xe+ 

Ion Energy (keV) 

Ti Tj 

2.6 4.1 
5.6 69.1 

24.4 3 5 X 10' 
39.0 1 1 . 1 x 1 0 3 
93.4 82.6 X 10^ 

632 353 X IQS 

•After Kaminsky, Ref. 83 

for this range, and he points out the model of Rol, Fluit, and Kistemaker, 
while quite simple, has been fairly successful. It is instructive to con
sider their model since it s t resses several concepts. They assume that 
only the first hard collision of the incident particle contributes to 
sputtering, and they neglect contributions due to secondary knock-ons 
by the displaced particles or due to the cascading effect noted pre
viously. They assume that the energy transferred in the first collision 
IS roughly proportional to the maximum energy transfer T̂^̂^̂^ while the 
collision probability is inversely proportional to the mean free path 
X(T). Hence, to a first approximation, the yield S is proportional to 

-'•ma 

X(T) 
S = K % ^ (6.93) 

where the constant of proportionality K is found by a fit to experimental 
data. 
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From an energy and momentum balance, it is found that 

T = T (6.94) 

where m and M are the incoming and target particle masses, respec
tively, and T is the bombarding energy. (This neglects other energy 
losses prior to the collision itself.) For hard-sphere collisions, it 
can be shown'^ that 

X(T) = - r | - (6.95) 
TTR NQ 

where the radius R, which represents the distance of closest approach, 
can be found from a transcendental equation, namely 

_ 0.57x10"° Z1Z2 e^(m + M) 
^^^' " {Z\ + Z|)'^ ^" 4 7rR(T) MT ^ "̂̂ ^^ 

Here, NQ is the number of target atoms per cubic centimeter, Zi and Zj 
are the atomic numbers of the incident particle and the target atom, 
respectively, and e is the unit of electron charge. Combining these 
equations, we find 

S = T T N O K - ^ ^ T R2(T) . (6.97) 
" m + M 

Since R(T) is only weakly dependent upon T, this predicts that S varies 
with T in an approximately linear fashion. This result has been com
pared to several sets of experimental data, and agreement within 
20% is reported*^ in the range from 5 to 20 keV. 

Estimates of sputtering yields in radiation cells involve several 
complicating factors. Forward sputtering will occur at the emitter 
coupled with backward sputtering at the collector. Other surfaces, such 
as grids and side walls, will also be involved. Both the energy and 
angle distributions of the primary particles are complicated and vary 
with operating voltage. Very few data are available for the high en
ergies (MeV range) involved in many decay sources. Further, what does 
exist is often conflicting. The situation can be illustrated by considering 
the special case of fission fragments. They represent an interesting 
regime of high energy and charge not covered in the general literature. 
(Further, it is not clear how to extrapolate available data and models 
to this regime.) 

The status of measurements for fragments by Ershler and 
Lapteva^^ Rogers and co-workers'^"^', Nilsson'""'^, Lepscky et al . '^ 
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and Ferrar i and Segre'^ is summarized in Table 6.9, and several 
points become apparent: The yields show quite wide variations and are 
extremely dependent on the target material and the state of its surface. 
Some yields reported are very large—of the order of 10* or more. 

These experiments, in contrast to normal sputtering studies using 
accelerator beams, involved fission foils encapsulated with a catcher 
foil and irradiated in a neutron field. This is not an ideal set-up — 
there are a number of open questions in interpretation of the data, 
which, no doubt, add to the spread in the results reported. 

The mechanisms involved appear to be more complex than those 
discussed earlier for low-energy low-q ions. For example, Rogers^^ 
found from electron microscope examinations that vaporization, rather 
than knock-on effects, appeared to dominate. In addition, there is other 
evidence that the sputteredparticles maybe quite large clumps of atoms. 

It may be concluded that fragment sputtering can be quite signifi
cant. However, continued studies are required before a precise evalua
tion or understanding of the yield is possible. It would be possible to 
extend the earlier equivalent circuit concepts to include sputtering ef
fects in the analysis of radiation cells. However, the yields involved 
are so uncertain that this calculation would not be meaningful at 
this time. 

6-5 SUMMARY 

It has been demonstrated that cell operating characteristics are 
most conveniently represented through the use of an "equivalent cir
cuit." To study high-voltage operation, the present analysis extends 
the analysis reported previously in the literature to include the non
linear cell current—voltage character. It is shown that the cell char
acteristic Pj. defined in Eq. (6.10) as the ratio of the internal resistance 
to the short-circuit source impedance must be large for efficient 
operation. 

For the equivalent circuit analysis to be meaningful, all possible 
sources of leakage currents and voltage limitations must be considered. 
Unfortunately, the various problems which may arise are quite complex, 
and a variety of different mechanisms are involved. 

Secondary-electron emission currents are quite significant in 
positive-particle cells (Fission and Alpha Cells, etc.) and their inclu
sion in the equivalent circuit has been discussed along with possible 
suppression via grids or magnetic fields. A grid introduces additional 
currents that must be incorporated in the equivalent circuit as indicated 
in Eq. (6.38). Magnetic suppression, since it does not require internal 
structures, is free of this complication; however, the size and weight 
of the magnets make their use in practical devices questionable. 



Table 6.9—FISSION FRAGMENT SPUTTERING DATA 

Investigators and 
Date 

Ershler and 
Lapteva's, 1956 

Rogers and Adam'^, 
1962 

Rogers", 1964 

Rogers^', 1964 

Target 

233u 

233u 

239pu 

93% enriched 
235U 

93% enriched 
235U 

93% enriched 
235u 

state of Surface 

Oxidized, but 
organic s removed 

Oxidation removed 
by polishing 

Oxidation removed 
by polishing 

0.0005-in.-thick 
foil, rolled and 
polished 

Very thin foil 

Thick emitter 
Saturated 

collector alone 

Forward 
Sputtering 

Yield 

24 

1,200 

3,500 

2,000 

1,000 

630 
10,000 

Comments 

Not corrected 
for refission 
or sputtering 
at catcher foil. 
Alpha sputtering 
yield of ^^'Pu 
reported as 0.02. 

Corrected for 
refission at 
catcher, but not 
for sputtering 
or sticking fraction. 

Added geometric 
corrections in 
evaluation. Used 
multiple collectors 
to obtain dose. 

Electron microscope 
examination 
indicates a 
vaporization process 
as opposed to 
knock-ons. 

M 
O 

o 
o 
< 
H 
W 
o z 
o 

c 
a 
t-
M 
> 
50 

> 
O 
2 
M 
Z 
H 

O 



Rogers8^ 1965 UOj film 
on 235u 

Nilsson»», 1964 UOj 

Nilsson9''92, 1966 UOj 

UO2 
Nat. U 

Lepscky et al.'^, 25% enriched 
1965 UO2 

Ferrar i and 
Segre'^ 1967 

25% enriched 
UO2 

Vacuum deposited 
400-A UO2 film, 
50-A grain sites 

«50,000 Grain size grew 
to 180 A during 
irradiation. 

0.5- to 1-mm-thick 
coating on quartz 
ampoules. 7- to 8-A 
grain size 

Sintered and 
irradiated in 
air at 760 mm 

At 10"' mm, sintered 
At 10~5 mm, electro-

5 to 9 

«150 
9 

43 

Not corrected for 
refission or 
sputtering at 
catcher since 
saturation not 
obtained. 

Higher yield in 
air attributed 
to radiation 
oxidation. 

> 
> o 
M 
O 
G 
V » 
M 

H 
CO 

polished 

Sintered pellets, 
9-mm dia. and 
0.4- to 0.7-mm 
thick, 10~3 torr 

Sintered pellets, 
20-mm dia. and 
4-mm thick, 
10"' torr, 
grains >1^ 

0.24 to 
27,000 

7,000 to 
50,000 

Smallest yield 
for 14-/U 
grain size, 
largest for 
1250 (U. 

Large yields 
attributed 
to microcracks 
or 
agglomeration. 
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Another radiation-induced current discussed here is sputtering. 
As pointed out, some problems in voltage build-up in Fission-Electric 
Cells using magnetic suppression have been traced to subsequent 
ionization of sputtered materials. This represents a special cir
cumstance, but even if sputtering currents are not critical per se, they 
can also lead to serious contamination of the system. For example, 
electrode material may be plated out on insulating surfaces, causing a 
reduction in resistivity, or even breakdown. 

The internal resistance used m the equivalent circuit analysis 
should be corrected for radiation-induced conductivity. While a general 
theory describing this effect is not available, a reasonable representa
tion can be obtained using Eq. (6.52) with parameters listed in Table 6.3. 
The possibility of a radiation-induced space charge in insulating ma
terials must also be considered, and this is particularly important in 
solid-state cells such as the Gamma-Electric Cell. Not only may the 
space charge interfere with charged-particle passage, but actual voltage 
breakdown may result. 

Voltage breakdown, as has been repeatedly stressed, has limited 
the voltage output of cells constructed to date to values well below 
optimum. A thorough understanding of mechanisms involved in vacuum 
breakdown is ]ust beginning to emerge, and some aspects of this theory 
have been presented. In practice Fig. 6.19 can be used as a breakdown 
criterion for a radiation-free environment. However, some allowance for 
a reduced breakdown voltage in radiation fields should be included. 

Breakdown in solids can proceed through a variety of mechanisms, 
making it difficult to present a generalized correlation. Materials of 
interest typically have intrinsic strengths greater than 10^ V/cm, and 
some typical data are presented m Fig 6.21 

The reader should remain alert to the possible existence of ad
ditional leakage current phenomena since much remains to be learned 
m this area. Obviously, the basic understanding of even those currents 
considered here is poor. Each is of sufficient complexity to require 
an entire book for complete coverage, however, the scarcity of in
formation presently available would prevent this. Further insight will 
not be gained easily, but hopefully this situation will gradually improve 
with continued research. 
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7 

Specific Applications 

7-1 INTRODUCTION 

A number of review articles'" '^ concerned with the direct conver
sion of radiation into electrical power have appeared in recent years; 
however, they have generally focused on "nuclear bat ter ies" and 
most frequently on those using a beta-emitter source. The Fission-
Electric Cell and high-power Alpha and Beta Cells have not been dis
cussed in detail. Also the Gamma-Electric and Secondary-Emission 
Cells have received little notice, and it is only in recent months that a 
fairly detailed study of a Thermonuclear-Electric Cell was reported; 
hence, these various concepts will be given special attention here. Be
fore proceeding, however, some points of philosophy may serve to 
clarify the review. 

The present coverage is restricted to direct-collection concepts. 
This includes any device that operates on charged particles a s 
sociated with nuclear radiation by either converting their "natu
ral" kinetic energy to potential energy or using it as the "driving 
force" for collection. No distinction is made between primary and 
secondary particles in this definition. Under it a Gamma-Electric 
Cell is a perfectly good direct-collection device even though it 
collects Compton electrons rather than the primary photons. 

This rules out devices like the Ionization-Electric Cell 
(Chap. 1) in which the radiation energy is used to produce ioniza
tion and some force other than the "natural" kinetic energy is 
used to separate and collect the charge. It also rules out "Ter
tiary Nuclear Batteries," ' which generally use a double-conversion 
technique; e.g., a solar cell is used to convert light energy re 
leased by radiation entering a phosphor. Such techniques may be 
important in some applications; however, the earlier chapters 
were designed as a foundation for understanding direct collection 
and space does not permit inclusion of the multitude of hybrid 
conversion schemes that may be possible. 

At this stage in the development of direct-collection concepts, it 
would seem to be a mistake to concentrate solely on large power 
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uses. From a mechanistic point of view, many of the problems 
are the same whether one is designing a cell for use as a power 
source or as a nuclear-radiation detector. There certainly must be 
a shift in emphasis; e.g., high-voltage vs short-circuit operation, 
efficiency vs linear response, etc. But still, an understanding of 
cells for both applications should produce a healthful cross-
fertilization of ideas, and the entire spectrum of applications is 
considered in the present review. 

In the preceding chapters, direct-collection concepts were clas
sified as Plate-Emitter or Volume-Emitter Cells. In theory at 
least, either can be designed to operate with any type of charged-
particle source. However, in practice, certain sources are better 
suited to a certain type cell, and specific problems are closely 
related to this selection. For this reason, the following discussion 
will be organized according to the radiation source and will in
clude: the Fission-Electric Cell (FEC); Alpha-Electric Cell (AEC); 
Beta-Electric Cell (BEC); Gamma-Electric Cell (GEC); Secondary-
Emission Cell (SEC); and Thermonuclear-Electric Cell (TEC). For 
convenience the abbreviations indicated in parenthesis will fre
quently be employed. 

7-2 THE FISSION-ELECTRIC CELL 

The Fission-Electric Cell (FEC) is a classic example of the 
coated-plate converter, and the analysis presented in the preceding 
chapters is directly applicable to it. Uranium, used as the coating, 
undergoes neutron-induced fission, and the resulting primary current 
of fission fragments carries a high energy and positive charge. 

The FEC holds a prime place in the conversion of energy released 
during nuclear fission. As discussed in Chap. 3, about 80% of this 
energy initially resides as kinetic energy of the fission fragments; 
thus, any scheme designed to utilize this energy without passing through 
a heat cycle must involve the fragments. The FEC represents the most 
concrete, if not the only concept, that has been advanced to do this. 
Unfortunately, as presently conceived, it does not appear to be com
petitive except for highly specialized applications or as a topping unit. 
Still considerable effort was devoted to both conceptual designs and 
experiments in the period from 1957 to 1966, and the achievement of 
high-voltage build-up in 1966 (described later) after years of frustra
tion represents a deep satisfaction. 

However, the FEC-reactor concept represents one of the most 
complex of all of the direct-collection systems. One must deal not 
only with the effects of various parameters on the collection efficiency 
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but also with their effect on criticality. Unfortunately, these two (cell 
operation and criticality) are strongly interdependent; e.g., the surface-
to-volume ratio, void volume, and fuel-coating thickness affect both the 
particle collection efficiency and neutronic characteristics. 

G. Safonov'^''^ carried out the first definitive study of the FEC in 
1957, and he attributes the first suggestion of the principle to com
ments by E. P. Wigner*^ as early as 1944. Apparently, the concept was 
not pursued seriously because it was thought that the large void 
volume required would lead to prohibitive reactor sizes and fuel 
inventories. However, Safonov was concerned with cavity reactor de
sign in the middle 1950s,* and he first pointed out that this concept 
might reduce the size and fuel inventory of a FEC-reactor to a rea
sonable magnitude. 

Safonov's 1957 report presents current, efficiency, electrode 
heating, and charging time curves for parallel-plate cells, and in ad
dition, he brought out the following points: 

The non-thermal nature of direct collection might be exploited by 
designing a low-temperature reactor system. This would make it 
possible to use structural materials that have exceptionally low 
thermal neutron absorption cross sections (like magnesium and 
aluminum) but that, because of strength limitations, cannot be used 
in high-temperature systems. As an illustration, Safonov proposed 
a design for a 200-MW cavity reactor, shown in Fig. 7.1, that em
ployed magnesium construction, a graphite reflector, and D2O 
coolant. The cavity concept plus low parasitic neutron losses lead 
to a reasonable size and ^' 'u inventory. With a D2O flow rate of 
» 5 m/sec, the highest temperature in the system is estimated to 
be about 120°C. An electrical current of about 16 A would be 
delivered under short-circuit conditions and about 7 A at 1 MV. 

The absence of steam turbines and electric generators, combined 
with reduced construction costs for low-temperature operation, 
should reduce the capital investment in the reactor system. This 
is significant since capital investment represents a major factor in 
nuclear plant economics. However, part of the savings might be 
offset by the rather intricate cell fabrication requirements. 

Calculations indicate that the cavity reactor FEC design might be 
adapted to a breeder system with a high conversion ratio. 

The unique high-voltage output, coupled with the periodic discharge 
capability, could be of special interest in certain applications. 

*The basic geometry of a "cavity reactor" is simply a cavity filled with 
dilute fissionable fuel surrounded by a relatively thick moderator-reflector 
region. For a general discussion see Ref. 16. 
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0 6-m-THICK GRAPHITE 
REFLECTOR (mass a 100 tons) 
0 5-m-THICK DgO MODERATING 
REGION (mass » 4 0 tons) 
10-cm-THICK GRAPHITE SHELL 
CORE 4-m DIAMETER 

Fig. 7.1 — Schematic diagram of a low-temperature FEC-cavity reactor. 
[After Safonov, Ref. 13. The 4-m-diam. vacuum region contains 20 positive and 
20 negative electrodes alternately spaced with 10-cm vacuum gaps. Negative 
electrodes are coated with 2.4 x 10~' g/cm^ 235u_ Electrodes may be laminar or 
concentric cylinders. All electrodes are internally cooled by D^O. Calculations 
indicate a critical mass of 8-kg '̂̂ U and a reactor power of 200 Mw(th).] 

e.g., for a coupled reactor—Van de Graaff accelerator system, for 
the initiation of fusion reactions, etc. (As pointed out in Appendix 
A-1, the FEC develops high voltages with currents several orders 
of magnitude larger than conventional Van de Graaff techniques.) 

Refueling is an important problem, and several unique methods 
were considered: One was to electroplate the fuel on the surfaces 
using a solution technique. Another involved continuous refueling 
by injecting small amounts of gaseous '̂̂ UFg into the vacuum 
space between electrodes. When ionized, the positive ^̂ ^UFg mole
cule would be accelerated to the cathode thus replacing depleted 
fuel. 

A multiple-layer collector using a "honeycomb" type structure 
might result in a gain in efficiency by as much as 30% over single-
plate collectors, but the added complexity would seem to offset this 
advantage. 

The efficiency is reduced several percent if fission betas are not 
suppressed. On the other hand, if the cell were operated on betas 
alone, a maximum efficiency of only about ^/ilo at 0.5 MV is 
predicted. 

Safonov concludes his report with the comment: "It seems meaning
less to forecast the applications and implications . . . prior to first 
complete demonstrations of technical feasibility." To this end he 
eventually turned his attention to experiments using a beam port of the 
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GE Vallecitos reac tor ," and the Jet Propulsion Lab experiments de
scribed later grew out of this effort. 

The next major study involved a detailed treatment of a cylindrical 
electrode configuration by A. Schock.'^ In addition to a quantitative 
proof of the improved collection efficiencies attainable with cylindrical 
geometry, he considered the problem of heat removal and magnetic 
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Solenofd Coil 
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Reactor Core 

DgO Reflector 

(a) 

Inner Electrode Wall 

Fuel Coating 

Inner Coolant 

Outer Electrode Wall 

Vacuum Gap 

Outer Coolant 

(b) 
tFig. 7.2 — Schematic sketch of the reactor proposed by Schock. (From Ref. 18.) 
J(a) Schematic view of the reactor cross-section, (b) Detailed view of an elec-
Itrode cell. 

suppression of fission betas in some detail. The reactor and cell are 
shown in Fig. 7.2, and the influence of Safonov's low-temperature 
:oncept is evident. Beryllium electrodes with a ^̂ Û coating and D2O 
30olant at about 60°C were assumed, and the reactor included a fertile 
breeding blanket containing thorium, along with a large, high-current 
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solenoid coil for suppressing the beta particles. Some results from 
Schock's analysis include: 

Conversion efficiencies up to 13%, electric power densities up to 
4.5 MW/m^ of core, and neutron multiplication factors up to 2.1 
were found for inner-electrode temperatures ranging up to 350°C. 
However, as illustrated in Figs. 7.3(a) and (b), these character
istics were shown to be interdependent, so the maximum values 
noted above cannot all be obtained simultaneously. The selection 
of an operating point represents a compromise between these 
characteristics, which must be based upon the intended application. 

Relativistic corrections are important in beta suppression calcula
tions, since even electrons starting at zero energy will reach 
relativistic speeds in the large accelerating potentials involved. In 
the reactor study he selected a beta cut-off energy of ai 1 MeV, and 
the magnetic field was limited to 2000 G on the basis of current 
engineering feasibility. These requirements fixed the cell diameter 
ratio. Schock considers this "one of the most questionable points 
of (his) analysis," and he suggests that a better design might have 
been achieved if more freedom in the diameter ratio were allowed. 
(In retrospect, it appears that he may have been overly concerned 
with beta suppression. The effect is not that large; the first con
cern probably should be to suppress secondary electrons, and 
since they are less energetic, smaller fields are required.) 

A "finger" design for the inner electrode was considered, which 
would allow refueling by immersion in an electropolating solution. 

Internal fins in the coolant channels of the inner electrode were 
considered to improve heat transfer and allow higher power 
densities. 

It was suggested that subcooled boiling might be exploited to 
achieve high heat fluxes at relative low temperatures and pres
sures. 

In addition to the uses noted earlier, Schock introduced the thought 
that the high potentials might be attractive for electrical space 
propulsion. He also noted that, as suggested in Chap. 1, the FEC 
could be used in a conventional plant as a topping unit. 

In the early 1960s, as Safonov began his FEC experiments, two 
major laboratories [Cal Tech's Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) and Battelle 
Memorial Institute (BMI)] launchedtheoretical and experimental studies. 

At JPL, Kamke^^ carried out a more detailed analysis of fragment] 
transport through the fuel layer, and Heindl^"'" made a thorough com
parison of the efficiencies obtained for parallel-plate, concentric-
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Fig. 7.3 — The FEC-reactor system proposed by Schock. (From Ref. 18.) 
(a) The effect of power density, efficiency, and neutron multiplication on the 
inner-electrode temperature, (b) Interdependence of efficiency, power density, 
and neutron multiplication. 
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sphere, and concentric-cylinder geometries. While confirming the in
creases in efficiencies in going from plane to cylindrical to spherical 
electrodes, Heindl observed that this progression of geometries is 
accompanied by a decreasing ratio of fuel surface to void volume. And 
he showed that, if the fuel volume is held constant, the increased fuel-
thickness requirement results in a loss in overall efficiency, which to 
a large extent offsets the gain in collection efficiency. Because of this, 
he concluded that the choice of geometry for space application will be 
largely determined by the overall power-to- weight ratio and engineering 
practicability of the design. 

A general review of the JPL program, published by Heindl et al,^^ 
in 1963, discussed their interest in space applications (e.g., electric 
propulsion), and a schematic illustration of a combined r eac to r -
waste-heat radiator system for this purpose is shown in Fig. 7.4. In 
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Fig. 7.4 — Schematic diagram of a FEC-reactor system for electric propulsion 
in space. (After Heindl et al., Ref. 22.) 

sharp contrast to the low-temperature systems promoted by the 
previous studies, the space system was viewed as a high-temperature 
unit. Using the same argument (that the FEC does not operate on a 
heat cycle) the authors noted that a minimum-temperature differential 
could be maintained between the core and the waste-heat radiator with
out loss of efficiency. This permitted a sharp reduction in the radiator 
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size and weight, which is quite significant in the typical space power 
unit Calculations assumed a 1-MWe reactor with a radiator operating 
at 2000° F 

However, because of the low fuel inventory and vacuum gaps, the 
concept tends toward a large, relatively heavy, thermal reactor The 
need for secondary-electron suppression is also a complication, and 
three important additional developmental problems were outlined 
(1) Experimental demonstration of voltage operation (2) Proof that 
relatively high fuel burnup levels can be used without serious damage 
to cell performance. (3) Development of a means of handling very high 
voltages in the reactor, power transmission system, and propulsion 
units. This same report describes the JPL experimental program prior 
to 1963. In-core tests at the GE Vallecitos reactor used the experi
mental cell configuration shown in Fig. 7.5. While magnetic field sup
pression IS indicated, some capsules used electrostatic grids. All 
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Fig 7.5—A typical J P L - F E C experimental capsule (After Hemdl et al. 
Ref 22.) 
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structural components were aluminum except for the anode (nickel) and 
the grids (molybdenum and platinum). A maximum magnetic field cor
responding to 370 G in the center of the cathode and 890 G near the 
ends was used. The first tests indicated a surprisingly large back
ground current of 0.3 to 0.9 /lA in the same direction as the fission 
fragment current that was attributed to a Compton current. 

Output currents in these tests started out at about 8 to 10 times 
background but generally decreased to about half of this value after 
extended operation. This effect was attributed to outgassing of the 
system by radiation, the build-up of beta decaying fragments on the 
anode, and the accumulation of uranium on the anode. A graphic 
demonstration of the importance of electron suppression is shown in 
Fig. 7.6, where the current is shown as a function of the magnetic coil 
current. Reverse currents (negative sign) were obtained for field coil 
currents below » 4 A. 

< 
a. 

-15 

-20 

10 15 20 

Field Coil Current, A 

25 30 

Fig. 7.6 — Measured cell currents with magnetic field suppression. (After 
Heindl et al., Ref. 22.) 
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Attempts at voltage build-up were erratic — only the order of 11 
to 810 V was obtained. Leakage currents were suspected, but tests 
performed in cells without the fissioning layer failed to verify this. 
Several other reasons were postulated but, as it is developed, frus
trating years of attempts to generate voltages ensued before the prob
lem was finally isolated. Before continuing the discussion of the JPL 
work, however, let us skip to the Battelle program, which was develop
ing simultaneously. 

The Battelle studies originated in 1958 and extended through the 
early 1960s,̂ ^~^^ when the FEC was dropped in favor of the Alpha-
Electric Cell studies described in the next section. The BMI group 
chose to concentrate on the development of a "squirrel-cage" grid 
assembly, which they termed the "triode concept," and an illustration 
of a typical cell is shown in Fig. 7.7. It had a 40-wire squirrel-cage 
grid-cathode assembly composed of 5-mil-diam. stainless steel wires 
on a lV4-in.-diam. grid circle. The cathode was an 18-in.-long x 
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Fig. 7.7—A schematic illustration of the Battelle triode (After Anno, Ref. 23.) 
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V2-in.-diam. molybdenum tube coated with 2 ju of UO2. A number 
of variations of this design were also studied, involving over 100 in-
pile experiments. Unfortunately, a detailed report of this work was 
never published. Some results are summarized in Ref. 23, and other 
data have been obtained from Ref. 25. Points to be noted include: 

Short-circuit currents in approximate agreement with calculations 
were obtained. 

Currents were found to be insensitive to pressures below 10"^ mm 
Hg. (Measurements were made to 10"^ mm Hg.) 

A 100-V negative grid bias was found effective for suppressing 
most of the true secondaries, but an additional bias was required 
to stop the high-energy component. An additional leakage attributed 
to gamma reactions with the fuel coating was observed but could 
not be suppressed. It represented a loss of ai 10% in the net cur
rent from the cell. 

Fig. 7.8 — Typical c u r r e n t behavior of the Bat tel le t r iode . (After Anno, Ref. 25.) 

A typical test result is shown in Fig. 7.8. The desired positive net 
current was only achieved over a limited range of grid voltages. 
An anomalous leakage current at larger grid voltages actually 
caused the net current to reverse signs, and this limited initial 
tests to less than 100 V. Results from later tests have not been 
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reported, but apparently a satisfactory voltage build-up was not 
achieved. These problems motivated the companion studies of 
secondary-electron emission due to fragment bombardment dis
cussed earlier in Chap. 5. 

In addition to the actual experiments, several associated studies and 
design concepts deserve note: 

Anno and Fawcett^' have suggested that an ac output might be 
obtained by oscillating the grid voltage. 

One study considered a "vacuum-tube" reactor for use as a low-
temperature central-station power plant. The reactor had 2-million 
Triode Cells and CO2 cooling. The cells, being spherical, capi
talized on the high efficiency for this geometry, and the authors 
felt that the tubes could be produced at costs comparable to 
ordinary vacuum tubes. 

The major emphasis centered on space-power systems. Conceptual 
designs for both low- (1 -3 kWe) and high-power (1 MWe) systems 
were carried out. The most promising low-power systems used 
graphite rods with a thin plutonium carbide emitter surface spaced 
throughout a canned lithium hydroxide moderator. With the fuel 
temperature limited to 3400° F and the LiOH to 1400° F, the reactor 
was critical with 300 Triode Cells giving a core diameter of 
122 cm and a height of 47.3 cm. Waste-heat removal was by axial 
conduction along the graphite rods and subsequent radiation to 
outer space. The inter-electrode volume (at 1-cm spacing) was 
vented directly to space to produce the necessary vacuum. The 
specific weight of this system was about 200 Ib/kWe at 6 kV/cm. 
Several concepts using other moderators, a central driver region 
surrounded by FECs, and a liquid-metal coolant loop were also 
studied; however, these appeared to be only marginally competitive 
with the system described above. 

Several 1-MWe systems were considered. Because of the higher 
power levels, forced convection cooling was required, but the 
inter-electrode volume was still vented to space. Ranges of pa
rameters studied were: core diameter, 4 to 9 ft; core length-to-
diameter ratio, 1.0; void fractions, 0.2 to 0.7; reflector thickness, 
0 to 6 in.; fuel materials, UOj, UC, PUO2; moderator and reflector 
materials, BeO, C, Be2C; coolant, lithium. The radiator inlet 
temperature was set at 2400° F. The radiator tubes and structure 
were made of columbium surrounded by graphite fins and a 
meteoroid barrier . Limiting potentials of 3 and 6 kV at 1 cm were 
assumed. The general trends of these calculations are sum
marized in Fig. 7.9. It was stressed that these were preliminary 
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studies and the situation could drastically change, if for example, 
improved techniques were developed to permit higher voltages, 
two-sided emission, etc. 

Thus, though extensive experiments had been performed at both JPL 
and BMI, a satisfactory voltage build-up had not been achieved by 1964. 
Further, the cause of this failure had not been clearly identified. 
Battelle became increasingly involved in Alpha Cell work at this time, 
so the main experimental effort continued at JPL. 
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Fig. 7.9 — Specific weight estimates for a high-power triode space power plant. 
(After Anno, Ref. 25. Conditions assumed Include: sufficient fuel for 1-year 
life; U02-Be2C bare reactor; optimum cylindrical geometry; and the weight 
includes both the reactor and radiator system.) 

During this period, several improvements in the theory were r e 
ported: Shapiro^® developed a two-group model to treat fragment 
transport through the fuel layer. The effect of fragment charge neu
tralization during the slowing process, neglected in earlier studies, 
was incorporated into this model. Concurrently, Miley" reported a 
detailed study of the effect of fragment transport on cell efficiency. 
Reference to this was made earlier in Chap. 4, and many of the tech
niques discussed in that chapter evolved from this study. 

A milestone in FEC development was achieved when Krieve^^ r e 
ported in 1966 that 21-kV potentials had finally been obtained in the 
JPL experiments. (Actually stable outputs were lower — about 4 kV.) 
Although these voltages are not large when compared to the 1 MV or so 
theoretically possible, they are significant in that this indicated some 
understanding of the leakage effect had been achieved. 
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Fig. 7.10 — Cylindrical cell for the modified FEC capsule used in voltage 
buildup experiments at JPL. (After Krieve, Ref. 28.) 

The experimental cell is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. Comparison with 
the earlier cell (Fig. 7.5) indicates that considerable modifications 
were made following the initial tests — the revised design was based 
on the following arguments: 

The leakage currents in earlier cells were attributed to the 
build-up of high electron concentrations in the inter-electrode 
space. Normally, the magnetic field would return secondary 
electrons to the emitter (cathode); however, it was argued that 
these electrons may suffer ionizing collisions with neutral atoms 
sputtered from the cathode, and this has two effects: Because of 
its reduced energy, the original electron is prevented from r e 
turning to the cathode and will eventually drift to the anode. The 
electron produced in the ionization event will also go to the anode, 
and these two electron currents represent a leakage. The process 
may also be aggravated by the ions produced since they can acquire 
sufficient energy to cause additional sputtering as they strike 
the cathode. In the extreme, this process could develop a full glow 
discharge, and such discharges were, in fact, observed. 

The modified cell had two features designed to reduce electron 
accumulation. As seen from Fig. 7.10, the cathode was designed to 
surround the anode (the reverse of the original design). This reduces 
the electron path-length and thus reduces collisions. Also the fuel 
elements on the cathode were alternated with nonfueled rings. These 
rings were maintained at a positive potential relative to the fuel, and 

j they served to sweep electrons out of the inter-electrode space that 
would ordinarily have insufficient energy to return to the fuel surface. 
Figure 7.11 shows the experimental data obtained with this cell and 

[includes for comparison a ser ies of magnetron-limit curves. 
With a sweep ring potential of 2.5 kV, a peak output of » 21 kV was 

[developed with 60-A field current. However, it was not reproducible 
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Fig. 7.11 — Open-circuit voltage vs magnetic field current for the modified 
JPL cell. (After Krieve, Kef. 28. The magnetic field was i«10 G/A.) 

and the largest consistent output was 13.5 kV. Some fluctuations still 
occurred until the field current was reduced to 35 A, giving a potential 
of 3.8 kV. Additional observations include: 

As shown in Fig. 7.11, the potentials attained were below the 
calculated magnetron-limit values. This was attributed to end 
effects. (The calculations shown were based on an infinite flat 
plate approximation.) Since the experimental points follow a line 
parallel to the calculated values, it is believed that higher voltages 
could have been obtained if a larger magnetic field strength had 
been available. 

The charging of the cell was cyclic rather than steady as ex
pected. This was attributed to an electron build-up prior to 
achieving the magnetron limit. It was postulated that this could be 
overcome by proper load matching, but this was not attempted. 

It was noted that the volume where the ionization probability is 
largest decreases with increasing voltage. Thus sweep rings 
might not be needed at large voltages. 

Based on these experiments, Krieve listed the following as major 
problem areas remaining in FEC development: 

•Handling of high voltages, with particular emphasis on insulators 
in radiation fields. 

•Electron and ion behavior in E x B fields including the effects of| 
sweep rings and end effects. 

•Sputtering by fragments. 
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•Fuel element material including surface treatment before and 
after deposition. 

Finally, two recent conceptual design studies are of interest: One 
by Shapiro^^'^" and another by Mokski.^* Shapiro has reported a study 
of a graphite-moderated FEC-reactor typical of those of interest at 
JPL. The total size, temperature, and total thermal power of the reac
tor were fixed, and the remaining parameters were optimized. Some 
results are illustrated in Fig. 7.12. As noted earlier by Heindl, these 
curves illustrate that, while the collection efficiency increases with 
larger radii ratio R2/R1, the increased fuel-layer thickness required 
offsets this gain and the overall efficiency actually decreases. For the 
system studied, the optimum efficiency occurred for R2/R1 between 
1.1 and 1.65. 

The voltage-breakdown curves determine the optimum operating 
point, and this occurs well below 1 MV, where there is little difference 
in the various breakdown criteria. [The range shown at higher voltages 
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represents approximate uncertainty limits Shapiro assigned to the 
extrapolation of Alpert's and Lee's data (Fig. 6.19).] 

If the fuel mass required were reduced by '^ or Vs in some fashion 
(better design, improved calculations, etc.), the efficiency curves of 
Fig. 7.12 could be adjusted by dividing the spacing by 2 or 3, etc. 
Shapiro notes as an example that the maximum efficiency for R2/R1 = 
1.65 is « 2% at 500 kV, but this is increased to w3.5% at 650 kV if the 
fuel loading is halved. 

In summarizing this study, Shapiro s tresses that the optimum 
operating voltage is shifted downward from that calculated without 
criticality considerations. Thus, he concludes, "The criticality re
quirement may be a more severe limitation on efficiency than the 
effect of voltage breakdown." 

Finally, it is instructive to note that this study follows a pattern 
that s tresses three distinct and basic areas of a FEC-reactor design: 
neutronics, fission fragment physics, and voltage breakdown. 

The companion study by Mokski^' considers the fluid systems 
aspects of FEC space reactor designs. He selected gas cooling for a 
detailed study on the basis that: 

•The FEC-reactor is inherently a low-power-density device and 
hence ideally mated to gas cooling. 

•Significantly higher temperatures would appear possible with 
gas-cooled reactors than with a liquid-metal system. 

•Problems of two-phase condenser - radiators and corrosion by 
liquid metals are avoided. 

•Gas-cooled systems are notably trouble free. 

•Thick meteoroid armor permits a high radiator gas pressure 
without a further weight penalty. 

Mokski assumed a 10-ft diam. x 10-ft reactor with cylindrical 
cells operating at 1 MW with 1-cm gaps. A total power of 500 MW(th) 
and a minimum of 25 MWe were selected, along with a moderator to 
total volume ratio of 0.5. This represents a scale-up of the 200-MW(th) 
(1-MWe) reactor considered by Shapiro. 

Results indicate an overall specific weight of about 6.9 to 13 Ib/kWe 
(not including shields), corresponding to conversion efficiencies of 5% 
and 10%, respectively. (However, in view of Shapiro's results, these 
efficiencies seem rather optimistic.) As illustrated in Fig, 7.13, the 
largest and heaviest single component in the system was the radiator, 
and the high temperatures allowed by the FEC resulted in a 50 to 80% 
reduction in radiative area relative to conventional designs. It is noted 
that, on a specific weight basis, the overall FEC system with a 5% 
efficiency is competitive with space power plants using a liquid metal 
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Fig. 7.13—The gas-cooled FEC reactor and radiator system considered by 
Mokski (Ref. 31). (For a 25-MWe gas-cooled reactor and radiator concept as
suming 5% fission-electric conversion efficiency and a 0.375-in,-o.d. radiator 
tube. For 10% conversion efficiency the radiator area required would be ap
proximately half of the area shown in the above sketch and would be equivalent 
to a cylinder of 60-ft diam. and 100-ft length.) 

vapor Rankine cycle with an efficiency of 15%^ and in addition, the FEC 
system would be smaller in size. An FEC system with 10% efficiency 
would have a decided advantage in both respects, and plants as large as 
25 MWe could conceivably be put into earth orbit in a single launch. 

7-3 THE ALPHA-ELECTRIC CELL 

The conventional Alpha-Electric Cell (AEC), like the FEC, repre
sents a Plate-Emitter Cell. Particles originate in a fuel layer (or 
coating on the plate) that is commonly envisioned as an alpha-emitting 
radioisotope such as polonium-210, curium-242, curium-244, or plu-
tonium-238, although a cell might be designed to operate in a reactor 
based on an (n-a) reaction using a coating like boron-10. 

The first reference to an Alpha Cell appears to be due to P. H. 
Miller.^2 In 1946, he suggested a spherical cell fueled with ^'"Po. He 
envisioned using stages (i.e., cells connected in series to obtain higher 
voltages), and he estimated that about 1 g of ^'"Po per stage would give 
a 25-fxA current and 2 MV per stage. He noted that the selection of a 
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fuel-layer thickness of the order of the alpha-particle range {^5 x 
W^ cm) combined with the 1 g/stage fuel loading, fixes the emitter 
radius of a spherical cell at RJ 15 cm. 

The first extensive study of the concept was reported in 1962 by 
J. Anno^^ of BMI. He was the first to recognize the key point that high-
energy alpha particles, like fission fragments, give a secondary yield 
well above unity. Thus, suppression of the secondaries represents a 
critical problem in reducing the concept to practice. (Miller and others 
who considered the Alpha Cell earlier were apparently unaware of the 
necessity of suppression.) 

Anno explained the motivation for the Battelle studies by pointing 
out five advantages of the Alpha Cell relative to the more common 
Beta Cell: 

Secondary suppression may actually offer a direct, fairly efficient 
means of converting the high-voltage dc output to a low-voltage ac 
current. Oscillation of the grid voltage would give an ac output 
which might then be "stepped-down" to lower voltages. Because of 
the lower secondary yields, this method does not appear feasible 
for use with a Beta Cell. [This concept has not been proved experi
mentally, and several developmental problems remain. A special 
transformer such as a piezoelectric transducer (discussed later, 
see Fig. 7.22) would be required to match the very high cell 
impedance. Also, the grid oscillator requires a special design 
because of the large voltage swings involved. ] 
Alpha decay provides an essentially monoenergetic source, whereas 
beta decay leads to a continuous energy spectrum. Thus, as noted 
in Chap. 2, it should be possible to select an unique operating 
voltage to obtain an optimum efficiency. In contrast, for the Beta 
Cell, an optimum voltage based on one energy will be "off-
optimum" for others represented in the source spectrum. (In 
retrospect, it might be added that, thus far, the major ineffi
ciencies in actual cells have come from leakage currents, and 
this is especially important in an Alpha Cell, where the source 
energies are relatively high.) 

Higher power densities are available from alpha than from beta 
emitters in the half-life range of interest. 
Alpha decays are not generally accompanied by the troublesome 
high-energy gamma rays associated with most beta decays, and 
also bremsstrahlung is less. Still, spontaneous fission and/or 
secondary reactions associated with alphas from sources such as 
^^'Po, ^^^Cm, and ^'^Pu result in neutron emissions which require 
some shielding. 
The alpha-particle range is considerably less than that for betas; 
e.g., a 2-MeV beta will penetrate 0.15 in. of aluminum vs about 
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0.001 in. for a 5-MeV alpha. Thus, a thin-walled collector can be 
used, and this reduces the cell weight considerably. (However, a 
thin fuel layer and large emitter surface areas are implied so the 
overall cell size may suffer.) 

The experimental Alpha Cell studies at Battelle extended over ap
proximately a 3-year period and produced a wealth of information.^*"'' 
Initial experiments used a triode design similar to that shown earlier 
in Fig. 7.7. Five curies of ^'"Po were distributed on a y2-in.-diam. by 
12-in.-long cathode (emitter) with a squirrel-cage grid of 40 stainless-
steel O.OlO-in.-diam. wires on a 1.25-in.-diam. grid circle. The 
grid—cathode assembly was installed into a concentric 4-in.-i.d. anode 
cylinder electrically insulated by a quartz tripod. 

A '*^Ce/***Pr beta source was inserted initially to test voltage 
characteristics. A grid bias was not required, and a maximum voltage 
of 50 KV was achieved. At this point microdischarging began and 
prevented further build-up. 

The microdischarging phenomenon appeared to be consistent with 
Arnal's "clump theory" (Sec. 6-3.1), and it was estimated that each 
discharge (clump) consisted of roughly 10^" electrons. As illustrated 
in Fig. 7.14, it was consistently initiated at a threshold of about 50 kV, 

50 60 70 80 90 100 

Anode Voltage, kV 

Fig. 7.14 — Microdischarge frequency vs the anode (collector) voltage. (Initial 
experiments with Cell No. 1 using a beta source. From Plummer et al., Ref. 
37.) 

and the discharge frequency increased with voltage but was typically of 
the order of 5 clumps/min in the beta source experiment. This did not 
cause a complete discharge of the cell, since as illustrated by Fig. 7.15, 
the discharging essentially balanced the charging current so that 
voltage build-up simply stopped. A number of experiments were carried 
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Fig. 7.15 — Effect of microdischarging on voltage build-up. (Experiments with 
Cell No. 1 using 2i0po. From Plummer et al., Ref. 37.) 

out using the ^^"Po alpha source under different grid voltages, etc. 
The maximum potential obtained was 50 kV with a grid bias of -800 V, 
at which point microdischarging again limited further build-up as is 
shown in Fig. 7.15. 

A modified cell (Cell No. 2, Fig. 7.16) was built in an effort to 
overcome the microdischarge limitation. One major change involved 
replacement of the simple tripod anode insulator with the composite 
aluminum-quartz structure of Fig. 7.16. This was based on two 
points: 

Microdischarging was thought to be associated with preferential 
emission of electrons and negative ions near the anode-insulator 
junction. To reduce the high electric fields in this region, the 
junction at the bottom of the anode was formed with an undercut 
recess, and epoxy resin was used to attach the insulating glass. 
Also the voltage "grading" along the insulator provided a more 
uniform electric field and prevented a local flashover. 

Other properties of the insulator (e.g., surface resistivity) were 
not considered to be as important as the insulator junction phe
nomenon. However, since the junction effect decreases with in
creasing dielectric constant of the insulator, quartz was selected 
in preference to a glazed ceramic. This structure was designed to 
sustain 400 to 500 kV. 

In addition, the overall dimensions of the electrodes were enlarged 
as indicated in Fig. 7.17 to reduce local electric fields. A thin steel 
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Fig. 7.16—Arrangement of the modified Battelle Alpha Cell experiment—Cell 
No 2 (After Plummer et al , Refs 36 and 37.) 

coating was placed over the fuel layer to reduce polonium migration 
and contamination of the apparatus (gold was used in the first cell). 
The new grid was designed with an amplification factor of «* 50 to allow 
control of 500 kV with a grid voltage of 10 kV. The principal results 
from the modified cell experiments were 

Initial voltage build-up studies achieved 100 kV with approximately 
- 2 kV on the grid, at which point microdischarging again occurred. 
After several hours of operation, the maximum voltage and micro-
discharging dropped back and stabilized at 40 or 50 kV The 
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Fig. 7.17—A comparison of the two cell geometries. (From Plummer et al., 
Ref. 37.) 

reason for this is not known. Typical voltage behavior in later 
runs is shown in Fig. 7.18. The collector voltage-grid voltage 
data confirm that the grid amplification factor was about equal to 
the design value of 50. The voltage-time curve shows a constant 
charging current up to about 30 kV as expected. The change in 
slope at that point was attributed to a voltage dependency of the 
grid x-factor (Sec. 6-2.3), i.e., the fraction of secondaries pro
duced at the grid escaping to the collector. 

From these data, it appears that the change in x-factor might be 
the next limiting phenomenon if microdischarging were overcome. 
This s tresses the importance of a highly transparent grid so few 
secondaries are formed at the grid in the first place. Plummer 
et al. suggest that new designs — e.g., a grid with staggered wires 
such that some of the wires would suppress secondaries released 
from the others — might help overcome the problem. 

The microdischarge effect itself seemed to be quite similar 
to that observed in the first cell. A frequency of roughly 90 dis-
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Fig. 7.18 — Variation of collector voltage with grid voltage and a typical voltage 
build-up with time. (After Plummer et al., Ref. 37.) 

charges/min was found with approximately 3 x l o " electrons/ 
discharge. 

Several successful extended tests were conducted maintaining 
a voltage just below the microdischarge limit for periods up to 
60 hours. 

Aside from microdischarging and a pressure effect described in 
following sections, the bulk of the data obtained from these ex
periments was in fair agreement with initial design predictions, 
and this confirms a reasonable understanding of basic cell and 
grid design principles. The short-circuit currents were in good 
agreement with predictions, and the secondary-electron current, 
found from the difference in grid currents in going from large 
positive to large negative grid voltages, was â  10"' A as expected. 
The alpha current at large negative grid voltage was «10"^ A, or 
an order of magnitude less than the secondary current in agree
ment with secondary yield predictions of R* 10. 

Grid parameters were summarized earlier in Table 6.1. Al
though based on a combination of calculated and measured char
acteristics, they are thought to be reasonably accurate. Several 
points are of particular interest: The large alpha/secondary 
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Fig. 7.19—A possible mechanism for electron escape from the grid-emitter 
assembly. (After Plummer et al., Ref. 37. The unexpectedly large x-factor 
measured in Alpha Cell experiments is attributed to the high-yield grazing 
collisions.) 

charge ratio for the grid of the second cell was attributed to the 
unintentional use of partially oxidized grid wires. The large value 
of Tjg for Cell No. 2 was off-set by a reduced x-factor such that 
the grid-cathode current for the two cells turned out to be 
similar. 

The grid x-factor appears to represent the major uncertainty 
in grid design. Neither the large size of the x-factor nor the dif
ference between the cells indicated in Table 6.1 was expected. A 
high rate of grazing collisions illustrated in Fig. 7.19 was pro
posed as a possible explanation. 

The charge ratio rjg was found to be about the same for the two 
cells, although a gold covering was used in the first one and steel 
in the second. This is consistent with the observation in Chap. 5 
that the secondary yield is not strongly dependent on materials. 
The yield at the emitter did vary some with grid voltage (Schottky 
effect), but in contrast, the yield at the grid itself appeared to be 
independent of voltage. This might be related to a difference be
tween particles emerging from, as opposed to impinging on, the 
surface; but this situation is not clear. An apparent Schottky effect 
was observed at the grid in the earlier Fission Cell experiments 
(Sec. 7-2), and this was one of the early explanations suggested 
for the anomalous leakage currents in those experiments.^^ 

The experiments discussed to this point were all carried out with 
the cell under a vacuum of 10"^ Torr or better. Most interesting r e 
sults were obtained from pressure effect studies. 

Data in Fig. 7.20 for Cell No. 1 display similar features for both 
the beta and the alpha source. Below 10~* mm Hg, the voltage is 
independent of pressure, but above 10~^, a sharp decrease occurs 
followed by a region around 10"' where higher voltages are ob
tained. At still higher pressures, the cell voltage decreases 
rapidly. 
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Fig. 7.20 — Voltage-pressure plot for Cell No. 1 with both a beta and an alpha 
source. (Based on data by Plummer et al., Ref. 37.) 

An anomalous voltage peak at about 10" mm Hg had been reported 
earlier by Linder and Christian,'^ and for comparison, their data 
from Beta Battery studies are shown in Fig. 7.21. As discussed in 
Sec. 6-3.1 in connection with vacuum breakdown, the peak at about 
10"' mm Hg appears to be due to destruction of surface whiskers 
by ion bombardment, while the ultimate decrease in voltage at 
higher pressures is apparently due to ionization of the gas and the 
resulting leakage currents. 

Surprisingly, Cell No. 2 did not exhibit the anomalous peak al
though a number of gas conditions were tried as well as a 4-in.-
diam. emitter (the same size as used in Cell No. 1). Since the 
general cell designs were similar, the effect was thought to be 
quite sensitive to the detailed geometry. (This explanation does not 
seem too reasonable, and the whole situation deserves further 
investigation. It is not clear that it would be desirable to operate a 
cell at this point, but at least this may represent a way of bypassing 
microdischarging to obtain data at higher voltages.) 

In addition to results pertaining directly to cell operation, the Battelle 
studies included several other aspects of interest: 

Plummer et al.'^ estimate a magnetic field-collector diameter 
product of Bb = 0.02 Wb/m would be required for the Alpha Cell 
(Fig. 6.17). This indicates an axial field of order of 1000 G for a 
typical 20-cm collector diameter. They felt that maintaining such 
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Fig. 7.21—Original measurements of the anomalous pressure effect by Linder 
and Christian (Ref. 38). (Obtained with the '"Sr battery of Fig. 7.26.) 
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a field over the volume involved would be prohibitive because of 
magnet weight and power losses. For this reason, gridded cells 
were studied exclusively. (The magnets used in the JPL Fission 
Cell studies were indeed of this order of magnitude. This is 
satisfactory in the lab and in some respects gives a cleaner ex
periment; however, the problems of weight, etc., must be faced 
eventually, and in some applications, grids may be mandatory.) 

Voltage measurements require a very high impedance voltmeter 
due to the large impedance of the cell. A "generating voltmeter" 
was used in the JPL studies, but even then the 3 x 10"^' A drawn 
by this unit was, as Krieve points out, "not insignificant." An 
"alpha-voltmeter," originally described by Bettenhausen and Gal
lagher,'^ was used in the Battelle studies. This involved mounting 
an auxiliary ^"Po alpha source outside the anode wall with a thin-
window air chamber between the source and a surface barrier 
detector (Fig. 7.16). The electric field, caused by the voltage 
build-up on the anode, retarded the alpha-particle motion. The 
resulting change in range as they passed through the air chamber 
was measured with the detector, and this was correlated with the 
voltage. This method completely avoids the problem of leakage 
currents through the meter. It works best for high voltages, and 
tests from 30 to 50 kV demonstrated excellent accuracy in this 
region. 

The problem of conversion of the high-voltage dc output, mentioned 
briefly at the beginning of this section, was considered in some 
detail from two points of view: 

{VjBallistic methods which in some fashion control the cell 
charging current, e.g., the use of internal deflectors to focus the 
alpha current alternately on one collector and then another. 

{2)External circuit methods such as using a piezoelectric 
transformer, or series charging and parallel discharging of a bank 
of capacitors, etc. 

It was concluded that the method best meeting Battelle's specific 
requirements was the piezoelectric transformer. This scheme is 
illustrated in Fig. 7.22. The voltage across the primary trans
ducers produces a strain, which is in turn transmitted to the 
secondary transducers, thereby inducing a voltage across the 
secondary. In this study, which was not necessarily optimized, 
primary voltage oscillations (driven by grid oscillations) were 
presumed to vary between 1.3 and 2 MV, producing-5.2 and 
3.7 kV in the secondary. The output power was 773 W correspond
ing to an electrical-power-conversion efficiency of 9.5%. 
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One important aspect of the piezoelectric transducer should be 
noted. This circuit appears as a capacitor to the voltage source; 
thus, the source must provide both charging and discharging 
capability. The Triode Cell with grid control is one of the few 
power sources that can be operated as an oscillating positive and 
negative voltage source. 

7-4 THE BETA-ELECTRIC CELL 

As noted previously, most of the "nuclear batteries" manufactured 
to date have used a beta source. There is not a clear distinction be
tween a "cell" and a "battery," and the direct-collection devices dis
cussed here could be called either in good conscience—in fact, both 
terminologies have been used in the literature. However, since the term 
"battery" tends to carry a connotation of lower-power output, we will 
arbitrarily restrict this term to devices operating in the fractional-
watt range. 

7-4.1 High-powered Beta-Electric Cells 

Commercial nuclear batteries generally have outputs in the micro
watt range. Several proposals ' have been presented to scale up these 
concepts to the kilowatt range or above, and there seems to be no 
fundamental obstacle to this. However, a number of factors (e.g., heat 
removal, size, etc.) have not been considered in sufficient detail to 
determine the practicality of simple scaled-up designs. The only de
tailed study of a high-power cell now available is by Cohen, Low, and 
Michelsen^""^' of the NASA Lewis Laboratory made in connection with 
a power source for use in an electrostatic propulsion system. Their 
studies were primarily analytic; some experimental electron back-
scattering investigations have been reported, but no cell studies 
per se. A Beta-Electric Cell (BEC) was selected in preference to an 
Alpha-Cell for four main reasons:^"'''^ 

A larger fuel thickness can be used giving a smaller overall cell 
size. 

Lower operating voltages are required for efficient operation of 
a beta-emitter such as '**Ce « T B } » 0.2 to 0.3 MeV) ks opposed 
to ""Po Cr« ^ 5.3 MeV), and this lessens the problem of high-
voltage breakdown. 

Since the high-voltage dc output is mated to the propulsion r e 
quirement, the ability to use a grid to produce ac output is not 
important. The BEC, by avoiding the grid, is simpler to construct. 
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A suitable beta emitter such as "*Ce/^^*Pr is more available than 
"°Po. 

The design concept is illustrated in Fig. 7.23a. Both spherical and 
cylindrical configurations were considered in the 10- to 50-kWe range, 
and 100- to 500-kWe cells were envisioned by 1980 depending upon the 
availability of ^**Ce. The choice of '**Ce from among those isotopes 
that offer suitable power densities, half-lives, etc., was in fact largely 
dictated by the anticipated availability. Typical results are reproduced 
in Table 7.1, and some comments should be noted: 

The weight per unit power is perhaps the most important criterion 
for space power of this type; however, efficiency has a direct 
bearing on economic feasibility because the fuel is very expensive. 

The specific weight increases monotonically with both the fuel 
support and collector thickness so that, from this point of view, 
the ideal would be a zero thickness for both. 

The collector, representing the largest area, is the most im
portant single weight factor. As seen from Table 7.1, designs 
having sufficient thickness to stop all the beta particles (« 1 g/cm^ 
aluminum) result in u n r e a s o n a b l e specific weights, and un
desirably high collector temperatures. For these reasons, the 
thick collector approach was abandoned. Fortunately, the current 
requirement for propulsion thrusters is so low that a partially 
transparent collector can be used (represented by 20 and 5 mg/cm^). 
Then, to maintain neutrality, betas passing through the collector 
must be compensated for by expelling positive ions. As illustrated 
in Fig. 7.23a, this requires an ion-gun unit, but fortunately, it is 
not too heavy. 

The effect of varying the radius ratio is illustrated in Fig. 7.23b. 
The optimum occurs at a ratio of roughly 2.0, and this value was 
used in most cases in Table 7.1. 

The emitter temperature for the spherical configuration was 
satisfactory for all fuel-layer thicknesses considered. However, 
the thicknesses must be < 70 mg/cm^ in the cylindrical case to 
prevent melting of the metallic fuel. Increasing the radius ratio 
also lowers the temperature some, but the weight penalty makes 
this undesirable. 

The cells were intended for 700-kV operation, so including a 
safety factor, a 1-MV "design" point was used in voltage break
down estimates. Based on Cranberg's breakdown criterion, a 
minimum gap thickness was calculated, and this in turn led to 
the minimum emitter radii listed in Table 7.1, where a fixed-radius 
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PROPULSION SYSTEM OPERATION 

COLLECTOR lAT SPACE POTENTIAL)-

COMPENSATING POSITIVE IONS 

COMPENSATOR ION GUN-

COMPENSATOR GAS SUPPLY-: 

NEUTRALIZING ELECTRONS-

POSITIVELY CHARGED 
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES-

SUPPORT FOIL \ 
(AT + * VOLTS)-' 

CHARGING 
CHAMBER-

(a) 

'-PROPELLANT 

•-PARTICLE GENERATOR 

2 3 4 5 6 8 10 
Radius Ratio of Concentric Sphere Configuration 

(b) 

Fig. 7.23 — Electrostatic propulsion system based on the Beta Cell concept. 
(From Refs. 40 to 42.) (a) Proposed lay-out for spherical geometry, (b) Effect 
of radius ratio on specific weight. (Spherical electrodes with a fuel-layer thick
ness of 35 mg/cm^, a support thickness of 25.9 mg/cm^, and two different col
lector thicknesses as indicated.) 



Table 7.1 — PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL BEC DESIGNS* 

P a r a m e t e r 

Fue l - l aye r th ickness , mg/cm^ 
Support layer th ickness , mg/cm^ 
Radius r a t i o 
Efficiency, percent 
Operat ing voltage, kV 

Weight p e r unit power , 
kg/kW, at var ious aluminum 
col lec tor th icknesses : 

1.0 g/cm2 
20.0 m g / c m 2 
5.0 mg/om^ 

T e m p e r a t u r e of e m i t t e r , "C 
T e m p e r a t u r e of co l lec tor , °C 
Minimum s i z e t at 1-MV 

breakdown voltage: 
Inner rad , , cm 
Outer d iam. , cm 
Power , W 
Cur ren t , mA 

Size for 100-kW genera to r : 
Inner d iam. , m 
Outer d iam. , m 
Length, m 

A 

0.875 
25.9 

2.0 
30.0 

740 

627 
16.6 

7.28 
- 3 6 

- 1 1 6 

20.0 
80.0 
32.7 

0.0442 

22.2 
44.3 

Spheric 

B 

17.5 
25.9 

2.0 
29.5 

710 

32.4 
0.975 
0.503 

237 
65 

20.0 
80.0 

634 
0.894 

5.00 
10.0 

al ce l l s 

C 

70.0 
25.9 

2.0 
23.6 

690 

10.0 
0.435 
0.287 

466 
217 

20.0 
80.0 

2050 
2.93 

2.79 
5.58 

D 

350 
51.8 

1.5 
8.35 

530 

3.68 
0.625 
0.577 

1,027 
689 

30.0 
90.0 

11,300 
21.3 

1.79 
2.69 

A' 

0.875 
25.9 

2.0 
17.0 

580 

555 
18.4 
10.1 

- 6 
- 7 4 

14.4 
57.8 
92.2 

0.159 

9.50 
19.0 
95.0 

Cylindrical cel ls 

B' 

17.5 
25.9 

2.0 
16.8 

580 

28.3 
1.15 
0.743 

295 
151 

14.4 
57.8 

1890 
3.26 

2.09 
4.18 

20.9 

C 

70.0 
25.9 

2.0 
14.6 

570 

8.37 
0.544 
0.424 

549 
341 

14.4 
57.8 

6550 
11.5 

1.17 
2.34 

11.7 

D' 

350 
51.8 

1.5 
6.05 

440 

3.68 
0.834 
0.788 

1,090 
780 

24.5 
73.8 

29,400 
66.8 

.653 
1.36 
6.53 

en 

w 
o 
>3 

> 
V 
I—I 

o 

o 

* From Ref. 40. 
jLength of cyl inder in this case is taken as five t imes the outer d iameter . 
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ratio of 2.0 is assumed. Aside from this point, the cells shown 
scale linearly in total power output with respect to the emitter 
area. The powers represented by the minimum emitter radii are 
the order of a few kilowatts, which is consistent with the propulsion 
requirement. In this case, lower powers require a thinner fuel 
layer, which results in an increased specific weight. 

Although the ylindrical configuration does not match the efficiency 
or specific weight predicted for spherical cell, some practical 
advantages involved with the mechanical design, etc., may still 
lead to its use. 

A total gamma radiation of 0.05 MeV/decay is emitted from '**Ce. 
The resulting unshielded dose rates are fairly high, and a lead or 
concrete shield would be required prior to launching, but in flight, 
a boom could be used to reduce the effect on the payload. It is 
estimated that a 200-day Mars probe would result in a total dose 
of Ks2 X l o ' R at the payload (below the maximum exposure 
specified for most materials). This poses more of a problem, 
however, if manned interplanetary flight is considered, but mas
sive components like solar flare shelters and/or propellant might 
be located to provide partial shielding. 

A 6200-lb payload could be delivered to the 500-mile Mars orbit 
in 260 days with a 100-kW radioisotope electrostatic spacecraft 
weighing 8000-lb and boosted by a Centaur. In contrast an all-
chemical Centaur system could only deliver an 1100-lb payload. 
A similar superiority is demonstrated for longer missions. 

7-4.2 Beta Batteries 

Various nuclear batteries and, in particular. Beta Batteries are 
reviewed in some detail in several references;'"^ so we will only 
concentrate on points of interest to the present development here. 

The first operating Direct-Collection Cell was in fact a Beta 
Battery built by Moseley^^ in 1913. While it appears that the concept 
can be traced to work by R. J. Strutt in 1902, Moseley's experiment 
was the first to achieve a voltage build-up. His cell, illustrated in 
Fig. 7,24, attained potentials near 150 kV with a 20-mCi radon source. 
The wall thickness of the quartz bulb source holder was selected so 
that it would absorb alphas but transmit the more penetrating beta 
particles from the radon. The maximum voltage was limited by an 
internal flashover which discharged the device. 

In recent years, Beta Batteries using emitters like tritium, 
'"Sr/^'Y, °^Kr, etc., have become fairly common. This is partly be
cause of the availability of these isotopes and partly because the 
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Fig. 7.24 — Moseley's first nuclear battery. (From Ref. 44.) 

larger range of beta particles (vs alphas particles) simplifies the 
source design, and as described later, makes use of a solid dielectric 
insulator possible. 

Such batteries are, in fact, the only direct-collection devices, 
other than radiation-detection instrumentation, that are presently pro
duced commercially. Manufacturers include Radiation Research Corp., 
Tracerlabs, Leesona Moos Labs, and General Radioisotope Processing 
Corp. However, as stressed by Shorr, ̂  the nuclear battery should not 
be viewed as a general replacement for the common chemical battery. 
This is because of safety aspects related to the radioactivity involved 
and also, at present, the price. Thus, nuclear batteries are generally 
reserved for situations where one or more of the following character
istics can be exploited: 

•Compact and portable size. 

•Simple, rugged construction. 

•Insensitivity to external conditions (pressure, temperature, mod
erate E&M fields). 

•Very long life. 

•Constant current over a relatively large range of voltages. 
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Typical applications have involved dosimeter chargers, delay 
timers, and electric-detonator power sources. To match the high cell 
impedance (discussed in Chap. 6), high-impedance external circuits 
are required, and three examples discussed by Windle' are illustrated 
in Fig. 7.25. The battery is used in Circuit A to charge a capacitor (C). 

Nuclear 
Cell 

Nuclear 

Cell 

Load 

Load 

CIRCUIT B 

^Vo l tage Regulator 

Nuclear 
Cell 

Output 

Cold 
Cattiode 
Ttiyrotron 

Current 
Regulator 

CIRCUIT C 

Fig. 7.25 — Typical circuits utilizing Beta Batteries. Circuit A: pulsed voltage 
source. (Courtesy of Leesona Moos Laboratories.) Circuit B: time delay 
circuit. (Courtesy of LeesonaMoos Laboratories.) CircuitC: gas-density-sensor 
circuit (from Ref. 7.) 

Once a preset voltage level is achieved, the regulating diode (D) be
comes conducting such that this voltage level is maintained. Closing 
the switch (S) discharges the circuit through the load, which provides 
a pulse source for the operation of relays, detonators, etc. 
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In Circuit B, the constant charging characteristic of the cell over 
a fairly large range of voltages is used as the basis for a time delay. 
A cold-cathode diode is inserted between the battery and the load. The 
size of the capacitor and the diode breakdown voltage are selected to 
give the desired delay between the opening of the switch (S) and the 
time when the capacitor is discharged through the diode to the load. 

Circuit C is used to measure gas density. The resistance of the 
open ion chamber depends on the density of the air or gas involved; 
i.e., the chamber acts as a variable resistor in the circuit. Accuracies 
of about 3% at 1 Torr have been reported for this method. Other types 
of transducers can be built with the same circuit by replacing the ion 
chamber with some other resistance which depends on the quantity to 
be measured. 

Beta Batteries in use today are generally either of the plate-
emitter or the conducting-volume-emitter type (Chap. 2). The insulation 
required in the plate cell has been achieved with either a vacuum or a 
solid dielectric. The volume emitter commonly uses a radioisotope in 
gaseous form and a solid insulator. We shall consider each in turn. 

(a) Solid Emitter —Vacuum-Type Beta Batteries 

Moseley's experiment, described in the preceding section, was the 
first study of a vacuum-type Beta Battery. Further studies did not 
occur until 1947, when Linder began his, and he was later joined by 
Christian^* to undertake detailed experiments with a vacuum cell. 
These studies are especially significant since, to the author's knowl
edge, the Linder —Christian cell produced the highest voltage (365 kV) 
and the highest measured conversion efficiency (2C%) reported to date 
(except for TEC simulation, see p. 431). A nominal 250 mCi of '"Sr was 
used (Fig. 7.26), which was evaporated from an aqueous solution of 

Spherical 
Electrode 

Fused Silica 
Insulator 

Metal Shaft 

Collector 

R (Lood) 

Emitter (Sr-90) 

X" V 
Vocuurti Pump 

Fig. 7.26—A simplified sketch 
of the Linder-Christian vacuum-
type Beta Battery. (Adapted from 
Ref. 38.) 
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strontium nitrate onto the inner surface of the cylindrical emitter 
(0.80-in.-diam. x 1.5-in. nickel). Two field-reducing spheres were 
added at the ends of the emitter, and the copper collector was lined 
with aluminum to reduce secondary-electron emission and brems-
strahlung. Fused silica with a surface resistance of 2 x 10^^ at 25% 
humidity was used for the insulator. 

A short-circuit current of about 10~' A was obtained. A complete 
current-voltage curve was not reported; however, the calculated 
curve of Fig. 7.27 was presented. As illustrated by the source energy 
spectrum also shown in Fig. 7.27, this calculation assumed that 
electrons with equivalent energies above the operating voltage could be 
collected (shaded portion of the spectrum).* As expected, the shapes 
of the V-I characteristic and the source spectrum curves are quite 
similar. The load line of Fig. 7.27 corresponds to the surface resistance 
of the insulator, and the intersection gives a theoretical maximum 

'2, 1 1 , ^ ^ 1 1 1 ,120 

2 0 4 0 6 0 8 1.0 1.2 1.4 16 18 
Voltage, MV, or Energy, MeV 

Fig. 7.27—Beta energy spectra and calculated current-voltage curves for the 
Linder-Christian Beta Battery. (From Ref. 38.) 

•This method of calculation is only approximate. As shown in Chap. 2, 
detailed energy and momentum balances indicate that not even all of these 
electrons can reach the collector. The Linder-Christian calculation effectively 
corresponds to the limit of a spherical geometry with zero emitter radius. 
Actually the cell was not too far from this ideal, so the error introduced should 
not be overly serious. 
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potential of 800 kV, which is about twice the value actually obtained 
(365 kV) (As indicated earlier this maximum voltage was obtained via 
the anomalous pressure effect illustrated m Fig. 7.21.) Higher voltages 
were prevented by internal breakdown through the vacuum space be
tween the emitter and collector. This breakdown involved current 
pulses and was apparently similar to the microdischarging discussed 
in Sec. 7-3 in connection with the Battelle Alpha-Cell experiments. It 
was thought to involve a current build-up due to secondary electrons 
emitted from the anode by ion bombardment and positive ions given off 
from the emitter by electron bombardment (the "surface regeneration 
theory" of Sec. 6-3.1). If correct, the type of surfaces involved should 
be important, and, as seen m Fig. 7.21, there was indeed considerable 
difference between results with an aluminum vs a nickel collector for 
pressures above 10~^ mm Hg. However, it is not clear why this was not 
also true at lower pressures. 

A voltage build-up curve was also reported (Fig. 7 28), and initial 
slope was found to agree quite well with calculations based on the as 
sumption of a constant charging current independent of voltage (valid 
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JFig 7.28 — Charging curve for the Linder-Christian Beta Battery. (From 
iRef. 38.) 
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for/3 < 0.2 as seen from Fig. F.3, Appendix F. However, as might be 
expected, some nonlinear effects are noticeable at higher voltages. 

In summary, Linder and Christian concluded that the insulation 
problem, argumented by the small charging currents, represents the 
chief limitation to obtaining both high and stable voltages. 

The power range was restricted by the limited availability and 
high cost of radioisotopes at the time of the experiments; however, 
they predicted that this situation would improve, as indeed it has. 
Major advantages of such batteries include a long life, small weight 
and size, and insensitivity to external conditions. 

Vacuum-type Beta Batteries have been produced commercially by 
the Radiation Research Corporation,^^"^' which elected to use either 
tritium or krypton-85 for microwatt output. As described in the follow
ing paragraphs, a polystyrene dielectric was used with krypton-85; 

Fig. 7.29—Exploded view of the Model R-IA vacuum-type tritium battery 
manufactured by Radiation Research Corporation. (From Refs. 46 and 47.) 

however, the range of tritium betas in polystyrene is too short to 
permit the use of commercial (~0 .5 mil) polystyrene sheet. Some 
thin-film techniques were tried, but they were not found to be satis
factory; consequently, the vacuum design shown in Fig. 7.29 was de
veloped. The original model used a Vs-Ci source and produced abou 
50 MMA at 400 V (Fig. 7.30). (Figure 7.30 also demonstrates the prob
lem of attempting to use a solid polystyrene insulator. In this cas 
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output voltages were limited to <50 V.) Later models were scaled up 
to produce 1000 IXJJLA at 1 kV. 

Several problems encountered in these designs are of interest: 
The source foil in the original battery had tritium gas absorbed in a 
thin layer of zirconium. A low output current per unit area was ob
tained, so finally a special source production unit was designed to use 
the same chamber for evaporation of the thin zirconium foil and reac
tion with the tritium. About 35 square inches of foil containing 50 Ci 
were produced per run, and the foil was then cut into 250 pieces of 
about Va square inch each. It was wrapped around the filament to 
maximize its surface to volume ratio. 
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Fig. 7.30 — Current-voltage characteristic of the Model R-IA battery shown in 
Fig. 7.29 and a solid dielectric type battery. (Adapted from data by Coleman, 
Ref. 46.) 

Considerable study was devoted to the collector design.'*^ The 
secondary-electron yield was found to be 50% or more for all surfaces 
tested. A carbon disc gave the lowest yield, but it had the disadvantage 
of being brittle and required a fairly thick wall. As a result, the 
deposition of a colloidal graphite-binder mixture onto a metal support 
was investigated. The secondary-electron yield was found to depend on 
the size of the graphite part icles—the best results being obtained with 
an extra fine carbon powder and a decomposable nitrocellulose binder. 
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Gas evolution from the coating caused some problems. The original 
batteries were assembled and then baked at 150°C while degassing. 
This rather low temperature was selected to avoid evolution of tritium 
from the source; however, battery performance was found to decrease 
gradually as the graphite degassed under radiation. To avoid this, the 
collector was baked at 1000°C in a vacuum jar, while suspended over 
the source. It was then lowered onto the source and brazed in place by 
remote control without breaking the vacuum. This technique produced 
batteries which maintained a pressure below 0.1 (i Hg for the cell 's 
life, and, at these pressures, currents from ionization of residual 
gases were found to be negligible. 

(b) Solid Emitter-Solid Dielectric Type Beta Batteries (a CVE Cell) 

The use of a solid insulator instead of a vacuum offers several 
advantages: 

•Construction is simplified. 

•Very compact, rugged cells are feasible, and the danger of leaks 
is eliminated. 

•Secondary-electron currents are reduced since most low-energy 
secondaries will be absorbed in the dielectric. 

•In addition to solid-state sources, a gaseous source can be used. 

There are, however, some disadvantages: 

•Primary particles lose energy and some are absorbed in passing 
through the dielectric. 

•Ohmic leakage through the dielectric, especially under irradiation 
conditions, may be serious at high voltages. 

•The ultimate voltage breakdown point is typically lower for solid 
dielectrics than for vacuum. 

•Radiation damage to the dielectric may impose a lifetime 
limitation. 

In general, the application will determine which of these factors 
is most important and will, in turn, dictate the choice of a solid insula
tor or vacuum. 

A solid dielectric design, illustrated in Fig. 7.31, was investigated 
by Rappaport and Linder*' in 1953. They built two batteries, the first 
used 2 mCi and the second 54 mCi of '"Sr/^^Y. Both used a polystyrene 
dielectric. These cells produced short-circuit currents of 10"^* and 
2.5 X lO"'" A and open-circuit potentialsof 3.7and 6.6 kV, respectively. 
These results showed a resistivity for the polystyrene of 0.5 to 7 x 
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10'° fi-cm, which indicated a bombardment-induced conductivity since 
normal values of resistivity for polystyrene ranges from lO'^ to 
10^^ n-cm. The lower value was found for the 54-mCi cell, and this 
was attributed to the larger current; however, it is interesting that the 
resistance decreased only by a factor of 14 while the current increased 
by a factor of 25 in going from the 2- to the 54-mCi cell. 
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Fig. 7.31—An early solid emitter, solid insulator Beta Battery. (After Cole
man, Ref. 49.) 

It was found that an optimum dielectric thickness existed that 
yielded a maximum charging rate (the specific thickness was not r e 
ported). This is to be expected since increasing the thickness decreases 
the ohmic and secondary-electron leakage currents, but it also de
creases the primary current. 

Charging rates and voltages were found to be affected by earlier 
operation, and this was termed "charge soakage." This phenomenon 
was not explained, but it appears to be associated with trapped space 
charge effects i^ec. 6-4.2) as well as radiation-induced conductivity 
changes in the insulator (Sec. 6-4.1). 

Linder and Rappaport concluded that, in addition to a simple, 
rugged, long-lived power source, batteries of this type offered a new 
and relatively simple means of studying basic radiation effects on 
solids. 

J. H. Coleman*' of Radiation Research Corporation has carried 
out extensive studies of solid dielectric cells. He was the first to point 
out that polystyrene offers two major advantages as the dielectric: 
After an initial decrease, its electrical resistance actually increases 
with moderate radiation dosages (Sec. 6-4.1), and radiation damage 
(e.g., embrittlement, voltage breakdown, etc.) is not generally a prob
lem. 
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This led to the development of a ^''Sr/'''y fueled, polystyrene 
battery at Radiation Research called Model D-50. (See Fig. 7.32.) The 
predecessor to this design used a source of 10 mCi of '"Sr/'^Y welded 
between two strips of 0.0005-in.-thick gold foil. Roughly 60% of the 
betas were lost due to absorption in the foil, and this problem was 
eliminated in Model D-50 by forming the insulator in a cup shape, 
which could contain the radioisotope. Electrical contact was through 
a 0.005-in.-diam. Monel wire, which passed through a polystyrene 
insulator to reduce surface leakage. 

Anode Polystyrene Plug 
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Lead Shield 

Pott ing Compound 
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Fig. 7.32—The Radiation Research ^"Sr/'̂ Y solid emitter, polystyrene dielectric 
battery. (After Coleman, Ref. 49.) 

A short-circuit current of 40 |UJLXA was obtained while the maximum 
voltage increased from hundreds to 7000 V after 2 weeks. A Vsj-in.-
thick polystyrene insulator was used to achieve high voltages, but this 
absorbed about 67%) of the betas. 

(c) Volume (Gaseous) Emitter—Solid Dielectric Beta Batteries 

An important feature of a solid dielectric insulator is that the use 
of a radioisotope in the gaseous form becomes feasible. The radiation 
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will partially ionize the gas so a reasonable electrical conduction may 
be expected; thus, these devices are normally classified as Conducting-
Volume-Emitter (CVE) Cells, such as discussed in Chap. 2. Krypton-85 
has been used widely as the source because it has reasonable availa
bility, a relatively high-power density, and the lowest toxicity of any 
isotope. 

The Radiation Research Model K-2 Krypton Battery*' has a thin 
(ten 0.001-in. layers) polystyrene insulator and an aluminum collector 
in a case similar to that used in the tritium battery shown earlier. It is 
somewhat heavier, however, since krypton requires some shielding. 

Another design, shown in Fig. 7.33, has been described by W. Windle' 
of the Sandia Corporation in some detail. A glass bulb, having volume 

Collector 

, ,̂ 
0.097-cm 0.050-cm 
Graphite Nickel 

Fig. 7.33 — Design of the Sandia Corporation '^Kr battery. (After Windle, 
Ref. 7.) 

of «1 .6 cm^ with a 0.015-cm wall, is blown on a Kovar tube using a 
graded glass-to-metal seal giving an equivalent resistance of ^ 5 x 
lO^'n. (Corning 7059 glass was used for the bulb in later designs to 
prevent radiation-induced cracking frequently encountered in the model 
shown in Fig. 7.33 after operation for a year or so.) To minimize 
bremsstrahlung, the bulb is spray coated with graphite to a thickness 
of 0.1 cm, and a silver coating is then painted onto the graphite to serve 
as a conductor for the nickel-plating process. The 0.05-cm nickel 
layer serves as a physical support and also as the negative terminal. 
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The ionized gas represents the positive electrode, and the Kovar-copper 
fill tube provides a conducting path to it. 

The bulb is generally filled to about 80 psi corresponding to 0.8 Ci 
of '^Kr. The cell is capable of voltages well above 20 kV, and some 
typical current-voltage curves are shown in Fig. 7.34. The increased 
slope of the 165° curve is attributed to a decrease in the glass resistance 
at elevated temperature. As seen, the effect is small for low-voltage 
operation ( RS 2 to 3 kV). 
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Fig. 7.34 — Current-voltage characteristics of the Sandia Corporation Battery 
for two different temperatures. (Adapted from Ref. 7.) 

The Leesona Moos Model 300 Battery^" has a similar design, and 
measurements using this battery reported by Guyot and Miley^^ also 
indicate a slight temperature dependence. The maximum voltage they 
obtained was 7 to 9kV, where a discharge occurred due to arcing across 
the insulator. 

(d) Self-Powered Neutron Detectors: A Special Beta Battery 

Self-powered neutron detectors, only recently developed, have as
sumed an important role as in-core nuclear reactor monitors^^"^* and a 
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typical design is shown in Fig. 7.35. The emitter is formed of some 
material that undergoes neutron capture, producing either capture 
gamma rays or beta particles during decay. In the latter case, the de
vice IS simply a special type of Beta Battery. Generally, a solid 
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Fig. 7 35—A self-powered neutron detector. (From Ref. 52.) 

insulating material is used, and the metal oxides (MgO, AI2O3, and 
BeO) are typically selected because of the need for a high resistivity 
and reactor compatibility. Low manganese content Inconel 600 has been 
used for the collector-sheath It has good corrosion properties, and 
the probability of neutron activations leading to beta decay (an un
wanted background) is lower than for most stainless steels 

Some possible emitter materials are presented in Table 7.2 along 
with some comments about their performance. Emitters producing 

Table 7.2 — E M I T T E R MATERIALS* 

Mater ia l 

Rhodium-103 
Vanadium-51 
Cadmiimi 
Cobalt-59 

Reaction 

n/3 
n/3 
ny 
ay 

Neutron 
Sensi t ivi tyt 
[A/(nv cm)] 

1.2 X 10-21 
7.7 X 10-23 
1.6 X 10-22 
1.7 X 10-23 

Comments 

Highest sensi t ivi ty 
1/v detector 
250°C max. temp. 
Long life 

o.d 

* From Ref. 52. 
tValues a r e for a 0 .02- in . -diam. emi t t e r in a 0 0625-
detector and a r e pe r cen t ime te r of emi t t e r length. 

capture gammas operate mainly by collection of Compton electrons, 
and thus, as described in Sec. 7-5, they are essentially Gamma-Electric 
Cells. 

Advantages of these detectors include low cost, simplicity of 
operation and read-out instrumentation, continuous operating capability 
in high flux, high-temperature environment, and small size. 
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7-5 THE GAMMA-ELECTRIC CELL 

The Gamma-Electric Cell (GEC) operates by direct collection of 
electrons produced by gamma-ray interactions through the photoelectric 
effect, Compton scattering, and pair production. For typical dielectrics 
and photon energies of interest, the Compton effect dominates and is 
particularly efficient because it favors forward electron scattering.^^-^^ 
Thus, the GEC has generally been designed to collect Compton elec
trons, and in fact, they have frequently been termed "Compton Diodes," 
"Compton Elements," or "Compton Batteries." 

There are two common designs: one uses a solid dielectric in
sulator, and the other, a vacuum space insulator. In the former type, 
the dielectric serves both as an insulator and as the source of Compton 
electrons. In the terminology of Chap. 2, it is a Dielectric-Volume-
Emitter (DVE) Cell. The vacuum-type GEC, on the other hand, is a 
simple plate cell (Fig. 2.1), and we will consider each type separately. 

7-5.1 The Solid-Dielectric Type Gamma-Electric Cell 

While discussions of Compton currents and associated effects 
appeared earlier, the first serious study of the possibility of using 
these currents in a power producing device was reported in 1955 by 
Kloepper and Madsen^' who were concerned with a vacuum-type cell. 
Then in 1959, B. Gross'^ proposed a cell that utilized a dielectric 
insulator-Compton scatterer, and in 1964, he was granted a patent for 
a dosimeter based on this concept.^' He and his associates have r e 
ported extensive investigations of the GEC^°~^* and related effects, 
including beta-particle transmission through dielectrics^'and radiation-
induced space charge effects (Chap. 6). 

Gross was primarily concerned with using the GEC as a gamma-
ray dosimeter, and one of his early designs is shown in Fig. 7.36. 
Radiation impinging on the top electrode enters the dielectric, where 
Compton scattering takes place. Compton electrons produced in the 
dielectric are scattered preferentially forward in the direction of the 
collector electrode, and they, in e^' 't, set up an electric current. How
ever, the dielectric is typically thin relative to the photon mean free 
path in it, so a significant fraction of the photons may pass through it 
and strike the collector (bottom) electrode. Gross originally noted that 
these photons will scatter Compton electrons out of the collector and 
create a leakage current. To prevent this, he used a thick electrode; 
however, this only represents a partial solution since photons ab
sorbed in the collector do not contribute to the Compton current, and 
the energy associated with them is ultimately converted to waste heat. 
Another approach is to increase the dielectric thickness in order to 
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Fig. 7 36 — Schematic arrangement of the GEC proposed by Gross (Adapted 
from Ref 61. The Faraday cage, designed to minimize backscattering effects, 
was not used in early cells ) 

operate at a higher voltage, but there is an optimum thickness that 
should not be exceeded. This occurs when the photon attenuation in the 
dielectric becomes so large that it seriously reduces the photon in
tensity in the region near the collector. Then the Compton current is 
also reduced in this region and a reduced electrical output results 
Thus, a dielectric thickness is typically selected that is of the order 
of the photon mean free path, and this thickness is inevitably much 
larger than the Compton electron range 

This brings up another important concept. With the dielectric 
considerably thicker than the Compton range, the electrons may be 
viewed as stepping through the dielectric much as illustrated earlier 
in Fig 2.25. As Gross described it, an "equilibrium" is established 
between the Compton and gamma-ray currents, and the resulting 
electron balance (Chap. 2) prevents the formation of a space-charge 
region—at least in the interior of the dielectric 

Gross also pointed out that leakage currents could arise due to 
backscattering of electrons and/or photons from the collector, and he 
suggested the solid Faraday cage (Fig. 7 36) to minimize these effects. 
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In this design, the collector consists of two pieces: The top block is a 
dielectric of low atomic number covered on all surfaces by a thin 
conducting film such as Aquadag; and the lower block is lead or some 
other suitable gamma absorber. The coated dielectric behaves elec
trically as if it were a metal, and it operates in the same manner as 
the conventional Faraday cage. Electrons stopped in the dielectric set 
up field lines that terminate at the coating so that, independent of the 
internal space charge distribution, an effective electric charge of the 
same sign as that inside appears at the surface. In effect this is 
equivalent to using a metallic collector of low atomic number, and this 
reduces electron backscattering. 

In addition, the cage serves to absorb back-scattered gamma ra
diation from the lead block before it can reenter the main dielectric. 
Since the energy of such gammas will be fairly low, the cage can ef
fectively attenuate them without requiring an excessive thickness. 

While proposing these designs. Gross also developed a theoretical 
treatment of the Compton current, i.e., the short-circuit output current 
for a GEC. Basically, he showed that this current is equal to the Comp
ton electron production rate per unit volume times the average forward 
travel of each electron, and he derived an expression of the form* 

Jas e [MeNyJXeff COS ^ (A/cm^) (7.1) 

The product of ti^, the gamma-ray attenuation coefficient due to Comp
ton reactions (cm"'), and N , the photon incident photon current 
[photons/(cm^ sec)], give the Compton source per unit volume, as 
suming the gamma intensity is essentially constant across the cell. 
The product of the "effective" range of these electrons Â ff and the cosine 
of the average scattering angle ^ gives an effective forward travel. 
This is similar to Lj used in Chap. 5 [Eq. (5.10a)]; however. Gross 
defined the parameters involved somewhat differently. Based on an 
inspection of various experimental data, he evaluated Xeftas two-thirds 
the practical range given by the Katz-Penfold relation. In addition, he 
took the average angle to be approximately equal to the angle cor
responding to the average electron energy. 

Calculated currents based on this theory are shown in Fig. 7.37 
for various absorber thicknesses and gamma-ray energies. The pa
rameters do not vary greatly for low-Z materials, and these curves 
assume a typical low-Z dielectric. Gross inferred from these results 
that the energy response could be flattened or alternately that it is 
possible to discriminate against either high- or low-energy photons by 

*This has been shown̂ *'̂ ^ to be in approximate agreement with the zero 
voltage limit of Eq. (4.137). Alternately, the similarity to Eq. (2.78) is obvious. 
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Fig. 7.37 — Calculated Compton currents for a typical low-Z dielectric and 
several absorber thicknesses. (After Gross and Murphy, Ref. 62.) 

proper selection of the absorber thickness. Such tailoring of the 
response is important for many dosimeter applications. 

To test his theory. Gross constructed a cell similar to the design 
shown in Fig. 7.36. It had a 12 x 12 x 12-cm lead block covered by a 
plexiglass Faraday cage with the same base size and a height of 
2.5 cm. The dielectric was a 2.5-cm-thick sheet of plexiglass. A cur
rent of 8.8 X 10"'* A was measured using a "̂Co source giving an 
incident energy flux of 1.7 x lO' ergs/sec over a 64-cm^ area. Cal
culations based on Eq. (7.1) predicted 7.65 x i c r ' ' A, which indicates 
reasonable agreement with the experiment. 

Gross also built a portable receiver^^ shown in Fig. 7.38. It had 
a disc-shaped central electrode (lead) with a 10-cm diam. and a 1-cm 

Fig. 7.38—A portable GEC dosimeter designed by Gross. (From Refs. 61 and 
63. A cross section of the cylindrical cell is shown.) 

thickness surrounded by a 1-cm-thick Lucite insulator covered by a 
conductive coating and a thin metallic foil housing. The Compton cur
rent developed during irradiation charges the measuring electrode so 
a potential is created between it and ground. After irradiation, the plug 
shown in the figure is removed and the voltage is recorded, giving a 
measure of the total radiation dose. A sensitivity of fa 1 V/R is reported. 

62 63 

Later studies ' involved measurements with a cylindrical detec
tor having a 4-cm-diam. x 12-cm lead absorber rod surrounded by 
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paraffin and a 7.5-cm-diam. x 22-cm thin-walled aluminum tube outer 
electrode. An average current of 1.5 (i(jA/cm^ per R/sec was measured 
using a ®°Co source, which is m rough agreement with Fig. 7.37. Sub
sequent irradiation in a gamma field from a nuclear reactor gave 
1.6 fi|xA/cm^ per R/sec. Since the reactor gamma-energy spectrum 
covers a broad range, the close agreement with the ^"Co measurement 
verifies the rather flat energy response of the cell. 

The cell designs noted thus far have all utilized an external source 
of gamma radiation. Experimental data are not available, but Gross has 
also proposed using a self-contained source. As illustrated in Fig. 7.39, 
a gamma-emitting radioisotope could simply be surrounded by an 
insulator having a conducting coating. An important aspect of this 
design IS that a thick absorber electrode is unnecessary. The outer 
conducting film can be grounded, and a positive potential build-up will 
develop between ground and the radioisotope source. Since the outer 
electrode is grounded, the Compton and secondary electrons leaving 
this surface with the transmitted gammas will not affect the operation.* 

In 1963, Gross^^ reported studies using a GEC with a teflon insu
lator and interchangeable teflon and lead absorbers. Current- t ime 

Conducting Film 

-Radioactive 
Gamma Source 

Fig. 7.39—A GEC with an internal source (After Gross, Ref. 63. Compton 
electrons derived from gammas from the source at center move preferentially 
outward. The source then assumes a positive potential relative to the outer-
conducting film) 

*It appears that the same technique might be used in the standard plate-
external source cell However positive space charge build-up in front of the 
emitter electrode might be a critical problem. In the conventional cell, even a 
small conductivity permits a flow of sufficient electrons from the grounded 
emitter to limit the space charge build-up immediately in front of it. But, if 
the emitter is floating, this flow is retarded, and the resulting space charge may 
cause breakdown. However, to the author's knowledge, experimental verification 
of this effect has not been reported to date. 
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measurements shown in Fig. 7.40 exhibit a characteristic drop in the 
current at the start of an irradiation followed by a partial recovery, 
and Gross attributes this behavior to polarization effects in the di
electric. A small current was still detected immediately after removal 
of the teflon absorber cell from the radiation field This current had a 
reverse direction relative to the forward Compton current, but it was 
several orders of magnitude smaller. Results from similar experi
ments using the teflon-lead absorber cell are also shown. In this case 
the reverse current (after removal from the radiation field) was 
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(Divide Time by 10) 
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I i g . 7 40 — C u r r e n t - t i m e cu rves for the teflon GEC with teflon and lead a b 
s o r b e r s . (After Gross , Ref 64.) 

initially of the same order of magnitude as the Compton current, and 
renewed irradiation resulted in another transient in the Compton cur
rent. Such behavior is analogous to the case where a dielectric is first 
polarized with an external voltage and then short-circuited. Gross at
tributed the increased reverse current to an enhancement of polariza
tion by backscattered gamma and x-radiation from the lead absorber 
Since its energy will be low, this radiation will be more rapidly at
tenuated in the dielectric, and an equilibrium electron current may not 
be achieved. 
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In 1963, B. Raab^' suggested using nuclear cells in a power-
producing shield for space reactors. He pointed out that radiations 
carry away up to 10% of the total power produced and that an "active" 
shield could reclaim part of this waste energy. This, he noted, could be 
a valuable supplement to the primary power, particularly when rela
tively small quantities of high-voltage dc power are needed for special 
purposes, e.g., in connection with electric propulsion schemes. 

Raab proposed a composite design (Fig. 7.41) in order to convert 
both neutron and gamma-radiation energy. Thermal neutron absorption 
in the anode results in a beta-decaying isotope with a short half-life, 
and the betas are then collected as shown. Fast-neutron conversion is 
accomplished by collecting protons scattered out a hydrogenous elec-

High - Z and 
Capture 
Anodes 

Thermal Neutron 

Fast Neutron 

Gommo Roy 

Low-Z 
Cathodes 

Dielectric or 
Vacuum Insulator 

Fig. 7 . 41—The 
Ref. 67.) 

power-producing shield concept proposed by Raab. (F rom 
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trode. Gamma conversion depends on the difference in Compton cur
rents resulting from the use of alternate high- and low- Z (atomic 
number) electrodes. He suggested ^^'u would be suitable for the anode 
because it combines a high-Z and relatively high thermal neutron 
cross section. The ^̂ Û produced by the absorption in turn provides an 
additional beta-particle source, since it decays via beta emission with 
a 23.5-min half-life. Other possible choices for this electrode include 
^̂ ^Eu and *̂ ^Dy. Lithium hydride or a conducting hydrocarbon plastic 
was suggested for the cathode if fast-neutron conversion is desired; if 
not, a beryllium plate might be used. 

Raab estimated that, if one-third of the SNAP-2 reactor shield 
were constructed in this fashion, this portion would weigh 100 lb and 
produce 35 W at 200 kV — roughly 1% of the total system electric 
power. He also considered the possibility of both vacuum and solid 
dielectric cells, but felt the latter would have a decided advantage be
cause of the simplicity of construction and ruggedness. However, 
problems such as radiation-induced space charge, induced conduc
tivity, radiation damage, heating effects, etc., must be examined in 
more detail before the value of this concept can be fully assessed. 
Despite this, the active shield concept represents an important 
contribution by providing added motivation for the development of 
Direct-Collection Cells 

In 1965-1966, GEC studies were reported by L. W. Nelms^^ ^̂  of 
70 — 73 

General Dynamics, and an important series of progress reports be
came available from a coordinated program at Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory (LASL) and Edgerton, Germeshausen, and Grier (EG&G) of 
Las Vegas. (The Santa Barbara branch of EG&G and the Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory'*"''' were simultaneously studying vacuum-type 
devices as part of this program.) 

Nelms considered a fundamental question: Are Compton effects 
really the dominant mechanism in the GEC ^ In addition to Compton and 
photoelectric scattering, he considered the possibility of photovoltages 
excited in a manner analogous to those generated in light-sensitive 
semiconductor devices. To study this, he designed a series of "̂Co ir
radiation experiments using cells such as shown in Fig. 7.42, and the 
results from these measurements are given in Table 7.3. 

The unique feature of this cell is that the "̂Co rods can be located 
either in the center, as shown in Fig. 7.42, or alternately in a circle 
on the outside. This allowed Nelms to study the variation of the output 
with the direction of the gamma radiation. The 1 x 10^ J2 load resistance 
used in the voltage measurements was purposely fixed lower than the 
internal cell resistance to minimize the influence of the latter. Nelms 
noted that Compton currents, in contrast to photovoltaic effects, have a 
direction determined by the radiation field and are essentially inde
pendent of temperature. Both points are confirmed by the results shown 
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Fig . 7 . 4 2 — T h e GEC design used by Ne lms . (Based on Ref. 68.) 

Table 7.3 —TEMPERATURE AND RADIATION 
FIELD DIRECTION EFFECTS ON A GEC* 

Radiation Field 
Direction-f 

Potential t 
(V) 

Tempera tu r e 
(°C) 

Inside to outside 
Inside to outside 
Inside to outside 
Outside to inside 

- 5 . 4 
- 5 . 4 
- 5 . 4 
+ 1.4 

80 
37 

146 
80 

* F r o m Ref. 68. 
tThe inside to outside direct ion was obtained with 

source rods in the center holes of the ce l l shown in 
Fig. 7.42. 

JAll data for a 1 x 10 ' Q load r e s i s t o r . 
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in Table 7.3; thus, he concluded that the photovoltaic effect, if p resen t , 
was smal l . 

Nelms a lso appears to have been unaware of the e a r l i e r work by 
Gros s , and, using an independent approach, he der ived the following 
express ion to p red ic t the Compton cu r ren t for sho r t - c i r cu i t conditions 

J ^ e[N ^i] . - ^ (A/cm2) (7.2) 

As defined in Eq. (7.1), N^ r e p r e s e n t s the incident photon cu r ren t while 
/i r e p r e s e n t s the g a m m a - r a y attenuation coefficient. Nelms defined 
Xc a s an absorpt ion coefficient for the Compton e lec t rons , and he sug
gested that it could be evaluated from m e a s u r e m e n t s of be t a - r ay a t 
tenuation. A compar ison with Eq. (7.1) shows that S^^ in effect r ep l ace s 
X^ff COS 0 ; i . e . , it r e p r e s e n t s the average forward t r ave l of the Compton 
e lec t rons . (The identification of Sc with be t a - r ay attenuation is an 
expedient that would not appear n e c e s s a r y since specific range—energy 
co r re l a t ions a r e available.) 

The bas ic difference between th is and the e a r l i e r derivat ion by 
Gross i s that Nelms essent ia l ly per formed a balance around the co l 
l ec to r e lec t rode to de te rmine the number of e lec t rons reaching it . 
This approach i s quite s im i l a r to the one used in Sec. 2-6.2, and Nelms 
t e rmed this the cr i t ica l th ickness concept. Gros s , on the other 
hand, based h i s calculat ions on the charge induced on the col lector due 
to e lec t ron displacement motion in the d ie lec t r ic . As d iscussed in 
Chap. 2, the two approaches a r e equivalent for s teady state calcula
t ions, but the induced charge method must be used for t r ans ien t 
analys is . * 

The LASL-EG&G s t u d i e s ' " " " were apparently motivated by the 
poss ib le use of GECs a s g a m m a de tec to r s m h igh-intensi ty fields such 
a s encountered in pulsed r e a c t o r and a lso bomb exper iments . To lman ' ' 
has descr ibed the development of a spher ica l "Dielect r ic Compton 
De tec to r " with a sensi t ivi ty of 1 x IQ- '" A p e r R /h for use m the 
weapons t e s t p r o g r a m . This detec tor , shown in Fig. 7.43 and designated 

*As stressed in Chap. 6, leakage currents are extremely important at high 
voltages, and they are included m an approximate fashion later in Eq. (7.5). 
However, as pointed out in Sec. 6-4.2, in the case of the GEC, leakage currents 
can occur even under steady-state, short-circuit operation. This is due to space 
charge effects (Sec. 6-4.2) and gamma absorption in the dielectric which result 
in internal electric fields and a spatially dependent Compton electron source, 
respectively. Such effects were ignored m the preceding analyses and in the 
earlier ideal cell calculations, but fortunately experiments bear out that this is 
reasonable for typical low-voltage, short-term irradiations. In general, however, 
leakage currents (and displacement currents m transient studies) should be 
included. 
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Fig. 7.43 — Sketch of the 0(S) S-10 spherical detector using a polybutene oil 
insulator. (Based on information by Tolman, Ref. 71.) 

0(S) S-10, has a spherical stainless-steel collector supported by 
four evenly spaced polyethylene rods. It is unique in that a liquid (grade 
32X Polybutene oil) is used as the dielectric. While this detector is 
normally used as a gamma monitor, it is also sensitive to neutrons, 
which interact with the oil driving protons into the collector. (Note: 
The neutron-induced current has a reverse direction relative to the 
Compton current.) Tolman concluded this detector meets all standard 
requirements including sensitivity, ease of calibration, assembly, 
reliability, and in addition, the cost is less than other types of detectors. 

Pigg'" has reported the use of five different types of GEC detectors 
in the nuclear rocket study program. He lists six distinct advantages 
for them: 

•Dynamic range-linearity. Can be obtained within several percent 
over seven decades or more. 

•Durability ruggedness. There are no breakable parts; the weakest 
feature is the electrical lead at the collector. 

•External power supply. None is required. 

•Size. Smaller and lighter than conventional detectors. 
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•Fast time response. Units with rise time of order of 1 nsec have 
been tested. 

•Cost. Cheaper than other types of units. 

An interesting facet of these detectors is that, to insure a stable, 
reproducible output, they are routinely given an initial exposure or 
"bake-in" of about 4 x 10^ R from ^"Co. A machined polyethylene di
electric is used, and, during assembly, a rather high static charge is 
thought to be formed on its surface. If so, the radiation exposure would 
serve to discharge this field. It also appears that some polarization 
effects are involved since the cells must be rotated to expose both 
faces during the "bake-in." 

The LASL-EG&G groups have examined the variation of the cell 
response with gamma-ray energy in some detail. Pigg^^.rs reported the 
results shown in Table 7.4 for a teflon-aluminum cell consisting of a 

Table 7 .4—ENERGY RESPONSE OF A TEFLON DETECTOR* 

Photon Energy ^ g n s i t i v i t y j A p e r R/sec) 

Source (MeV) Measured Calculated 

' " C s 0.662 2.1 X 1 0 ~ " 1 . 8 5 x 1 0 " " 
s^Co 1.17, 1.33 4.27 x 1 0 ~ " 3.77 x 1 0 ~ " 

* Reported by J. L. Pigg, Refs. 72 and 73. 

3.34-in.-diam. x 1.5-in.-thick aluminum collector encased in teflon. 
The sensitivity for 0.66-MeV gamma radiation is about a factor of two 
lower than for 1.17 to 1.33 MeV. Calculations reported for both 
energies were about 12% too low. (These calculations appeared to be 
quite thorough, but details were not given in the report.) For this 
design, the aluminum collector transmits part of the gammas, so the 
net current involves a difference between those electrons driven from 
the teflon into the collector and those driven out of the back face of the 
cell. The back face current appears to have been about 60% of the col
lector current, so e r rors in the calculation of both currents become 
important and the small discrepancy noted is not too surprising. 

Detectors, such as this, that involve a difference in Compton cur
rents generated in two materials can have quite an unexpected depen
dence on the energy of the incident radiation. The LASL-EG&G "ON" 
type detectors (Fig. 7.44) are an excellent example.'^"'^ A 32X poly
butene oil is used as the dielectric, and a nickel collector is centered 
with polyethylene supports in an aluminum case. 

The energy response is shown in Fig. 7.45, where some measured 
and calculated data are presented. Interestingly, the calculated current 
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Fig. 7.44—A schematic layout of the ON-11 detector. (A polybutene oil is used 
to fill the cell. Based on data by Pigg, Ref. 73.) 
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Fig. 7.45 — Sensitivity of ON-11 detector vs photon energy. (From data by Pigg, 
Ref. 73.) 
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actually changes signs at about 4 MeV. This "cross-over" point oc
curs when the electron current driven out of the nickel collector ex
ceeds that driven into it. Calculations indicate it corresponds to an 
energy where f«10% of the incident Compton electrons are transmitted 
through the nickel without being collected. 

Calculations for 1.25-MeV gammas indicate the current collected 
from the oil is 11.26 x 10"^ electrons/(R cm^) while the current from 
the nickel plate is 10.09 x 10"^ electrons/(R cm^). The net current is 
then the difference or 1.17 x 10"^ electrons/(R cm^). Note that an error 
in the calculation of either current will result in a larger percentage 
error in the net current. 

The experimental points in Fig. 7.45 are for ' "Cs , ^°Co, and ^%a 
irradiations. Higher energy isotope sources were not available, so to 
verify the change in sign of the output, Anderson and Hocker^* exposed 
the cell to bremsstrahlung produced by electron bombardment of a 
gold-tungsten target. The results shown in Fig. 7.46 clearly demon
strate the sign change. It occurs for an electron energy of 10 MeV, 
which corresponds to a fairly broad photon energy spread between 
1-7 MeV with a peak at roughly 4 MeV; i.e., this is in qualitative 
agreement with Fig. 7.45. 

An interesting auxiliary experiment involved a comparison of lead 
and aluminum collectors. Since the electron backscattering coefficient 
for lead is nearly three times that of aluminum, a change in current 
was expected; however, none was observed, which contradicts the con
cept, discussed earlier, that electron backscattering at the collector is 
important in such cells. This result has since been corroborated by 
independent experiments at LASL, but a full explanation for the lack of 
backscattering effect has not been reported. 

P. V. Murphy, a co-worker with Gross in the original GEC 
studies, recently discussed a dielectric-type detector under develop
ment at Thermo Electron Engineering Corporation'^'''. This cell, 
named the "Solid Compton Recoil Electron Detector" (SCRED) and 
illustrated in Fig. 7.47, features a built-in solid-state electrometer. 
The cell itself is quite similar in concept to the early design in Fig. 
7.36. One added feature is the external scatterer. The dielectric 
insulator itself is relatively thin; thus, the external scatterer ensures 
sufficient scattering volume to obtain an equilibrium electron current. 
This is important to ensure a linear dose rate dependence over a large 
range. Also, by proper selection of the scatterer material, it is pos
sible to adjust the dependence on photon energy. Tests of various 
scatterers are presented in Table 7.5, and it is observed that poly
ethylene resulted in the least variation between 0.65 and 1.3 MeV. 

Murphy also investigated the effect of the absorber thickness and 
composition. The SCRED design uses a coated plastic Faraday cage in 
back of the high-Z absorber as well as in front of it (Fig. 7.47). The 
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Fig. 7.46 — Sensitivity of ON-11 detector for bremsstrahlung due to various 
energy electrons incident on a gold target. (FromAnderson and Hooker, Ref. 74.) 

front cage reduces backscatter as discussed earlier, and the cage be
hind the absorber operates in a similar fashion to reduce electron 
scattering out of the back face due to gammas transmitted through the 
absorber. Thus, a minimum absorber thickness and weight can be used. 

To optimize the SCRED design, Murphy considered the effect of 
varying the dimensions of the absorber as well as the scatterers. He 
found that, in either case, the sensitivity increases with increasing 
thickness until a maximum or equilibrium value is obtained as indicated 
in Table 7.6. 

The dependence on incident radiation angle was found to fall be
tween an isotropic response and the cosine behavior predicted by 
simple theories. For comparison, another cell was tested having a 
10.8-cm-diam. hemispherical lead absorber, a matching plastic back-
scatter shield, and a plastic external absorber. It did not show much 
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Fig. 7 47 — The SCRED cell design by Murphy. (From Refs. 78 and 79.) 

Table 7.5—VARIATION OF ENERGY RESPONSE 
WITH EXTERNAL SCATTERERS* 

External 
Sca t t e r e r 

0.016-in. Pb 
0.032-in. Sn 
0.032-in. Cu 
0.032-in. Ni 
0.394-m. 

Polyethylene 

(mA 

i " C s 

Sensitivity 
per 

(« 0.65 MeV) 

93 
76 
73 
73 

8 0 - 8 5 

10« R/ 

(" 

sec) 

soco 
1.25 MeV) 

58 
53 
49 
49 

74 

*From Ref. 79, for the SCRED Cell of Fig. 7.47. 

improvement; consequently. Murphy concluded, if a true isotropic 
response is imperative, a full spherical detector must be employed. 

Murphy did not encounter polarization effects in these studies, but 
he did observe a troublesome transient voltage that he attributed to 
mechanical strains created during cell assembly. He found that the 
transients were reduced if the insulator was applied in layers using a 
fluidized bed encapsulation technique, thus reducing strains. (In retro
spect, it would appear that this problem is associated with those dis-
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Table 7.6—SCRED COMPONENT THICKNESS REQUIREMENTS FOR 
EQUILIBRIUM SENSITIVITY* 

Thickness for Equilibrium 
Source Component Sensitivity (cm) 

"̂Co Lead absorber 6 to 4 
"̂Co Tungsten absorber 4 

'^'Cs Lead absorber 3 to 4 
'^'Cs Tungsten absorber 2 to 3 
^"00 External plastic scatterer 0.3 

(1-cm lead absorber) 
"̂Co Conductive plastic 0.2 

backscatterer (1-om lead absorber) 

*From Ref. 79. 

cussed earlier in connection with the LASL-EG&G cells where a 
"bake-in" period was found necessary.) 

Several interesting GEC studies have been reported by Japanese 
investigators: Hirakawa and Mizumachi^" have carried out detailed 
calculations of the short-circuit current starting with the relations* 

J(f) = e E / G ( r , T ' ) Ni Di(T') dT' (A/cm^) (7.3) 

_ r f dai(T,g;T') 
j 3 . ( , j „ )^ | I \ [ n ^ (T) ^°s i3 dfle dT (7.4) 

Where G(r,T') represents the gamma current per unit area at fwith 
energy T' per unit energy, daj/dflg is the differential cross section for 
the scattering of an electron through an angle /3 (giving it an energy T) 
due to an incident gamma ray of energy T', and A(T) is the mean 
range of electrons of energy T, The summation over i allows for 
various processes: In this instance, Compton scattering and photo-
electron emission were both included. Their calculations predict a 
current of 7.6 x Icr'^S/r^ (A/cm^ per R/min) for ^'Co irradiation of 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as opposed to a measured value of 
5.9 x 10"*^ S/r^. (S is the source strength in curies, and r is the dis
tance from the source in centimeters.) A comparison was also made 
with measurements using electron bremsstrahlung impinging on paraf
fin. In this case, the observed currents were roughly a factor of two 
smaller than predicted, and the reason for this is not understood. 

E. Hiraoka'' has studied two cells similar to the design shown in 
Fig. 7.36 with cross sections (perpendicular to the incoming radiation) 

*Again, these equations appear to be consistent with the zero voltage limit 
of Eq. (4.137). However, there is insufficient information available to check the 
detailed parameters used in the calculation. 
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measuring 5 x 5 and 10 x 10 cm and arranged so that various dielectric 
and absorber thicknesses could be used. Either PMMA or paraffin 
could be employed as the dielectric with lead as the absorber. Glass 
dielectrics were also tried, but they were discarded because of 
polarization effects. 

Paraffin dielectric cells were selected to detect the total (time 
integrated) dose by measuring their voltage build-up. (Hiraoka felt that 
paraffin was best for suppression of leakage currents, which are im
portant in voltage operation.) A linear response was found up to 250 V 
and a total dose of 6000 R; however, a fairly strong directional sensi
tivity with "half intensity" angle of ~30° was observed. 

Hiraoka used a PMMA dielectric cell to measure dose rates, and 
in this case, he measured the short-circuit current and tested the 
cell 's linearity with dose rate using bremsstrahlung from a gold target 
bombarded by electrons from a 15-MeV Linac. A linear response was 
obtained for average dose rates up to 500 R/min (corresponding to a 
peak intensity of 10^ to 10^ R/min during the Linac pulses). In com
parison, a Victoreen ion chamber was found to saturate and display a 
nonlinear response in the same field. 

Finally, Hiraoka attempted to design a cell that would be fairly 
insensitive to the gamma energy. First, he measured the effect of 
varying the dielectric and lead thicknesses separately. As seen from 
Fig. 7.48, the cell output was found to decrease with increasing photon 
energies for a dielectric thickness below 17 to 22 mm, and vice versa 
above 22 mm. Also, a minimum absorption (hence minimum cell out
put) in the lead was found for a gamma energy of about 8 MeV. Based 
on this information, Hiraoka showed (Fig. 7.49) that a 25-mm dielectric 
and a 70-mm lead absorber should give a flat response since the in
crease in output with energy for this dielectric thickness is just 
balanced by the decreased absorption in the lead. (This is similar to 
the method proposed by Gross, illustrated in Fig. 7.37, but now the 
importance of the dielectric thickness becomes apparent.) The energy 
response of this cell was studied experimentally, again using brems
strahlung from a gold target bombarded in the 15-MeV Linac. Hiraoka 
noted that with a constant target current the bremsstrahlung intensity 
in the forward direction (toward the cell) should be proportional to the 
third power of its energy. The GEC was found to follow this law nicely 
between 5 and 15 MeV, whereas the Victoreen chamber again showed 
some deviations. 

The GEC studies described to this point have concentrated on 
short-circuit operation. Sampson and Miley^ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ have reported a 
series of high-voltage studies in which three different cells were 
studied: The MOD I Cell (Fig. 7.50) used concentric cylindrical elec
trodes in addition to a collector plate; the MOD H Cell (Fig. 7.51) used 
multiplate pl'anar collectors; and a MOD III Cell, which used a simple 
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Fig. 7.48 — The effect of varying the dielectric and lead absorber thicknesses. 
(From Measurements by Hiraoka, Ref. 81.) 
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Fig. 7.49 — The effect of combining the curves from Fig. 7.48 for a 25-mm 
dielectric and a 70-mm lead absorber. (The dotted line is the expected value. 
After Hiraoka, Ref. 81.) 
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Fig. 7.50—Illustrative sketch of a MOD I type Gamma-Electric Cell showing: 
(A) dielectric; (B) outer container; (C) lead collector; (D) outer cylindrical 
collector; (E) inner cylindrical collector; (F) ground electrode; (G) ground 
electrode; (H) and (I) output cables. (From Sampson and Miley, Ref. 66.) 

planar emit ter-col lector-absorber construction. (The multiplate cells 
were designed to increase the collection area, i.e., to increase cur
rents.) Polystyrene, silicone, and also a modified epoxy resin were 
tested for use as the dielectric. All cells were completely encapsulated 
in an effort to eliminate surface leakage currents. 

The MOD I and MOD II Cells produced short-circuit currents of 
3.3 X 10"'' and 4.7 x 10~" A/cm^ per R/h, respectively. These cur-
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Fig. 7.51—Illustrative sketch of the MOD II type Gamma-Electric Cell (From 
Sampson and Miley, Ref. 66 ) 

rents were found to be essentially independent of the type of dielectric 
material used and to vary linearly with the gamma dose rate. 

Typical voltage build-up curves for MOD I Cells using poly
styrene and silicone dielectrics are shown in Fig. 7.52 for irradiations 
in a TRIGA nuclear reactor. The slow voltage decay at 10^ R/h was 
attributed to radiation-induced changes in the electrical properties of 
the dielectric. This effect was not observed at lower radiation in
tensities as illustrated by the curve for 2.5 x 10^ R/h. Similar results 
were found for epoxy cells (not shown). 

A voltage breakdown occurred in several MOD I Cells with a 
silicone or Lucite dielectric, and a post-mortem examination revealed 
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Fig. 7.52 — Voltage output cu rves for MOD I ce l l s . (From Sampson and Miley, 
Ref. 66.) 

cracks in the dielectric extending radially between the high voltage and 
ground electrodes. This was attributed to space-charge storage ef
fects, but interestingly, no failures were observed for polystyrene or 
epoxy cells. 

The voltage build-up curves for an epoxy MOD II cell, shown in 
Fig. 7.53, represent the highest potentials reported to date (w 19 kV). 
As seen, quite stable outputs were obtained at the lower radiation 
intensities, but again a slow decay occurred at 10^ R/h. 

In summary, these results verify that kilovolt potentials can be 
generated with GEC's. Of the materials studied, epoxy and polystyrene 
appear to be best suited for voltage operation, while silicone and 
Lucite are restricted to low voltages. 

Because of the complex geometry involved, the MOD I and U cell 
results are not easily compared to theory, so the planar MOD III cell 
was constructed explicitly to provide a clean comparison. Experiments 
with this cell used a ^"Co source and demonstrated four points: 

Current densities strongly depend on the gammabeam-to-coUector 
area ratio. Comparisons with theory are best made by an extra
polation to a zero ratio. 

Current-voltage measurements using a bias voltage technique 
agreed with theory to about 10 kV/in., where nonlinear effects 
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Fig. 7.53 — Voltage output curves for MOD II cells with an epoxy dielectric. 
(From Sampson, Ref. 56.) 

were observed, possibly indicating the on-set of voltage break
down. Breakdown at such a low voltage gradient, a factor of 50 
below the intrinsic strength of polystyrene, was attributed to 
radiation effects and possible internal electric fields due to space 
charge storage. 

Differences observed between increasing and decreasing voltage 
measurements, as well as a transient in the short-circuit voltage, 
were attributed to space charge storage effects. 

Currents were not affected by changing from lead to a graphite 
collector, indicating that electron backscattering effects are small. 
This agrees with the results by Pigg noted earlier, but contradicts 
the measurements by Murphy. 

In addition to these experiments, Sampson and Miley also con
sidered the theoretical analysis of high-voltage GEC operation in some 
detail. Since, as discussed in Chap. 2, the Compton current is a function 
of the voltage gradient (V/d) rather than V alone, they rearranged 
Eq. (F.3) to obtain 

i(0) 
--(V/d) 
i(0) 

(7.5a) 

where i is the total current (the current density J times the cross-
sectional area of the cell A^), the subscripts are as defined earlier, 
and the parameter A is a reduced electrical conductivity given by 

A = CT*Ac/i(0). (7.5b) 
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The conductivity cr* has an asterisk as a reminder that it includes 
radiation-induced conductivity. Note that A = 0 represents an "ideal" 
dielectric that stops all leakage currents, whereas presently available 
materials generally fall in the range of 10"^ to 10~^ 

The current ic(V/d) is the "forward" Compton current, and it may 
be calculated as indicated in Chap. 4, pp. 177-184. 

Results of calculations based on Eq. (7.5), with ic(V/d) evaluated 
by Eq. (4.137), are shown in Fig. 7.54 for various values of conductivity 

10"^ 10"^ t0~5 10"^ 10"'^ 

V/d, Voltage Gradient, V/ in 

Fig. 7.54 — Current-voltage gradient plots for a Gamma-Electric Cell. (After 
Sampson and Miley, Ref. 66.) 

and typical values of the slowing parameter n for electrons. (Note that 
the A= 0 curves are similar to those shown earlier in Fig. 4.20.) 
Clearly the leakage currents due to a finite A strongly affect operation. 
This is, of course, similar to the leakage current effect illustrated in 
Figs. 6.2 and F.2. 

Sampson and Miley®^ show that a useful approximation to these 
current characteristics is given by 

- > (v{<<Ve.(T„)) 

eVX(To) d \eA(To) d Vx(To) eA / • ^''^^^ 

Here Tj and A(To) refer to the average initial energy and range of the 
Compton electrons, respectively, and e is the electronic charge. As 
stressed in Chaps. 2 and 4, these relations (and the curves of Fig. 7.54) 
show that the ideal-cell current (A = 0) goes to zero asymptotically as 

1^ 

i(0) 
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v / d -* °°. However, in practice, leakage currents set an upper limit on 
the achievable voltage gradient, and this is represented by the limits 
assigned to V/d in Eqs. (7.6a) and (7.6b). 

These equations also illustrate another characteristic noted in 
Chaps. 2 and 4: The maximum output voltage can be increased by 
simply increasing d, the length of the cell. A limit occurs, however, 
since gamma attenuation, neglected here, will eventually become large 
enough to reverse this trend. 

Based on Eq. (7.6), Sampson and Miley show that the maximum 
power for a cell of fixed length d is approximately 

Pmax ^ j ^ . j ^ _ 
i(0) 

4 i T - A ) <'•-' 
Tod / V ^ To 

e X(To) \d e X(To) 
(7.7b) 

The value given in Eq. (7.7a) corresponds to large A, where the 
maximum open-circuit voltage gradient is less than twice the value of 
the break point in the A = 0 curve of Fig. 7.54. Again, in this region, 
the power can be increased by making d larger, until one of two things 
happen: gamma attenuation dominates, or the limit of Eq. (7.7b) is 
achieved. Equation (7.7b) corresponds to the power at the breakpoint of 
the A = 0 curve, which in turn corresponds to the maximum power for 
an ideal cell. 

In summary, these studies of high-voltage operation indicate that 
the GEC may be of value in special purpose applications requiring 
kilovolt operation with low currents. However, a number of questions 
need further study — e.g., lifetime, long-term radiation damage ef
fects, and a criterion for optimum multiplate designs. 

7 - 5 . 2 V a c u u m T y p e Gamma-Electr ic Cells 

The vacuum GEC concept is illustrated in Fig. 7.55. In contrast to 
the dielectric type GEC, the Compton electrons are produced in an 
emitter plate, and as the name implies, a vacuum is used to insulate 
the electrodes. Also, the emitter is typically metallic so the Compton 
electrons are produced in a region that is free from potential gradient. 
As a result, the vacuum GEC can be viewed simply as a Plate-Emitter 
Cell (Sec. 2-2.1). Thus, the analysis developed for these cells in 
Chaps. 2 and 4 is valid, provided the Klein-Nishina cross section is 
used to represent the angular distribution of the source as was done in 
Sec. 4-5. The thick collector shown in Fig. 7.55 represents the con
ventional method of preventing gamma-induced secondary-electron 
emission from the back side of the collector. An alternate possibility 
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Fig. 7 .55—Il lus t ra t ion of a vacuum-type GEC. 

is to create a net current by the difference in electron emission from 
a low-Z collector and a high-Z emitter. 

It is apparent that secondary-electron currents, typical of all 
vacuum-type cells, will occur here. As explained in Chap. 5, "secon
dary electrons" are, by definition, the low-energy component of 
emitted electrons, whereas forward Compton electrons correspond to 
the high-energy component. (Secondaries, it will be noted, can originate 
from the Compton electrons themselves as well as from the gammas.) 
Fortunately, as shown in measurements to be discussed shortly, 
secondary yields are low enough so that grid or magnetic suppression 
is not necessary. 

Most applications of these cells to date have been for radiation 
detection, in which case the load in Fig. 7.55 is replaced by a bias 
voltage supply. Two modes of operation are possible: 

(1) Positive collector bias. With a positive bias, both the primary 
Comptons and secondaries from the emitter reach the collector. 
The secondaries thus collected serve to multiply the current, 
which is desirable in some measurement situations. Such devices 
are commonly called Semirad detectors^^ (Secondary-Electron 
Mixed-Radiation Dosimeters). While the difference is not great, 
we will classify these devices as Secondary-Emission Cells, 
rather than GECs, and they are discussed further in the next 
section. 
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(2) Negative collector bias. The collector will normally develop 
a negative potential in the absence of a bias voltage. However, for 
detectors, it is simpler to use a bias voltage supply in lieu of the 
thick collector that would be required to ensure a voltage build-up. 
The bias voltage suppresses secondaries, leaving Compton elec
trons as the primary forward current. Hence, such devices are 
included in the GEC discussion. 

As noted earlier, the first detailed discussion of a GEC by Kloepper 
and Madsen^' was concerned with a vacuum-type cell. This cell, shown 
in Fig. 7.56, had a 0.064-in.-thick aluminum plate emitter and a thick 
lead collector. A beam from a 0.52-Ci '̂'Co source passed through a 
lV4-in. collimator before hitting the emitter, and bar magnets, pro
viding a central field of « 90 G-cm (225 G) could be inserted to suppress 
secondaries. 

Mognets 
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uum Space 
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Vibrat ing Reed 
Electrometer 

bing to Vacuum Pump 
Mc Leod Gouge 
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Fig. 7.56—Isometric view of the cell used by Kloepper and Madsen. (Adapted 
from Ref. 57.) 

Typical results from the Kloepper-Madsen measurements are 
presented in Fig. 7.57. The collected current has been divided into two 
components: ly, a voltage and polarity sensitive portion attributed to 
secondaries; and I^,, which, because it is independent of voltage (up 
to the 33 V, maximum), is attributed to Compton electrons. This 
identification was further verified since the magnetic field mainly 
affected I^, indicating it consists mostly of low-energy secondaries. 
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Fig. 7.57 — Sensitivity of the cel l of Fig. 7.56 vs col lec tor bias voltage and 
magnetic field s t rength . ( F r o m Kloepper and Madsen, Ref. 57.) 

[Equation (6.44) indicates that this field should have cut off any elec
trons below about 800 eV.] 

Similar experiments at a higher pressure («7|uHg) showed a 
decrease in ly with voltage with the 225-G field present. This was at
tributed to electrons created by ionization of the gas in a region too 
close to the collector to be suppressed by the magnetic field They 
calculated a sensitivity of 5.6 x 10" electron/photon, including an al
lowance for 17% transmission of gammas through the collector. While 
a factor of 4.6 lower than measured, this was considered to represent 
a reasonable agreement. The difference was attributed to two major 
assumptions in the theory: straight-line electron paths in the plate, 
and the neglect of secondary and photoelectric emission by low-energy 
scattered gammas from the front surface of the collector. 

Kloepper and Madsen discussed the desirability of avoiding the 
thick collector. They pointed out that, since Compton production goes 
roughly as Z/A (which is fairly constant from material to material), it 
is difficult to achieve a significant net current merely by selection of 
different plate materials. A very thin collector with high gamma 
transmission was considered but discarded because Compton transmis
sion would also occur, leading to a difficult optimization problem. 
Another scheme mentioned was the use of a hole in the collecting plate 
the size of the incoming gamma beam (assumed small relative to the 
plate areas). Compton electrons emitted at an angle would still be col-
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lected. This design was discarded because electron leakage through the 
hole appeared to be serious and also because of possible difficulties in 
designing an insulated outer container to provide a vacuum enclosure. 

Apparently unaware of Kloepper's and Madsen's work, Hosemann 
and Warrikhoff^'* reported the development of a dosimeter, shown in 
Fig. 7.58, which is based on the same concept, and they called it a 

Fig. 7.58—The "self-powered dosimeter" developed by Hosemann and Warrik-
hoff. (From Ref. 84. The dosimeter is a cylindrical cell made up of an inner 
graphite electrode and an outer electrode. The dose is read from an internal 
quartz-fiber electrometer.) 

"roentgen element" or a "self-powered" dosimeter. Instead of using a 
thick collector, this device operates by differential emission from a 
high-Z emitter and low-Z collector. Voltage build-up to about 100 V 
was recorded with the special quartz fiber electrometer. They reported 
an energy dependence of only ±8% between 80 keV to 1.2 MeV and a 
sensitivity of 0.5 V/R. 

The 1-mm-thick lead emitter was coated with a Vacon layer, 
which provided a vacuum-tight seal and also helped flatten the energy 
dependence. Its thickness was chosen such that it transmitted most of 
the electrons produced in the lead by high-energy gammas, but it 
stopped the soft electrons produced by low-energy gammas. The 
Vacon, in effect, serves as an emitter for the low-energy secondaries 
that are released as the low-energy gammas pass through it. (The slits 
in the lead electrode shown in Fig. 7.58 allow very soft gammas to 
pass through to the Vacon.) Because of the low Z of the Vacon, the low 
energy yield is reduced to a value roughly equal to the high energy 
yield due to the combined emission from the Vacon and the lead. This 
lessens the dependence on the gamma-ray energy, and the technique 
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IS termed "electron filtering" by Hosemann and Warrikhoff. For 
vacuum cells, then, this technique is equivalent to the variable ab
sorber thickness used by Gross or the external scatterer used by 
Murphy m dielectric type designs. 

Hosemann and Warrikhoff cite a number of advantages for such 
a dosimeter. In comparison to Semirad detectors (next section) no 
auxiliary power supply is required. As with the Semirad and dielectric 
GEC, it has a fast response and can be used in very high dose rates 
without saturation. Better insulating materials can be used than in the 
normal ionization type dosimeter, and this gives a higher RC time 
constant and a lower charge leakage rate (~0.02% per week depending 
on the measured dose).* 

Aside from actual device studies, several investigations have been 
designed to obtain a better understanding of Compton currents emitted 
from plates of various materials, and this is, of course, the basic 
mechanism involved in the vacuum GEC. The studies of Sawyer and 
Van Lint, Stevens and Artuso, and Oda and Suzuki were discussed in 
Sec. 5-5 in connection with the theory of high-energy secondary emis
sion Another study along these lines by Almond and Schmidt^^ reports 
currents from single plates of various metals, graphite, and poly
ethylene as well as various combinations of these plates separated by 
a Vg-in. air gap They used gammas from a pulsed reactor (KUKLA). 

7-6 THE SECONDARY-EMISSION CELL 

The Secondary-Emission Cell (SEC) is closely related to the 
vacuum-type GEC; however, we distinguish between the two on the 
following basis ' the principal current carr iers in the GEC are the 
high-energy Compton electrons, whereas low-energy secondaries form 
the main current in the SEC. 

As illustrated in Fig. 7 55, during high-voltage operation, the 
vacuum-type GEC rejects the low-energy secondaries simply because 
they cannot overcome the potential barrier . However, during short-
circuit or low-voltage operation, because of their larger yield, the 
low-energy secondaries from the emitter will be the main charge 
carr ier . Cells restricted to this mode of operation are then termed 
SEC's. While subtle, the difference is nevertheless important. As 
stressed in Chap. 1, the bulk of the energy released by nuclear sources 
is carried by high-energy particles. Thus, the SEC concept sacrifices 

*The extension of the self-powered detector concept to neutron detection 
was discussed earlier m connection with Fig. 7.35. However, in contrast to the 
Hosemann-Warrikhoff detector, a solid metal oxide insulator has normally 
been used 
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much of the energy associated with primaries tn exchange for current 
multiplication via the larger yield of the low-energy secondaries. 

Since the SEC must operate at very low voltages, it is inherently 
restricted to lower power densities than the GEC. (In fact, for radia
tion-detection applications, a bias voltage is generally used so that a 
net power input is required.) Still the SEC has important advantages 
for radiation detection, and the possibility remains open for using it 
as a low-power topping unit on a heat cycle. 

The concept was apparently first proposed by Schwartz ' ' , who 
in 1954 obtained a patent for a SEC design illustrated in Fig. 7.59. A 
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Fig 7.59 — The secondary-electron-emission battery proposed by Schwartz 
(From Refs. 86 and 87 ) 

thin film of high-Z material on the emitter was used to enhance secon
dary production. The "absorber" is designed to slow the primary 
particles so they enter the emitter film with low energies, enhancing 
the secondary yield (As stressed earlier, much of the energy of the 
primaries from the source will be lost in the "absorber.") However, 
performance data for such a device are not available, and it is not 
clear that the "absorber" would completely eliminate the high-energy 
secondary component. If not, operation under high impedance loads 
(approaching open-circuit conditions) would revert to collection of 
Compton electrons for a gamma-emitting source, or 6-rays for ion or 
beta emitters. 

The most important application of the SEC concept has been its 
use for radiation detection. Then, a reverse bias is applied, and the 
device is commonly called a Semirad detector. Considerable research 
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and development has been devoted to the Semirad by the U. S, Army 
Electronics Command (Refs. 83 and 88 to 90). 

The term "mixed radiation dosimeter" is used since, by proper 
selection of the emitting film, it is possible to detect specific types of 
radiation selectively (e.g., fast neutrons, slow neutrons, gamma rays, 
or x-rays) in a mixed radiation environment. Mechanisms for detection 
of gamma rays and neutrons are illustrated in Fig. 7.60. Gamma 
detection follows the earlier discussion, whereas fast-neutron detection 
relies on secondary emission associated with the recoil proton. Slow 
or thermal neutrons can be detected with a boron (secondary emission 
due to the alpha produced) or ^̂ Û coating (secondary emission due to 
the fission fragments produced). 
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Fig. 7.60 — Semirad concepts. (After Kronenberg, Ref. 83. 

It is then possible to combine these concepts into a single device 
such as illustrated in Fig. 7.61, which favors the detection of one type 
of radiation. With the biasing arrangement shown, the current that is 
associated with the gammas (Compton electrons) and collected on the 
center plate is essentially canceled by the one collected on the bottom 
plate. However, the neutron-induced current produced at the center 
plate does not cancel. This, then, is the counterpart of a compensated 
ion chamber. 

The Semirad detector has received wide usage, chiefly because 
its response to radiation is linear over a wide range of intensities. It 
is particularly useful in high-intensity fields such as encountered in 
pulsed reactors, nuclear explosions, etc. The collection times involved 
are less than for an ionization chamber since the diffusion of charged 
particles in a gas is avoided. Thus, the Semirad has an excellent 
frequency response — for example, microsecond and better resolution 
has been demonstrated in fields involving megarads per second^^. 
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Fig. 7.61 — Principle of the gamma-compensated fast-neutron Semirad detector. 
(After Kronenberg, Ref. 83.) 

Considerable technology has developed relative to the Semirad 
concept, and a number of variations of the basic design have been con
sidered. However, further discussion will not be included here because 
of the excellent coverage in the monograph by Kronenberg^^. 

7-7 THE THERMONUCLEAR-ELECTRIC CELL 

The coupling of a Direct-Collection Cell to a thermonuclear (fusion) 
reactor represents a most significant potential application for these 
cells. Further, as will become evident from the following discussion, 
the Thermonuclear-Electric Cell (TEC) development represents a 
less formidable challenge than its counterpart, the Fission-Electric 
Cell. Efficient operation at lower voltages is feasible, and charged 
particles can be extracted from the confining magnetic field region of 
the fusion reactor, making an external collector practical (as opposed 
to the internal collector arrangement envisioned for fission reactors). 

The fundamentals related to the generation and confinement of a 
hot plasma suitable for energy generation via fusion reactions are 
presented in several books, such as Refs. 91 and 92. Problems related 
to stable confinement are still formidable, but experiments with 
several approaches have progressed to the point that serious thought 
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IS currently being put into the engineering problems related to a full-
scale reactor and the associated energy-conversion components'^'^''. 
Besides the sheer technological challenge involved, the original moti
vation for fusion research was that it represents a practically inex-
haustive source of energy. While recent advances in the development 
of breeder-type fission reactors have somewhat reduced the urgency 
associated with this goal, it has become evident that other factors may 
be of even more immediate significance 

The inherent safety of a fusion system with a minimum potential 
for radioactive contamination eases siting problems. Other attributes, 
including potential for low electrical costs and reduced thermal pollu
tion revolve around the energy-conversion system and its efficiency 
To understand this better, we recall the primary reactions that mav 
be involved in the reactor 

AHe + In 
^ / ( O ? MeV) C •; MeV) 

(D-D) iH + ?H__ 
" in + |H 

(1 0 MeV) O 1 MeV) 

(D-T) 1H + | H — lUe + Jn 
(3 5 M e V ; (14 1 MeV) 

(D-^He) ?H-^ |He — ^He + }H 
(3 6 MeV) (14 7 MeV) 

The kinetic energy associated with the reaction products mthe 
early fusion reactors will probably be processed through a conventional 
heat cycle-turbogenerator to produce electricity If liquid metals are 
used to capitalize on the high plasma temperature, conversion effi
ciencies of the order of 60% can be anticipated Still, as Eastlund and 
Gough^^ succinctly point out, " This is not an optimum match . . such 
converters require the fusion energy . . at over 50,000,000°C to be 
degraded to temperatures less than 2000°C because of materials ' 
limitations. "* The alternative, as has been recognized for some time 
(e.g., see pp. 4 and 15, Ref. 92), is to couple an energy converter 
directly to the charged particles. However, except for the D-^He re 
action, a significant fraction of the energy released will be associated 

*In addition to electrical energy output, Eastlund and Gough discuss two 
other important energy conversions possible with a fusion device. In one, the 
"fusion torch" is used to reduce any material to its basic elements for separa
tion The other would use the resulting radiation field for process heating or 
chemical processing in the body of a fluid. 
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with neutrons. Although a cell might be devised to transfer the energy 
of the neutrons to charged particles [by fission, in,a) reactions, proton 
recoil, etc.J, it is generally envisioned that the neutron energy, along 
with x-radiation energy, etc., would be processed through a conven
tional heat cycle. 

Referring back to the reactions, we see that the D—D cycle r e 
leases 8.4 MeV in charged particles out of a total of 25 MeV; i.e., 
about 33%. (This assumes that because of its fast reaction rate all 
the tritium produced reacts in a D —T cycle but that the slowly reacting 
^He remains unreacted'^.) Since this would be the maximum fraction of 
the energy release that would be processed by the direct conversion 
scheme, it might, in a sense, be viewed as a topping cycle in the D—D 
reactor. Still, as will be seen, its efficiency and low cost make this 
approach quite attractive. At the other extreme, a D-^He reactor 
could conceivably operate primarily on a direct conversion cycle since 
both reaction products are charged. Unfortunately, however, it appears 
that the first generation of fusion reactors will probably operate 
on a D - T cycle because it offers a fast reaction rate and a lower 
"ignition" temperature''*'^. (In addition to direct conversion considera
tions, this cycle has the disadvantage of requiring tritium, which will 
probably be produced or "bred" by neutron reactions in a lithium 
blanket surrounding the reactor. Thus lithium becomes, in effect, a 
fuel, and natural reserves again become important. Although reason
ably plentiful, lithium supplies fall well short of the ideal of deuterium. 
The D-^He cycle represents a similar problem, but, in this case, 
^He is bred in a D-D reactor or through the decay, albeit a 12-year 
half-life, of tritium.) 

Despite the general recognition of the possibility of direct con
version in connection with the fusion reactor, little thought had been 
put into specific concepts until recently. At the 1969 Culham confer
ence three fairly detailed proposals were presented: Peschka and 
Kelm^^ discussed an inductive magneto-plasma-dynamic converter; 
Oliphant^^ outlined a method using an expansion of the plasma against 
the magnetic field; and Post ' ' described a direct-collection scheme. 

At this stage, it is not clear which, if any, of these concepts may 
receive ultimate application. However, because of the possible im
portance of this application, and because it is based on concepts dis
cussed here, we will review Post 's scheme in some detail. The follow
ing is based largely on Ref. 97, and it should be stressed that, since it 
represents a first exploration of the concept, continued modification 
and revision may well take place. 

Post and his colleagues at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory have 
been strongly involved in the mirror approach to fusion containment 
illustrated in Fig. 7.62 (see Chap. 15, Ref. 91, or Chap. IX, Ref. 92). 
In contrast to closed systems such as toroids or stellarators, the 
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Fig. 7.62 — Schematic illustration of the mirror confinement scheme. 

mirror is an open system in that plasma particles can always leak out 
of the ends of the mirrors due to the so-called loss cone. Thus, although 
recent experimental results are encouraging relative to the possibility 
of achieving containment with a mirror-type device, engineering pro
jections indicate that the resulting Q-value, defined as the ratio of the 
net energy production to energy injected, may be disappointingly low 
because of these losses. Post then proposes to capitalize on this 
feature by using a Direct-Collection Cell to recover the energy asso
ciated with the particles leaking through the loss cone. This was 
suggested in Chap. 1, but, as stressed there, such an approach is 
complicated by the energy spread of the charged particles so that 
a multiplate collector like that illustrated in Fig. 1.9(d) represents 
the key to efficient operation. However, before the collector is dis
cussed, it is important to recognize that two additional steps are 
necessary to "prepare" the beam, namely, expansion and separation. 

The expansion step involves passing the escaping plasma beam 
through a region where the magnetic field strength is reduced (ex
panded). This serves two functions: It creates a well-defined directed 
motion by converting perpendicular particle velocities to parallel,* 

* Parallel and perpendicular directions are defined relative to the magnetic 
field lines in the mirror region of the device in Fig. 7.62. Thus, if a collector 
cup is placed at the end of the mirror, the kinetic energy associated with the 
parallel component can be converted to potential, but, as pointed out in Chap. 2, 
the perpendicular component is not converted. 
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and it reduces the plasma density so that ion-electron separation is 
easier. 

An expansion chamber such as that envisioned by Post is shown 
in Fig. 7.63. His design was coupled to a quadrupole magnetic well or 
"disk" mirror machine so that the fringing magnetic field of the mirror 
links with a radial field in the large doughnut-shaped chamber. (As 
discussed later, the reactor would probably run with fairly high aver
age ion energies, roughly 100 keV.) Fields of the order of 150 kG in 
the mirror are thus gradually weakened to a few hundred gauss; the 
initial bundle of flux lines are transformed to a flat fan-shaped pattern. 
The conversion from perpendicular to parallel velocity can be esti
mated simply by the well-knownadiabatic mirror law'^'^'.Using this law 
plus an estimate for nonadiabatic effects for typical conditions, Post 
found that the perpendicular-energy component of the ions can be re 
duced to less than 1% of the mean energy of the exit stream («3 keV for 
a mean stream energy of 500keV). This accomplishment is equivalent to 
establishing an almost ideal parallel-beam ion source, and the high 
efficiency of the conversion to the parallel component is a key factor 
leading to a high cell efficiency. 

The stream density leaving the expander should be relatively low, 
about 10^ particles/cm^ in Post 's example, so that space charge prob
lems are minimal and the separation of electrons from the ion stream 
is easily carried out. 

The separation step is also illustrated in Fig. 7.63, where the 
magnetic field lines are simply diverted outwardly near the exit of the 
expander. The lighter electrons will essentially follow the lines, 
whereas the heavy, high-energy ions will cross them with only a small 
deflection. 

While the electron energy could conceivably be recovered, this 
step is probably unnecessary. Plasma electrons are electrostatically 
confined in mirror systems; thus, upon escape, their energy is reduced 
by the plasma potential, and, as a result, the energy associated with 
the electron stream is only a small fraction of that carried by ions. 

In summary, a directed beam of energetic ions is obtained from 
the expander-separator section. The beam density may typically have 
a density of the order of 10^ ions/cm^ with an average energy of 
500 to 800 keV but with an energy spread ranging from the plasma 
potential (^100 to 200 keV) up to the quite high values corresponding 
to the tail of the plasma distribution (MeV range). As stressed earlier, 
the key problem then revolves around the efficient collection of this 
polyenergetic beam. Post suggests the possible use of a modified, 
somewhat more sophisticated version of the multiplate collector con
cept suggested in Chap. 1. He envisions "a series of electrostatic 
lenses in the form of hollow electrodes of progressively increasing 
positive potential through which each ion is guided until it is diverted 
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Fig. 7.63 — A possible expander-separator arrangement adapted from Post^'. 
The large size — almost 200 m in diameter — of the expander section dwarfs the 
"disk"-type mirror machine. Detailed calculations indicate that the deuteron 
trajectory shown here results in the conversion of 478 keV out of an initial 
500 keV into the desired parallel energy component. The rapid reversal of field 
lines at the end of the expander section effectively affords 100% separation of 
ions and electrons. Collector plates, not shown here, lie to the right of position 5. 
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and collected at that electrode whose potential lies nearest below the 
ion's initial energy." Once the specific ion energy distribution is known, 
the efficiency of such an arrangement can be easily analyzed by using 
methods developed in earlier chapters. Post shows that, for a reason
ably large number of collectors (>10) and for typical mirror energy 
distributions, the ideal conversion efficiency of such an arrangement is 
approximately equal to (1 - 1/N) where N is the number of collectors. 
His design used 25 collectors, giving an ideal efficiency of about 96%. 
In practice, this value will certainly be reduced by various losses 
neglected in the calculation, but it appears feasible to expect efficiencies 
of this order of magnitude. It is this high efficiency that makes the 
concept so attractive. (Such a high efficiency is not inconsistent with 
the earlier Coated-Plate Cell calculations. In contrast to, say, the 
Fission-Electric Cell, the present case offers the ideal of a parallel-
beam source. Further, the disastrous losses associated with particle 
transport through a fuel layer are avoided.) 

Instead of the magnetic-analyzer system illustrated earlier in 
Fig. 1.9(d) to separate the ion stream into discrete energy groups, Post 
suggests the use of a charge-exchange system or, alternately, a system 
that overfocuses the magnetic lenses. The former would take advantage 
of the rapid decrease with energy of the charge-exchange cross section 
of certain metal vapors like magnesium at energies higher than about 
5 keV. Metallic-vapor streams would be maintained within the hollow 
collector electrodes so that any ion slowing to 5 keV would undergo 
charge exchange. The residual energy of the neutralized ion would be 
lost with the neutral particle; however, the low-energy positive ion would 
complete the current loop, giving a net conversion of the kinetic energy 
associated with the deceleration of the original ion from its initial 
energy (hundreds of kiloelectron volts) to 5 keV. 

The alternate approach of overfocusing would utilize the energy-
sensitive focusing characteristic of periodic electrostatic lenses. Low-
energy particles would be overfocused, deflected sideways, and subse
quently collected in the hollow electrodes. 

It is important to note that the potentials involved in the collector 
are in the range of hundreds of kilovolts. This, along with the ability 
to use large-size units (high power densities are not a primary goal), 
should lessen voltage breakdown problems relative to many of the 
other cells discussed here where megavolt potentials and small 
spacings are involved. 

Rather than attempt to transform to an ac output. Post suggests 
that an attractive approach would be to convert to a common dc potential 
for direct connection to a high-voltage dc transmission line. This is 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 7.64, where inverters are used to 
diminish all potentials from collectors above the desired value V and 
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Fig. 7.64 — Schematic diagram of the rectifier-inverter circuitry proposed by 
Post'^. The_various collector voltages, V^, V^-i, . . . Vi, are brought to an aver
age value V through the inverter-rectifier bank. The power outputs Pĵ j, Pjj.i. 
. . . from the inverters serve as the inputs (Pj, P2 etc.) to the rectifiers. 
As indicated, the resulting currents are summed prior to passing through the 
load at voltage V. The result is high-voltage dc output. 

r ec t i f i e r s a r e employed to r a i s e potent ials from co l lec tors below th i s 
value . The resul t ing c u r r e n t s a r e summed. If V i s taken a s the mean 
voltage of the col lector sys tem, the ac power from the i nve r t e r s will 
be just sufficient to power the rec t i f i e r s . It i s expected that such a 
sys tem can be highly efficient, approaching 99%. 

The var ious component efficiencies a re s u m m a r i z e d in Table 7.7. 
Although these values a r e probably opt imis t ic . Pos t a s s e r t s that an 
overa l l efficiency in the range 90 to 95% should be feasible. The effect 
on overa l l plant efficiency can be seen from a topping cycle analysis 
s imi l a r to that of Appendix A - 3 . * If the 33% associa ted with charged 
pa r t i c l e s in a D - D r eac to r i s pas sed through a d i rec t -co l lec t ion unit 
of 90% efficiency and the remaining energy i s p r o c e s s e d through a 
60% efficient t he rma l cycle, the overa l l plant efficiency is 70%, which 

*The analysis of Appendix A-3 must be modified since, in contrast to 
Fig. 1.8, only a part of the energy flow Q now passes through the topping unit. 
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Table 7 7 — SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED LOSSES 
FOR THE TEC* 

Losses 

Expander 1% 
Collector 3% 
Inver te r —rectifier < l% 

Total « 5 % 

Overal l efficiency, 95% 

* F r o m Post , Ref 97 

represents an improvement of more than 16% over the all-thermal 
case. Even larger gains would be possible with a D-^He reactor, where, 
as noted earlier, both reaction products are charged. Post has con
sidered such a cycle in some detail, and he finds Q-values in the range 
of 4 to 19 for a 1000-MWe reactor.* (He also shows that satisfactory 
Q-values ranging from 5 to 15 are obtainable with direct conversion 
coupled with a D - T cycle that employs a breeding blanket and neutron-
capture reactions to "multiply" the neutron energy; Q-values from 
4 to 9 are found for a D-D cycle with reinjection of tritium from the 
D —D reaction and neutron-energy multiplication.) 

Some important additional points made by Post are summarized 
as follows-

As repeatedly stressed here, unlike thermal plants, the efficiency 
of the Direct-Collection Cycle would depend on practical and 
economic factors rather than thermodynamic limits. 

The large physical size of the expander and collector, combined 
with the high conversion efficiency, result in an extremely low 
heat dissipation per unit area. Thus, space charge, rather than heat 
removal, limits the maximum output power density. 

A 1000-MWe reactor would typically involve an 800-keVion current 
density of 400fxA/cm^ at the expander exit, giving a charge density 
ai2.6 X 10* lons/cm^ This density would result in an average 
space-charge field of over 100 V/cm in the collector, leading to a 
several-kV potential difference between the midplane and edge of 
the ion stream. This space charge can be controlled by electro
static focusing; however, difficulties will be encountered if it 
IS necessary to operate on lower ion energies unless lower 

^Although the re is no genera l agreement as to the minimum Q-value that 
will lead to an economically competi t ive sys tem, values well over 5 a r e general ly 
sought. 
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power densities are also used. In some cases it might be advanta
geous to subdivide the magnetic flux in the expander so that 
"stacked" collector structures of reduced aperture could be used. 
Post shows that each subdivision results in roughly a fourfold in
crease in space-charge power-handling capacity. Alternately, 
operation of reactors below the 100-keV ion energy considered 
here would become more practical.* 

Reactor operation at the relatively high ion energy (100 keV) as 
sumed here requires a high p (plasma/magnetic pressure). For
tunately /3 values of 0.5 or higher appear feasible for mirror 
systems. Since the nuclear power density scales roughly as 
/3/T,, operation at j3 = 0.5 and T̂  = 300 keV is roughly equivalent 
to /3 = 0.05 and T, = 30 keV, which are typical for low ĝ toroidal 
systems. 

At the 1000-MWe reactor level, capital costs of about $11.50/kWe 
are estimated for the entire direct converter system including the 
inverter-rect if ier units. This is quite low, reinforcing interest in 
the concept. In some cases it may be possible to reduce costs even 
further by using one (or two) direct converters to serve many 
individual mirror reactors. 

The dominant elements in the cost are the large fan-shaped vacuum 
chamber enclosing the expander-collector structure, the coil 
system required to maintain the 500-G field through the expander, 
and the operation of the inverter —rectifier system. 

In summary, it appears that application to a thermonuclear reac
tor may be quite important, but considerably more study is required to 
determine the most suitable system and all the ramifications. As Post 
concludes: " . . . adequately favorable power balances and potentially 
highly favorable capital costs should be possible for a fusion reactor 
system based on the combination of injection-fed mirror confinement 
zones coupled to a direct converter system. Depending on the fuel cycle 
chosen, the direct converter plays either a primary or a secondary 
role. In any event, efficient direct conversion would have a major 
favorable impact on the overall power balance situation for mirror 
systems," 

•Because the charged particle densities involved In the other cells con
sidered in this book are well below the space-charge limit, previous calcula
tions and discussions neglected this effect. Thus application of these results to 
the TEC must be made with this limitation in mind. 
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7-8 SUMMARY 

With the conclusion of this review, we are in a better position to 
appreciate the comments about the status of cell development introduced 
in Sec. 1-5. 

It is clear that the direct-collection concept has had a significant 
impact in the areas of instrumentation and batteries. Six different types 
of radiation-detection cells, which are available commercially, were 
summarized in Table 1.4, and their applications are expected to 
expand, along with continued significant R&D programs, at several 
laboratories. 

Batteries are also available commercially. Although this applica
tion represents a volume market, as indicated in Table 1.4, the features 
commonly stressed are not very demanding on actual cell performance. 
Simplicity, ruggedness, temperature independence, etc., imply me
chanical requirements but have not forced an intensive research 
program. In fact, instrumentation requirements such as linearity, 
selective compensation against certain radiations, maximum sensitivity, 
etc., demand a more detailed understanding of basic processes. Thus, 
although battery applications would seem to be a logical springboard 
for research that might ultimately result in higher power devices, 
little momentum seems to be gathering through this route. 

However, there are some bright points in battery applications: 
Both useful power production and high voltages have been successfully 
demonstrated. Further, the Linder-Christian battery demonstrated the 
ability to obtain good efficiencies (order of 20%) in actual devices. 

This brings us to high-power devices. It is certainly risky to 
anticipate applications for such cells at this time. While single-cell 
applications have some unique advantages, the importance of possible 
combination cycles or topping units (Sec. 1-3.4) should not be over
looked. As summarized in Table 1.5, fairly detailed conceptual designs 
for Fission, Alpha, and Beta Cells have been encouraging, particularly 
for special applications like space propulsion, but attempts at ex
perimental verification have only been partially successful. This ap
pears to be a situation similar to that in other fields of endeavor (e.g., 
controlled thermonuclear reactors) where demanding technological 
advances are attempted in short periods of time. The first attempts to 
construct high-power devices were of a demonstration type. However, 
the rather serious problems encountered in this approach have made 
it necessary to fall back and concentrate on various fundamental as 
pects of the concept—the hope being that the information thus obtained 
can eventually be synthesized into a high-performance device. 

The potential gain from using direct-collection methods with open-
ended thermonuclear reactors has resulted in considerable interest and 
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effort in this direction. In fact, the USAEC has reported (CTR office 
Newsletter of Feb. 1970, released after composition of the "highlights" 
table in Chap. 1) that its Livermore group has measured efficiencies 
exceeding 90% in small-scale experiments. Of course, the ultimate 
fate of this cell and the time scale for its development are directly 
related to progress in overcoming confinement instabilities in the 
fusion device itself, and predictions are difficult to make for this. As 
stressed in Sec. 7-7, due to basic differences between the fusion re 
actor and other charged-particle sources, the Thermonuclear Cell 
will probably differ m many respects from other cells discussed here. 
Thus it is not clear how much "cross-fertilization" will occur during 
the development of these various cells, but success in one area may 
aid the others. 

Finally, another aspect of the cells should be noted. The character
istic high-voltage, dc output has been a cause of some concern. How
ever, an ac and dc high-voltage technology is slowly emerging m the 
power-engineering field. Thus, given an operational cell, the technology 
required to develop a useful power system is to some extent available. 

In conclusion, we repeat again the comment that these concepts 
are only in their infancy. Most certainly their development will con
tinue. The only question is How much and how fast? The present 
monograph is dedicated to assisting in the resolution of some of the 
problems facing the program. 
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Appendix A 

A-l CURRENT AND POWER DENSITY ESTIMATES 

FOR DIRECT-COLLECTION CELLS 

A-1.1 Fission-Electric Cell 

The electrical current density J(V) in A/cm^ of collector surface 
during operation at voltage V is: 

J(V) = Jf q fp(V) (A.1) 

where Jf is the fragment current [in particles/(cm^ sec)] leaving the 
emitter and q is their charge (in coulombs) in multiples of the elec
tronic charge e, cf. Eq. (3.2). The fraction of these fragments that 
overcome the potential barr ier and reach the collector is denoted by 
fp(V). 

Jf = (SfT) f,f, = 2Sf0^Tf,f, « 48.2 cPa, Tf,f, (A.2) 

where Sf represents the number of fragments born per cubic centimeter 
per second in the fuel layer of thickness rand f̂̂  and f ̂  give the fraction 
that escape capture in the fuel layer and support structure, respectively. 
The production rate S{ is simply twice the fission rate given by the 
fission cross section Sj times the thermal neutron flux (p^ [in neutrons/ 
(cm^ sec)]. The factor 2 enters because two fragments are emitted per 
fission. The other numerical values assume thermal fission of ^̂ ^U. 

The thickness T is a key variable. Clearly it should not be larger 
than the maximum range of the charged particle in the layer or par
ticles born deep in the fuel will not be able to escape, and their kinetic 
energy will be converted to heat, which, in these cells, represents an 
energy loss. At the other extreme, as r -^ 0, all particles escape the 
fuel layer and the efficiency is maximized, but the current and power 
densities approach zero. Thus, a compromise is required, and the 
optimum thickness will generally be smaller than the particle range. 
For the purposes of the present estimate, T will arbitrarily be set 
equal to the range—about 10 ii for fission fragments in uranium metal. 
(Precise range correlations are presented in Chap. 3.) This gives an 
upper limit for current and power densities. 
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Using this T in Eq. (A.2) and noting that q ^ 20e for fission frag
ments (neglects charge neutralization, cf. Sec. 4-1.4), we find that 

J(V) « 1.6 X 10-^' (p^ F(V) (A.3) 

where all three factors leading to particle losses have been lumped 
together into F(V), i.e., 

F(V) sf,f^fp(V). (A.4) 

A precise evaluation of F(V) depends on the cell geometry and 
operating voltage, but for the present calculation, an order of magni
tude estimate is achieved by assuming infinite plane electrodes and an 
operating voltage of roughly 2 x 10^ V. (This voltage selection follows 
the argument that an optimum efficiency will occur for a barr ier about 
equal to half of the maximum value.) 

Calculations in Appendix D(Fig. D.4) show that roughly 1/3 to 1/2 of 
the particles emitted from a fuel layer of thickness equal to the range 
will escape, i.e., f̂  « 1 / 3 . Since fission fragments are emitted iso-
tropically, half the fragments will be emitted in the direction of the 
support plate, and, due to their short range, they will be stopped in it, 
which gives f ̂  « 1 / 2 . It is shown in Chap. 2 that, of the remaining par
ticles, approximately 1/3 will be able to overcome the 2-MV barr ier 
and reach the collector (see Fig. 2.3), so that f p(V) « 1/3. Combining 
these factors gives an approximate value for F(V) of 1/18.* 

The thermal neutron flux will depend on the reactor power level 
(the cell is assumed to be a part of a nuclear reactor). For the present 
purposes an upper limit of 10^* neutrons/(cm^ sec) will be used, and 
Eq. (A.3) then gives 

[JW]y^2Mv ^ O.BfiA/cml (A.5) 

*Thls result is consistent with the calculation of the ideal-cell efficiency 
developed in Chap. 2, although the connection may not be obvious at first. This 
value of F(V) can be used to calculate a cell efficiency directly, in which case 

ric = ^ ^ ^ = v ^ F(V) « 2.8% . (A.4a) 
VJ V (in V max 

AUernately, Fig. 2.6 shows the ideal-cell efficiency TJ* for isotropic emission 
to be !»7.4%, and if this is corrected for fuel-layer losses using f,- above, we 
obtain 

n^ = f^nJ « 2 5% (A.4b) 

The difference between the results is simply due to the approximate values used 
here for f̂  and F(V). 
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This may appear to be an exceedingly low current density. Values 
quoted for nuclear—thermionic systems, for example, fall in the range 
of 1 to 10 A/cm^ However, again it must be remembered that the Fis
sion-Electric Cell produces millions of volts, whereas thermionic and 
similar devices produce only a few volts per unit. 

These currents are, in fact, quite impressive relative to other 
high-voltage sources. This point is more obvious in terms of the total 
current that might be obtained from a typical reactor. The thermal 
power level P for a reactor is given by 

P = C {Tf<t)J {Aj) (A.6) 

where C represents the energy released per fission (RSIQO MeV), 
As IS the fuel-layer surface area, and the other symbols have been 
defined previously. 

Solving this equation for Sf<()ĵ T, substituting into Eq. (A.2), and 
using appropriate numerical values, we find 

J(V) « 0 . 2 l | £ - J F ( V ) A/cm^ (A.7) 

where the power P is in megawatts thermal. Thus the total current is 

i(V) = J(V) As «0.21P F(V) A. (A.8) 

Again using F(V) ŝ  1/18 and assuming a 100-MWt reactor (an average 
size power plant) gives ssl.l A. A current of this magnitude at 2 x 10^ V 
IS impressive, e g., it is several orders of magnitude larger than cur
rents developed in conventional high-voltage sources such as the Van de 
Graaff generator. 

The cell power density can now be evaluated. Assume that a gap 
spacing d on the order of 1 to 2 cm and a support plate thickness of 1 
cm can be used. (The gap spacing requirement remains an open ques
tion. As discussed in Chaps. 6 and 7, these values are consistent with 
standard voltage breakdown correlations, but there is no information 
available about the possible effect of radiation on breakdown.) The 
resulting power density is then 

[ P ] v . M v = ^ 4 We/cm3 (A.9) 

which is slightly lower than that obtained in conventional power reac
tors. For example, the pressurized-water Yankee power station' is 
rated at 136,000 kWe and has a 75.4-in.-diam. by 91.9-in -high core, 
equivalent to 5.2 We/cm^. 
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However, the preceding calculation ignores one important aspect 
of the problem. Since the void fraction is large, the reactor will in
herently have a large neutron leakage fraction, and a relatively large 
overall core volume will be necessary to achieve criticality. This 
requirement may, in fact, determine the power density, and then the 
calculations discussed in Chap. 7 predict power densities as much as 
an order of magnitude less than Eq. (A.9). This is still quite respect
able, and, lest we become too concerned with these details, it is well 
to remember that there are many other aspects of the cell to be con
sidered before its attractiveness can be fully evaluated; e.g., "Can the 
high-voltage low-current dc output be used effectively ? Is it possible 
to capitalize on the non-thermal character of the cell and the fact that 
i ts efficiency is independent of temperature? Will radiation damage or 
gaseous fission product build-up limit the cell lifetime? What are 
overall system weights, efficiencies, etc.?" Such questions are dis
cussed further in other chapters. 

A-1.2 Radioisotopic Fueled Cells 

The wide variations in decay rates, particle charge, energy, and 
range among various radioisotopes might lead one to expect corre
spondingly wide variations in cell characteristics for different fuels. 
While this is true for voltages, it turns out that current and power 
densities do not vary greatly. To illustrate this, two common isotopes, 
^"Sr and ^'"Po, which differ considerably in basic properties, are con
sidered here. 

Strontium-90 was the first fission product (yield w5.8%) available 
in a quantity sufficient for use in power sources. It was used in the 
SNAP-7 radioisotopic generator series, and more power has been 
delivered to date using it than from any other isotope^. It decays with 
a 28-year half-life via beta emission characterized by a maximum 
energy of 0.54 MeV. The daughter product, ^"Y, in turn decays by beta 
emission with T^^^ = 2.26 MeV and a 64.2-h half life. (The symbol T 
is used here and in succeeding sections to represent the kinetic energy 
associated with the various nuclear particles.) Thus the chain is 

posr] ••̂ gv'̂ '̂̂ % [90Y] ^•'- h, [90zr]. (A.IO) 

Since the ^"Y half-life is so short relative to that for ^°Sr, a "secular" 
equilibrium will occur^. That is, the decay rate of ^°Sr represents the 
limiting decay rate so that 
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where N represents the number of atoms per cubic centimeter and A 
IS the decay constant (sec""') 

For optimum efficiency, the cell should operate at a voltage equal 
to ssl/2 of the maximum determined by the high energy ^"Y beta, i.e., 
at roughly 1/2 of (2.26), or 1 13 MV Then beta particles from the 
^"Sr itself will have energy too low to reach the collector and only ^"Y 
will contribute to the conversion process. Its specific power can be 
found immediately because, with secular equilibrium* 

P,,rY)^K(^) (T) 
•SF^ 

where the average energy has been evaluated assuming that it is ^^0.4 
T^, , (Ref 3, p 537). 

* Specific power, a term used in connection with radioisotopic generator 
design, IS defined as power per unit weight due to radiations absorbed in a fuel 
layer composed of the pure radioisotope. Numerically it is related to the decay 
rate (dN/dt) by 

P s P = K ( f ) ( T > = ^ i ^ ^ ^ ) ,^.Ua) 

where K is a conversion factor to give proper units, (T) is the average energy 
(MeV) absorbed in the fuel per disintegration, Ti/̂  is the half-life (years), and 
A IS the atomic mass (g/mole) It is conventional to assume that V2 of the 
gammas emitted escape the fuel, so tabulations such as those given by Corliss 
and Harvey^ use 

(T) = n„T„+ ne<T6) + in^T^ (A.lib) 

where n, gives the number of i tk type particles emitted with energy T̂  per 
disintegration. Beta emission involves an energy distribution, and hence an 
average value is used as indicated by the brackets. 

We are not interested in the energy absorbed but rather the number of 
particles of a given type emitted, however, since Pjp is tabulated, it is often 
convenient to use it to calculate the emission rate given as 

Si= (PspP^AS [i*^particles/(cm'sec)] (A lie) 

where p is the density of the isotope. In the present case, most of the energy 
IS from beta emission so that 

o , p V 1 (A l i d ) 
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Next it is necessary to determine the particle range in the fuel 
layer since this will fix the fuel-layer thickness. A rough estimate, 
based on T^^^ and using the Katz-Penfold correlation (Fig. 3.12) dis
cussed in Chap. 3 is 

^ ^ - T 4 ^ 7 ^ = 0.48 cm. (A.13) 
2.7g/cm^ 

The output current density can now be found; assuming a fuel-
layer thickness equal to the range and using Eqs. (A.l), (A.lid), and 
(A. 12), we find 

J(V)= ^ (qpx) F(V) = 0.06 MA/cm^ (A.14) 
\ I B / 

where once again F(V) has arbitrarily been assigned a value of 1/18. 
Since the operating voltage has been assumed to be 1.13 MV, the 

output power per square centimeter of emitter is 

PA = (6 X 10-^)(1.13 X 10 )̂ = 0.07 We/cml (A.15) 

Thus, a 2-cm plate separation with a 1-cm-thick support plate for 
the fuel layer would lead to a power density of about 2.3 x 10"^ We/cm^. 

While this output is an order of magnitude less than that calculated 
earlier for the Fission Cell, it is still quite respectable for radioiso
topic generators. For example, the strontium titanate fueled SNAP-7A 
generator produced a maximum output of «12 W at 5 V via a lead 
telluride thermoelectric converter system^ The fuel-converter unit, 
shielding neglected, formed a cylinder approximately 23 cm in diameter 
by 20 cm high, which gives a power density of about 10~^ We/cm^ 

As a second example of a radioisotopic cell, consider one using 
^'"Po. This alpha emitter (5 MeV) is practically free of gamma emis
sion and is characterized by a high specific power (141 W/g), a rela
tively short life (0.38 year), and a density of 9.4 g/cm'. It was used^ to 
fuel SNAP-3B, but has not found wide application because of its short 
half-life, expense, and relatively low melting point (254°C). Based on 
Fig. 3.6 of Chap. 3, the range of a 5-MeV alpha particle in polonium 
metal is found to be ^ 10 / i , and an analysis similar to that for '"Sr 
gives a current density of as 0.03 fiA/cm^ and a power density of about 
2.5 x 10"^ We/cm^ at 2.5 x 10^ V, roughly the same order of magnitude 
as obtained for the '"Sr cell. The seeming advantage of the larger power 
density is lost because the short alpha-particle range limits the fuel 
thickness. Note also that the particle energy dictates a somewhat 
higher voltage for efficient operation of the alpha cell vs the ^"Sr cell 
(2 vs 1.1 MV; other common |3 sources lead to even lower voltages, 
cf. Table 1.1) 
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Finally, it should be stressed that these calculations, as well as 
those for the Fission-Electric Cell, are only intended as order of mag
nitude estimates. There are many possible variations in geometry and 
construction that can result in either higher or lower outputs for a 
specific design. Also, as discussed in Ref. 2, there are various other 
isotopes that might be considered for fuel. 

A-2 CURRENT AND POWER DENSITY ESTIMATES 
FOR A REACTOR-IONIZATION-ELECTRIC CELL 

The cell current density involves the product of three factors: 
the fragment current, the number of ion pairs produced per fragment, 
and the net fraction of the ion pairs originally formed that are suc
cessfully separated and reach the proper collection electrodes; thus, 
the output current density J(VL )[A/cm^] for a cell with operating load 
voltage Vĵ  is given by 

J W . ( J f q ) ^ fc(Vj 

= (i^) (M^) ijy^) A/cm2 . (A. 16) 

Here, J, represents the fragment particle current leaving the uranium 
fuel. Multiplication of it by the charge q (coulombs) gives the equiv
alent fragment electrical-current density if(A/cm^). The average 
fragment energy (Tf) divided by the average energy requirement per 
ion pair W and by the units of fragment charge q/e gives the mul
tiplication of the fragment current due to ion pair production. This is 
denoted as Mj. Finally, t^{V^ represents the fraction of ion pairs pro
duced that contribute to the output current. It corrects for losses such 
as recombination or diffusion to the wrong electrode or out the sides 
of the cell. Such losses are strongly dependent on the operating voltage 
Vĵ  and the inherent potential A0, which determine the internal electric 
field. The internal field sets the rate at which charged particles can 
be "swept out" of the gas volume: The larger this rate, the shorter 
the residence time; hence, the lower the recombination probability, and 
vice versa. 

If the fission fragment current selected earlier for the Fission-
Electric Cell calculations [ 8 x l 0 " fragments/(cm^ sec)] is used, 
Eq. (A. 16) predicts a current density equal to 

J(VL) « (2.6 xl0-«)(1.33 xlO^) f^V^) =0.35fJVL) A/cm^ . (A.17) 

The current multiplication is seen to be considerable, and, in fact, if 
perfect separation and collection of the ion pairs could be achieved 
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[f|.(Vĵ ) = 1.0], a surprisingly large current density (0.35 A/cm^) would 
be obtained. Since work function differences of the order of 1 V are 
obtainable,* the power density from a cell having 1-cm-thick elec
trodes with an 11-cm spacing wouldbe a respectable 2.7 x 10"^ We/cm^. 
Two obvious questions arise: Will i^iVi) approach unity in practice? 
Why not increase the power density by simply increasing the gas pres
sure? Actually, both points reduce to questions about recombination 
and diffusion losses, and a crude estimate of f,;(VL) will illustrate this. 

Neglecting diffusion due to concentration differences and assuming 
that the current can be described solely by a mobility of the ions and 
electrons in the internal electric field, the net ion current through the 
gas is given by^ (for singly ionized species so q = e) 

J+(V,)^ [nV-E(VL)]e (A. 18) 

where n+ is the ion density (ions/cm^), /Lt"*" is the ion mobility [cmV 
(V sec)], and £(V, ) is the electric field present during operation at 
voltage Vi. A similar expression can be written for electrons; how
ever, the ions move much more slowly, and the ability to sweep them 
out of the gas generally limits the current that can be drawn so that 

J(VL) ^ J+(VL). (A. 19) 

The pressures assumed here should result in relatively low diffusion 
losses so that the dominant loss mechanism for ions will be recombi
nation. Then, if we assume a neutral plasma (n+ ss n-), the ion l o s s -
source balance is simply 

«c(n")^ = S v - J f ^ (A.20) 

where a^ is the volume recombination coefficient and Sy, the ion pair 
source rate [pairs/(cm^ sec)], has been estimated from the fragment 
current J^. A uniform energy loss across the gap d is assumed. 

Next, ^(VL) must be related to Vj,. This raises some involved 
questions about space charge and sheath effects. For the moment, we 
will ignore these problems and simply assume a linear potential varia
tion across the entire inter-electrode space, in which case 

*For example, Ohmarf* used an AI2O3 negative electrode and obtained 
A0 = 1.34 V with a positive electrode having Pb02 plated on gold, 0.98 V with 
oxidized copper, 0.67 V with silver, etc. Thomas and Ragosine^ report A<t> ai 1.6 
V for an aluminum and a platinum-sputtered aluminum combination. 
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A 0 - V , 
£ ( V L ) s i - - l 1 . (A.21) 

d 

Now, combining Eqs. (A. 19) through (A.21) gives 

J (VL) ^ eSyd 

= (eSyd) f,(VL) (A.22) 

where f̂ (Vĵ ) i s identified with the bracketed quantity by compar ison 
with Eq. (A. 16). Alternately, note that (eSyd) i s s imply the charge 
assoc ia ted with the ion production r a t e over the total volume, so the 
remaining factor must r e p r e s e n t the fraction of these ions that actually 
contr ibutes to the cu r ren t . 

If, for the hel ium cel l , rough values for |U+, a^, and A<t)-ViOi 10 
cmV(V sec) , 10^^ c m V s e c , and 1 V, r e spec t ive ly , ' a r e inser ted in 
Eq. (A.22), f̂ (VL) tu rns out to be about 1.4 x 10"^, indicating that the 
or iginal cu r r en t and power density calculat ions should be reduced by 
five o r d e r s of magnitude.* 

Several methods might be considered in an at tempt to reduce 
recombinat ion l o s s e s . The select ion of the gas i s obviously of p r i m e 
impor tance , and optimization of the p r e s s u r e , t e m p e r a t u r e , ion p r o 
duction ra t e , and plate spacing might also be considered. 

Some insight into p r e s s u r e effects can be obtained by noting that 
to a f i rs t approximation /i+ oc p - ' , S y ^ p, Oc "̂  P, and, assuming the 
spacing IS maintained at the source pa r t i c le r ange , t doc Xqccp" ' . in
se r t ion of these re la t ions in Eq. (A.22) p red ic t s that fc(VL) should be 
independent of p r e s s u r e . 

The p r e s s u r e dependence of the p a r a m e t e r s a s sumed he re i s only 
approximate , a s i s Eq. (A.22) i tself In real i ty, fc(VL) may vary s o m e -

*This result will not be surprising to those who are familiar with ion 
chamber operation. Chambers are designed to avoid recombination so that their 
response will be linearly dependent on Sy, which is in turn proportional to 
neutron flux. This is accomplished by using a battery to obtain sweeping voltages 
as high as 1 kV over several centimeters. Even so, most ion chambers turn 
out to be nonlinear m the high fluxes assumed m this example, and it is clear 
that the few-volt internal fields in the lonization-Electric Cell are far too low 
to prevent recombination. However, as argued earlier, an external bias voltage 
cannot be used since this results m a net input of energy, and this presents a 
dilemma 

tThe present discussion assumes that particles originate at one electrode 
and then enter the gas volume. An alternate possibility, which would give more 
freedom in the selection of plate spacing, would be to locate the source on a 
portion of the insulator separating the electrodes This would be particularly 
attractive if an external source were used, m which case we would be, in effect, 
considering parallel vs perpendicular incidence relative to the electrodes. 

/oTS^rl d2 / 
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what with pressure, but this effect would not appear to be large enough 
to solve the problem. Thus, the pressure would probably be selected 
so that a reasonably small spacing could be used without significantly 
reducing the fraction of the incident radiation absorbed. 

Temperature effects might be considered next, but they are more 
difficult to evaluate. Actually, the easiest solution is to reduce the ion 
pair production rate by reducing the radiation source intensity. This 
lowers the ion-electron concentrations and, thus, reduces the recom
bination rate; e.g., if, in the present helium cell example, Syis de
creased by a factor of l o ' [corresponding to (̂  « 10^ neutrons/(cm^ 
sec)], Eq. (A.22) predicts i^iV^) ^ 0 . 4 . (It might appear that further 
reduction in Sy could lead to values of t^{Vi^) > 1.0, but this is obviously 
not allowed. At very low ion—electron densities, the assumption that 
recombination losses dominate is no longer valid; thus, Eq. (A.22) 
fails.) 

While this reduction of Sy appears to solve the recombination 
problem (diffusion losses must still be considered), the obvious dis
advantage is that the output current is drastically reduced. In the 
present example, according to Eq. (A.22), J(Vi,) drops to ~1.4 x 10"'° 
A/cm^, and it is clear that the improved efficiency is obtained at the 
expense of the current and power density. 

The specific values calculated here should not be taken too ser i 
ously since many rough estimates and approximations have been used 
and no attempt was made to optimize the design. Still, this does illus
trate some of the significant parameters, and, at the same time, it 
vividly illustrates how the ability to separate and collect the ion pairs 
represents a serious limitation for lonization-Electric Cell operation. 

A-3 TOPPING CYCLE EFFICIENCIES 

As an example of topping cycle efficiencies, consider the use of 
a nuclear cell of efficiency rjo as a topping unit on a turbogenerator 
unit of efficiency T723 (this nomenclature follows Fig. 1.8). The resulting 
overall efficiency v follows directly from the flows indicated in 
Fig. 1.8 and is 

^ = Q(^ - Ĥ 3 Ho) ^ ^^ ^ r,̂ ^ (1 _ „̂ )_ (A.23) 

Thus the ratio of this efficiency to that for the turbogenerator alone is 

^=l + vJ~-A. (A.24) 
^2i \T)23 / 
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A plot of V/V23 is shown in Fig A.l. It is interesting to note that 
as long as the conventional turbogenerator-steam plant efficiency is 
below 50%, the increase in plant efficiency is greater than the efficiency 
of the topping plant alone. For example, a PWR nuclear-steam cycle 
IS about 35% efficient, so a 10% efficient nuclear-direct topping unit 
will increase the overall plan efficiency by 19%—almost double the 
efficiency of the topping unit. (Note, however, that the efficiencies are 
not additive; e.g., in this case the overall efficiency with topping is 

Topping Unit Efficiency , 77 , Percent 

Fig. A 1—Increased efficiency due to topping. 
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1.19 X 35 or 41.6%, whereas the sum of the individual unit efficiencies 
is 45%.) 

However, the full significance of a topping unit is best understood 
if we consider the practical situation where the output-power demand 
is set at a fixed level, which must be supplied by either the turbogen
erator unit or the combination topping plant. 

To study this situation, we need to rearrange Eq. (A.23) somewhat. 
Since generally 

Q = ^"ergy output ^^25) 
V 

if the output is fixed, the fractional reduction in input energy due to 
the addition of a topping unit is simply 

Q 2 3 - Q ^ l _ ? ? j 3 (A.26) 
Q23 V 

Here Q is subscripted to indicate that it will be different in the two 
cases; i.e., Q23 represents the input for the turbogenerator alone, 
whereas Q is for the combination unit. For the previous PWR example, 
the addition of a 10% topping unit reduces the energy input requirement 
by ~16%, possibly representing significant savings in fuel charges. 
Again, the effect of the topper is magnified if Vis < 50% {VQ < 20%). 

Finally, consider the heat dump. The fractional reduction in heat 
rejection for the fixed output is 

Q23H23-QH23H0 = 1 _!?M (1 _ „„). (A.27) 
W23"23 ' ' 

This result is shown in Fig. A.2 for various steam cycle efficiencies. 
Again, using the example of a PWR, the reduction in the heat that must 
be rejected is 24% with a 10% efficient topping unit. Advantage may 
be taken of this to reduce the condenser or cooling tower load, or if 
the heated exhaust goes directly into a stream or lake, the possibility 
of thermal pollution^ would be reduced. 

In summary, direct topping has a significant effect on the heat 
rejection and on fixed costs of turbo machinery and condensers. These 
two factors coupled with the reduction in fuel inventory may make such 
devices attractive, not only for space applications but also for central 
power stations. 
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Fig. A.2 — Reduction in heat re ject ion due to topping. 
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Appendix B 

B-l CONSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR 
CHARGED-PARTICLE MOTION 

IN ELECTRIC FIELDS 

B-I.l The Equation of Motion 

The force on a unit positive charge in an electric field is, by 
definition, the electric-field intensity E at that point. Consequently, 
the force on a particle with charge +q is 

F = q £ . (B.l) 

The field E is the sum of the space-charge field £p (due to the 
charged-particle density) and the applied field By (due to the potential 
across the device's electrodes), or 

E= Ep+ Ey= Ep-WY. (B.2) 

The charged-particle density in the devices of interest here is 
generally small enough so that E^ can, to a good approximation, be 
neglected relative to E^. (As discussed in Chap. 7, the major exception 
where space-charge effects become important is the Thermonuclear 
Cell.) Then, according to Newton's second law of motion, it follows that 

- d - dv *dm 
q £ = - m v = m - + v — ^g3^ 

where the term involving dm/dt allows for a relativistic effect. Gen
erally a relativistic correction is important only in cells involving 
high-energy electrons. It has been neglected in previous cell calcula
tions except for Cohen's analysis of a Beta Cell' and Schock's analysis 
of secondary electrons accelerated during high-voltage operation of a 
Fission-Electric Cell^ (Relativistic effects are included in Sec. 2-3 2 ) 

Since we are not interested in detailed trajectory analyses, we 
now turn to conservation equations. 

451 
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B-1.2 Conservation Equations 

(a) Energy 

The work done in moving the charged particle from point A to 
point B m the field E is 

AWB= f F dS 
-'A 

(B.4) 

where the scalar product is used to select the component of F, which 
lies along the increment of path dS (see Fig. B.l). 

Equipotentiol 
Surfaces 

Fig. B 1—The work performed in moving a charged particle in an electric field. 

Substitution of Eqs. (B.l) and (B.2^ , .tO this expression gives 

AW, 'B =q r^E.dS = -qf^ dy = q(V^ -Vg). 
•̂  A -̂  A 

(B.5) 

This result depends only on the beginning and end points, not on the 
specific path (the definition of a conservative force). For an electron, 
q IS equal to —e, so the potential energy given up by an electron in 
going from point A to B is (Vg - V^) eV. 

Next, we relate this expression for work to the change in kinetic 
energy of the particle. Using Eqs. (B.3) and (B 5), we find 
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.W„ J^ V • d(mv) = / "» mv • dv + /""B V^ dm. 

The relativistic mass m(v) is given by 

^ 2 ^ 

m(v) =mo 1-P) Vc/ . 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

where mo is the particle's rest mass and c is the speed of light in 
vacuum (a good summary of relativistic relations is given in Appendix D 
of Ref. 3). If this expression is used for m in Eq. (B.6), we find that 

AWB moc 
, 2 1 _ V , 2"1-H 

'-(?)r"-['-(^)) - - - ' (B.8) 

where E is the total energy (kinetic plus mass equivalent) i.e., it is 
defined as 

Ej = m(v,) c\ (B.9) 

Combining Eqs. (B.5) and (B.8), we obtain the law governing energy 
conservation in an electric field 

q(VA-VB)= [m(vB)-m(vA)]c2 (B.IO) 

where m(Vj) refers to the relativistic mass [Eq. (B.7)] corresponding 
to the speed at point j . For v/c « 1, relativistic corrections can be 
neglected so 

m(v) c^ = moc^ ~© 
- ' / 2 

m n C '4©-
moc^ + -movl (B.ll) 

This represents the sum of the rest-mass energy equivalent and the 
kinetic energy associated with the rest mass. Energy conservation 
then reads 

q(VA - VB) = TT mov^ - ^ my. 
2 1 2 

'A " ' B' ~ 2 ' " " ' ' s ~ 2 "^"^A ' T B - T ^ (B.12a) 

where T̂ r, the kinetic energy at location r, is found from Eq. (B.9) to be 

Tr s (Er - moc )̂ = [m(v-)c2 - moC^]. (B. 12b) 
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(b) Linear Momentum 

It must be remembered that Eq. (B.3) is a vector equation; hence, 
if the force component in any direction (sayxj is zero, we have 

^mv^_ = 0 ( i= 1, 2, or 3) (B.13) 

so that 

mv, = p = constant. (B.14) 

(c) Angular Momentum 

Both spherical and cylindrical electrodes are of interest and both 
geometries require the use of angular-momentum equations. 

The spherical case is most straightforward in that it represents 
a central-force problem where the magnitude of the force depends only 
on the distance between the particle and the center of the sphere, and 
its direction lies along this radius. For such cases, it can be shown 
directly from Newton's second law (Eq. B.3) that the angular momentum 
L is constant since 

F(r) = | F ( r ) | = | ( m v ) = m | + v ^ (B.15) 

where 

r = |? | = (x̂  + y2 + z^^ (B.16) 

and the particle is at r. But, by definition, the velocity is 

v = | ? (B.17) 

so that 

Cross multiplying this vectorially by r, we find 

d^r 
m r x ^^ r X 

/dr\/dm\ 
\dt ]\ dt j = 0 (B.19) 
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since (r x r) is zero. But, since 

(f) ̂  (f) 
is also zero, Eq. (B.19) may be rewritten to give 

d / . dr\ d 

dtr^"^dTJ=dt 
^^(rxmv) = - ( r x p ) = - ^ = 0 (B.20) 

which proves that the angular momentum vector L is constant. Since L 
lies in a plane perpendicular to the one containing r and p (see Fig. B.2), 
the motion itself occurs in a single plane. 

q(x , y ,2 ) 

Plone Containing 
p and r 

Fig. B.2—Angular momentum In spherical geometry. 

One must be careful in problems involving cylindrical electrodes. 
Practical devices will generally have a large length to diameter ratio, 
but a cylinder of infinite length is considered here. The geometry is 
shown in Fig. B.3. The charge q is located at a point with coordinates 
(R,z) and has velocity v. We first resolve v into two components, v̂ , and 
Vj., such that Vĵ  is in a plane perpendicular to the z-axis. The angular 
momentum L̂ ,̂ defined relative to the z-axis, is 

Lĵ  s R X pĵ  = R x mVĵ  (B.21) 

Now, since the field is dependent only upon R, the same arguments as 
used for a central force field may be applied, and 
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L ^ = a constant vector . (B.22) 

Referr ing to Fig. B.3, we see that 

ILJ^I =Rmv.j. = R m | v | cos ^ sin cp = constant (B.23) 

where the tangential velocity component v^ i s defined in the figure and 
the direct ion of L^ is pa ra l l e l to the z -ax i s . 

x-Axis of the Cylinder 

v^ , .^Vz = I v l sin ^ 

Vĵ = I v l cos l(< 

vj= I v l cos <fr sin <p 

Vp = I v l cos \f/ cos if> 

Fig. B.3 — Cylindrical coordinates. 
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Appendix C 

C-l CALCULATION OF THE FISSION FRAGMENT 

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION 

Nuclear fission has traditionally been visualized in terms of the 
liquid drop model'. The entrance of a neutron into the drop supplies 
excess energy, and it splits despite restoring forces represented in 
the analogy by surface tension. As the fragments separate, momentum 
will be conserved; i.e., 

MjVoi = M2V02 (C.l) 

or, in terms of kinetic energy T, this reduces to 

MjToi = M2T02. (C.2) 

The subscript 0 indicates the initial state immediately after fis
sion; 1 indicates the heavy fragment and 2 the light fragment. 

Also the sum of the fragment energies equals the total kinetic 
energy released TQT, or 

'̂ 01 + ^02 - TOT- (C .3) 

Experimental data can be used to evaluate TQT or, as a first estimate, 
it can be calculated assuming that the fragments are forced apart due 
to their charge, giving 

e^Z;Z2^ e^ZiZ2 
ri + r2 " R^CAFTAI) • T o T ^ f ^ ^ = . . : . r ! " ! . M • (C.4) 

This assumes that, immediately following fission, the fragment nuclei 
are touching and spherical in shape, and their radii r have been esti
mated using the classical expression (Ref. 2, p. 30) 

r -« ROA'-̂  = (1.2 X 10-")A^ (C.5) 

where RQ is the nuclear unit radius and A is the mass number. 
The use of Eq. (C.4) generally gives a value of TOT about 20% 

larger than that observed experimentally (Ref. 2, p. 387). 
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Assuming TQT is known, we can solve Eqs. (C.2) and (C.3) for Toi 
or To2 in terms of the mass ratio, giving 

IoL= _ M 2 _ (C.6) 

TOT M1 + M2 

But the masses are related by 

Ml + M2 = My -(yM_^ + AMg) (C.7) 
where subscript U designates the fissioning nucleus (e.g., uranium), 
n designates a neutron, u represents the number of neutrons emitted, 
and AMg is the mass defect due to the change in binding energy. (Note: 
My must include the added neutron in the case of neutron bombard
ment.) There is a statistical variation of u about some average W, and, 
as a result, there will be a statistical variation of M2 around a mean 
value for any fixed Mj, and vice versa. For the present purposes, we 
can neglect this effect, as well as the mass defect, so Eq. (C.6) can 
be written 

TOT 

My - {PM^ + Ml) 
Mu - PM„ 

(C.8) 

The experimental yield curve in effect gives a probable distribu
tion of the mass Mi (or M2). Thus, Eq, (C.8) can be used to convert 
this to an energy distribution curve similar to the one shown in Fig. 3.8. 

C-2 THE VAVILOV DISTRIBUTION 

Straggling corrections for thin plates can be made using calcula
tions by Seltzer and Berger^ based on the original work of Vavilov*. 
He has shown that the probability T ( A T , T ) of a particle suffering an 
energy loss AT per unit energy loss during transmission through a 
thin plate of thickness T is 

r(AT,T) d(AT) =^4>^(A,,Ky) dA, (C.9) 

where 

^ = ^'^- <^T) _ ^(1 + 2 _ 0.577) (C. lOa) 

«=?/en,ax (C.lOb) 
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^ = 0.30058 mnC Z 
A " 

= Vo/c 

2moC^y^ 
1 + 

2m„ 
M V l _y2 IM 

(C.lOc) 

(C.lOd) 

Here , A and Z a r e , respect ive ly , the atomic weight and atomic 
number of the stopping mate r i a l , while M is the r e s t m a s s and VQ the 
init ial speed of the penetra t ing par t ic le , and m^ i s the e lectron r e s t 
m a s s . 

The function <p^, as calculated by Sel tzer and Berger^, is shown 
in Fig. C.l for va r ious values of K, which depend only on the stopping 
m a t e r i a l and i t s th ickness . Once th is i s fixed, the dis t r ibut ion around 
(AT) can be found since A„ i s a function of AT - (AT). 

The mean los s ( A T ) i s given by Sel tzer and Be rge r as 

( A T ; = ^ -̂ In 
2mocV e 

iHi-y') 
- 2 7 ^ - 2 ^ - 6 (C . l l ) 

where I i s the mean excitation energy of the stopping mate r ia l , 2(C/Z) 
i s a shel l cor rec t ion , and 6 i s a density effect correc t ion , d iscussed in 
m o r e detai l in Ref. 3. Note that (AT) i s a l inear function of ? o r the 
pla te th ickness T. 

The p a r a m e t e r K i s effectively the ra t io of the average energy 
l o s s p e r coll is ion to the max imum l o s s . When K = 0, the well-known 
Landau dis tr ibut ion (pp. 65-66, Ref. 5) i s obtained. Vavilov has shown 
that, as K — 1, h is distr ibution can be r ep resen ted in t e r m s of A i rey ' s 
function (p. 193, Ref. 3), but, for K » 1, the dis tr ibut ion reduces to a 
Gaussian form, namely, 

r(AT,T) = 
1 

exp 
^A2n/K)[l-{r'72J] [ 2r[ l 

- K ( A T - ^ A T ) ) ^ " 1 

{yV2)]l 
(C.12) 

As d i scussed ea r l i e r , the most probable energy loss ATp will 
differ from the mean los s due to a s y m m e t r i e s in the distr ibution. 
Sel tzer and Berger^ have calculated ATp as a function of K for y^ = 0.5, 
and the i r r e s u l t s a re shown in Fig. C.2. The width of the distr ibution 
i s also given in this figure. They assumed a Vavilov distr ibution, but, 
for c a s e s where the Landau distr ibution i s valid, ATp i s given by 
(p. 65, Ref. 5) 

AT„ Hln 
2moV^g 

•/ + 0.373 (C.13) 
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Fig C . l — The Vavilov distr ibution for y2 = 0 9. (a) K=0 (Landau), 0 01 , and 
0 1. (b) K = 0 4, 0 7, and 1 0 (From Sel tzer and Berge r , Ref 3 ) 

Note that ATp deviates somewhat from linear dependence on the thick
ness T since the bracketed quantity depends on T through the logarith
mic term. 

Strictly speaking, the Vavilov distribution is valid only for thin 
plates or small energy losses, and the problem of a thick plate is 
considerably more complex. Some studies of this problem have been 
reported (p. 188, Ref. 3, and p. 330, Ref. 5), but the results are in
conclusive. However, in general, it appears that the distribution 
curves approach a Gaussian shape as the plate thickness increases. 
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Fig. C . 2 — The most probable energy loss and width of the Vavilov distr ibution 
for y2 = 0.5. (F rom Sel tzer and Berger , Ref. 3. To obtain the most probable 
energy loss A T p , the value of (ATp - (AT^)/ f is r ead from curve (a), and (AT) 
and i a r e calculated according to Eqs . (C 11) and (C 10) Curve (b) i s a plot of 
the quantity W = (Aj-Ajj / f with Aj and A2 being the two values of the energy 
loss at which the Vavilov dis t r ibut ion has fallen to 50% of i t s peak value.) 
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Appendix D 

D-1 PLANE KERNELS 

Consider Fig. D.l, which depicts a plane source at z'. Its strength, 
S(z',fi,To) represents the number of particles born per second per 
unit of surface at z ' with direction cosine |U per unit (i, and kinetic 
energy T^ per unit energy. Because of its definition, the source is 
represented as a delta function in space, giving 

S(z',M,To) =Q(iX,To) 6 ( z ' - z ) (D.l) 

where the energy-angle dependence is described by the function Q. 
The continuity equation is then 

V-J(z,fi;z',To) = Q(n,To) 5(z' - z). (D.2) 

dA = 2irr^ sinSde 

Fig. D.l—Geometry for the plane emitter analysis. 
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Operating on both s ides with J^/^' dz and letting e ^ 0, we find 

[J(z,^i;z',To)]^ Q(^',To (D.3) 

which demons t r a t e s that a plane source i s equivalent to specifying the 
current at z ' . (While this may seem obvious h e r e , in p rob lems where 
both flux and cu r ren t a re involved, it i s often confusing to know which 
should be used in the source boundary condition.) 

The "p lane k e r n e l " can now be der ived using th is boundary con
dition. This ke rne l i s defined a s the cu r r en t at the surface of a source 
f ree s lab with a plane source of unit s t rength located at z ' . For such a 
case , the cu r r en t at the surface i s s imply 

J(T,^X;Z' ,TO) = [J(z,fi;z',T„)]^_^,T[(T - z')/\i, To] 

= Q ( M . T O ) T [ ( T - Z ' ) ^ , To] (D.4) 

where the t r a n s m i s s i o n function T i s defined in Eq. (4.3). The angular 
dis t r ibut ion ass igned to the source must be the same a s that r equ i red 
for the p rob lem where the ke rne l i s ul t imately to be used. In the 
p r e s e n t case , we will i l lus t ra te the problem for an i so t ropic emiss ion, 
where J r educes to 

J (T , |U ;Z ' ,TO) 
Q(TO 

f j - -
^(TO 

( D . 5 ) 

The s tep function h(x) i s the mean range form of T u s e d in Eq. (4.3). 
Consider , for s implici ty, a thick plate so T > X(To). Then, i n t eg ra 

t ion of Eq. (D.5) over ij. y ie lds 

J ( T ; Z ' , T O ) 

Q(To) 
0 

1 -
T - Z ' 

A(To) 
{ [ r - x(To)] < z ' 2 T } 

{z'< [T-A(To)]} 

(D.6a) 

(D.6b) 

which i s the requ i red i so t ropic source "plane k e r n e l " for the cur ren t . 
(Note that division of the cu r r en t by Q(To) no rma l i ze s it to a unit 
source strength.) The utility of this ke rne l can be i l lus t ra ted as follows: 
If the spatial distr ibution of the actual source in the plate i s given 
a s S(z',To), the total cu r r en t from the plate can be found by integrat ion 
of the plane ke rne l over this distr ibution, and this gives 

J ( T ; T O ) = L\ J ( T ; Z ' , T O ) 

Q(To) 
S(z',To) dz ' . (D.7) 
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For a uniformly distributed source , S reduces to 

S(z',To) - S(To) (D.8) 

and Eq. (D.7) i s easily evaluated, in which case 

J(T;TO) = ^ X(To). (D.9) 

This agrees with the earlier result for thick plates given by Eq. (4.9). 
This method may also be used to calculate the energy spectrum 

of the current, the energy and charge currents, and the flux. These 
calculations are quite similar to those carried out for the point 
kernel in the initial sections of Chap. 4, the main problem involved 
being the proper selection of integration l imits . For convenience a 
listing of plane and point kernels for both the flux and current are 
presented in Table D. l , along with integrated values. 

Table D.l—A SUMMARY OF SOME USEFUL KERNELS 
AND TOTAL FLUXES AND CURRENTS(t,t) 

Point Kernels Plane Kernels 

J(r,M;r,To) = Sp.j,(fx,To) r(r,To) J(T,/LI;Z',TO) = Spĵ (M,To) T[(T - Z')/M, T , ] 

< (̂T,M;r,To) ^^U^'^ jtr,To) 4>{T,H;Z',T,) =M}^ T[(r - z')/,i,T,] 

J*(T;r,To) = . ? £ 3 ^ T(r,To) J*(T;Z' ,TO) = ^ ^ ^ [l - ^ ^ ] T (r - z', T„) 

0*(r;r,To) = ^ ^ r(r,To) <P*ir;z',T,) = ̂ i ^ | l n [ _ M I V ] L ( ^ _ ,.,To) 

After Integration over dr or dz' 

a(T,) [T/A(TO) 

T/M [1 £ M a T/A(Tg)] 
J(x,M-,T,) = S(.,To) M X >^*^»^ [^/^'^»^ ^ ^ ^ °1 

(<)(T,M;TO) = J(T,M;TO)/M 

S(T„) ^ [ l - p Y T T l l [T£A(TO)1 
J*(T;T(|) = ̂ i M x ^ L 2A(To)J 

[A(T(,)/2 [T a \(T„)] 
C2J*(T;TO) [T > X(To)] 

^ { l + In [X(TO)/T1} [T<A(Tg)] 

TT(r,T„) = {1 - !l dr ' 6 [ r ' - X(To)]}. 
JThe superscript * indicates that an isotropic source has been assumed, 

i.e., S(M,To) - S(To)/2. 
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The plane kernel method may save some labor in certain prob
lems, and it is particularly suited to cases where the source, unlike 
that used in Eq. (D.8), turns out to depend on z'. This situation is 
encountered in a Gamma-Electric Cell where gamma-ray attenuation 
is included, or in a Fission-Electric Cell where the neutron flux is 
attenuated across the fuel layer. 

D-2 THE DIRAC CHORD METHOD 

D-2.1 The Chord-Length Distribution 

The chord length s (f2) for the arbitrary convex solid of Fig. D.2 
represents the straight-line distance between points on the solid surface 
defined by dA^and ~Q. Thus, s ( n ) will lie inside the solid and coincide 
in direction with the source location vector r (Fig. D.2). 

Elementol Source of 
Strength S (J^) dV^ 

\ •y(fl)L \ 

t / ^Nv V 
j t — ^ 

Fig. D.2—Coordinates for chord calculations for an arbitrary convex solid. 

A key point in Dirac's development ^ is the evaluation of the chord 
length distribution $ (s) defined as the probability that a chord will 
have a length s per unit s . The solid is visualized as being composed 
of a series of tubes extending from dAs and surrounding each chord 
s (?2), as illustrated in Fig. D.3. The cross-sectional area of a tube 
perpendicular to fi is then given by n • ^ dA^ where n is a unit vector 
normal to the surface and directed outwardly. The number of chords 
lying in the tube is taken to be proportional to this cross-sectional 
area, and the total number having a fixed length s is found by integrat-
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Fig. D.3 — The tube concept. 

ing over all directions 0,{s) that permit this length followed by integra
tion over the entire surface. Normalization by the total number of 
chords then gives 

$(s) = / ^ ^ s /n .n( . ) (n-Q)dn 
/ dA, f^n.Q dQ 

= ^J'^^Jri^n(s)(^-^)<i^- (D-10) 

It is convenient to write this in terms of the average chord length, 
which, based on Eq. (D.IO), can be shown to be 

s = J s $(s) ds 

where A^ is the surface area and V̂ , is the volume of the solid. (We 
have freely interchanged the order of integration here and have utilized 
the fact that the indicated integration over s is equivalent to extending 
the range of integration of Q from Q,{s) to all O. Since the solid can be 
visualized as being composed of a number of parallel tube bundles of 
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volume ( n ' n ) s dA,, the integration over this expression is equivalent 
to integration over an elemental volume dV.) 

Substitution of s into Eq. (D.IO) gives the desired form for the 
chord length distribution as 

477 Vs -^ -'O(s) 

D-2.2 Application to Escape Probability Calculations 

To date, this method has been restricted to the case of a uniform 
isotropic source'"^, which can be written as 

S(f,To,fi)=4^. (D.13) 
47r 

The definition of the escape probability E(To) [Eq. (4.45)] is now gen
eralized to include convex shapes by using the form 

, , J(T;TO) /dA,( r ' ) J(r';To) , -
^̂ «̂) - scigr - ^—sTT̂ Tv̂  (°-i^) 

The numerator and denominator have both been integrated over the 
surface area of the solid, and J(r';To) is the current associated with 
the elemental area dA; at r ' shown in Fig. D.2. Now, if the current 
J(r';To) is written as an integral over the angular current and the 
source volume, Eq. (D.14) becomes 

F(T > - TdA, f / j ( r ' , n ; r , T o ) d r d n 
E(T„) —slToTV^ 

= ^ - — \ dAi ^ dn(n-n) / r ( r ,To)dr 

= ̂ ~^fdA,( dfi(n-fi) min. [x(To),s(n)] (D.15) 

where Eqs. (4.2) and (D.13) have been used along with the fact that an 
escaping particle could not have traveled a distance larger than the 
chord length s ( n ) or the mean range A(To). Here min. [x,y] represents 
the smallest of the two values, x or y. 

Next, the integral over fi is divided into an integral over angles 
corresponding to a fixed chord length s followed by integration over 
all n—jus t the reverse of the procedure used earlier in Eq. (D. 11). 
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Interchanging the order of integration then gives 

E(To) = j ^ r ds min.[X(To),s] f f (n • fi) dn dA, 

= ^ l dsmin. [X(To),s] #(s) (D.16) 

where the chord length distribution has been introduced by comparison 
with Eq. (D.12) and the limits s" and s"*" represent the minimum and 
maximum chord lengths, respectively. 

A slightly different form of Eq. (D.16), obtained by careful exam
ination of the limits, is 

E(To) = 1 - 3 f [s -x(To)] *(s) ds. (D.17) 
^ ^ m a x . t s ,MT„)] 

Equation (D.16), or alternately Eq. (D.17), represents a key result of 
the method. If the chord distribution $(s) is known, it can be used in 
these equations to obtain the escape probability with a minimum of 
labor. Only a single integration is required in contrast to the several 
integrations that would be necessary if one started directly with a 
current formulation such as that given in the first line of Eq. (D.15). 
It must be remembered, however, that this savings in labor is only 
possible if *(s) has already been evaluated. 

For convenience chord-length distributions for a slab, sphere, and 
cylinder taken from Case et al.^ are given in Table D.2 (distributions 
for the hemisphere, oblate spheroid, and oblate hemispheroid are also 
presented in this reference). Escape probabilities calculated from 
Eq. (D.17) are also given in Table D.2 and plotted in Fig. D.4. Note 
that the result given for the slab case is consistent with Eq. (4.48) 
provided the latter is adjusted to allow two-sided emission. 

Figure D.4 shows that as ? -* 0 (i.e., when the characteristic 
dimension of the solid is large relative to the range), the escape 
probability is independent of the shape. Since, in this limit, the par
ticles cannot traverse the solid, i ts shape cannot have an influence. 

Also note that, for large solids (̂  — 0), the escaping current 
remains constant but the escape fraction approaches zero. Only those 
particles born a distance X from the surface can escape; hence, as 
the solid's dimensions are increased beyond X, the number per second 
crossing a square centimeter of surface areaisfixed, but an increasing 
number of particles born deep in the interior of the solid are stopped. 



Table D.2—SOME CHORD-LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS AND CORRESPONDING ESCAPE PROBABILITIES 

Configuration 

Sphere 
( rad ius a) 

Infinite slab 
( thickness a, 
assuming two-
sided emiss ion) 

Chord-Length 

s / 2 a 2 

0 

0 

2a2/s3 

Distr ibution* 

{s£ 2a) 

( s > 2a) 

(s < a ) 

( s a a ) 

Escape 

A['-(D1 
1 

?/4 

1 - (1/4) 

Probabil; i tyt 

(4 < 6) 

(4 2 6) 

( 4 ^ 2) 

(4 2 2) 

| [ l - 2 j g,i)(f] (C.4) 

1-2 J g'J)(ff (4 2 4) 

* F r o m Case et a l . , Ref. 2. 
t F r o m Lewis , Ref. 4. Note: 4 = X(T|)) (As/VJ , and g(j) = [1 • 32 • 52 . . . (2j - 3)2 • (2j - 1)1/(22 - 42 • 62 . . . 

(2i)2.(2j + 2)1 

16a2 rmmil,s/2i) 
Infinite cylinder ~^'j dx{x''(l - x^)-V2 

(radius a) 
X [(s/2a)2-x2l- ' '^} 
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Fig. D.4—Escape probabilities for fission fragments from UO2. (From Lewis 
and Pfeffer, Ref. 5.) 

D-2.3 Application to Current Energy Spectrum 
Calculations 

The chord length distribution can also be' used to evaluate the 
energy spectrum of the escaping current. To accomplish this, we 
return to the definition of the escape probability given in Eq. (D.15) 
and assume that the integrations over dAs and dfi have been completed, 
so 

E(To) 
/ d r JA(r,To) 

S(To) V, • 
(D.18) 

The subscript A indicates the current has been integrated over the 
total surface, so J^(r,To) represents the total number of escaping 
particles per second due to a source in dr at r. Now, the escape 
probability due to all particles traveling a distance less than r ' , found 
by integrating between 0 and r ' , is given by 

E(r ^ r ' . To) = 
S(T„) V, / ' ' d r J A ( r , T o (D.19) 
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(We need not be concerned about r ' exceeding X or s"*" since then JA 
itself will go to zero.) Differentiating this result gives 

dE(r < r ' . To) _ JA(r',To) ^ 
dr ' ~ S(To)V, -H( r ,To) (D.20) 

where H(r',To) represents the probability that an escaping particle 
travels a distance r ' per unit distance. 

The escape probability for particles traveling a distance less 
than r ' can be obtained from Eq. (D.17) by replacing X(To) by r ' , which 
gives 

E(r < r ' , T o ) - 1 - J I [s - r '] *(s) ds. (D.21) 
•̂  max.( s , r') 

This is valid since r ' is now the maximum distance traveled in the 
same sense that X(To) was in the original derivation. The dependence 
on To is still included because the maximum value of r ' is a function 
of To through X(To). Differentiation of this equation with respect to r ' 
and use of the definition of H [Eq. (D.20)] give 

H(r',To) = | r *(s)ds (D.22) 
J max.Cs, r') 

which can be used to find the total surface current JA since it follows 
from Eq. (D.20) that 

JA(r',To) = S(To) V, H(r',To). (D.23) 

The energy spectrum of the current can also be found from this result. 
Using the transformation method of Sec. 4-1.2, we write 

J A ( T , T O ) - ,dT/dr' | 

_S(To) V, p ^ 
S I d T / d r ' l jniax.[s-,r'{T)] 

*(s) ds (D.24) 

and both r ' (T) and dT/dr ' can be found directly from the slowing model 
of Chap. 3 [Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28)]. 

As before, appropriate average quantities are easily evaluated 
once JA(T;TO) is known, e.g., the average energy becomes 



Table D.3—PATH LENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS AND CURRENT SPECTRA* 

Geometry 

Sphere 
(radius a) 

Infinite slab 
(thickness a) 

Infinite cylindert 
(radius a) 

, „ ^ 

Path Length Distribution, H(r',T5) 

0 (r ' a 2a) 

2(r')^ ( r ' a a ) 

Fa[l-2E g<^"2j+l)(|̂ y'] (r'<2a) 

ii:.o)a.(i?r 
) 1 

Energy Spectrum, H(T,T„) = ^ ~ ^ 

0 "^^'\'l) 
n + l / T y [ /T\n+l]-2 T / 2\l/{n+i) 

«To I T , j Y vTo/ J T„ - \ ?; 

i(-a+\)lT\ T / 2\ !/(„+!) 
4To \^,j T„-\^ ?; 

2T„ ^T,; 2 J S * ' ' 2 ) ( ^ 4 ; [1 I^^J J T-̂  ^̂1 ^j 
) 1 

4(n + 1) / 4Y''°'"* T /n 4y/(»+i) 

*From Lewis, Ref. 4. 
tgO) is defined in Table D.2. 
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(T) = -̂ 0 '^ JA (T ;TO dT 
rT.JA(T;To) dT 

J t 

1 
E(To) 

I dT r'(T) I ds *(s). 
^0 >^max [s",r'(T)J 

(D.2 5) 

Path length distributions from calculations by Lewis* based on 
Eq. (D.22) and the chord distributions given in Table D.2 are summa
rized in Table D.3. Values for JA(T;TO) derived from Eq. (D.24) are 
also listed. A plot of JA(T;TO) for plane, spherical cylindrical config
urations are shown in Figs. D. 5a, b, and c where n has been taken to 

t. a -

2 3 4 5 6 

Fractionol Energy, T/T 

1.0 

Fig. D.5 (a) — Energy spectra for n = 1/2 for a slab emitter. (From Lewis, 
Ref. 4.) 

be V2, corresponding roughly to alpha particles or protons. A plot of 
[1 - «T)^/To)], the average fractional energy loss in the solid, is shown 
for various geometries in Fig. D.6, p. 475. 

Several asymptotic results are also useful. Lewis* points out that, 
if the solid dimensions are much larger than A (To), the argument in 
Eq. (D.22) can be replaced by a delta function so that H — 1/s. Thus, in 
this limit, current energy spectrum of Eq. (D.24) reduces to 



.3 .4 .5 .6 

Froctionol Energy, T/T^ 

1.0 

Fig. D.5(b) — Energy spectra for n = 1/2 for a spherical emitter. (From Lewis, 
Ref. 4.) 

.3 .4 .5 .6 

Froclionol Energy, T/T 

1.0 

Fig. D.5(c) — Energy spectra for n = 1/2 for a cylindrical emitter. (From 
Lewis, Ref. 4.) 
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[JA(T;TO)] 
S(To) V, _ (n + 1) S(To) A,X(T„) / T , 

J-K) |dT/dr' 4T„ 
(D.26) 

where Eq. (3.28) has been used to evaluate |dT/dr ' | . Since JA = JA^, 
this result is consistent with Eq. (4.14). As might be expected, it 
is independent of geometry, since (as noted earlier) in this limit, 
all escaping particles originate over a volume that extends a depth X 
in from the surface regardless of the shape of the solid. Substitution 
of Eq. (D.26) into Eq. (D.25) gives an asymptotic form for <T)A 

^->A=S^-0 ( 1 -0 ) (D.27) 

which agrees with Eq. (4.28). 
If the source has a distributed energy spectrum, these results 

(all of which apply to a monoenergetic source) must be integrated over 
the actual spectrum in the same fashion as Eq. (4.18). 

These methods have been used by Lewis and Pfeffer^ to study 
fission fragment emission from UO2. Their results are in excellent 
agreement with more involved calculations of Kahn et al.®, who used a 
combined analytic-Monte Carlo approach. Kahn et al. have in turn 
tested their analysis against an extensive series of experimental mea
surements for UO2 layers ranging from 0.0286 to 9.07)n thick". Two 
typical results are shown in Figs. D.7a and b, and, as seen, the agree
ment is excellent considering the wide range of thicknesses involved. 

Fig. D.6 
Ref. 4 ) 

8 10 12 14 16 

-Average energy loss in the source assuming n = Vg- (From Lewis, 
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Fig. D.7(a)—Calculated and experimental current energy spectra for fission 
fragments emerging from a UO2 layer 0.0286 /x thick. (From Kahn et al., Ref. 6.) 
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Appendix E 

E-l PARAMETERS FOR THE lONIZATION-DIFFUSION 

MODEL 

The evaluation of the various parameters involved in Eq. (5.8) is 
discussed in some detail in the following sections. 

E-1.1 Diffusion Length for Low-Energy Secondaries 

We assume that, as discussed in Sec. 5-3.2, inelastic scattering 
is the dominant process involved in the diffusion of low-energy secon
daries. Then, if Z^^ ^^^ ^as represent the macroscopic inelastic scat
tering and absorption cross sections, respectively, the diffusion length 
Lj can be expressed, following normal practice, as 

L,= ^mjS^ = 1//3WZSZ (E.l) 

where the diffusion coefficient Dj has been identified with (SSjj)"^ 
The required cross sections can be evaluated as follows: Absorption 
is used here in the sense of representing any secondary electron whose 
energy has dropped below the minimum required for escape. Thus, 
if (n,,) represents the average number of inelastic collisions that occur 
before this minimum energy is reached, the mean free path for absorp
tion can be related to the mean free path for scattering by 

A^, » (nc> Ass. (E .2a ) 

Since X = (S)~S this is equivalent to 

S,, = Zj{n,). (E.2b) 

Sternglass' has pointed out that the microscopic inelastic scattering 
cross section a^^ should be proportional to the geometric area asso
ciated with the outermost filled shells of the target atoms, and, based 
on typical measurements of covalent radii, he suggests that 

0,3 «c(1.6z''^)10-^^ c m ^ (E.3) 

478 
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Here, c is a constant of proportionality, and Z is the atomic number of 
the target. The macroscopic cross section then becomes 

Ŝ ^ PS cN(1.6z''^)10-'^ cm- ' (E.4) 

where N represents the atoms per cubic centimeter of the target. 
Combining Eqs. (E.l) through (E.4), we obtain the following ex

pression for the diffusion length 

^ 6 . 2 5 x 1 0 " 
^ ^ = " ^ N Z ¥ - (E.5a) 

where 

a=cV37(JQ. (E.5b) 

It might be expected that or would not vary greatly for materials within 
a given class, e.g., for metals as opposed to insulators. 

As discussed in Sec. 5-3.2, (n^) typically ranges between 2 to 5 
for metals, so, to a first approximation, a a; c. Based on experimental 
data for platinum, Sternglass' suggests that a be assigned the value 
1/4 for metals. In contrast, as pointed out in Sec. 5-4.7, the energy 
band structure of insulators results in much larger values of(n^;, 
and the data presented in Table 5.5, indicate that a is roughly 0.02 
for materials such as MgO. 

E-1.2 Energy Expended per Secondary 

The mean energy expended per secondary formed Ê ^ might be 
expected to have roughly the same magnitude as that observed in gases 
because, as indicated in Chap. 3, high-energy ions predominantly 
interact with the heavily populated bound shells having binding energies 
only weakly dependent on the phase state of the material. It is also well 
known that, despite large differences in ionization and excitation ener
gies for various gases, the energy required for ion pair production 
remains amazingly constant. Based on these observations and data for 
heavy gases, Sternglass' has suggested that Ê ^ » 2 5 eV for metals. 
(There is some question about this assignment since, as noted by 
Ghosh and Khare^, electron excitation measurements suggest the use 
of a somewhat larger value.) Insulators again present special prob
lems, and, as discussed in Sec. 5-4.7, Ê ^ for them is generally of the 
order of 5 to 10 eV. 
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E-l.3 Surface Transmission Probability 

The surface transmission probability P^ represents a touchy 
point in the development. As illustrated in Fig. E.l, the key question 
IS the identification of the potential barr ier that is "seen" by the 
secondary. At first thought, the work function (p might appear to be 
the logical choice; however, a large part of the work function results 

Fig E.l — Schematic illustration of the formation of a secondary electron (SE) 
in a metal and its escape across the surface potential barrier. (After Sternglass, 
Ref. 1.) 

from polarization effects associated with the image, exchange, and 
correlation forces that are encountered as an electron leaves the 
surface^, and the secondary crosses the escape zone so rapidly rela
tive to the relaxation time of conduction electrons (10"*' to 10"*'' sec) 
that these effects do not have time to come into full force. This leaves 
the surface dipole potential (̂ p as the dominant barrier (Fig. E.l). 
It is due to the asymmetric charge distribution that arises because 
the electron cloud projects outward beyond the positive ion-core 
charges at the surface. (For further details see Refs. 1 and 4.) Thus, 
the size of (|>p does not vary greatly from one material to another, and 
it IS considerably smaller than the total work function; e.g., typical 
values for metals range from 0.1 to 0.5 eV. 

Having identified <p^ as the barr ier height, we are left with the 
step-barrier transmission problem illustrated in Fig. E 2, where a 
one-dimensional step is used to approximate the actual surface-
vacuum interface. The transmission factor P^, based on wave mechan
ics, IS found to be (Ref. 5, p. 859) 

p - felk; 
^ (ki + k,f 

(E.6) 
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Region I 

Metal 

Fig . E.2 — The Idealized sur face b a r r i e r p rob lem. 

where kj is defined as the particle wave number in the j^/z region, 
which, in terms of a particle of wave length Aj and kinetic energy T ,̂ 
is simply 

271 277 

k,=^=jr^™^ (E.7) 

where h is Planck's constant. Based on the nomenclature defined in 
Fig. E.2, we find 

27! 
kj = — y2^gXTW + <PD] (E.8) 

and 

277 
k,=^^f2i^^:CfJ'. (E.9) 

The average secondary-electron energy {T^g), defined relative to 
the zero vacuum level, is typically 6 to 8 eV*. Thus, to a good approx
imation, ((^pATjg)) « 1, and, using this fact, we can expand Eq. (E.6) 
to obtain 

• 2 ( T j . 
(E.IO) 

For the typical values of 0p and (T^ )̂ noted above, P^ ranges from 
0.90 to 0.99, which indicates that the barrier is quite transparent. 
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Absolute values are perhaps not so important as the conclusion 
that, since the barr ier primarily involves (/J ,̂ the transmission factor 
will be fairly insensitive to differences in total work function, con
ductivity, and crystal structure. (This assumes a smooth surface. 
Abnormally rough surfaces may cause a significant reduction in the 
transmission factor*.) This insensitivity to the work function was ob
served in early secondary emission experiments, but a number of 
years passed before it was understood. 

E-1.4 Source Normalization 

The source normalization A^ was introduced through the escape 
probability P(x) given in Eq. (5.7). This probability is, in effect, the 
current escaping the surface (x = 0) due to a plane source of unit 
strength at x. The equivalent probability of reaching the plane x' in 

Source 
5(x ,T, ) dx 

Metal 

Js(x+dx,T,)—-jZi-^JjCx.T,) 

Vocuum 

\/} J.(x'.x,T,)|— 

X « 

X + dx X x' 0 

Fig E 3 — T h e faecondary-electron source in dx at x. 

the interior of the target (see Fig. E.3; an interior plane at x' is chosen 
to eliminate the surface transmission factor P j is given by 

P ( | x - x ' | ) = i | g ^ = A,e-(-^''/Ls (E.ll) 

Here, Js(x';x,Tj) is the secondary-electron current at x 'due to the 
source S(x,T,), and division by S normalizes the probability to a unit 
source strength. Taking the limit of Eq. (E.ll) as x ' -* x, we obtain 

^[ j^ tc>/I \ ) ]x:^^/J*S(x,M;Ti)dtx 
S(x,T,) /i}S(x,fx;Ti)djx' 

(E.12) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (E.12) follows directly from Eq. (D.3) and 
the definition of S(x,Tj). This result demonstrates the basic role of A^ 
as a source normalization, and the key problem involved in its evalua
tion is a knowledge of the angular distribution of the source. For 
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example, if S(x,/i;Tj is isotropic, it may be brought out from under 
the integrals, and A^ is found to be 1/2. Physically, this simply states 
that, for an isotropic source, half the electrons contribute to the current 
moving to the right while half contribute to the current in the opposite 
direction. 

However, the actual angular distribution of secondaries produced 
along the track of a charged particle is not a simple isotropic distri
bution. Low-energy secondaries (as opposed to 6-rays) are emitted 
roughly at right angles to the track with a distribution that seems to 
be fairly symmetrical about a plane perpendicular to the track*. Thus, 
for the case of interest here, where the ion beam is normal to the 
surface, the contribution to forward and backward secondary currents 
will still be approximately equal, and Â  = 1/2 remains a valid first 
estimate. 

One added complication is that, as used in Eq. (5.8), A^ represents 
a normalization for the low-energy secondaries produced by 5-rays as 
well as those produced directly in "soft" collisions of the primary ion, 
and the 6-ray tracks generally will not be perpendicular to the surface. 
However, as illustrated in Fig. 5.4, their directions will tend to be 
randomized by collisions so the composite angular distribution of the 
secondaries they ultimately produce will approach an isotropic distri
bution. Because of this and also because the 6-ray contribution is 
often of lesser importance, we will continue to use A^= 1/2 for normal 
ion incidence. 

Clearly, A^ should be adjusted for non-normal bombardment. The 
problem becomes quite complicated, however, and we avoid a detailed 
derivation by using a semiempirical yield correlation [Eq. (5.33)] when 
angular effects are discussed in Sec. 5-4.4. 

E-l.5 S-Ray Contribution 

The 6-ray contribution to the yield is incorporated in the fractional 
6-ray energy return function f(x;Ti). As defined in Eq. (5.4), its eval
uation requires a knowledge of g(x;x',T,), which gives the fraction 
of the energy going into 6-ray production at x ' that is ultimately 
available for secondary production as the 6-rays slow at x per unit 
volume. To find g, we consider the problem of a medium containing 
a discrete energy source SSE a tx ' . This source is found by multiplying 
the particle source of Eq. (D. 1) by T^Q, the initial 6-ray energy, which 
gives 

SJE(X,^5,T5O) = Q(M5,T5O) 6 ( X ' - X ) T50 • (E.13) 

As discussed in Sec. 5-6, the Rutherford scattering formula can be 
used to predict the distribution of initial directions, and energy-
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momentum conservat ion gives a unique relat ion between /ij and T^o-
However, to avoid undue complexity in the p r e sen t calculation, we 
will simply use average init ial values , jlj and T JQ, to cha rac t e r i ze 
the source distr ibution, so Q becomes 

Q(fx„T5o) «̂  6 (^5-^5) 5(T 60 50-' (E.14) 

The 6 - r a y s will have init ial energ ies extending up to 1 keV or so; 
hence, the slowing model developed in Chap. 3 provides a reasonable 
approximation for the i r t r anspor t . There i s , in fact, some precedence 
for using such a model in s im i l a r s i tua t ions ' "^ . In this case , the ave r 
age 6 - r ay t r ack i s represen ted by a s t ra ight line as i l lus t ra ted in 

Vacuum 

Bombarding 

Particle of 
Energy T, 

Metal End of 
Track 

S-Ray With Initiol 
Energy 7^0°""^ 
Direction Cosine J^ 

i 

Fig. E.4 — The 6-ray model. 

Fig. E.4. Then Eqs. (3.28), (4.21), and (D.4) can be applied direct ly to 
find the angular energy cu r r en t at x due to the source of Eq. (E.13), 
and this gives 

J5E(x,|i;x',T5o) = T5oQ((i5,T6o) 

( x - x ' ) / f i 5 , T xiT 60 (i_£zJi:y/M (E.15) 
^ M-jAj / J 

where A 5 is the mean range corresponding to Tjo and T is the t r a n s 
miss ion function as defined in Eq. (4.3). Note that the slowing p a r a m 
e t e r n appearing h e r e applies to the 6 - r ays and not to the p r i m a r y ion. 

Now, the energy cur ren t J(,^x;x',T^) associa ted with 5 - r ays p r o 
duced at x ' by an ion of energy T, is found by integrat ing over all 
allowed 6- ray energ ies and angles. In light of Eq. (E.14) this simply 
gives 

J,^{X;X',T,) = T,JT h • X') /M6, T, «]('-^) 
l/(n+l) 

(E.16) 
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where the characteristic length 

L6=?5A5(T5o) (E.IV) 

represents the mean 6-ray displacement m the x-direction. 
The desired function g can now be found by noting that it corre

sponds to the energy loss rate associated with J^^; thus, application 
of the energy continuity relation [Eq. (4.25)] gives 

g(x,x,T,) j j js^^^dxd^^dT.o ^^-'"^ 

where the integral over S ĵ. normalizes Ĵ .̂  to a unit source strength 
(required because g is defined on a fractional basis). 

Substitution of Eqs. (E.13), (E.14), and (E.16) into this relation 
gives 

(n + DL^V ~ Ls / 

[0 < ( x - x ' ) < Lj] (E.19a) 

g(x;x',T, 

(otherwise) (E.19b) 

This form of g reflects two aspects of the transport model used in 
its derivation: First, the requirement that ( x - x ' ) >0 restricts all 
5-ray motion to the forward direction relative to the ion motion. 
(The possibility of backscattering is considered in the next section.) 
Second, the fact that g —0 as (x -x ' ) -*L5 simply reflects the assump
tion that the 6-rays can be represented by a mean initial direction 
cosine and a mean range. 

This result for g can now be substituted into Eq. (5.4) to find 
f(x;Tj. However, before the required integration can be carried out, 
the variation of (dTj/dx)'^' with space must be specified. For yield 
calculations involving high-energy ion bombardment, if the entrance 
side of the target is of interest, (dTj/dx/^' can be approximated by its 
value at the surface as indicated in Eq. (5.5). (Note: This is not valid 
for the exit side of a fairly thick foil, where an explicit slowing law 
must be used to relate (dT^/dx/^'at this face to the entering energy of 
the ion.) Under this assumption, (dT^/dx/^'can be removed from the 
integral in Eq. (5.4), and, after carrying out the indicated integration, 
we find 
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f(x;Ti) = 

(1 •x/L,)*/"*' (X/LJ < 1) 

(x/Lg >1). 

(E.2 Da) 

(E.20b) 

This relation will normally be used with n = 1 corresponding to 
6-rays with energies below 0.5 MeV (Table 3.4). The limit f(x;Ti) — 1 
for X / L J > 1 implies that an equilibrium is achieved in the interior of 
the target where the energy going into 5-ray production in a unit 
volume at x is just matched by the 6-ray energy losses in this volume. 
This can be explained as follows: For x/Lj > 1, the boundary is so far 
removed relative to the 6-ray range that this region is equivalent to 
an infinite medium relative to 6-ray transport. Then, as long as 
(dTi/dx/^*is constant, the situation is analogous to an infinite medium 
containing uniform sinks and sources. Thus, the current J^g must be 
constant so V • J^^ = 0 for x/L5>l , and it follows from the continuity 
relation [Eq. (4.25)] that Ŝ g = L ĝ or that the energy going into 6-rays 
is matched by losses as stated above. Then, since f(x;Ti) represents 
[LgE W/S6E(X)] , it is indeed unity under these conditions. 

The assumption used in this argument that (dTj/dx)*^^ is a constant 
is more precisely stated as, " It should not vary much over a distance 
equal to L^." Since, as discussed in Sec. 5-3.2, 6-ray ranges are 
generally much smaller than the ion range, this assumption is probably 
more accurate than might have been expected at first thought. 

E-1.6 d -Ray Backscat ter ing Contribution 

The preceding derivation of f(x;Ti) neglected the possibility of a 
6-ray backscattering into the region (x < x'). As shown in Sec. 5-7, 
backscattering is most important for high-Z materials, and, for such 
cases, it is possible to make a rough correction by replacing Eq. (E.19) 
with a modified form of g, namely 

g(x;x',Ti) = 

B / ^x j -x / \ - f»^ ' °+ ' ' ] 
(n+DL^V " L T " ) 

G exp 
(x ' -x) 

[0 < ( x - x ' ) < L . ] (E.21a) 

[ ( x - x ' ) < 0 ] . (E.2 lb) 

Here, B and G are normalization constants determined below, and 
the form of Eq. (E.2lb) represents the solution of a diffusion-type 
process with a characteristic length Lg. This form is selected, some
what arbitrarily, on the basis that backscattered 6-rays will suffer a 
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considerable reduction in energy due to the large angle scattering 
necessary to reverse directions. Thus, in contrast to the forward 
component, their motion should approach a diffusion-like process. 
(The original derivation by Sternglass* used this form for both forward 
and backward components.) 

Two conditions are required to find the normalization constants: 
An equilibrium should still be achieved deep in the target so we 
require that f(x;Tj)— 1 for x/L^ > 1 as before. Also, we require that 
g be a continuous function of x including the point where x = x ' This 
IS based on the physical argument that, even though the gradient of 
the energy deposition rate could change drastically at the source 
plane (x = x'), there should not be an actual discontinuity between 
forward and backward directions. Application of these two conditions 

gives 

B = 

and 

^^ ^ (E.22a) 
(n+DLfiJ 

G =7—^77— (E.22b) 
(n + 1)L5 

The remaining task is the evaluation of the diffusion length Lg for 
the backscattered 6-rays. For 6-rays born at x', the fraction of the 
energy returned to the region (x < x'), represented as f(x < x'; T,), can 
be calculated directly from g since, by definition 

f(x < X', T.) = f_^ g(x;x',T.) dx = LgG. (E.23) 

However, this fraction can also be identified as the product of the 
number of 6-rays that are reflected and the fractional energy carried 
by them, which is precisely rK, where r is the reflection coefficient 
and K is the fractional energy return defined in Sec. 5-7. Thus, 
LgG = rK and the use of Eq (E.22b) for G gives 

L B = ( n + l ) L , ( ^ ^ ) (E.24) 

This equation can be solved for LB by using standard range relations 
to find Lg, Fig 5.30 for r, and Eq. (5.125) or Fig. 5.32 to find K. 
Some feeling for the magnitude of Lg can be obtained by noting that r 
typically ranges between 0.2 to 0.5 for materials of interest, while K 
is roughly 0.4 to 0.6, so the ratio L,^is 
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L« = '' (n + 1)L, 
! 0.1 to 0.4. (E.25) 

In conclusion, if Eqs. (E.21a and b) are used to evaluate f(x;Ti), 
we find 

f(x;T,)= < 

1 -
(l-x/Lg)*/'"^' ' 

1 - L , 
(x/L. < 1) 

(x/Ls > 1) 

(E.2 6a) 

(E.2 6b) 

and this form, with n = 1, is used in Sec. 5-3. Based on the typical 
range of LR presented in Eq. (E.25), we see that the backscattering 
correction is normally less than 30%, and hence it is frequently 
neglected, especially for low-Z materials. 

E-2 A SEMIEMPIRICAL MODEL 

Schultz and Pomerantz' have suggested that the detailed theoretical 
description of low-energy secondary-electron emission due to high-
energy bombardment may be replaced by a simplified expression under 
the approximations that: 

• The rate of production of secondaries is proportional to the 
stopping power (dTj/dx) of the target material. 

• The secondaries are characterized by a mean range in the solid. 
Using these assumptions, they find that secondary-electron yield A can 
be expressed as 

L/dTi\ 
e \ dx /x=o sec 9 (E.27) 

where L is the thickness of the region in which escaping secondary 
electrons are produced, e is the average energy required to produce 
one emerging secondary electron, and 6 is the angle of incidence of 
the primary particle from the normal to the target surface. 

Comparison of this result with Eq. (5.12) shows that the Schultz-
Pomerantz model is in effect equivalent to AQ, the yield exclusive of 
6-ray contributions, with 

L 
e 2E,„ 

(E.28) 

As seen from Table 5.1, this factor depends somewhat on the atomic 
number of the target through Lj; however, as suggested by Schultz and 
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Pomerantz, as a first approximation, e /pL may be considered as con
stant for a specific class of materials (metals, insulators, etc.), inde
pendent of the bombarding particle. (Here p is the density of the target, 
thus pL gives the escape zone thickness in g/cm^.) This point can be 
tested since, if the stopping power (dT,/dx) is known, the ratio e/pL 
can be found from yield measurements. Table E.l displays representa
tive values reported by several investigators'"*^ for bombardment of 
metals by various high-energy particles. (Some additional data of this 
type also appear in Table 5.5.) 

As seen from Table E.l, the factor e/pL does display a rather 
remarkable constancy for a range of materials and primary particles. 
Assuming that only those secondary electrons formed within 10 to 
100 A of the surface can escape (L « 10"' cm), the characteristic value 
of e is in the range of 10 to 100 eV. 

This affords a particularly simple model for use where accuracy 
is not critical; otherwise the full yield expression such as that ob
tained in Eq. (5.11) should be used. 

Table E. l — THE FACTOR e/pL AS DETERMINED FROM YIELD DATA 

f/pL [(keV cm2)/mg] 

Schultz and Anno^^ 
Pomerantz ' Kante r" (3-MeV Anno" 

Target (0.3 to 1.6-MeV (1 to 10-keV Aarset et a l . " Alpha (Fission 
Material Electrons) Electrons) (2-MeV Protons) Part icles) Fragments) 

C 
Al 
Ni 
Au 
UOj 

150 
90 
100 

210 
100 169 

66 164* 
127* 

•Data corrected by a factor of 2.0 to correspond to impinging pr imar ies ra ther 
than emerging ones, based on Eq. (5.45). 
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Appendix F 

F-l ADDITIONAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT RESULTS 

F-1.1 Voltage—Load Curves 

The current-voltage and current- load curves provide a general 
description of cell operation. However, for completeness we note that 
yet a third presentation can be obtained by eliminating iĵ  between 
Eqs. (6.7) and (6.8) to obtain the voltage as an explicit function of load 
resistance. Alternately, iĵ  can be eliminated between Eqs. (6.9) and 
(6.13). In either case, it is found that 

1 + f-vK) (F.l) 

where y is defined in Eq. (6.14). A plot of PQ as a function of the re 
sistance ratio R L / R I is shown in Fig. F.l for various values of the cell 
characteristic p^ . This plot, if used in conjunction with the cur ren t -
voltage curves of Fig. 6.2, completely defines cell operation and 
eliminates the need for the current- load curves of Fig. 6.4. In practice. 
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Fig. F.l — Voltage-load curves for various values of the cell characteristic. 
(For a planar cell with isotropic emission and zero fuel-layer thickness.) 
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the personal preference of the designer will probably determine which 
two of the three sets of performance curves will be constructed. (It 
must be remembered that the curves shown here are for the special 
case of an isotropic emitter parallel-plate cell with a zero-thickness 
fuel layer. They are convenient to illustrate the interrelationship of 
the parameters, but new curves should be constructed for each specific 
design under consideration.) 

F-1.2 Application to Other Geometries 

Some feeling for the differences between the various geometries 
can be gained by considering current—voltage curves. Equation (6.6) 
is a general relation, valid for all geometries, and, by dividing both 
sides of it by the short-circuit current i(0), we obtain 

i i ^ i(/3o)/i(0) ry 2) 
i(0) [1 + (R^R,)] ' ^"^ ' 

After substitution of Eq. (6.8) for RL and some algebra, it is found that 

i(o) LTIoy. 

which is a generalized form of Eq. (6.9). 
The current-voltage curves illustrated in Fig. F.2 were con

structed using values of i(/3Q)/i(0) taken from Chap. 2 for isotropic 
emission. Curves are shown for an ideal cell (p^ = °°) and also a 
"typical value" of p̂  = 1.0 for spherical- and parallel-plate cells as 
well as a plane electrode Dielectric-Volume-Emitter (DVE) Cell. 

Several interesting features are observed. For spherical elec
trodes, the leakage currents withp^ = 1.0 cause a significant reduction 
in the currents at lower voltages where a constant current would occur 
in the ideal case of P^ = «. 

The ideal DVE Cell is characterized by a current that goes to 
zero asymptotically as /3Q — » . However, when p^= 1, leakage currents 
in this cell force the current to zero at a finite voltage well below 
^0= 1-0. 

These effects carry over to the power and efficiency curves in 
much the same fashion as illustrated in Chap. 6 for the parallel-plate 
cell. 

F-1.3 Transient Analysis 

Frequently, the time required to build up a certain voltage across 
the load is of interest. The present case differs from the "periodic 

^0 (F.3) 
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Fig. F.2—Effect of Pc on the current-voltage curves for several geometries. 
(Neglects particle energy losses in transport through fuel and/or insulator 
layers.) 

cha rg ing" analys is p resen ted for an ideal cell in Sec. 2-3.7 in that 
pa r t of the cu r r en t will now pas s through Rj and Rĵ  r a t h e r than charging 
the capaci tance C^. 

Then, following an analys is s im i l a r to Sec. 2-3 .7 , we find that 
Eq. (2.35) is rep laced by 

tft 
to J n i 

d/3o 
(/3o)/i(0) - /3o/y (F.4) 

where to i s the cel l t ime constant RQCC defined in Chap. 2. If the 
i so t rop ic -p la te cell i s again used for purposes of i l lus t ra t ion, i(^o)/i(0) 
can be replaced by (1 - V~^), and d i rec t integrat ion of Eq. (F.4) gives 

tfi, = y i ln 1 + 2VJo/y(l - 9) 
1 + 2 / ^ / y ( l + 9) 

- I n l - V / 3 o - ( / 3 o / r ) (F.5) 

where 

^ (F.6) 
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A plot of this r e su l t i s shown in Fig. F.3 for va r ious values of y de 
fined in Eq. (6.14b). As anticipated, a s y d e c r e a s e s , the t ime requ i red 
to reach a given voltage i n c r e a s e s . Note that the asymptotic voltage 
l ines cor respond to the /3Q ,̂ values derived in Eq. (6.11) for steady 
s ta te operat ion. 

9 0 

8.0 

JJi 

Fig. F.3—Charging time vs the resistance ratio. (For a planar cell with iso
tropic emission and zero fuel-layer thickness.) 
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Some limiting cases are of interest. First, ifRi = RL= '»!y- '«> and 
Eq. (F.5) reduces to the idealized case considered earlier Eq. (2.39a) 
for a parallel-plate cell. However, the more common situation en
countered is an open circuit (RL= °°) with a finite insulator resistance 
R[. Then R ^ R,, and, since R, is likely to be in the megohm range, 
the characteristic y may be of the order of one or less. In this case, 
as seen from the figure, the charging time and maximum voltage will 
be strongly affected by y, i.e., by the insulator resistance. 



Appendix G 

Although space limitations prevent an exhaustive coverage, the following 
problems are included for use in self study or teaching situations. Some 
answers are given for spot checks. The problems are arranged by 
chapter and not by degree of difficulty. 

1.1 Based on your knowledge of radioisotopes, discuss the relative 
merits of an Alpha Cell vs a Beta Cell. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 maybe 
helpful, but do not limit your remarks to the particular fuels shown 
there. Compare your answer to appropriate sections of Chap. 7. 

1.2 Using the techniques of Appendix A, estimate the current and 
power density obtainable from a plate-type cell that has a ^"B fuel layer 
and is placed in a neutron flux of 10̂ ^ neutrons/(cm^ sec). Assume that 
the alpha and lithium ranges are both roughly 5 /i in boron. 

1.3 Consider a proton beam with energies uniformly distributed 
between 50 keV and 2 MeV. Compare the efficiency possible with an 
arrangement of three collectors [similar to that of Fig. 1.9(d)] to that 
for a single collector system. Assume all plates are held at the optimum 
voltage and neglect angular effects; i.e., assume all particles are 
directed perpendicularly to the collector plate(s). [Answer: 75 vs 50%] 

1.4 It is pointed out in Sec. 1-4 that radiation induced ionization 
might be utilized in an electrogasdynamic generator. Suggest a possible 
arrangement for this, and comment on why the radiation should be 
viewed as a "catalyst" in this case. Using the parameters of Ref. 21, 
estimate the current possible with gamma radiation from a 1000-Ci 
^"Co source. 

1.5 Show that, if the Ionization-Electric Cell were not limited by 
Eq. (1.2), it would be possible to violate the second law of thermody
namics. 

1.6 Consider a double topping scheme such as that illustrated by 
the use of both a radiation cell and MHD cycle in Fig. 1.8. Assume 
rjo = 20%, ?7i2 = 30%, and 7723= 35%- Evaluate the increase in plant ef
ficiency and also the reduction in heat rejection relative to the use of 
MHD topping alone. 

496 
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2.1 Recoil protons due to a 10-MeV neutron beam striking a thin 
polyethylene slab are collected in a plate-type cell: 

a. Show that the proton source distribution can be represented by 
a cosine distribution whereas the proton's initial energy varies as the 
cosine squared. 

b. Incorporating the source angle-energy distribution, but other
wise assuming an ideal cell, find the maximum cell efficiency and the 
corresponding reduced voltage. [Answer: 14.7% and /3o = 4/9 based on 
V„,, = 10 MV] 

c. Assume that the collector is composed of a material in which 
the proton range is Ap= O.lTp (cm), where Tp is the initial proton energy. 
Find a collector thickness such that one-half the protons reaching the 
collector pass through it during operation at the optimum voltage found 
above. Continue to treat the emitter under ideal-cell assumptions. 
[Answer: 0.31 cm] 

2.2 Derive in detail the current-voltage characteristic for a 
cylindrical plate cell as indicated in Sec. 2-5. Verify that the maximum 
efficiency for isotropic emission is 19.2%. 

2.3 A first-order correction for gamma attenuation across a 
DVE Cell can be made assuming that the gamma intensity Iy(t) after 
passing through a thickness t of the dielectric can be represented in 
terms of the relaxation length A^ as Iy(t) = ly(0) exp (-t/Ay) si 1 (̂0) 
[1 —t/Ay], where t « Ay. Assume that the average Compton electron 
range A^ « Ay and the cell thickness d is chosen such that Â  < d < A . 
Find an expression for the current J(U) as a function of the voltage 
gradient U, assuming a linear potential drop and the average cosine 
source model. 

( ' - ^ > - ^ | ) - - ' " ' " M l 

2.4 Assume that the "expected" potential diagram for a DVE 
Cell shown in Fig. 2.25 can be represented by two straight lines which 
cross at a potential minimum value of V̂  (negative). This simply 
neglects the rounding at the minimum shown in Fig. 2.25. Treat V ,̂ 
hence d', as known; also take d' > A ,̂. 

a. Find an expression for the current J(U). 
b. In practice ohmic-type leakage currents will occur in the di

electric due to its finite resistance and the large voltage gradients. 
Indicate the directions (s) of flow consistent with the preceding diagram, 
and discuss their effect on cell operation. 

Answer: ' ^ 
SoAeq 
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c. Given that the resistivity of the dielectric is a5 (n cm), esti
mate the size of V .̂ To do this, assume that the emitter electrode is so 
thin that gamma interactions in it can be neglected; i.e., no Compton 
electrons cross the emitter-dielectric interface. (The circuit is com
pleted by an ohmic current at this interface.) 

3.1 Consider protons slowing in aluminum. 
a. Compare the range for a 1-MeV proton in aluminum found from 

Fig. 3.6 with that predicted by the theory of Sec. 3-3.1. Comment about 
possible causes for any differences. Which answer would you expect 
to be most accurate? [Answer, first part: 11 fx vs 17.6 ji, respectively] 

b. Using proton range values from Fig. 3.6 for 1 to 10 MeV in 
aluminum, find an appropriate value of the slowing parameter n for 
protons and compare it with Table 3.4. Again using Fig. 3.6, comment 
on the dependence of n on the target material. 

3.2 Estimate the percentage of its total track length that a 5-MeV 
proton slowing in O2 spends in energy region I. Take an approximate 
breakpoint energy from Fig. 3.2a. [Answer: 99.8%] Repeat for slowing 
in gold. Can you draw any general conclusions about the variation of the 
percentage with initial energy? With density and/or atomic number of 
the target? 

3.3 It is generally assumed that the range distribution P(A,TO) 

for ions is a Gaussian; cf. Eq. (3.63). 
a. Find an expression for the corresponding transmission function 

r(r,To). [Answer: See Eq. (4.49)]. 
b. Make a rough sketch of T{r,T^) vs r which illustrates the dif

ference between this result and the Mar transmission function. 
c. Comment on the relation between the average and most prob

able energies for both functions. 
d. Set up an expression for the straggling parameters correspond

ing to the Mar transmission function. Comment on how this result 
compares with Eq. (3.64). [Answer: Use Eq. (3.64) with x = (T^D)^^*" 
(1/b) r ( l / b ) ] 

3.4 Consider a parallel beam of electrons of energy To bombard
ing a thin target of thickness T. Find the average energy of the trans
mitted beam using the Mar transmission function. [Hint: One method is 
to use the definition <T) = f^' T P(T,To) dT] 

4.1 Given the range of an 80-MeV fission frj^ment in uranium 
metal as 21 mg/cm^, find the particle and energy currents at the sur
face of a 10.5-fi-thick ^ '̂U foil placed in a thermal neutron flux of 10̂ ^ 
neutrons/(cm^ sec). For simplicity, assume that the fragment energy 
spectrum is approximately given by 
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S(To) « 0.42 6(To - 67) + 0.58 6(To - 98) 

where TQ is in million electron volts. The density of '̂̂ U is 18.1 g/cm^. 

4.2 Various approaches are possible in current calculations. 
a. Derive Eq, (4.8) by integration in reverse order; i.e., integrate 

over ^ first. 
b. Starting with the plane kernel of Eq. (D.4), Appendix D, derive 

Eq. (4.12). 
c. Verify the results indicated in Table D.l for (^•(T;Z',TO) and 

<^*(T;TO). 

d. Using the chord-length distribution for a sphere from Table D.2, 
verify the escape probability E(To) and the energy spectrum H(T,To) 
given in Tables D.2 and D.3, respectively. 

4.3 Consider a parallel-plate cell fueled with a thick layer of a 
beta-emitting radioisotope. The initial energy spectrum of the betas 
can be represented by Fermi 's distribution (p. 548, Ref. 2, Chap. 3) 

n(e) « e V ? ^ {e, - ef 

where e depends on the initial beta energy Tj through 

e « < ^ + l 
moc' 

and eg represents the maximum or end-point energy. Find an appro
priate current-voltage relation for this cell. [Hint: Eq. (4.82) can be 
used as a kerneL] 

4.4 Recoil protons are obtained by 10-MeV neutron bombardment 
of a polyethylene sheet. Then, as in Problem 2.1, the initial angular 
and energy distribution of the protons can be represented as 

\2^ ( 0 < ^ < 1) 

"̂ ^̂ "̂ io (-i<^<o) 
and 

Tp = T„ f4 

where Tp and T,, are the initial proton and neutron energies, 
respectively. The range for 10-MeV protons in polyethylene is de
fined as AQ (but remember that X depends on Tp). 

For convenience in calculations, use n = Vi and m = 0 to approxi
mate the values of Table 3.4. 
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a. Consider a parallel-plate cell with a polyethylene thickness T 
such that T > AQ but still thin enough so that neutron attenuation is 
negligible. Assuming that the polyethylene has been treated so that it 
is, in effect, a good electrical conductor, calculate the current—voltage 
characteristic; cf. Sec. 4-3. 

^-fii ( l - | lnp„) 

where ^^ has been normalized by T„, i.e., the maximum proton energy] 

b. Assume that a DVE-Cell configuration is used with an untreated 
polyethylene so that a high resistivity is maintained in the dielectric 
volume. Following Sec. 4-5, set up an equation that describes the cell 
current-voltage characteristic. 

4.5 Verify that the particle current Jjj (z) in the source-free 
region of a "two-region" problem is of the following form if n, = nu = n: 

^(2-I--2., [.<(l-i)] 

5.1 Compare the low-energy secondary yield predicted by Eq. 
(5.19) with that from the thermionic model [i.e., Eq. (5.1)] for 1-MeV 
protons incident on gold. For simplicity, use n = 1.0. [Answer: 0.11 
vs 0.04 for the thermionic model] 

5.2 Estimate the low-energy secondary yield for 1-MeV gamma 
radiation incident on aluminum. [Answer: A(hî Q) = 7.7 x 10""] Using 
Fig. 5.22, comment on the ratio of the low-to-high-energy component 
for gamma radiation. Would ion bombardment result in a similar 
ratio? Explain. 

5.3 Based on Eq. (5.70), compare the energy leading to a maxi
mum yield for protons as opposed to electrons bombarding an aluminum 
target. For simplicity, take n = 1 for both particles. [Answer: 7.2 vs 
0.5 keV, respectively] 

5.4 Consider secondary emission at a fuel-layer surface. 
a. Sketch approximate yield curves for fission fragments equivalent 

to Figs. 5.6 and 5.18. Be sure to indicate your reasoning. 
b. Verify that the charge ratio vs thickness plot of Fig. 5.8 should 

be approximately constant with a value equal to 44(T(|)Vqo, where Tj 

[Answer: j , 0 J = i » 5 i ^ 

TS(To) 
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and QQ a r e the average init ial energy and charge of the fragment, 
respec t ive ly . 

c. Make a rough sketch of a plot s im i l a r to Fig. 5.8 for alpha 
p a r t i c l e s born in a ' " B coating. 

5.5 Calculate the h igh-energy secondary yield for ions bombard
ing a foil a ssuming that: 

• Rutherford sca t t e r ing p roduces the 6- rays (Table 5.6), 
• The foil th ickness r i s such that ion attenuation can be neglected 

but i s l a rge re la t ive to the e lec t ron range. 
• The Mar t r ansmis s ion factor d e s c r i b e s 6 - r a y t r anspo r t . 

[Hint: Recal l the definition of the average range in t e r m s of the t r a n s 
miss ion function.] 

Answer : 

where N •\mj 2T? 

T i M 

(2c - b) 

2 and ^ iM 
4m e 
M 

5.6 Consider an isotropic , monoenerget ic flux of low-energy ions 
incident on one face of a foil of th ickness r . Der ive an express ion for 
and sketch the yield on the opposite (exit) face of the foil as a function 
of r . 

5.7 As a f i rs t approximation, a s sume that the angular distr ibution 
for Compton e lec t rons produced by h igh-energy photons can be r e p 
resen ted a s a cosine distr ibution. Using this , the e n e r g y - a n g l e r e l a 
tion of Table 5.6, and the technique of Sees . 5-6.1 and 5-6.2, find an 
express ion for the yield assuming a "thick" target . Take n = 0 for the 
e l ec t rons . 

[Answer: 
T,o C 12 

In 
,^^K+ 1 

'TATI ' ] 
A - -

where T^Q = 2moC^ A In (x^)-l 
with ^l^ defined by Eq. (5.26) and C by Eq. (3.24)] 

Evaluate th i s r e su l t for 1-MeV photons incident on aluminum, and com
p a r e it with F igs . 5.22 and 5.25. D i scuss any differences. Is the p r e sen t 
r e su l t consis tent with that for problem 5.2? 
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6.1 It is proposed that a more realistic equivalent circuit would 
include another internal resistance, R'„ in the line between C^ and Rj 
in Fig. 6.1. 

a. Based on this circuit, obtain an expression for the current 11 vs 
the reduced voltage /SQ- Derive an explicit result for an ideal parallel-
plate cell with isotopic emission and show that it is consistent with 
Eq. (6.9). 
[Answer, for parallel-plate cell: 

i(0) ^^2R„ 2 V I R „ ; ^"^(I^O^RJ n 

where RQ = Vo/i(0), p^ = Rj/R„, and p^ = V^/Vo.] 

b. Derive an expression for ri/rf. 
c. What physical processes might be accounted fo rbyRj? [Hint: 

Remember that i^Rj represents an internal energy loss. ] 

6.2 A grid significantly influences cell operation. 
a. Using Fig. 6.13, obtain an expression for the grid current. Show 

that the grid and anode currents add to give the cathode current. 
b. Find an expression for the maximum (open-circuit) voltage, 

j ^ ^ , which allows for both grid and leakage currents. Check your re 
sult against curve 9 in Fig. 6.14 and also show that it is consistent with 
Eq. (6.11). 

[Answer: 0 O M = 4 
2ki 

+ (kik2)2 

• ^ v & - 4 k l 

where kj and k2 are given in Eqs. (6.37b and c),respectively.] 

c. Using Fig. 6.15(b), estimate the amplification or ;u-factor for 
Cell No, 1 of Fig. 7.17. Does this check with the value of 41 quoted in 
Sec. 6-2.3? [It may be necessary to extrapolate Fig. 6.15(b) or, alter
nately, to assume an equivalent plate model with Fig. 6.15(a).] 

6.3 Derive Eq. (6.44) for the magnetic cutoff. Show how to in
clude initial electron energies. 

6.4 Voltage breakdown limits are important in various ways. 
a. Using Cranberg's breakdown criteria ^ind^.= 41, predict whether 

voltage breakdown will first occur between the anode-grid, the anode-
cathode, or the grid —cathode for Cell No. 1 in Fig. 7.17. 
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b. Does the onset of microdischarging shown in Figs 7 14 and 
7.15 occur at the breakdown-voltage point*? Discuss your answer 

c. Compare the separation distance required to maintain 1 MV on 
two parallel plates separated by vacuum as opposed to using PMMA 
(polymethylmethacrylate, commonly called Lucite) for insulation 

6 5 Consider radiation-induced conductivity 
a. Using data from Table 6.4 and the corresponding text, estimate 

the value of OQ for polyethylene and compare it with that given in 
Table 6.3. [Answer Estimated value is 2.6 x 10"'^ (n cm)-'] 

b. Obtain a modified form of Eq. (6 57) assuming an exponential 
trap distribution, i.e., replace Eq. (6.55) by 

M(T) oc exp — : i ^ 
kT 

where TQ is a reference energy corresponding to the bottom of the 
conduction band. [Hint Treat Eq (6 57) as a kernel and integrate over 
the modified distribution. ] 

6 6 Consider radiation-induced space-charge effects. 
a. The theory leading to Eq. (6.67) does not mention soft electrons 

produced by the photon and by the Compton electrons as they slow. 
Discuss the validity of neglecting them. 

b. Obtain an equation equivalent to Eq (6 67) for the space charge 
due to low-q ion bombardment. Assume both the ion and 6-rays pro
duced by it are trapped at the end of their track. 

c. Equation (6.67) is derived assuming that the motion of the 
Compton electrons is not affected by space-charge effects. However, 
the space charge might build up under continued irradiation to a size 
at which it can alter the Compton trajectories. Using as simple a model 
as possible, modify the theory to include this. Find an expression for 
the movement of the point of maximum negative charge (L5 in Fig. 6.25) 
with time during irradiation. [For further discussion of this point, see 
E. Kennedy, "Computation of Electron Transport in Dielectrics," 
Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc, 11(1) 407 (June 1968) ] Does your theory show 
that, as indicated in the text, potentials larger than the electron equiva
lent can be generated ? 

7 1 The FEC is a key, but complicated, concept 
a. Discuss the point made in Sec. 7-2 that the increase in FEC 

efficiency in going to cylindrical or spherical electrodes is offset by 
an increased fuel thickness assuming that the fuel volume is held con
stant. 

b. Verify the shape of the magnetron curves shown in Fig. 7.11. 
Do you agree that higher voltages could be achieved with larger fields? 
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Discuss in more detail the argument that sweep rings might not be 
required at higher voltages. 

7.2 Several alpha and beta cells were discussed. 
a. Verify Miller's estimates for the ^'"Po cell discussed in Sec. 7-3. 
b. It is noted in Sec. 7-3 that the initial BMI Alpha Cell short-

circuit current was about 10"* A. Is this consistent with the frequency 
and size of the microdischarges that limited voltage buildup? 

c. Assuming 700-kV operation, what fraction of the beta current 
would pass through the 5 mg/cm^ collector described in Sec. 7-4.1 for 
the high-powered BEC? 

d. Under what conditions would you select spherical Cell A of 
Table 7.1 instead of Cell D? 

7.3 Recalculate the current-voltage curve and maximum voltage 
of Fig. 7.27 using the techniques developed in earlier chapters. 

7.4 A variety of neutron detectors is conceivable. 
a. Which of the detectors listed in Table 7.2 would offer the fastest 

time response? Why? 
b. Using order of magnitude estimates, verify the sensitivity 

listed for the cadmium emitter detector. 

7.5 Consider the solid-dielectric type GEC. 
a. It is noted in connection with the GEC of Fig. 7.36 that a similar 

design with a 2.5-cm-thick plexiglass insulator produced 8.8 x 10^'' A 
for an incident energy flux from ^"Co of 1.7 x 10^ ergs/sec over a 64 
cm^ area. Confirm the corresponding calculated value of 7.65 x 10"'' A 
using Eq. (7.1). Would substitution of a polyethylene insulator increase 
or decrease the current? 

b. Discuss the relative merits of polyethylene, silicone, teflon, 
Lucite, epoxy, glass, and polybutene oil for the insulator in the GEC. 

c. Compare the methods for reducing the energy dependence of 
solid-dielectric GEC's to those in the vacuum-type GEC. 

d. Discuss the contribution of electrons due to the photoelectric 
effect and pair production in the GEC. If possible, derive the governing 
equations for these currents. 

7.6 Consider the Thermonuclear-Electric Cell. 
a. Verify that the efficiency of the multiple collector design for 

the mirror reactor of Fig. 7.63 is approximately equal to (1 - 1/N), 
where N is the number of collectors. [Hint: Review your solution to 
Problem 1.3.] 

b. Discuss the relative merits of the metal-vapor-charge-ex
change collector suggested in Sec. 7-7 as opposed to the magnetic 
analyzer of Fig. 1.9(d). 

c. Estimate and compare space-charge fields encountered in a 
typical Thermonuclear-Electric Cell and a Fission-Electric Cell. 
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Activation energy, for conductivity, 
307-310 

tables of, 308-309 
AEG (see Alpha-Electric Cell) 
Alpha Cell (see Alpha-Electric Cell) 
Alpha-Electric Cell (.4EC), advantages 

of, 360-361 , 496 
design and applications for, 359-370 
experimental studies of, 361-369 

Battelle experimental cell, 363 
voltage behavior, 365 
vol tage-pressure effects, 367 

highlights of studies, 28 
Alpha part icles, Bragg curve for, 100 

current of, average charge of, 142 
average energy of, 139-140 

ranges for, 103 (nomograph) 
secondary emission from bombard

ment by, 201-206 
slowing of, 99-101 

charge variation for, 96-97 
[See also slowing (charged-par-

ticle)) 
Alpha triode (see Alpha-Electric Cell) 
Alphatron, 24 -25 
Alpha-voltmeter, 369 
Alternating source cell, 19 -21 
Amplification factor (/j-factor), grid, 

286-288, 502 
Analysis of cells with transport theory, 

129-185 
Angular distribution, of Compton elec

trons, 232, 501 
of (5-rays on birth, 232 
of isotopic and fission sources, 34, 

132 
Application of radiation cells, 341-431 

(See also Radiation cells) 
Atomic stopping cross section, concept, 

101 
protons, 102 

Attenuation coefficients for gamma 
absorption, 206-209 

Attenuation factor (f-factor), grid, 281, 
283-285, 287 

Auger neutralization m the lonization-
Electric Cell, 9 

Auxiliary conversion with a Gamma-
Electric Cell, 17 

Average angle, forward emission model 
(see Forward emission) 

Average energy, with Dirac chord 
method, 471-475 

of particle currents , 139-140 
Average range (see Range) 

Backscattering, of 6-rays, 486-488 
of electrons, 246-256 

at collector, m GEC, 389-390, 
401-402, 410 

empirical correlations for, 252 — 256 
fractional energy return, 251 — 254 
reflection coefficient, 249-256 

Baroody theory for secondary emis
sion, 219-220 

Bar r i e r s , analogies for, 13-14 
difference between CVE and DYE 

Cell, 72 
multistage, in DVE Cells, 85 
single vs multistage, 13 — 14 

Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI), cell 
studies at, 277, 351-354, 359-370 

Batteries, nuclear (see Beta Battery, 
Nuclear batteries) 

BEC (see Beta-Electric Cell) 
Beta Battery, design and applications 

of, 374-388 
advantages of, 375, 380 
circuit applications, 376 — 377 
as a self-powered neutron de

tector, 386-387 
solid dielectric type, advantages of, 

382 
design of, 383-384 
testing of, 382-384 

vacuum type, design of, 377-382 
the Linder-Chris t ian Cell, 3 7 7 -

380 
testing of, 378-382 

volume emitter type, design of, 3 8 4 -
386 

effect of temperature on current 
of, 386 

505 
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(See also Beta-EIectric Cell, De
tectors, Leesona Moos Model 300 
Beta Battery, Nuclear batteries, 
Radiation Research Corporation, 
Sandia Corporation Beta Battery) 

Beta Cell (see Beta-Electnc Cell) 
Beta-Electric Cell (BEC), advantages 

of, 370-371 , 496 
design and applications for, 370-387 
highlights of studies, 29 
high-powered type, 370-374, 504 

parameters for, table of, 373 
for space propulsion, 370-374 
spherical design, 372 

thin collector m, 276, 371-373 
(See also Beta Battery, Nuclear 

batteries) 
Beta part icles, as currents m Fission-

Electric Cell, 276-277, 344-346 
effective range for, 119 
Fermi energy spectrum for, 499 
slowing of, 113-124 
(See also Electrons) 

Bombardment, secondary emission 
from, by gamma radiation, 206 -
209, 221, 241-245 

by ions, 199-206, 209-241 
(See also Emission) 

Born approximation, 90 
Boron-10, use in a radiation cell, 496 
Bragg curve, for alpha part icles, 100 

for fission fragments, 107 
Breakdown, voltage (see Voltage 

breakdown) 
Bremsstrahlung, during electron slow

ing, 113-114 
production at cell collector, 289, 378, 

385 
use in Gamma-Electric Cell studies, 

401-402, 405-406 

Carnot efficiency, 2 
Catalyst, nuclear radiation as, 2 1 - 2 3 , 

496 
Cell characterist ic, definition of, 263 
Cells, commercially available, 24 

(table) 
design and applications of, 341-429 
deviations from ideal behavior, 

129-336 
[See also Conductivity, Emission, 

Space charge. Transport 
(charged-particle), Voltage 
breakdown] 

ideal, definition of, 32-34 
analysis of, 34-89 
(See also Ideal cells) 

types of, 3, 7, 18, 24, 28-29 
(See also Radiation cells) 

Central force, 454 

Cerium-144, use in cells, 361, 370-374 
Charge, average, during ion slowing, 

96 -97 , 108-109 
of particle current, 142-143 

Charge-exchange, use in TEC collector, 
426, 504 

Charge ratio, for grids, 281, 288 
for secondary production, by fission 

fragments, 204-205 
Charged part icles, m fusion reactions, 

421 
motion in electric fields, 32, 451 -

456 
m radiation cells (see Radiation 

cells) 
selection of, for cells, 88, 360, 3 7 0 -

371 
transport of, 90-126 
typical properties of, 5 
[See also Alpha part icles. Beta par 

ticles, Electrons, Emission, F i s 
sion fragments, Protons, Slowing 
(charged-particle), Source for 
cells] 

Charging time, ideal planar cell, 50 -54 
ideal spherical cell, 63 
leakage, effect on, 274, 492-494 
measurements of, 365, 379, 409-410 

Chemical processing, via radiation, 7, 
421 

Chemonuclear unit, as an Interaction-
Energy Cell, 7 

relation to other conversion cycles, 
15 

Chord-length distribution, in Dirac 
chord method, 465-467, 469 (table), 
499 

Circuit, equivalent (see Equivalent 
circuit) 

Coating (fuel-layer), effect of on cell 
calculations, 167-177 

effect of on secondary emission, 
214-216 

Collection cone, in DVE Cells, 81-82 
in parallel-plate cells, 35-37 
m spherical cells, 56 -57 

Collector, energy-angle distribution 
at, 49 -52 

heating of (see Electrode, heating of) 
(See also Multiplate collectors) 

Combination cells, 18 — 21 
Combination cycles, 15-17 
Compton current, calculation of, 181 — 

184, 241-245, 390-391 , 397, 404, 
411, 501, 504 

equilibrium with gamma current, 
77, 316-317, 325, 389 

measurement of, 391-393, 396, 3 9 9 -
406, 409-410, 415, 417 

relation to other currents , 320 
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relation to total conduction current, 
324 

(See also Compton scattering; 
Gamma-Electric Cell) 

Compton Diode, Element, or Battery 
(see Gamma-EIectnc Cell) 

Compton scattering, angle —energy 
distributions for, 40, 232 (table) 

average-angle model for, 39-40 
average forward displacement in, 

314-316 
cosine model for, 78 

Conducting-Volume-Emitter (CVE) 
Cell, 7 1 - 7 5 , 384-386 

analysis of, 72-75 
current—voltage characterist ic, 

74 - 7 5 
efficiency, 75 -76 , 87 
potential diagram for, 71 

Conductivity, radiation-induced, 303 — 
313 

analysis of, 306-313 
anomalous decrease of, 313, 383 
in Beta Batteries, 382-383 
correlation with dose ra te , 303-304 

table of parameters , 304 
decay of, 308-312 

table of parameters , 312 
in equivalent circuit, 259-260, 303 
Fowler 's model for, 305-308 
in Gamma-Electric Cells, 409-410 
mechanisms for, 303-306 
in MHD, 21-23 
neutron effect on, 313 
temperature effect on, 307-310 

Conservation equations, charged par
ticles in electric fields, 451—456 

Constant current source, 267 
Continuity equation, for charge, 323 

for energy flow, 138, 176, 485 
Conversion, dc to ac current, 27, 353, 

360, 368-370, 426 
Cosine distribution model (see Forward 

emission) 
Cost estimates, Thermonuclear-Elec

tric Cell, 429 
Cost reduction, by the Fission-Electric 

Cell, 343 
by topping cycles, 448 

Cranberg breakdown cr i ter ia , 294—295, 
502 

Critical field for voltage breakdown, in 
solids, 300 

in vacuum, 297 (table) 
Cross section, tor electron diffusion, 

478-479 
for electron—hole recombination, 

306-310 
table of, 308 

for fission, 437 

for gamma attenuation, 206-208 
for high-energy electron produc

tion, table of, 232 
stopping, for ions, 101 — 102 

Current, cell, calculation of, 148-167, 
437-446 

VS cell voltage, 157-159, 2 6 3 -
265, 270 

by Dirac chord method, 148, 4 6 5 -
476 

estimates of, for Direct-Collec
tion Cell, 6 - 7 , 437-443 

for lonization-Electric Cells, 
12, 443-446 

for a short-circuit , 149 — 150, 156 
(See also Compton current; 

Emission) 
measurement of, in Beta Batteries, 

378, 381-387 
m Fission-Electric Cells, 350, 

352 
m Gamma-Electric Cells, 3 9 1 -

393, 397, 399-410, 414-415, 
417 

charge, average value of, 142 
calculation of, 139-143 

energy, average value of, 139 — 140 
calculation of, 137-139 

fractional, definition of, 41 
leakage (see Leakage currents) 
particle, average energy of, 139 — 

140, 471-473, 475 
angular distribution of, 132 
calculation of, 130-137, 167-177 
energy spectrum of, 133-137 
relation to flux, 143-144 
total, 132 
in hvo-region problems, 167 — 177 

secondary electron (see Emission; 
Compton current) 

table of expressions for, 464 
Current - load calculations, including 

leakage, 265-268 
[See also Current-vol tage (cell)] 

Current-voltage (cell), calculation of, 
for an ideal CVE Cell, 74 -75 

tor an ideal cylindrical cell, 65 — 
69 

for an ideal DVE Cell, 83-84 
including electric field effect, 

177-185 
including leakage, 411-412, 493 

for an ideal Gamma-Electric Cell, 
83-84 

for an ideal parallel-plate cell, 
39 -44 

alternate plot for, 43 — 44 
including a grid, 281-284 
including leakage, 264, 493 

for an ideal spherical cell, 57—60 
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including leakage, 493 
including fuel cover layer, 167 — 177 
including transport losses , 148-162 

by Method A, 150-160 
by Method B, 160-162 

leakage current effect on, 263 — 
265, 492-493 

(See also Equivalent circuit) 
measurement of, 

for Alpha-Electric Cells, 365 
for Beta Batteries, 381, 386 
for Fission-Electric Cells, 3 5 2 -

356 
for vacuum Gamma-Electric 

Cell, 415 
(See also Current) 

Cut-off, grid, 286 
magnetic suppression, 289, 290, 415 

CVE Cell (see Conducting-Volume-
Emitter Cell) 

Cycle, Direct-Collection, 3 — 7 
relation to other cycles, 15 

energy conversion, 1—3 
of fuel, m thermonuclear reactors , 

421-423 
topping, 16-17 , 446-450 

Cylindrical electrode cells, c u r r e n t -
voltage from, 65-69 

efficiency of, 69-70 

Dawson's integral, 225 — 226 
Delta-ray (6-ray), backscattering 

of, 486-488 
contribution to secondary yield, 193, 

483-488 
energy-return fraction for, 194-199, 

483-488 
in high-energy secondary emission, 

230 
production of, 191 

Designs for radiation cells, 341-431 
(See also Radiation cells) 

Detectors, radiation cells for, gamma 
sensitive, 391, 397-406, 4 1 6 -
417 

general listing of, 23-25 
neutron sensitive, 386-387, 398, 

419-420 
(See also Dosimeter, Radiation 

cells, SCRED, Self-powered de
tector, Semirad detectors) 

Deuterium, in thermonuclear reactors , 
421-423 

Development problems for high-
powered cells, 26 -29 , 30 (table), 

333-336, 349, 356-357, 430-432 
Dielectric, strength of, radiation effect 

on, 326 
thickness of, in a CVE Cell, 75 

in a DVE Cell, 76 -77 , 183, 389 

Dielectric-Volume-Emitter (DVE) Cell, 
analysis of, 76-86 

collection cone m, 81 — 82 
current-vol tage characteris t ics , 

83-84 
including leakage, 493 

Gamma-Electric Cell type, 388-412 
potential diagram for, 71, 76-79 , 

497 
ideal efficiency, 8 4 - 8 5 , 87 
as a multistage barr ier , 85 
(See also Gamma-Electric Cell) 

Diffusion of electrons in metals, 195 -
196 

Diffusion length, of electrons, in 
metals, 195-196 

in semiconductors and insulators, 
223-224 

of secondary electrons, 478-479 
Dipole potential (surface), m secondary 

escape, 480-482 
Dirac chord method, 148, 465-476 

average energy of pai t i d e currents 
using, 471-475 

chord-length distribution in, 4 6 5 -
467, 469 (table), 499 

energy spectrum from, 470 — 476, 499 
Dirac delta function, definition of, 40 
Direct collection, concepts for, 3 — 7 

(See also Direct-Collection Cells, 
Radiation cells) 

Direct-Collection Cells, concept of, 3 - 7 
as topping units, 15 — 17 
(See also Radiation cells) 

Direct-Collection Cycle (see Cycle) 
Direct Energy Conversion, definition 

of, 15 
relation to nuclear cells, 15 

Distant collisions in ion slowing, 191 
Dose ra te , dependence of secondary 

emission on, 244 
Dosimeter, use of GEC as , 388-392, 

397-406, 416-417 
(See also Detectors) 

DVE Cell (see Dielectric-Volume-
Emitter Cell) 

Efficiency, of ac —dc piezoelectric 
transformer, 368-370 

actual cell, definition of, 272 
leakage currents , effect of, 272-274 
measurement of, for the Lmder— 

Christian Battery, 29, 377, 430 
tor Thermonuclear-Electric 

Cell, 431 
transport losses m, 162-167 

for Fission-Electric Cell, 166 -
167 

cell vs overall, 45 
collection, definition of, 272 
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estimate of, for Direct-Collection 
Cells, 4 - 6 , 28-29 

for Fission-Electric Cells, 28, 
346, 357-359 

for high-powered Beta-Electric 
Cells, 29, !73 

for lonization-Electric Cells, 10— 
11, 29 

for Thermonuclear-Electric Cells, 
28, 428 

ideal cell, of the CVE Cell, 75, 87 
of cylindrical cells, 69-70 
definition of, 4 4 - 4 5 , 272 
of DVE Cell, 8 4 - 8 5 , 87 
leakage effect on (see Efficiency, 

actual cell) 
for multiplate collectors, 426, 

496, 504 
of parallel-plate cells, 44—47 
for periodic-discharge operation, 

5 3 - 5 5 , 64 
of spherical cells, 60 — 61 
for Thermonuclear-Electric Cells, 

426, 504 
ratio, actual cell to collection, 273 
of rectifier —inverter circuit , 427 

Elastic collisions, in electron diffusion, 
195 

Electrets , 314 
Electric field, effect on particle slow

ing, 177-184 

Electrical conductivity, radiation-
induced, 2 2 - 2 3 , 303-313 

(See also Conductivity) 
Electrode, heating of, 4 7 - 4 9 , 347, 428 

Electrogasdynamics, radiation as a 
catalyst in, 23, 499 

Electron bombardment, secondary 
emission by, 189-190, 199-201, 
210, 220, 223, 227, 232, 241-244 

(See also Emission) 
Electron emission (see Emission) 
Electron filteiing, 417 
Electronic collisions, as an effective 

force, 177-178 
Elections, average energy of current 

of, 140 
backscattering of (see Backscatter

ing) 
bombardment by (see Electron 

bombardment) 
diffusion of in metals , 195-196 
diffusion length of, in metals, 195 -

196 
in semiconductors and insulators, 

223-224 
ranges of, 115-118 
secondary, emission of (see Emis

sion) 

leakage currents of (see Leakage 
currents) 

slowing ol, 113-124 
[See also Slowing (charged-particle)J 

transmission through Mica, 120 
(See also Beta particles) 

Emission (secondary-electron), 187 — 
245 

Baroody theory for, 219-220 
energy components of, 188 — 191 
high-energy component, from elec

tron bombardment, 241 — 244 
energy spectra ot, 236-239, 243, 

245 
from gamma-photon bombardment, 

221, 241-245 
dose-rate dependence of, 244 

from high-energy ion bombard
ment, 229-241 

angular dependence of, 234, 244 — 
245 

energy spectrum of, 236 — 239 
yield of, 235 

low-energy component, angular d is 
tribution of, 220-221 

calculational models for, 192 
electric-field effect in, 221-222 
from electron bombardment, 189 — 

190, 199, 210 
energy spectrum ol, 189, 219—221 
escape-zone concept in, 193 — 194, 

210-218, 225, 228 
from gamma-photon bombardment, 

206-209 
geometric and angular etfect on, 

209-219 
for bare fuel laye is , 214-216 
for coated fuel laye is , 216 — 219 

incident vs exit yields, 202 — 
203, 212-214 

for isotopic incidence of cur
rent or flux, 211 

from high-energy ion bombard
ment, 199-206 

by alpha pai t i d e s , 201-206 
by fission fragments, 201-205 
by protons, 189, 191, 199-201 

Ionization—Diffusion model for, 
192-199, 204 

parameters for, 196 (table), 
478-490 

from low-energy ion bombard
ment, 225-229 

universal yield curve lor, 226 — 
229 

high-energy limit of, 229 
Schultz —Pomerantz model for, 

488-489 
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semiconductor vs metal yields, 
223-224 

temperature effect m, 221—222, 
224 

Thermionic model for, 192, 204 
yields of, 199-229 

Emitter heating (see Electrode, heat
ing of) 

Energy, average, of particle current, 
139-140, 471-473, 475 

conservation of, 452 — 454 
Energy absorption coefficients, for 

gamma radiation, 206 — 209 
Energy-angle distribution, at collector, 

49 -52 
Energy conversion, cycles for, 1 — 3 

kinetic to potential, 2, 4, 45, 85 
stages of, 2 

Energy current (see Current) 
Energy distribution, for beta decay, 

499 
of fission-fragment source, 105-106, 

457-459 
analytic representation of, 105 
calculation from mass distribution, 

457-458 
Energy loss , average, 475 

from Vavilov distribution, 459 
[See also Slowing (charged-particle)] 

Energy—range relations (see Range) 
Energy regions, for ion slowing, 94 — 95 
Energy requirement, secondary elec

tron production, 196, 308, 479 
Energy-return fraction, 6-rays , 483 — 

488 
backscattering in, 486 — 488 

Energy spectrum, Dirac chord method 
for, 470-476, 472 (table), 499 

of energy current, 137 
of particle current, 134-138, 170, 

175 
for various geometries, 473—474 

Enhancement factor, electric field, 
295-298 

Equilibrium, 5-rays in thick target, 
486 

Compton electrons and gammas (see 
Compton current) 

Equivalent circuit, cell representation 
by, 260-262, 491-495 

including grid effects, 279-283 
Er ro r function, repeated integrals of, 

146-147 
Escape factor (x-factor), for grids, 

281, 288, 366 
(See also Screening fraction) 

Escape probability (fraction), defini
tion of, 145 

Dirac chord method for, 467-468, 
469 (table), 470, 499 

for slabs, 145 
Excitation, of helium, by alpha par

ticles, 176 
(See also Irradiation) 

f-factor (see Attenuation factor) 
Faraday cage, use in a GEC, 389-390, 

403 
FEC (see Fission-Electric Cell) 
FEC-reactor (see Fission-Electric 

Cell) 
Fermi energy spectrum in beta decay, 

499 
Fission cell (see Fission-Electric Cell) 
Fission-Electric Cell (FEC), beta cur

rents m, 276-277, 344-346 
current estimates for, 437 — 440 
current—voltage for, calculation of, 

160 
measurements of, 352, 355—356 

design and applications of, 342-359 
developmental problems for, 349, 

356-357 
efficiency calculations for, 166 — 167 
experimental studies of, 349—353, 

355-356 
capsules used m, 349, 351, 355 

highlights in studies of, 28 
non-thermal character, 343, 348, 

358-359 
reactor concept for, 342 — 348, 353, 

357-359 
low-temperature design, 343-345 
(See also Nuclear reactor; Propul

sion, space) 
secondary-electron effects in, 277 

(See also Emission; Leakage cur
rents) 

sputtering effects in, 292, 327, 3 3 2 -
335 

triode concept for, 351 
voltage limitation in, 299, 351-352, 

354-356 
by electron trapping, 292, 327, 355 

Fission fragments, bombardment by, 
secondary emission from, 201 — 
206 

sputtering from, 332-335 
Bragg curve for, 107 
charge variation of, 108-109 
current of, average energy for, 

139-140 
average charge for, 142 
energy spectra of, for UOj layer, 

137-138, 476-477 
for "5u layer, 498 

escape probability for, 470 
properties of, 104-106, 108 (table) 
range for, 111-113 
slowing of, 104-113 
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charge variation during, 108 — 109 
simplified model for, 110 
[See also Slowing (charged-particle)] 

source energy-distribution, analytic 
representation ot, 105 

calculation from yield curve, 457 — 
458 

m cell calculations, 160 
Flashover, 301 

in Alpha Cells, 362 
radiation effect on, 302 

Flux, in reaction rate calculations, 
143-144 

relation to current, 143 — 144 
scalar, definition of, 143 
table of expressions for, 464 

Force, effective, in electronic colli
sions, 177-178 

Forward emission, average angle 
model, 3 4 - 3 5 , 39 -42 , 45 -46 , 48, 
52, 5 4 - 5 5 , 7 8 - 8 1 , 84 

cosine model, 78, 81-84 
Fowler 's model for radiation-induced 

conductivity, 305-308 
Fractional current, definition of, 41 
Fractional energy return, of backscat-

tered electrons, 251 — 254 
of a- rays , 194-197, 483-488 

Fuel cells m conversion cycles, 15 
Fuel layer, manufacture and replace

ment, 27, 344, 346, 381 
(See also Coating, Thickness) 

Fusion reactions, 421 
Fusion reactor (see Thermonucleai 

reactor) 
Fusion torch, concept of, 421 

(See also Thermonuclear-Electric 
Cell) 

G-value, energy dependence of, 176 
in two-region calculations, 176 

Gamma attenuation, in DVE Cells, 77, 
86, 183, 397, 412, 498 

Gamma-Electric Cell (GEC), advan
tages as a detector, 321, 398-399, 
405, 417, 419 

"bake- in" for, 399, 403-404 
collector thickness for, selection of, 

390-391, 404-406, 415-416 
Compton-gamma equilibrium m, 

7 7 - 7 8 , 316-317, 325, 389 
external scat ters for, 401 — 403 
(See also Space charge, radiation-

induced) 
current calculations for, 177-184, 

390-391 , 397, 404, 410-411 
current—voltage calculations for, 76 — 

86, 177, 182-184, 411-412, 493 
collector-balance method for, 

validity of, 321-323, 397 

effect of leakage on, 411-412, 493 
design and applications for, 24—25, 

388-417 
as a DVE Cell, 72 
effects of polarization in, 393, 399, 

403, 410 
energy response, tailoring ot, 390 — 

391, 401-406, 416-417 
gamma attenuation in, 77, 86, 193, 

389, 397, 412, 497 
highlights in studies of, 29 
high-voltage operation of, 405 — 412 
incident-radiation angle, elfect of, 

402-403, 405 
internal source type 392 
liquid dielectric lor, 398-402 
maximum power for, 412 
photovoltages in, 395-397 
as a power-producing reactor shield, 

394-395 
radiation-induced conductivity in, 

313, 410-411 
space charge effect in, 316, 321-327, 

393 
(See also Space charge) 

transient currents in, 393, 399, 403, 
409-410 

types ot, dielectiic emitter, 388 — 
412 

multiplate collector, 18 -19 , 4 0 5 -
409 

vacuum, plate emitter, 412-417 
voltage breakdown in, 298, 301 
(See also Dielectric-Volume-Emit

ter Cell; Compton current) 
Gamma radiation, attenuation coef

ficients for, 206-209 
energy absorption coefficients for, 

206-209 
secondaiy emission from, 206 — 209, 

221, 241-245 
Gaussian transmission function in 

current calculations, 146 
GEC (see Gamma-Electric Cell) 
General Dynamics Corporation, GEC 

studies at, 395-397 
Geometry, hybrid, of cells, 87 

(See also Cylindrical electrode cel ls . 
Parallel-plate cells. Radiation cells . 
Spherical electrode cells) 

Green's function, in current calcula
tions, 131, 144 

for induced charge m a GEC, 323 
(See also Kernels) 

Grids, cut-off, 286 
ideal, definition ot, 283 
parameters for, amplification factor 

(^-factor), 286-287, 363 
attenuation factor (f-factor), 281 — 

285, 287 
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for BMI's Alpha Cell, table of, 285 
charge ratio factor, 281, 285, 288, 

366 
escape fraction (x-factor), 281, 

285, 288, 366 
squirrel-cage type, 351 
suppression ol secondary currents 

by, 274-289 
design considerations for, 283 — 

289 
m experimental cells, 351, 3 6 1 -

370 
losses and equivalent circuit for, 

279-283, 502 
types, 278-279 

in a Triode cell, 351 

Heat cycles, Carnot efficiency of, 2 
thermodynamic restriction of, 2 

Heating, electrodes, 47 -49 
Helium, use in lomzation-Flectric 

Cell, 11 -12 , 445 
Helium-3, in Beta Batteries, 278, 

380 
in thermonuclear reactors , 421 — 423 

High-powered cells, Alpha-Electric 
Cell, 360-361 

Beta-Electric Cell, 370-374 
Fission-Electric Cell, 342-359 
Thermonuclear-Electric Cell, 4 2 0 -

429 
(See also Development problems for 

high-powered cells; Radiation 
cells) 

High voltage, dc conversion to ac (see 
Conversion) 

dc transmission of, 27, 426-427 
sources of, with charged nuclear 

part icles, table of, 5 
radiation cells for, listing of, 28 — 

29 
vs Van de Graaff, 439 

(See also Radiation cells) 
Hopping motion, electrons m DVE 

CeU, 76 -77 , 85 
Hydroelectric dam, analogy with cells, 

13-14 

I-D Model (see lonization-Diffusion 
Model) 

Ideal cells, analysis of, 32 -34 
characterist ics of, 87 (table) 
cylindrical type, 64-70 
efficiency of, 44 
parallel-plate type, 34 — 55 
spherical type, 55 — 64 
volume-emitter types, Conducting-

Volume-Emitter (CVE), 71-76 
Dielectric-VoIume-Emitter (DVE), 

76-86 

lEC (see lonization-Electric Cell) 
Impedance, source, 261-262 
Incomplete gamma function, definition 

of, 146 
Inelastic collisions, in electron diffu

sion, 195, 478-479 
Instrumentation, applications of cells 

in, 23 -26 , 256, 430 
Alphatron, 24-25 
Alpha-voltmeter, 363, 369 
using Beta Batteries, 375-377, 

386-387 
using Gamma-Electric Cells, 390 — 

394, 397-404, 413, 416-417 
using Secondary-Emission Cells, 

418-420 
(See also Detectors) 

Interaction-Energy Cells, 7 -12 
relation, between types of, 7 

to other cycles, 15 
as topping units, 15 — 17 

Intrinsic field for voltage breakdown, 
279-300 

Ion slowing [see Slowing (charged-
particle)] 

Ionization, non-thermal, in MHD, 2 2 -
23 

Ionization chamber, 25, 445 
lonization-Diffusion (I-D) Model, for 

secondary emission, 192 — 199, 
478-488 

(See also Emission) 
Ionization-Electric Cell (lEC), cur

rent—power estimates for, 11 — 12, 
443-446 

efficiency for, 10-11 
general concept of, 8 — 12 
highlights in studies of, 29 
Penning mixture m, 10 
plasma in, 444 
recombination in, 12, 445-446 
space charge in, 444 

Ionization-excitation, by charged par
ticles (see Irradiation, Laser) 

Irradiation, by charged particles, 7 — 
12, 167-177 

coated-layer source for, 167 — 177 
current energy spectra for, 175 
current spatial distribution for, 

174 
secondary emission contribution to, 

229 
(See also Conductivity; Interaction-

Energy Cells; Ionization-Electric 
Cell, Space charge. Two-region 
problem) 

Jet Propulsion Lab. (JPL), cell studies 
at, 346-351 , 354-359 
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Katz —Penfold relation, for electron 
ranges, 115-116, 124, 126 

Kernels, for particle current and flux, 
130-133, 462-465 

plane, derivation of, 462 — 465, 499 
table of, 464 
utility of, m cell calculations, 465 

in emission calculations, 230, 
240-241 

point, in cell calculations, 160 — 162 
in particle current calculations, 

130-133 
table of, 464 

Klein —Nishma cross section, 232 
use of, in DVE Cell calculations, 78 

m GEC calculations, 181-182 
Koral —Cohen correlation, for electron 

backscattering, 252-256 
Krypton-85 Battery, 71, 385-386 

Landau distribution, 459 
Laser, as an Interaction-Energy Cell, 

7 - 8 
pumping ot with nuclear radiation, 8 

relation to other cycles, 15 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, stud

ies at, of Gamma-Electric Cell, 
395 

of Thermonuclear-Electric Cell, 
422-429 

Leakage currents , 259-336 
equivalent circuit concept for, 260 — 

277, 281-282 
in ideal cells, 33 
ohmic, 259-274 

effect on cell analysis, 262-274 
due to radiation-mduced conductivity, 

303-313 
due to radiation-induced space 

charge, 313-327 
secondary electron, 274-292 

(See also Fmission, Secondary 
electrons) 

due to sputtering, 327-336 
voltage breakdown limit of, 292 — 302 

Leesona Moos Model 300 Beta Battery, 
386 

Lichtenberg figures, 314 
Limits, integration, in current—voltage 

calculations, 156 (table) 
for particle current spectra, 135 
in two-region problem, 170-173, 170 

(table) 
Lmder -Chr i s t i an Beta Cell, 26, 29, 

377-380 
Linear attenuation coefficient, for 

gamma radiation, 206 
Load, equivalent resistance for (see 

Resistance) 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
(LASL), cell studies at, 395, 3 9 7 -
401, 414-415 

Low-q ions [see Alpha part ic les . 
Charged part ic les . Protons, Slow
ing (charged-particle)] 

m (neutralization parameter) , 108, 125 
(table) 

^-factor (see Amplification factor) 
Magnetic analyzer, for polyenergetic 

beams, 19-20 , 496 
m a Thermonuclear-Electric Cell, 

425-426 
Magnetic suppression of secondary 

electrons, 289-292 
m Alpha-Electric Cells, 367 
cut-off, 289-290, 415 
fields required for, 289-292 
m Fission-Electric Cells, 292, 346, 

349-350, 355-356 
capsule designs, 349, 355 
electron trapping in, 292 

m a vacuum GEC, 414 — 415 
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), m con

version cycles, 15 — 17 
radiation-induced conductivity m, 

2 1 - 2 3 , 176 
Magnetron cut-off, 289-292 

curves of, for FEC capsule, 356, 
503 

Mar transmission function foi elec
trons, 122, 146, 242, 498, 501 

Mass attenuation coefficient for gamma 
radiation, 206-209 

Mass distribution for fission frag
ments, 106, 108, 458 

Maximum efficiency, for ideal cells, 
table of, 87 

(See also Efficiency) 
Maximum voltage, for cells, including 

leakage, 269-271 
grid effect on, 283-284 
load resistance coi responding to, 

271-272 
of charged part icles , table of, 5 
for ideal cells, table of, 87 
[See also Current-vol tage (cell); 

Radiation cells . Voltage break
down] 

Mean range (see Range) 
MHD (see Magnetohydrodynamics) 
Microdischarge, 293, 503-504 

in experimental cells, 361-365, 379 
Mirror confinement for thermonuclear 

reactors , 20, 423, 425 
Mobility of charge ca r r i e r s , 303, 308, 

444-446 
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Moller 's c ross section for electrons, 
113, 232 

Momentum, angular, components of, 
m spherical cells, 59 

conservation of, 57, 66, 454 — 456 
linear, 36, 66, 454 

Moseley's first nuclear battery, 375 
Motion of charged particles in electric 

field, 32, 451-456 
fi-factor (see Amplification factor) 
Multiplate cells, 18-21 

(See also Multiplate collectors) 
Multiplate collectors, concept of, 18 — 

20, 344 
efficiency of, 496, 504 
m Gamma-Electric Cells, 407-410 
in Thermonuclear-Electric Cells, 

424-427 
Multiregion calculations in particle 

transport (see Two-region problem) 
Multistage barr ier , concept of, 13-14 

m the DVE Cell, 85 
(See also Magnetic analyzer; Multi

plate collectors) 

NASA Lewis Laboratory, cell studies 
at, 370-374 

Neutralization, during slowing, of 
alphas and protons, 96 — 97 

in charge —current calculations, 141 
energy regions for, 93 
of fission fragments, 108-109 
simple model for, 108, 125 
[See also Charge; Slowing (charged-

particle)] 
Neutralization parameter (m), defini

tion of, 108 
table of, 125 

Neutron detectors, self-powered, 24 — 
25, 386-387, 398, 419-420 

Non-linearity of cell current—voltage, 
262-263, 272 

[See also Current-vol tage (cell)] 
Non-thermal ionization, m MHD, 22 — 

23 
Normalization, source, in secondary 

emission, 482-483 
Nuclear batteries, 374-388 

commercial manufacturers of, 375 
Moseley's first, 375 
state of the ar t for, 24 -26 , 374-388 
tert iary type, 341 
unique characterist ics of, 375 
(See also Beta Battery; Radiation 

cells) 
Nuclear reactor, with Fission-Electric 

CeUs, 6 - 7 , 342-359, 437-443 
cavity type 343-344 
effect of criticality requirements, 

358 
gas-cooled type, 358-359 

low-temperature concepts, 343 — 
345 

potential for breeding, 343 
two-region design, 357 

with Ionization-Electric Cells, 1 1 -
12, 443-446 

detectors for (see Detectors) 

Ohmart cell, 24 -25 
Ohmic-Ieakage currents , 259 — 274 

surface vs volume current, 259 — 260 
(See also Leakage currents) 

Overfocusing, magnetic, in Thermo
nuclear-Electric Cell, 426 

Parallel-plate cells, collection cone 
for, 35-37 

current-vol tage for, 39 -44 , 1 4 8 -
167, 264, 493 

efficiency for, 4 4 - 4 7 , 163-167 
electrode heating in, 47 — 49 
periodic discharge of, 50—55 

voltage build-up times, 50 — 54, 
493-494 

relativistic coirections m analysis 
of, 37 -39 

types of, 34 -35 
Penning mixture, in the lonization-

Electric Cell, 10 
Periodic discharge, cell operation by, 

50 -55 
Periodic operation (see Periodic d is 

charge) 
Piezoelectric transformer, 368 — 370 
Planar cell (see Parallel-plate cells) 
Plane kernel (see Kernels, plane) 
Plasma, m the Ionization-Electric 

Cell, 444 
radiation-induced (see Interaction-

Energy Cells; Irradiation, Laser; 
Magnetohydrodynamics, Non-ther
mal ionization; Thermionic con
ver te rs ; Two-region problem) 

Poisson's equation, 323 
Polarization, bound, 319-327 

effect of, m a Gamma-EIectnc Cell, 
393, 399, 403, 410 

(See also Space charge) 
Polonium-210, use in cells, 359-361 , 

442, 504 
Polyenergetic beam, collection of, 

19 -20 , 423-425 
magnetic analyzer for, 19 — 20 

Potential, maximum (see Maximum 
voltage) 

Potential diagram, for a CVE Cell, 
71-72 

for a DVE Cell, 71 -72 , 77, 79, 397-
409 

for an lonization-Electric Cell, 9 
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Potential gradient, reduced, definition 
of, 80 

Potential limit in cell calculations, 57, 
67, 74, 79-82 

Power density, for Direct-Collection 
Cells, 6 - 7 , 44, 268-276, 3 4 6 -
347, 437-443 

tor Ionization-Electric Cells, 11 — 12, 
443-446 

leakage currents , effect on, 266, 
268-272 

maximum, including leakage, 271 
Power-to-weight, ratio of (see Specific 

weight of cells) 
Problems, 496-504 
Propulsion, electric (see Propulsion, 

space) 
Propulsion, space, use of cells for, 

29, 346-348, 353-354, 358-359, 
370-374 

Protons, bombardment by, secondary 
emission from, 189, 191, 199-201 

current of, average charge for, 96, 
142 

average energy for, 140 
ranges for (nomograph), 103 
recoil of, in neutron bombardment, 

499-500 
slowing of, 95-103 

charge variation during, 96 — 97 
(See also Slowing (charged-par

ticle)] 
Psi function, 92 

Q-value, for thermonuclear reactors , 
423, 427-428 

Radiation cells, design and applica
tions of, 341-431 

for detectors (see Detectors) 
review of status of, 23 — 30 
(See also Alpha-, Beta-, Fission-, 

Gamma-, and Thermonuclear-
Electric Cell; Beta Battery, 
Secondary-Emission Cell; Vol
ume-Emitter Cells) 

Radiation damage, 302 
Radiation-induced conductivity (see 

Conductivity) 
Radiation-induced degassing of sur

faces, 382 
Radiation-induced plasma (see Plasma) 
Radiation-induced space charge (see 

Space charge) 
Radiation Research Corporation, Model 

D-50 Beta Battery by, 384 
Model K-2 Krypton Battery by, 385 
Model R-IA Beta Battery by, 380 

Radiator for waste heat in space, 348 — 
349, 359 

Radioactive sources for cells (see 

Radioisotopes; Source for cells) 
Radioisotopes, use in cells, 24, 28 -29 , 

39, 88 -89 , 440-443 
Radon, use in cells, 374 
Range, of charged part icles, average 

(mean), concept of, 97 — 99 
relation to transmission func

tion, 123, 147 
in the continuous slowing down ap

proximation (c.s.d.a.), definition 
of, 123-124 

of 6-rays, 196-197, 484-488 
effective, for beta decay, 118 

for Compton electrons, 118, 196-
197, 314-316 

of electrons, 115-118 
extrapolated, concept of, 104 

for electrons, 119 
of fission fragments, 111 — 113 
of low-q ions, nomograph for, 103 
maximum, definition of, 123 
practical, definition of, 123 
probable, definition of, 124 

Range—energy correlations (see Range) 
Range limit, in the CVE Cell, 74 

in the DVE Cell, 79-82 
Range —transmission approximation, 

in cell calculations, 73 — 74 
Reaction rate, calculation of, 143 — 144, 

176 
Reactor, nuclear (see Nuclear reac

tor) 
thermonuclear (see Fusion torch; 

Thermonuclear reactor) 
Recombination, ion-electron, m the 

Ionization-Electric Cell, 445 — 446 
ion-hole, in solids, 306-308 

table of cross sections for, 308 
Reduced voltage (/3), definition of, 37 
Reflection coefficient, in 6-ray calcula

tions, 487 
for electron backscattering, 249 -

252 
Refueling (see Fuel layer) 
Relativistic effects, correction factor 

(x) for, 37 -38 
in parallel-plate cell calculations, 

37 -39 
the R-factor for, 37 -39 

table of, 39 
Relativistic mass , 453 
Roentgen element, 416 

(See also Gamma-Electric Cell) 
Rol —Fluit-Kistemaker Model, tor 

sputtering, 331-332 
Rutherford collisions, c ross section 

for, 232 
in backscattering calculations, 247 
in electron-emission calculations, 

233-241 
in sputtering, 330-331 
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Sandia Corporation Beta Battery, 385 
Scattering, of ions and electrons [see 

Straggling; Slowing (charged-
particle)] 

of secondary electrons, elastic, 195 
inelastic, 195, 478 

Schottky effect in secondary emission, 
222-223 

Schultz —Pomerantz model, in secon
dary emission, 488—489 

SCRED (Solid Compton Recoil Electron 
Detector), 401-403 

Screening fraction, grid, 285 
(See also Attenuation factor) 

SEC (see Secondary-Emission Cell) 
Secondary electrons, diffusion length 

of, 478-479 
from electron slowing, 113, 187—245 
emission of, 187 — 245 

(See also Emission) 
leakage cur ients , 274 — 292 

from the collector, m Beta Cells, 
381-382 

incident angle, effect of, 49 
material selection, reduction by, 

381 
thickness, effect of, 276 

in negative and positive particle 
cells, 274-276 

suppression of, 277 — 292 
by grids (electric fields), 277-289 
by magnetic fields, 289-292 

Secondary emission of electrons (see 
Emission) 

Secondary-Emission Cell (SEC), defini
tion of, 413, 417 

design and applications of, 417-420 
Self-powered detector, 386-387 
Semirad (Secondary-Electron Mixed-

Radiation Dosimeter) detectors, 24 — 
25, 229, 413, 419-420 

Slowing (charged-particle), alpha par
ticles, simplified model for, 99 — 
101 

in an electric field, 177-184 
electrons, simplified model for, 

113-115 
fission fragments, simplified model 

for, 109-110 
of low-q ions, 94—104 

collision processes for, 191 
energy regions for, 94 — 95 
general theory for, 90—94 
neutralization during, 93, 96 — 97, 

108-109 
simplified model for, 95 

stopping number for, 91, 108 
stopping power for, 91 

neutralization parameter (m), table 
of, 125 

protons, simplified model for, 101 — 
103 

slowing parameter (n), table of, 125 
[See also Alpha part icles. Beta par 

ticles. Fission fragments. Protons, 
Range; Slowing parameter . Strag
gling, Transport (charged-particle)] 

Slowing law, 95 
Slowing parameter (n), for alpha par

ticles, 99 -101 , 125 
concept of, 95—96 
for electrons, 116, 125 
energy variation of, 101 
for fission fragments, 107, 110—111, 

125 
for protons, 102, 125 
from range —energy law, 99—101, 

115-116 
table of, 125 

SNAP generators, 26, 442 
Souice for cel ls , selection ot, 88, 342, 

360-361, 370-371, 421 
(See also Nuclear reactor . Radio

isotopes, Thermonuclear reactor) 
Space charge, in ideal cells, 33 

in the lonization-Electric Cell, 444 
neutralization of, by radiation, 21 — 

22 
radiation-induced, 313-327 

analytic model for, 314—317 
in Beta Batteries, 383 
bound (persistent) polarization in, 

319-326 
charge released by, 317-326 
in the DVE CeU, 76-77 
in Gamma-EIectnc Cells, 392 -

393, 410 
limitation of, by ohmic leakage, 

327 
thermodepolarization currents 

from, 318 
time evolution of, 326-327, 503 
trapping mechanism in, 314 

in Thermonuclear-Electric Cells, 
428-429, 504 

Space propulsion (see Propulsion) 
Space shielding for protons, 102 
Specific power of radioisotopes, def

inition and use of, 441 
Specific weight of cells, 348-349, 

353-354, 358, 371-373 
Spherical electrode cells, in Beta-

Electric Cells, 372-373, 375, 377, 
385 

current—voltage characterist ics of, 
57 -60 

including leakage, 378, 493 
efficiency of, 60 -61 

for periodic operation, 64 
electrode heating of, 62 
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voltage build-up time, 63 
Sputtering, collision model for, 328 — 

332 
effects of, in cells, 327 

on Fission-Electric Cell voltage, 
292, 327, 355 

on voltage breakdown, 297 — 298 
physical vs chemical, 328 
yield of, calculation of, 332 

definition for, 328 
by fission fragments, 332 — 333, 

334-335 (table) 
by keV ions on copper, 329 

Stages, cell , 359 
Step function, definition of, 41 

use in tiansmisbion function, 132 
Stopping number, in the classical 

limit, 93 
for electrons, 110 
foi fission fiagments, 108 
for ions, 91 
in the quantum mechanical limit, 92 

Stopping power, for electrons, 110 
for fission fragments, 108 
for ions, 91 

Straggling, concept of, 97 — 98 
in current calculations, 145 — 147 
of electrons, 118-124 
of ions, 97-98 

calculations involving, 498 
use of Vavilov distribution for, 458— 

461 
Strontium-90, use of, in cells, 278, 

377-380, 382, 384, 440-442 
Suppression of secondary electrons, 

277-292 
by grids, 277-289 

m experimental cel ls , 351 — 352, 
366-367 

by magnetic fields, cut-off for, 289— 
291, 502 

in experimental cells, 349—350, 
356, 367-369, 414-415 

(See also Emission, Grids, Magnetic 
suppression) 

Surface limit, in cylindrical cel ls , 67 
m spherical cel ls , 57 

TEC (see Thermonuclear-Electric 
CeU) 

Thermal pollution, 17, 446-450 
Thermionic converters, in conveision 

cycles, 15—17 
space-charge neutralization in, by 

radiation, 21 -22 , 176 
Thermionic model for secondary emis

sion, 192 
comparison with the I-D model, 205, 

500 
Thermo Electron Engineering Cor

poration, cell studies by, 401-403 
Thermodepolarization currents , 318 

(See also Polarization, Space chaige, 
radiation-induced) 

Ihermodynamics, limitation by, in 
heat cycles, 2 

in the Ionization-Llectric Cell, 
496 

the second law of, 2 
Thermonucleai-Electric Cell (TEC), 

collector, use of charge-exchange 
in, 426, 504 

conceptual design of, 19 -20 , 27 -29 , 
420-429 

cost estimates for, 429 
efficiency of, 426-427, 428 (table), 

504 
experiments with, 431 
highlights of studies of, 28 
rectifier—inverter for, 426—427 
space charge limitation in, 428—429, 

504 
Theimonuclear reactor, forward-

emission representation of, 87 
motivation for, 421 
use of Direct-Collection with, 19-20, 

27 -29 , 420-429 
(See also Thermonuclear-Electric 

Cell) 
Thickness, dielectric, effect of in a 

GEC, 76 -77 , 183, 389 
fuel layer, effect of, on cell effi

ciency, 163-165, 167 
on collection cuirent , 157 — 159 
on current spectra, 136, 138 
on particle charge, 142 
on particle eneigy, 140 
on straggling, 147 
in two-region problems, 174 — 

175 
Thomson—Whiddington Law for elec

trons, 115 
in secondary emission, 228 

Time, build-up (see Charging time) 
Time, charging (see Charging time) 
Time constant, for cell chaiging, 5 1 -

52, 493 
(See also Charging time) 

lopping cycle, benefits from 447—449 
in combination cycles, 16-17 
efficiency of 17, 447-449 
input-energy reduction by, 447 — 448 
use in Thermonuclear-Electric Cell 

analysis, 427-428 
using a radiation cell and MHD, 496 
waste-energy reduction by, 448-449 

Topping unit (see Topping cycle) 
Transducer, piezoelectric, 368-370 
Transfoimer, dc to ac, 27, 369-370 
Transmission, high-voltage, 27, 426—427 
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Transmission factor, for charged par
ticles [see Transmission function 
(charged-particle) ] 

for grids, 281 
Transmission function (charged-

particle), in current calculations, 
131-132, 145-147 

definition of, 121 
for electrons, 121-122 

Mar form for, 122 
Gaussian form for, 121 
at a surface, for secondary elec

trons, 480-482 
in secondary-electron calculations, 

215 
in the two-region problem, 169 
use with d plane source, 463 
Vavilov distribution for, 121, 458— 

461 
Tiansmission probability [see Trans

mission function (charged-particle)) 
Transport (charged-particle), 90—126, 

187-256, 451-489 
application to cell analysis, 129—185 

Trapping of electrons, effect on con
ductivity, 304-308, 311-313 

site distribution m energy, 305 — 
307 

in magnetic suppression, 292, 327, 
355 

in radiation-induced space charge 
(see Space charge) 

Triode cell, 277, 351, 361-364 
Tritium, use of, in Beta Batteries, 

380-381 
m thermonuclear reactors , 421 — 

423 
Turbogenerator, in conversion cycles, 

15 
in topping cycles, 446-449 

Two-region problem, 167 — 177 
particle current solutions for, 500 
(See also Irradiation) 

Types of cells (see Radiation cells) 

Universal yield curve for secondary 
electrons, 226-227 

Vacuum, voltage breakdown in (see 
Voltage breakdown) 

Vacuum gauge, the Alphatron as, 24— 
25 

Vavilov distribution, 121, 458-461 
most probable energy loss from, 461 
width of, 461 

Voltage, maximum (see Maximum 
voltage) 

measurement of, 369 
particle energy equivalent to, 37 

of radiation cells, 4 - 6 , 87 
[See also Current—voltage (cell)] 

1 educed, definition of, 37 
Voltage breakdown, 292-302 

in liquids, 293 
in solids, 298-300 

critical field for, 300 
in DVE Cells, 76, 78, 408-410 
mechanisms for, 299-301 
radiation effect on, 301 

over surfaces, 301 — 302 
in an Alpha CeU, 362 
mechanisms for, 301 — 302 
radiation, effect of, 302 

in vacuum, 293-298 
background gas pressure , effect 

of, 297-298, 366-368 
Cranberg's criterion for, 294 — 296 
critical field for, table of, 297 
field enhancement effect in, 295 — 

297 
mechanisms for, 293 — 298 
microdischarging, 293 
radiation, effect of, 298 
voltage-spacing correlations for, 

296 
whisker effects, 296-298 

Voltage build-up, time for (see Charg
ing time. Periodic discharge) 

Voltage characterist ics [see Cur r en t -
voltage (cell)] 

Voltage —current character is t ics [see 
Current—voltage (cell)] 

Voltage-load (cell), including leakage 
effects, 274, 491-492 

[See also Current-vol tage (cell)] 
Voltage gradient, reduced, in a DVE 

Cell, 80 
Volume-Emitter Cells, types of, 71-72 

(See also Conducting-Volume-
Emitter Cell, Dielectric-Volume-
Emitter Cell) 

Weight-to-power, ratio of (see Specific 
weight of cells) 

Whisker effect in voltage breakdown, 
296-298 

Work function, role m the lonization-
Electric Cell, 8 -10 , 444-445 

in secondary electron escape, 480— 
482 

x-factor (see Escape factor) 
X-rays , secondary emission from, 

241-244 
(See also Biemsstrahlung) 

Yield, of secondary electrons (see 
Emission) 

for sputtering, by ions, 328 — 335 




